
a - Rail

Number of 

occurence

s

b - Reasonable 

Alternatives

Number of 

occurence

s c - Air quality

Number of 

occurence

s d - Built Heritage

Number of 

occurence

s

e - Drainage and 

flood risk 

(hydrology)

Number of 

occurences f - Utilities

Number of 

occurences g - Biodiversity 

Number of 

occurence

s

h - Visual and 

landscaping

Number of 

occurence

s i -Noise

Number of 

occurence

s j - Highways

Number of 

occurence

s

k - Socio-

economic

Number of 

occurence

s l - Lighting

Number of 

occurence

s

a1 - Preference 

for passenger 

station 3

b1 - Concerns about 

assessment of alternative 

sites, including proposing 

specific alternatives, 

recommending brownfield 

regeneration, insufficient 

consideration given, 

inadequate reasons for 

rejection and need to 

define geographical 

scope of assessment 12

c1 - Air and 

general pollution 

(inc. dust, 

smoke) 81

d1 - Concerns 

regarding heritage 

including historical 

value, listed 

buildings and the 

impact on 

conservation 

areas 37 e1 – Flooding 10

f1 - 

Recommends 

solar/eco energy 3

g1 – Concern over 

impact on wildlife and 

their habitat (including 

loss of habitats for 

foxes, hedgehogs, 

bats and rare bird 

species; impact on 

butterflies due to loss 

of mature oak trees; 

damage to nesting 

birds; and other 

unspecified concerns 

about wildlife) 46

h1 - Concern or 

comment on design 

of warehouses 8

i1 - Noise 

(pollution) 106

j1 – safety of A43 

including junctions 

and access points

6

k1 - Concern over 

impact on local 

bus services 4 l1 - Light (pollution) 64

a2 - Concern over 

rail safety 1

c2 - Air quality is 

already poor 7

g2 - Concern over the 

Grand Union Canal - 

do not build near it / 

screening to mitigate 

visual and noise 

impact on this area / 

concerns about 

general impact on 

conservation area

14

h2 - Concern or 

objection to scale 

of warehouses / 

extent of 

warehousing 34

j2 - Concerns 

regarding traffic on 

the A508 

13

k2 - Need more / 

better bus 

services

2

a3 - Question / 

concern over rail 

capacity 27

g3 - general concern 

over impact of 

development on the 

environment 31

h3 - General visual 

effects / blight

69

j3 – HGVs in local 

villages 

25

k3 - Staff access: 

where are staff 

coming from and 

how? 13

a4 - Questions / 

concern over rail 

access and / or 

traffic 7

g4 - Loss of trees, 

hedges, flora 15

h4 - Trees / 

landscaping 

needed to hide the 

buildings

8

j4 – Traffic during 

Grand Prix

3

k4 - No need for 

new jobs 31

a5 - Recommend 

Eurostar Link or 

connections to 

other stations 2

g5 - Environmental 

plans not thought 

through 3

h5 - Supports 

approach to visual 

impact

2

j5 – General concern 

about HGVs, 

including number on 

site

41

k5 - Concern over 

effect on local 

demographics 9

a6 - Questions 

demand for rail 

freight (including 

belief SRFI will 

not accept any 

freight) 16

g6 - Not the best plan 

for environment; 

containers should be 

sorted at sea ports or 

nearer industrial hubs. 

SRFI only shifts the 

environmental impact, 

rather than reducing it 4

h6 - Proposed 

approach to visual 

impact 

unsatisfactory / 

cannot be mitigated

39

j6 – A43 traffic

43

k6 - Concern over 

effect on house 

price 18
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a7 - Concern 

about lengths of 

rail paths or 

platforms /

questions if freight 

trains will have 

sufficient time to 

brake 5  

g7 - Welcomes plan 

for 'environmental 

bridge' 1

h7 - Site of no great 

beauty or 

significance, little 

need to mitigate 

visual impact

1

j7 - Concern over 

Northampton Road 

access/traffic, 

including assurance 

access will only be 

for emergencies and 

requesting a 

definition of 

emergencies

35

k7 - Loss of 

agricultural/farmi

ng land 

32

a8 - Concern over 

difficulties of 

linking 

Northampton Loop 

and WCML, 

including height 

difference 0

g8 - Mitigation plans 

unsatisfactory / 

mitigation not possible 10

h8 - Worried about 

wind turbines

1

j8 - Agrees with 

underpass solution 

to Northampton 

Road access

7

k8 - Believe 

project will bring 

economic 

benefits 3

a9 - Priority and 

area of growth for 

this railway is 

passenger service 

to London; should 

not be impeded 2

g9 - Impressed by 

planning around 

environmental impact 1

h9 - Lower land 

level of site to 

reduce visual 

impact

1

j9 - Concern over 

closure of 

surrounding major 

roads 

37

k9 - Insufficient 

housing for 

workforce / where 

will new homes 

go?

11

a10 - Claim that 

Rail Central 

accesses two 

lines is false - 

both WCML 1

g10 - Environmental 

benefit to the country 

outweighs the local 

impact 1

h10 - Underground 

the development 1

j10 - General Traffic 

concerns, including 

staff traffic

81

k10 - Relative 

value of jobs 

created is poor 

(incl. jobs-to-land 

ratio and impact 

on congestion)

1

a11 - Believes it 

does not make 

sense to move 

goods between 

local SRFIs 1

h11 - Concern 

about financial 

feasibility of 

landscaping

1

j11 - M1 traffic

24

k11 - Approach to 

property bond 

inappropriate or 

inadequate 2

a12 - Not 

commercially or 

operationally 

viable 2

h12 – Include more 

trees

2

j12 - Traffic in 

villages (non-HGV)

60

k12 - 

Northamptonshir

e cannot become 

over-reliant on 

logistics industry 1

a13 - Freight 

should be 

transported on the 

HS2 route 1

h13 - General need 

for landscaping

6

j13 - Need new link 

road / bypass

2

k13 - Local 

people do not 

want jobs in 

warehouses 

(including for 

their children) 1

h14 - Loss of green 

or open space / 

countryside 

82

j14 - A43 Investment 

needed

1

k14 - Tourism 

and agriculture 

would bring more 

benefit 1

j15 - A45 traffic
6

k15 - Crime and 

policing 14
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j16 - Widen roads

2

k16 - Adds to 

pressure for 

urban expansion 

(incl. housing 

development) 16

j17 - A5 Traffic

16

k17 - General 

effect on 

village/rural way 

of life and the 

identity of 

communities

86

j18 - HGVs should 

travel at night

1

k18 - Concern 

about strain on 

local services 

including health, 

schools 7

j19 - Concern over 

whether emergency 

vehicles will always 

be able to access 

site
3

j20 - Concern over 

condition of local 

roads and road 

infrastructure 

including bridges

5

j21 - Concern over 

increasing number 

of cyclists and 

pedestrians
1

j22 - Object to 

overpass from A43
2

j23 - Road safety 

including speed 

reduction

25

j24 - Suggestion of 

flyover over the M1

1

j25 - Upgrade J15A 

M1/J15A not 

equipped to handle 

traffic 
5

j26 - Highways plan 

is well thought 

through
1

j27 - Block access to 

the A43 Blisworth 

slip road for non-

residents
1

j28 - Requests 

second bridge over 

railway cutting in 

Roade
1

j29 - Concern over 

need for additional 

works on highways 

that would be 

required by RC 

2
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j30 - Should consult 

Highways England/ 

Northamptonshire 

Highways on 

highways and traffic 

issues 

1

j31 - A43 junction 

should be high level 

with sufficient slip 

roads 
1

j32 - Should link to 

A45/A508 J15 to 

improve access

1

j33 - Need for good 

signposting
1

j34 - Should 

encourage car 

sharing 1

j35 - Should 

encourage cycling / 

facilitate cycle links 

2

j36 - Concerned that 

rail bridge over 

Northampton Road 

will be lost 

1

j37 - Park & Ride is 

not a good solution 
1

j38 Other sites 

better connected to 

Strategic Road 

Network 
1

m - Waste

Number of 

occurence

s n - Cumulative effects

Number of 

occurence

s

o - Human 

health

Number of 

occurence

s p - Consultation

Number of 

occurence

s

q - The proposed 

development: site 

layout and design 

Number of 

occurences

r - Market need 

and demand 

Number of 

occurences s - Construction

Number of 

occurence

s

t - Community 

Benefits

Number of 

occurence

s

u - General and 

other comments 

Number of 

occurence

s

v - Development 

across the A43

Number of 

occurence

s

m1 – Concern 

about increased 

rubbish / waste 1

n1 - cumulative impact 

with other schemes or 

HS2 work needs to be 

considered 3 o1  - Hygiene 3

p1 - Concern 

about or request 

for more / better 

visualisations (65) 65

q1 - Concern about 

impact on or request 

for more bridle paths 6

r1 - Inappropriate 

site including due 

to its size 50

s1 - 

Comment/concern 

over construction 

traffic 6

t1 - General 

request for 

mitigation and/or 

investment in local 

community 2

u1 - Suggests 

canal-based 

transport of 

freight 2

v1 - Questions need 

for development, or 

aspects of it 18

o2 - Concern 

about impact on 

health of local 

residents 10

p2 - Wanted more 

information before 

consultation, or 

felt consultation 

was premature

6

q2 - Concern about 

impact on or request 

for more cycle paths

5

r2 - Not needed 

(RE: other 

facilities such as 

DIRFT)

57

s2 - spoil should be 

removed by rail

1

t2 - See no local 

benefits 17

u2 - Unspecified 

or general 

objection 55 v2 - No local benefit 34

p3 - Inadequate or 

need more traffic 

information
34

q3 - Concern about 

impact on or request 

for more/better 

footpaths 31

r3 - Agree with 

SRFI in principle

14

s3 - Concern about 

construction noise

1

t3 - Wants country 

park or similar 1

u3 - What 

happens if DCO 

refused? 4

v3 - Concern over 

impact on local 

businesses 10

p4 - Inadequate or 

need more 

economic info 

4

q4 - Local 

infrastructure unable 

to support the 

building and 

functioning of the 

site 2

r4 - Agree with 

principle of this 

site

6

s4 - Impact of spoil 

removal in terms of 

dust, vibration etc.

2

t4 - Country park 

insufficient to 

replace benefit of 

countryside 9

u4 - Using NSIP 

to bypass local 

decision-making, 

and as a means 

to just build 

warehouses 20

v4 - Opposed due to 

environmental 

effects and impact 

on rural area 4
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p5 - Poor 

consultation 

process, including 

over-reliance on 

online material / 

need more deposit 

locations  30

q5 - One underpass 

to connect two 

halves of the site 

insufficient

1

r5 - Plans are 

contrary to local 

planning/commer

cial objectives 

including the 

West 

Northamptonshir

e Joint Core 

Strategy 27

s5 - Concern over 

management of the 

construction process

1

u5 - 

Question/concern 

over future plans 

for rail 

development or 

development of 

this site 4

v5 - Concern over 

access to this side 

of A43 2

p6 - Inadequate or 

need more info on 

rail 8

q6 - Design of site 

does not offer 

sufficient rail 

connectivity, with not 

enough connected 

directly and tenants 

west of bypass 

deterred from taking 

up rail link. 

Questions whether 

this complies with 

NPPS
7

r6 - This site for 

an SRFI is not 

strategic / there 

is not sufficient 

needs case

17

s6 - Concern over 

mitigation of the 

general impact of 

construction

5

u6 - Negative 

comment RE: 

Developer-

Landowner 

agreements 4

v6 - Concern over 

impact on heritage of 

area 2

p7 - Inadequate 

information, more 

needed or repeat 

consultation when 

more information 

is available
91

q7 - Bottleneck on 

east of site (before 

underpass) is a 

safety risk

1

r7 - Recognises 

strategic value of 

Northampton 

location

4

s7 - Concern about 

construction phase 

pollution 

2

u7 - Concern over 

CPOs 8

v7 - Should not be 

used for SRFI 

expansion 1

p8 - objected to 

implied support 

from national 

bodies such as 

Network Rail, 

government, PINS 
8

q8 - Should be a 

requirement that rail-

connected 

warehouses are 

completed first

1

s8 - Improve acoustic 

screening of 

construction (gantry 

cranes)

1

u8 - Concern 

about impact on 

Blisworth Arm

6 v8 - Supports plan 5

p9 - Too few 

consultation 

events in Milton 

Malsor 

15

q9 - Objections to 

moving truck 

maintenance from 

Wolverton to RC - no 

strategic reasoning 

or inadequate room 1

u9 - Clarify 

operating hours of 

site

1

v9 - Advice on 

quality, urging need 

for it to be high 

standard 2

p10 - Lack of 

transparency 

(including 

misleading 

documents, belief 

this has been long 

term plan) 37

q10 - Infrastructure 

work to connect RC 

will clash with HS2 

works at Euston

1

u10 - Suggestion 

to go beyond 

minimum 

standard of 

mitigation 

measures 2

v10 - Provide 

facilities for HGV 

drivers 1

p11 - Inadequate 

or need more info 

on construction 

phase 2

q11 - supports 

proposed rerouting 

of paths/PRoWs
1

u11 - Should 

build houses 

instead 1

v11 - Pleased that 

plan was dropped 2

p12 - Positive 

comment on the 

consultation 

materials

1

q12 - Questions 

whether single road 

access point is 

sufficient 

13

u12 - Requests 

commitment to 

meeting minimum 

scale to be 

considered SRFI 

at an early stage 

(as an addendum 

to the NPSNN) 1

v12 - Makes no 

economic sense 1

p13 - Need to 

have regard to 

local views

21

q13 - Concerns over 

whether there will be 

sufficient on-site 

parking, particularly 

for HGVs

6

u13 - Roxhill 

proposal is better 

(due to mitigation) 1

v13 - Opposed due 

to traffic 3

p14 - Should 

consult with police
3

q14 - Plans are well 

thought through 1

u14 - Would be 

beneficial in 

future but not now 1

v14 - Opposed as 

point of principle 2

p15 - Inadequate 

or need more 

environmental info

20

u15 - Concerned 

by uncertainty 

during progress 

of application 1
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p16 - Specific 

request to know 

which urban 

centres RC will 

serve 2

u16 - Concerned 

about house 

demolition in the 

area 1

p17 - 

commending the 

consultation for 

being early 

enough to allow 

residents to 

influence plans 1

p18 - Extend the 

consultation/ 

inadequate time 

given 6

p19 - Should be 

better direction to 

the plans on the 

website 2

p20 - Consultation 

process is too 

long / drawn out 

1

p21 - Should have 

been direct 

contact to those 

with property on 

the site, 

neighbours of site 

and affected 

properties 6

p22 - More info 

required on 

archaeology and 

ecology 1

p23 - TfL should 

be consulted / 

allowed to 

comment
1

p24 - Provide 

expectation of 

modal split to be 

achieved by site 1

p25 - Timetable 

should be made 

clearer 1

p26 - Request for 

details on analysis 

of other logistics 

parks from April 

2016 PEIR
2

p27 - Must 

consult with BPA 

due to sub-

surface 

infrastructure 1

p28 - Clarify 

reasons for choice 

of site 1

p29 - Should have 

been exhibitions 

post-visual plans 
1

p30 - Consulting 

on issues that are 

too insignificant 
1

p31 - Establish 

local groups such 

as Schools & 

Youth Council, 

Travel Plan 

Steering Group 1

p32 - No 

parameters plans 

detailing scale and 

ground levels 

available 1
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p33 - Predictions 

provided cannot 

be certain - will 

only know impact 

once it is running

2

p34 - Consult 

bodies such as 

Network Rail, 

South Northants 

Council 1

p35 - Need to 

make progress 

with Network Rail 

before application, 

including grip 

process 2

p36 - Shouldn't be 

allowed to go 

ahead without 

assurances or 

support from 

Network Rail 4

p37 - Need to 

better define 

"affected 

properties" 1
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Number Date

1. Comments on approach to managing 

environmental effects

2. Comments on approach to managing landscape 

and visual effects

3. Comments on approach to managing highways 

and transport connections

4. Comments on potential 

hotel/office/restaurant/additional facilities for west of 

the A43 5. Any other concerns 6. Further comments (SUB-)THEME

S47.1.001

Please include the A43 Junction to the south west of 

Blisworth in your traffic management assessments. It's a 

very dangerous junction and not currently circulated in 

red your 'access & connectivity map.' j1,

S47.1.002 28/04/2016

Additional infrastructure for local area/surroundings e.g. 

footpaths - you've cut off Milton Malsor/Blisworth's direct 

route. More bridal paths/cycle routes/ footpaths in plan 

that actually go somewhere are of use

Some 'relief' pictures would have been useful to get an 

idea of what views will actually look like. Some 

warehouse buildings are more aesthetically pleasing than 

others e.g. areas which fade in colour e.g. blues/green

ACCESS AND CONNECTIVITY: Why no traffic 

assessment point J15 - A508 - Courtonmead turn or 

Stone Bruerns. TRANSPORTATION AND HIGHWAYS: 

HGV's already use Blisworth as a cut through despite 

signage. How do you propose to ensure NO HGV's travel 

through villages risking peoples lives. What about the 

G.P. - A43 shut for 3/4 days?

do we need it, as villagers can't actually directly access it 

& so won't use it? - Re your hotel plans.

Much more effort should be put at making something 

back into the community. Plant more trees/landscaping 

etc. See previous

I would prefer a Northampton South Parkway Railway Station as opposed a 

monstrosity of warehouse units plus all the HGV traffic that goes with it. How are 

you going to alleviate crime issues? Pay for a PCSU? Or police officers. 

j2, j3, j4, j5,

q1, q2, q3,

h1, h2,

p1,

v1,

t1,

h12, h13,

a1,

k15,

S47.1.003 28/04/2016

The public should have been asked or sent information, 

questionnaire by post before this to happen. 

THERE IS POO OUTSIDE DIRFT - A HYGEINE 

HAZARD!

I am a bus passenger, so I am most concerned with the 

journeys and this busy area NOT DO THIS AT ALL

DO NOT DO THIS AT ALL. THE WORK UNEMPLOYEMENT HAS GONE DOWN. 

WE DO NOT NEED 8,000 NEW EMPLOYEES ON OUR DOORSTEP.

p2,

k1,

o1, u2,

k4,

S47.1.004 28/04/2016

noise pollution & disturbance are unlikely to be mitigated 

by current proposals 

It is not possible to 'manage' 8000000 sq ft. of 'sheds' to 

mitigate loss of visual amenity

inadequate information regarding traffic impact on M1, 

A43 & local roads inconsequential

lack of economic information & statistics does give no 

indication of schemes viability

what will happen to this site if planning approval is not obtained i.e. What is plan 

'B'. Lack of detail information, particularly with regard to rail movements. Not a 

very good consultation process. 

h2,

p3, p4, p5, p6, p7,

v2,

i1,

u3,

S47.1.005 28/04/2016

Problems, access on to the A43 as the road (A43) can be 

very busy at times, have you done a traffic census? 

Depth of underpass under the Blisworth/Milton access 

road to cope with lorries. Also danger of flooding problem 

with the different levels between the site and main line. The above will not be used by locals

More thought needs to be taken on flooding. To consider 

how to storage and removal of rain water as the bottee 

neck bridge under the Gayton Road also the stream 

needs opening up off the proposed site 

j6, j7,

v2,

e1,

S47.1.006 28/04/2016 the site is entirely inappropriate for a scheme of this size

no way should there be any access to the old 

Northampton Rd

why did the leaflet announcing the consultation not have 

a map showing the proposed 8m square feet? This 

deliberately misled the reader as to the size of the 

scheme

why is most of the proposed warehousing not related in 

any way to the terminal. It is a just a cheap way of getting 

permission for warehouse space

j7,

p2,

r1, u4,

S47.1.007 05/05/2016

I would hope that you will manage the environmental 

issues sympathetically should you be granted planning 

permission. Our wildlife is already suffering and in 

decline, I would hope that you will take this into account. 

Also landscaping around the site would help to soften the 

impact.

I live on Blisworth Park and from my premises I will see 

all the development to the west side of the site as far as 

Milton Malsor. Hence I worry about light pollution, noise 

etc. Also lose of view. The reason I brought my property 

was the view

Have listened to the management of the roads and 

transport. As most residents of Blisworth are worried 

about heavy lorries travelling through the village. It looks 

as though this won't happen due to an underpass at the 

junction with Northampton road. This must happen. The 

village is busy enough as it is. My other concern is what 

will happen if there's a closure of the M1 and traffic is 

diverted on to the A43 causing gridlock. 

I worry that a potential hotel will impact on the Walnut 

Hotel/restaurant/pub. Also other local 

pubs/hotels/b&b/restaurants.

as the grand union canal runs close by the site I hope this 

won't impact what is an attraction for boats and walkers 

alike. Please don't site buildings to close to canal.

If we must have this on our doorstep then I hope local community groups will see 

some benefits from it.

j3, j8, j9,

h3,

v3,

t1,

h13, i1, g1, l1, g2,

S47.1.008 06/05/2016

there is insufficient detail to judge how the risk of storm 

surge & flash floods from the hard surfaces are to be 

mitigated

the county already has the local eyesores of Swan 

Valley, Pineham and Daventry. No radical measures 

have been suggested to disguise or camouflage the 

buildings. 

The underpass to separate local and site traffic is most 

welcome. Some dedicated funding to help local 

authorities relieve the inevitable increase in road 

congestion around the rural area might smooth the 

opposition.

opposed to such development. It intrudes upon the 

nearby tranquil rural environment of the canal. This was 

refused by the original public inquiry into the building of 

the A43 Blisworth by-pass. The inquiry also rejected two 

lay-bys adjacent the Northampton arm of the Grand Union 

canal. High speed twin track cross-overs is a safety worry first time that express freight platform has been suggested. What next?

j8, j10,

h1,

v4,

e1,

a2,

u5,

S47.1.009 28/04/2016

There will be major noise and pollution from all the extra 

traffic movements. There is no way you can mitigate this.

This is a lovely flat site and no amount of building and 

tree planting cannot disguise many large warehouses. 

We shall lose a very important green space.

The A43 and particularly the M1 are already full up. You 

will only be adding to this problem and suggesting that 

traffic will use the Northampton Road will put Blisworth & 

Milton Malsor back to the days before the A43 by pass 

was built. there is no relevance at all for a hotel/office/restaurant.

My major concern is the destruction of green fields and a 

precious rural habitat There is no need for this site. Dirft is only about 15 miles away

j6, j7, j11,

h3,

v2,

i1, h14,

r2,

S47.1.010 02/05/2016

The proposed development of 250  hectares must have a 

significant negative impact on the local environment. 

Hence not constructing this is best for the environment. 

Aside from the negative impact the future operation of the 

site will have on the local environment. 

Blisworth has a frightful traffic problem already. We need 

traffic to be taken away not added to. Maybe provide an 

alternative link road and restrict access to the A43 at the 

existing junction will improve the 'rat run' that Blisworth is.

truck parks etc attract criminal activity such as 

prostitution. With 8000 low paid unskilled and semi 

skilled migrant work force on site, I cannot imagine me 

wanting to go anywhere near the place.

My priority is our pension. The affect on property values 

are a big concern. We will need to move house in a few 

years. If this development goes ahead we will not be able 

to. If this causes us to be destitute in later life I have to 

100% oppose it. I cannot see any positive aspect to this development for the local communities. 

j12, j13,

t2,

g3,

k15,

k5, k6,

S47.1.011 05/05/2016

The environment will be gone as we currently know it... 

green-belt land. This is not a brown-field site and should 

be cared for with respect. Hedges and trees on the 

proposed site are hundreds of years old and cannot be 

replaced and will support a varried wildlife. Footpaths 

cross the site in several directions and are of a great 

value to both communities as they cross dramatic open 

farmland. Land south of Milton Malsor is part of an old 

Manor house with Ancient trees joining the site, which 

should not be disturbed.

Blisworth Arm/ Gayton Junction is an important area and 

should not be blighted by the sight of sheds imposing on 

this area. Barn lane is a remote area with many trees, 

these should be retained for bats and bird life. 

The A43 should be the only access point onto the site for 

all cars and lorries. Emergency access only from 

Northampton Road otherwise the by pass was a waste of 

money and the current roads around the site will be 

become greater rat-runs, particularly stoke road into 

Blisworth. The A43 dual carriageway should be increased 

to three lanes between Towcester and J15A of the M1. 

The A43 turn into Blisworth is already dangerous with a 

history of accidents

This land should be left undeveloped and in its current 

condition. This area is far too close to the Grand Union 

Conservation Area which will be severely disadvantaged 

if developed. The slip road from the A43 island for this 

side should be removed as well. Blisworth Arm is an 

historical site along the grand union canal and 

Northampton Arm should be protected and treated with 

care. 

The protection of built heritage has not been considered 

or the conservation areas of the Grand Union Canal, 

Blisworth, and Milton Malsor villages. These are within the 

site or adjoining. Care needs to be shown in planning 

around these important historical assets. 

Respect needs to be clearly shown towards the landscape, wide life, heritage and 

those who enjoy the Grand Union Canal...at present this is NOT shown in your 

plans. 

j1, j8, j14,

q3,

h3,

v4, v5, v6,

g1, g2, h14, g4,

d2,

S47.1.012 29/04/2016 Do not build the depot

This will spoil the countryside, create noise, dust, pollution and increase traffic on 

already congested roads around Northampton, the A43 and A45 and local roads.

j10, j6, j15,

i1, h14, c1,

u2,

S47.1.013 09/05/2016

1. M1 corridor Junctions 13 - 15A are regularly at a 

standstill increasing pollution in the area. This proposed 

rail development will only exacerbate the situation. 2. An 

area of mainly green, if not green belt, will now be 

destroyed so killing off a local 'green lung'. Good luck with hiding that

Both A43 & M1 are regularly disrupted adjacent to 

junctions 15-16. Bus service serving existing industrial 

estates are already poor and the local bus companies are 

a best luke warm to providing services when they are 

needed i.e.  start & finish of logistics companies shift 

times

More congestion. There seems little need for extra hotels 

in the area except on Grand Prix weekend

One of the stated positive outcomes of this development 

is the creation of 8000 jobs. The logistics industry in 

Northamptonshire is already struggling to find & recruit 

staff from the country and with DRIFT 3 and 

Northamptonshire targeting logistics as a growth area for 

the county this will only become worse. Not at present

j6, j11,

h3,

v1,

h14, c1,

k1,

k4,
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S47.1.014 09/05/2016

The construction of the depot will lead to pressure to infill 

the area between it and Hunsbury with housing and other 

development

Northampton has seen a considerable increase in 

population in a town with a basically nineteenth century 

road system and there are currently proposals for 

thousands more houses. However the local authorities 

have failed to provide the required necessary 

infrastructure to support this development resulting in 

traffic congestion. See North west bypass - or lack of one 

and the 'Chronicle and Echo' website for regular reports 

of delays on the M1. Will be of little benefit to local residents 

I am unconvinced that there is any need for this development on agricultural land 

as we have a substantial facility at DIRFT nearby. I am further unconvinced that 

there is sufficient capacity on the West Coat main line to support it. I do not think 

the arrangements for access for trains is practicable and the local road network is 

already over loaded. Anything which encourages the further expansion of 

Northampton to the south is to be avoided.

j10, j11,

v2,

a3, a4,

r2, k16,

S47.1.015 10/05/2016

I am unable to make one of the public meetings and have 

not been able to find any documentation on any 

proposals regarding the 2 footpaths that cross the land 

where this project is to be built. Both footpaths KX15 & 

KX13 will have to cross the access road and KX13 goes 

through the proposed freight site and continues to 

Collingtree using a bridge to navigate the Northampton 

loop line. I would be grateful if you could let me have 

links to any proposals that have been made. q3,

S47.1.016

If the plan does go ahead areas for the public to enjoy 

e.g. country parks

View across the valley to Northampton will be destroyed

Local landscape lost Footpaths would be my main concern As long as it is not used for expansion. 

My main concern is the added noise, as I live backing on 

to the Roade cutting, this concern is not due to the added 

traffic but due to trains slowing and accelerating from and 

to the freight interchange. At the moment the noise from 

existing transport is around 15 seconds, which is 

acceptable as I knew this when purchasing the property. 

But with slower traffic and added noise of brakes and 

wheel spin I am sure the db level will increase along with 

duration. This may also cause a depreciation in the value 

of my property. The other concern with noise is the time of 

day most traffic on the line is between 0600 - 2300, it the 

freight traffic is overnight with added db levels may cause 

people to be woken leading to health issues due to lack or 

interrupted sleep. 

q3,

h3,

v7,

t3,

i1, h14,

k6,

S47.1.017 13 06 16

My main concern is increase of traffic on A508 London 

Road. j2,

S47.1.018 13 06 16

My main concern is the possible increase of traffic on the 

A508 London Road, Roade as the noise and pollution 

levels are already at a level which is unacceptable. A 

increase in traffic would make our outside space 

unsuitable. The only solution to this is Rail centre take 

responsibility to build a by pass. 

j2, j13,

i1, c1,

S47.1.019 13 06 16

1. The Northampton Loop line is particularly noisy when 

used by container trains (mainly at night?) And is clearly 

heard in Rectory Lane. Whether this is due to tracked 

design or some other peculiar circumstance I don't know. 

2. Light pollution is inevitable and would seriously affect 

my property - This is of lasting concern. 3. Truck noise or 

increased rail traffic is also a concern which would be 

suppressed adequately 

4. Recent warehouse developments in the area have 

been very conspicuous - High and in the wrong colour - 

and a major concern is the visual blight both to those 

backing on to the development and to those with a view 

from higher ground e.g. (Gayton). Swan Valley is an 

example of how poorly this can be handled. 5. The 

perimeter of the development is ambiguously indicated in 

the display, which is of concern to those immediately 

adjacent to it. 6. Both these points make an assessment 

of the visual impact difficult.

7. Any access from the old towcester Road would be 

madness. Local car traffic in Blisworth in particular is 

already causing major jams at peak times. Any additional 

traffic (employees' cars) would be untenable. Emergency 

access at this point would have to be closely controlled to 

prevent abuse. 8. Is one access point (from the A43) 

enough?

11. It is unlikely that any such facilities would offer any 

extra convenience for local residents considering the 

abundance of the modern retail areas nearby (six fields, 

St. James', etc). 

9. The suddenness of the release of the extensive plans 

with no prior warning to residents - I feel local planning 

officers must have been under an Embargo which suited 

the developers but not us. 10. The speculative size of the 

development ensures it is rewarded as an SRFI which 

creates the impression it is viable at such size and is 

therefore more valuable. 11. That the provision of this 

facility is purely a business exercise with only tangential 

benefits to locals (e.g. possible construction or warehouse 

jobs) I worry that government's favourable approach to 

developers will not protect residents interests. 

13. The figure of 8,000 jobs seems excessively optimistic  so much so that it may 

be regarded negatively as over-selling. 14. That many of our neighbours have 

covertly entered into agreements with the developer has caused much local ill - 

feeling. 15. That this developments west of the M1 could be the thin end of a 

wedge which only profits land owners and developers, at the expense of village 

lige and falling property prices. 

j7, j12,

h3,

p1, p2, p4,

v2,

t2,

i1, l1,

a4, q12,

u4, k16, u6, k17,

k6,

S47.1.020 13 06 16

Will the roads through Blisworth be used as a short cut if 

roads like the M1 are not be used because of accidents 

on the motorway. j9,

S47.1.021

Maybe it... [ineligible] ... lorries and trains which will cause no 

pollution, also to keep down any dust or smoke from the 

buildings

Hotel would be ideal. Also a pub would be nice as there 

are not many pubs around as they seem to be closing 

down all the pubs.

v8,

c1,

S47.1.022 06 05 2016

These were not very detailed. Representatives talked 

about possibilities regarding e.g. Noise pollution but did 

not seem to know which possibilities were being 

considered, or likely to be used. There was little attention 

to local wide life, flora & fauna. Light pollution, as noise 

pollution, will leave an impact 24 hours a day, weekends 

too. Definite plans to resolve these issues need to be 

given.

Again, there was not enough detail given 

Representatives were able to talk at length but actually 

gave very little in the way of concrete information. 

Posters were vague, or too full of jargon.

We saw and heard about the proposed new junction on 

the A43 but little else. It is naive to believe that all lorries 

will only use this route. For speed and to avoid holdups 

resulting from accidents on the M1, vehicles seek 

alternative routes and heavy goods vehicles take to 

roads far too small for them though local villages. It is 

inevitable that this will happen more & more with the 

proposed developments. If 8,000 new jobs will be 

created, there will be 8,000 more people travelling to the 

location most of whom will be in a car, further adding to 

the congestion. 

The facilities that exist at the present serve the local 

community well. The proposed additional facilities are 

geographically removed from main residential area at 

present, so I would envisage that the community would 

continue to use those closest to them rather than 

anything west of the A43. 

The loss of agricultural land used for food production 

worries me greatly, as does the compulsory purchase of 

certain properties. The loss of peoples homes needs to 

be treated farr more sensitively than was the case at the 

public exhibition we attended. E.g. The lady in her 90s 

who would be affected is one such case. Her daughter's 

concern is that should her mother have to move to 

residential care, the sale of her mothers home forced by 

the development would not produce adequate funds to 

finance this. Saying that residents would have the right to 

appeal against enforced purchase of their homes to 

enable this development to be made was completely out 

of order. The resources available to an individual would 

not measure up against those available to such a huge, 

wealthy development organisation. I would be interested 

to hear this representative's comments if he were the 

victim himself!

j3, j9, j10,

p7,

v2,

i1, l1, g1, g4,

u7,

k6, k7,
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S47.1.023 12 05 2016 

These issues were very sketchy with representatives 

talking about possibilities but not giving much in the way 

of detail or  those being considered. There seemed to be 

little attention given to the local flora or wildlife. Both 

noise and light pollution will be present 24 hours per day 

and therefore plans need to be put into place to resolve 

these issues.

Not enough detail was given and posters were full of 

jargon and also very vague. Representatives present 

were very good at talking but gave little detailed 

information. Overall not enough detail given to help the 

general public make sound decisions

We were told that 8000 new jobs are going to be created 

meaning that the staffing level and number of cars will be 

increased by this number also. At peak times morning 

and evening roads in the area are already very 

congested and should accidents happen becomes grid 

locked meaning that all vehicles seek alternative routes 

creating further hold ups on smaller roads. It is very naive 

to think that lorries will not use these smaller roads so 

that further congestion will again occur. Also accidents 

occurring on the M1 causes vehicles to again seek 

alternative routes to avoid hold ups. Lorries will also use 

roads far too small through the local villages causing yet 

more congestion and delays. The proposal to create a 

new junction on the A43 is a positive action but it is 

doubtful if lorries will use these routes only

The proposed additional facilities are at present some 

way away from the main residential areas and therefore 

the local community would continue to use the facilities 

that exist at present and serve the local community very 

well. It is very likely that these facilities would continue to 

be used rather than anything west of the A43.

The compulsory purchase of certain properties is a worry 

as is the loss of agricultural land used for food production. 

The loss of homes needs to be treated more sensitively 

than was the case at the public exhibition I attended. For 

example, the lady in her 90's who would be affected. Her 

daughter is very concerned that should her mother have 

to move to residential care the sale of her mothers home 

forced by the development would not produce enough 

funds to finance this move. The statement that residents 

would have the right to appeal against enforced purchase 

of their homes to anable this development to be made is 

completely out of order. The resources available to an 

individual would not measure up against those available 

to a wealthy development organisation - what would this 

representatives comments be if he were the victim?

j3, j9, j10, 

p7,

v2, 

i1, g1, l1, g4,

j8,

u7,

k6, k7, 

S47.1.024 13 05 16

Pollution? Solar panels on roof to balance carbon 

footprint

Affects on local wildlife - Bird migration & nesting 

patterns

Already Busy roads will become even more congested, 

widen the roads

Isolate from motorway to ensure quality. Create good 

quality facilities.

j10, j16,

v9,

g1, c1, f1,

S47.1.025

I am concerned about loss of hedgerows and trees. As 

we all know wildlife is threatened by this due to farmers 

having bigger fields anyway. I would like a similar amount 

of trees and hedgerows - if not more - & I would like a lot 

of greenery to "hide" the warehouse.

It is really important that these warehouses are hidden 

from views.

Obviously roads need to be widened, Lorries should be 

banned through village.

I really don't see these as urgent apart from drivers/staff 

who have to stay overnight. Villages already have many 

hotels/ restaurants etc & toilets would only be for lorry 

drivers. Something specifically for the drivers like a 

transport cafe + showers would be better.

I am very concerned that all the villages are able to keep 

their separate identities. I am also concerned that their 

isn't the thin end of the wedge to make the villages 

suburbs of Northampton, at present the sprawl is stopped 

by the M1.

Coulds' & 'shoulds' are nebulous. However, I am always complaining by traffic 

being help up by lorries so it would be good to get them off the road if it could be 

esnured they, a) use the network of trains B) only use designated routes. 

j5, j16, j3,

h3, h4,

v2, v10,

h12, g1, g4,

k17, k16, r3,

S47.1.026 14 05 2016

As a district councillor my first concerns are the welfare 

of our district constituents. To justify such an impact on 

the environment will require well formulated answers to 

the many obvious questions The approach seems very sound

Because of the early days it is going to be very difficult to 

predict accurately additional traffic movements. Already 

under review is the A5 from Hinckley to Stony Stratford 

and adjacent motorways. This with the huge domestic 

and industrial developments along that route. The A43 is 

going to suffer huge additional impact with the 

expansions of RAF Croughton, HS2 and your proposal at 

Milton Malsor. The transport and highways element is 

going to be huge. 

At the moment no, other than there are plans for new 

hotels in Silverstone park off the A43. 

From a Councillor point of view yes; the impact of the 

concreting over so much land. There is never going to be 

any more land made so we have to manage that element. 

From a business point, business rates are attractive, 

employment and the constant demand in the area to 

support this with housing are all positive. I am sure I will have in due course.

j10,

h5,

h14, g3,

k8,

S47.1.027 18 05 16

Ensure canal is still a pleasant place for boaters + 

walkers

Large structures like warehouses can be seen from a 

long way away in this area - e.g. see Amazon + JLP 

outside Milton Keynes + Carlsberg in Northampton. 

Local roads as the A5 A43 A508 already too busy. 

Slightest disruption to M1/M40 etc and Towcester comes 

to a standstill. More buses in area essential if more 

employment in the proposed site. 

Need to ensure character of Blisworth + Milton Malsor 

preserved. Minimal extra through traffic + minimal impact 

on rural views.

j2, j6, j9, j12, j17,

h3,

g2,

k2,

k17,

S47.1.028 18 05 16

It would be ideal if a direct link to the Eurotunnel could be incorporated. This land 

was previously viewed with this in mind but rejected by narrow-mindedness and 

lack of forward vision by local community. 

a5,

r4,

S47.1.029 13 05 16

All large warehouses should have solar panels on the 

roof to provide power across the site. Important to avoid 

any flooding where large roof areas and road areas are 

concerned Make sure it grows quickly

The A43 from Srafields to Towcester is already very 

congested at peak times. Lorries should travel at night. I don't think that local people would use a hotel

j6, j18,

h4,

v2,

e1, f1,

S47.1.030 13 05 16

Minimise the visual effect especially to residents of 

Blisworth/ Milton Malsor

Access to Milton Malsor / Blisworth by emergency traffic 

to be maintained at all times, especially during site 

construction. The 'Flyover'* on the old A43 (road through 

Blisworth Milton Malsor to link with roundabout at North 

End here Way Northampton). 

*This Flyover will not have been constructed.

No access to be controlled by CameLab / PADC thus all 

construction traffic, then container traffic to use A43 

access. In favour after main development completed.

I strongly suggest a Rail connection be made as a priority 

to enable all spoil etc to be removed (without lorries). Also 

used to bring construction materials on site. Please refer 

to cross rail construction of which 80% of spoil removal 

was carried out by train.

As a rail enthusiast I consider the siting of this project essential to make full use of 

North West coast main line and Northampton use. I obviously am in full favour of 

using rail as a preffered means of moving freight/postal services. Together with 

the construction of HS2 (or in my opinion a new London - Birmingham - North 

main line ) more rail paths will become available on the existing west coast main 

line. 

j19,

h3,

v8,

r3, r4,

s1, s2,

S47.1.031 14 05 16

I understand that an assessment of the current ecological 

status is being carried out by your experts. But, if this 

proposal goes through and the B development also gets 

approved, do you have any indication as to the effect on 

local wildlife due to habitat loss? Also what about our 

green and pleasant land. There will soon be very little left 

in the Collingtree/Blisworth/ Milton Malsor area. 

Consider lowering the land level on the site to reduce the 

visual impact of the new buildings

I note that the main access (and only access shown on 

the plans) is from the new junction on the A43. As you 

are well aware, to get planning permission you will 

require separate access for emergency vehicles. On 

questioning, one of your experts told me there that there 

will also be access from the old A43 adjacent to the new 

underpass to be built. A car park for workers (not shown 

on map) was also mentioned. Clearly this access will be 

for more than emergency vehicles. In my experience this 

type of access will be a popular and well used back way 

into the site. As a result cars bound for the site from M1 

J15 will come through Collintree village, workers from 

Northampton will use old A43 and I will bet that public 

transport to the site will also be routed this way

Why would this be required? Certainly not for the local 

community. New restaurant facilities would have a 

detrimental effect on existing business. A new hotel would 

largely carter for users of the development. Building the 

development is bad enough but to sacrifice more land to 

build support facilities would just rub more salt into an 

already very sore wound.

I support more transport on the rail network and more off 

the road system. To do this there needs to be a facility 

such as the one proposed. Northamptonshire holds a 

unique position in that it is central, has good road 

infrastructure (M1, M6, A14) and both west coast main 

line and the main st Pancras line to London. However, 

this does not mean that our once attractive county should 

be raped by greedy developers as it is in a prime position 

to make highest profits. The planning bodies need to bear 

in mind that once old villages such as the ones involved, 

lose their identity it is lost forever. The same applies to 

the countryside - once lost always lost.

A major concern is what this is undoubtedly phase 1 and wider development will 

eventually happen. One of your experts confirmed that this could well be the 

case. It would seem that the way this type of planning succeeds is to get a toe in 

the door and then slowly increase the space. We were informed by one of your 

experts that this is our own fault as we keep buying more online! With so much 

development and inappropriate housing development in South Northampton it 

would be nice to see this one located elsewhere,

j7, j12,

h9,

v2, v3,

g1, h14,

k17, r3,

S47.1.032 13 05 16

The environmental issues will be very bad for wildlife, 

birds, trees, plants etc has always been agricultural land 

thus attracting habitat for wildlife. Also the pollution from 

lorries, night and day and 8000 workers, going to and 

from work each day. Badly congested roads.

Seems the only managing of landscape is to dig it all up, 

and bank up to screen the awful warehouse that will be 

on a beautiful peaceful sight. Can't see any use in 

footpaths as the scenic walks will be gone and only 

buildings in their place, attracting other wildlife i.e. vermin 

rats etc.

From what I can see this is being planned with all coming 

from M1 via A43, what about Roade we only have a 

single carriage way which is presently very congested 

with traffic to and from Milton Keynes. I live in Hyde Rd, it 

is already a night mare to get in and out onto the A508 

already lorries (although not suppose to, notice says 

local traffic only) but can see no approach to how it would 

affect Roade, in particular, going up Hyde Road to knock 

lane and into Blisworth via the back route, This must not 

be allowed to happen, also all the 8000 workers would be 

finding a quicker route to work this way. Also how are all 

these people getting to work without access to a car.

Don't think a country park would be any use. This is just a 

bribe as far as I can see, all the wildlife would have fled 

the warehouses and pollution, to a safer place, far away.  

As far Hotels etc don't think that would be of any use to 

local people, they will be geared up for business people, 

visiting the warehouses, and would be over priced for 

local people. These business would be of no use, I would 

not go to a restaurant to view a warehouse wall or lorry 

park. 

The main concerns are the quality of life that this 

development would bring it would take away some 

beautiful countryside, act as a holding pen, to distribute 

goods to other areas with no benefit to us. Why cant all 

this traffic go to purpose built DIRFT that is not fully used 

at the moment. That was built with all the infrastructure 

and would be far cheaper on the tax payer than this 

monstrosity. 

Yes, is there anything under way to assist with the reduction of traffic on the 

A508, slowing down speedy drivers and making a Flyover over the M1 from A508 

towards Northampton, so local traffic is not affected any further and something is 

done about the already awful roundabout, unsafe and always busy would be 

worse by extra traffic another slip road is not the answer

j2, j3, j10, j12, j23, 

j24,

q3,

h3,

v1, v2,

t2, t4,

g1, h14, g4, c1,

k3,

r2,
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S47.1.033 13 05 16

Sadly people who come to our area have not lived here 

so will not be interested in what this will do to our 

environment. We have a large village with lots of young 

families and they have moved here to get away from just 

what you are trying  to do. Damage our village life, air 

pollution will go up.

How can we believe anyone with the plans you have. 

This will all change and if this goes ahead we will have 

no say. Take this to an area that needs work and to the 

places that have empty homes. We will have no 

landscape left soon

The roads cannot take any more traffic. In our village, at 

school times we are at a standstill now. This will not stop 

the large lorries from using our village road as a short 

cut. They may have a tracker devise in the lorries but that 

will not stop them, it does not now! The buses run late 

now with the amount of traffic on the roads.

Why do we need more hotels? Restaurants? Offices are 

all empty around Northamptonshire now. We constantly 

find ourselves with accidents on the M1 and A43. This is 

when we said life so different in our village - you need to 

live here to see it

Our concerns are for our families future. We cannot keep 

concreting over our land.

Just take this project to an area that need work. The railway travels all the way up 

the country people North need work and empty homes filled. We have very large 

warehouses already built in Northamptonshire we do not need more. 

j1, j3, j10, j12, j23,

p10,

h14, g3, c1,

k1,

r1, k17,

k4, k9,

S47.1.034 13 05 16

You are going to destroy the wonderful environment 

which is already there!

Whatever you try to do, it will be seen, and destroy 

beautiful countryside between two villages, old villages. 

There is nothing you can do to make this look nice!

The roads around this area are already too busy and far 

too many lorries. It will make lives extremely difficult with 

all the roadworks that would have to be done. Not needed! How will you give all the wildlife new homes?

Disgraceful this has been considered for this beautiful, natural, quiet area! To 

destroy such wildlife and open space is criminal! This should not happen here!

j5, j10,

h3,

v1,

g1, h14, g3,

r1, k17,

10.1

S47.1.035 14 05 16 Very well presented

Building large warehouse  units with high visible colour 

blend to go into backgrounds would be good (e.g. Darker 

colour low down)

It would be good to know if a passenger or freight link by 

road would be reshaped and reinstated to Market 

Harborough or Bedford.

Would be good if support were given to re establishing rail links to questions Ref 

Bedford / Oxford/ HS2? To Northampton.

h1, 

p12,

a5,

S47.1.036 11 05 16

Your plans would have a devastating effect on the 

environment. There is nothing that you can do to manage 

this. The buildings will be a total eyesore. The increase in 

traffic and therefore noise and air pollution will be 

horrendous. There will also be a very damaging effect on 

wildlife.

You are managing the landscape by totally destroying it. 

Sticking up a few trees or planting shrubs is hardly going 

to hide the monstrosity that you are hoping to build. I am 

particularly concerned about Blisworth Arm where I have 

enjoyed walking many times. I find the thought at a travel 

lodge / harvester type restaurant or an office block being 

built there very upsetting and totally irresponsible. 

Your management of highways will result in increased 

traffic both on A43 and surrounding villages. This will 

result in increased noise and air pollution - so a huge 

negative there. As regards the rail - your proposals 

merely increase congestion on an already stretched 

coast line. So another negative. As for footpaths - they 

will no longer be worth walking on as the scenery i.e. 

your ugly buildings will be a blot on the previously very 

pretty countryside. 

I cannot imagine any local people choosing to sit or stay 

in a chain restaurant/ hotel next to a noisy dual 

carriageway when there are plenty of better options in the 

village or Towcester / Northampton. 

Your plans would result in the destruction of two rural 

villages and have a huge negative impact on the quality of 

the lives of people living there. The only way to mitigate 

the concern of most local people - and from what I 

understand there is a huge opposition to the scheme is 

for it not to go ahead. I truly hope that this, is the 

outcome. 

You can see from my address that I live in S. Wales. I am however a frequent 

visitor to my family in Northamptonshire. During my last visit I was horrified to 

hear what Ashfield Land are proposing. They sound like ruthless developers who 

have no social conscience whatsoever. I felt I should write and show my support 

for the stop Rail Central campaign. 

j10,

h3, h6,

v1, v2,

i1, g1, g3, c1,

k17, u8,

S47.1.037 10 05 16

Your plans would totally destroy a rural environment 

including areas of natural beauty and wildlife. There 

would also be a dramatic increase in noise and air 

pollution. To think that you could 'manage' these effects 

is totally foolish and misguided.

The visual effect of this proposed horrendous 

development would be monstrous. Saving a few trees 

and planting shrubs to try and improve the visual effect is 

almost laughable. Your landscapers are obviously very 

naive. 

Your approach will result in increased traffic, noise and 

air pollution not to mention congestion on an already 

busy road (A43). This is bound to have a negative effect 

on surrounding rural villages. Why is there an access to 

your A43 junction proposal from the West? This could 

never be required. 

In rural Northamptonshire we have an abundance of 

country pubs serving excellent food. In the Town centre 

there are restaurants serving food of many different 

cuisines. We are also very well off for hotels of varying 

prices. Why you might think that any local people would 

wish to spend any evening sitting or staying in a 

chain/harvester type of restaurant on a dual carriageway 

beggars belief. These additional facilities which I 

presume you hope may 'sweeten the pill' are of no benefit 

whatsoever

I have so many concerns that they will not all fit in this 

small space. The only way to mitigate them is to not 

proceed with this appalling plan which would result in the 

destruction of two lovely rural villages. 

I find it unsettling that Ashfield land / rail central have presented the proposal as 

government led, leading many local people to feel that it is inevitable. It is not 

supported by Network rail, it is merely a private developer speculating on land. 

This would seem to be an abuse of the government national importance planning 

legislation. You should make it clear in all future presentations that it is not 

supported by the government or network rail. 

j6, j10, j12,

h3, 3..6,

p8,

v1, v2,

i1, g1, h14, c1,

k17,

S47.1.038 10 05 16

Yes, clearly the planning of this 'development' has been 

going on for years. People personally unaffected by the 

huge impact of these proposals have been making 

decisions for others whose lives would be turned upside 

down as a consequence. We consider this to be 

underhand, shameful and quite frankly wrong. Things 

have been kept in the dark from the ordinary person, but 

ordinary people have a voice. Our needs, our views, our 

perspective, hugely different to the worlds of commerce 

and politics should be listened to - maybe there is a 

wisdom and perception there not realised or considered. 

No amount of concrete jungle, no matter how 

commercially convenient , can ever compensate for the 

loss of our countryside and rural communities. 

Yes, the carefully worded the phrase and pretty pictures 

fool no one. The whole thing, to coin a phrase, would be 

a huge blot on the landscape. What you are proposing is 

industrialization of a rural area. It seems to us that 

Northamptonshire has been looked at and deemed 

expandable. Couch it in flowery words, but our village 

and country-side have been reckond to be worth 

sacrificing for the sake of consumerism and expediency

Yes, more traffic means more air pollution, more noise, 

more congestion and more encroachment into the 

surrounding area.

This is an insult! Who wants to stay, eat or spend time 

voluntarily on an industrial site? We have perfectly good 

pubs and restaurtants within the locality plus hotels. We 

feel this is a 'sprat to catch a mackarel' and not honest. 

Yes, the high risk of increased crime, prostitution and the 

possibility of people stowing away illegally via the trucks 

coming in. We know this is a real risk from the experience 

of a truck driving neighbour. There would also be more 

strain on local services - police and health for example. 

For mitigation - don't do it! 

You will have gathered how strongly we feel about this. Two communities whose 

whole way of life is being threatened, communities who have chosen to live in the 

countryside, have had respect for its history and have worked hard to maintain 

and improve our localities. Blisworth children sing 'Blisworth, its where we love to 

be, here in the fresh air and country'. We won best village 2011. Consider people 

need beatuty, they need a sense of place, they need the countryside its why they 

visit it. Concrete cant grow crops. We love our villages and are appaled at the 

idea of their desecration. 

j10,

p10,

v1,

i1, h14, c1,

k15, k17, k18,

k5, k7,

S47.1.039 14 05 16

There seems to me to be no management of 

environemntal effects. Any so called attempts to soften 

the environment is fuelled by what you feel you have to 

do to get your plans passed. Pretty photos lablled 'new' 

green area seems rather sad in view of the fact that by 

constructing this site you are destroying existing 'old' 

countryside on a massive scale

Visual effects could be managed by construction 

underground and as such should be seriously 

considered. With visual impact of the site reduced at 

least one problem could be resovled.

There appears to be no account taken of access from 

any other approach than the new A43 roundabout? 

Emergency access and if this is provided what provision 

would be made for its sole use for this prupose. Also it 

was suggested that there could be parking for "locals" 

just outside main site. How would this be approached and 

shall country roads not used for rat runs between site and 

J15 M1, old A43 etc. 

I am unaware of any local community needs for a new 

hotel/office/restaurant facility on this site. It seems to me 

to be only of use to the new site and as such is just 

construction for construction's sake. 

I have concerns that should this development go ahead 

that it would just be the start, phases 2, 3 etc following in 

the future. More rape of our green and pleasant land, 

never to be replaced. 

I understand that as stated in the literature that Northampton is well placed for 

communication nationally. However I do not understand why this makes for every 

developer to have  a free hand to destroy all of our countryside for maximum 

profit. 

j7,

h10,

p3,

v2,

h14, g3,

q12,

k16, r7,

S47.1.040 18 05 16

This area suffers an acute under provision of 

accomodation at times of peak demand and well thought 

out facilities could help mitigate this situation

Covers a much more extensive footprint than I had anticpated but generally 

logically thought through!

v8,

q14,

S47.1.041

Need to make the scene as unobtrusive and invasive 

(noise/ air pollution) as possible. I don't know the site 

sufficiently well to be more specific. 

Important to minimise additional traffic on Northampton 

Road. The plans to improve J15A and direct traffic to the 

new entrance/exit on the A43 seem sensible I would think 

that the on site lorry park for waiting lorries etc needs to 

be adequately signed to prevent problems. Need to think 

clearly about how 8,000 staff will access site and 

minimise car journeys. Improve bus service/ incentivise 

car sharing etc bike facilities etc. 

I think it is important to increase jobs and reduce lorry 

movements to transport goods around over crowded 

motorways / trunk roads etc. But also important to 

preserve/conserve  the nature / footpaths etc as much as 

possible. Also listen carefully to concerns of local 

residents in M/Malsor and Blisworth re: screeing/etc. 

j7, j25,

h3,

p13,

i1, c1,

k2, k3, j33, j34, j35,

S47.1.042

Building a county park doesn't compensatie for building 

on 250 hectares of land. I do not agree with compulsory 

purchase of peoples homes/property. Houses such as 

Railway cottages are part of our hertiage and it's 

disgusting that this will happen

I have driven around the crick site and see how the 

landscape is developed to hide the warehouses.

Oh yes, definetly all of your literature states 'designed to 

prevent' & words like potentially. I feel little consideration 

has gone into how the volume of traffic is going to be 

managed. The design, as it is shown, demonstrates that 

very little thought has gone into this part of the 

development. Yet this is one of the areas that will have 

the most concerns & worries for residents.

This will only take away the facilities from within the 

village & could poss result in closure at village shop. I do 

not think this will have any benefit to local commumity. 

built it somewhere else. Continued with the proposed 

Phase 2 at Crick site. Leave our green space & 

countryside alone.

There is a lot of information to take in. Have you covered noise implications. I 

have stood around for a while, listening to other peoples questions. It's clear that 

your 'team' struggled with the questions, unable to give assurances, regurarly 

quoted 'it's still in development stages'/ This is something that we're still looking 

at'. You are dealing with 'real' people who have serious concerns and worries 

about this new development, their homes, their business, their lives. You need to 

be better equipped with a team able to look at the bgger picutre. Please get real! 

j10,

h4,

p3, p7,

v2, v3,

t4,

i1, h14,

r1, d2, u7,

S47.1.043 18 05 16

It is very important that the landscape and visual efects 

are taken seriously as this affects local residents This is well done and shows good hope. These do seem to be potentially good ideas

I will be looking into this more cloesly and will very likely have some more 

comments to send you.

j26,

h3,

v8,

h13,
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S47.1.044 13 05 16

Yes, appears to be incomplete and unprofessional. Seem 

to have little awareness of listed buildings, protected 

species etc within the site. No answers to noise issues 

concerning 24 hour operations e.g. Noise generated by 

loading, that generated by refridgeration units, 

refrigerated vehicles etc. Appears to have been little 

consideration to traffic issues in the event of issues 

arising on M1, A43 or M40 - Additional traffic pollution in 

any case will be detrimental to local air quality, and the 

health of our older + younger generations particuarly. 

Am bemused by the offer of a country park - we already 

have beautiful, IRREPLACABLE countryside!! Have seen 

absoloutely nothing suggest current landscape planning 

etc will provide anything of any benefit over what is 

already available.

Representatives had no idea if local police authorities 

has been contacted or consulted - surely their experience 

of managing traffic flows on M1, A43 & M40 is of obvious 

benefit. Especially given additional traffic flows already 

seen when RTA's occur on any of the main arteries, or 

events such as British Grand Prix & other race traffic at 

Silverstone - These already have impact on our locality & 

will be considerably worse with a potential 8000 

additional workersas well as HGVs etc on an 24 hourly 

basis. Have yet to see any consideration given to how 

increased traffic through Blisworth particuarlly would 

increase the danger to our school children attending the 

local primary school. 

Can see no benefit whatsoever - There are already 

multiple hotels in the area dying for trade, and many 

vacant offices... I can see no time when these would 

benefit our local community. 

The proposed development is ill-thought out, 

unneccessary and detrimental to our local environment, 

ecology + safety. There are better sites available, and 

with the extension of the DIRFT I find it difficult to believe 

it can be necessary or even useful. Best mitigation would 

be to locate to a different site altogether.

The presentations so far seem to be a 'sop' to the local 'peasants'. The whole 

project appears to be nothing more than a scheme to make money at whatever 

cost to the locality. Some of the 'experts' appeared to have limited knowledge of 

'their' subject and legislation or issues surrounding it.

j4, j5, j9, j10,

h6,

p10, p14,

v1, v2, v3,

t4,

i1, g1, h14, g3, c1, 

g5,

r1, r2, d2,

S47.1.045 14 05 16 

Yes, noise: Has consideration been given not only to 

vehicle, Rail, operational noise, but and secondary noise 

pollution from such things as refrigeration (both vehicles 

and static equipment). No one I have spoken to 

mentioned listed buildings within or in close proximity of 

the proposed site!! (over M40). 

How do you propose to hide 30 metre high builds a 

landscapre which is open. Has consideration of type of 

warehousing, colour, size been considered. The units at 

junction 15 M1, are grey, blue in colour... Really blend in 

with the green fields and trees. Offer of a country park is 

laughable when we already have beautiful countryside. 

No landscaping could possibly hide such a development. 

As a former police officer I can make several 

observations on the proposed plans: Lorries can be 

restricted from villages. But what about cars, etc already 

the lanes/ roads both in Milton and Blisworth are heavily 

congested in the morning and at night!

If the M1 is closed for any reason the A43/A508 are 

used.

The A43 is already congested at peak times, how 's it 

going to cope with all the additional traffic?

Lorry parks are a magnet for thieves, what security 

measures have been considered. Has at any time the 

police authority been approached regaring traffic flow 

especially at crucial times such as grand prix weeks, 

RTIs, speeding etc? A recent survey indicated over a 

three day period, over 850 motoristo were reported for 

speeding in Blisworth alone!

Can see no benefit at all . There are already numerous 

hotels in the area and many vacant offices! More noise 

and vehicles!

This proposed developedment is ill thoughout, 

unnecessary and completly out of character for such a 

beautiful location. Proposed levels of employment is 

around 8000! Where are these people coming from? 

Northampton already has a nearly zero unemployment 

problem (ie aprox 2-3%) which basically means no 

unemployment! There are other sites further north, which 

are more suited and an existing structure is already in 

place at DIRFT, near Daventry. 

Non repeatable. The whole proposal has been poorly conceived and thought out 

for such a rural area. 

j6, j9, j12, j23,

h1, h2, h6,

p14,

v1,

6.4

i1,

k15, u3, r1, r2, d2,

k4,

S47.1.046 12 04 16

In terms of the environment, why bring containers from 

ports to be sorted and placed on road transport, when 

they could be stored and sorted at the sea ports. This 

would save on the environment and keep costs down. 

The proposed development area is currently very 

pleasing to the area. I personally moved from a built up 

into Blisworth area to enjoy the scenery etc, I do not want 

any ungly development in this area with alarms and 

"reversing warning sirens" sounding 24 hours, 7 days per 

week. 

The current roads are extremely busy particuarly early 

mornings (7-9) and evenings (3-3 till 6). The old A43 

(Northampton Road) was built for local traffic only. When 

the M1 is closed the traffic is "mind blowing" through 

Blisworth to enable the diverted traffic to access the A5 

and the A43 by pass. Container wagons could not 

operate on old local roads and addition cars from 

employees (8,000) would also 'swamp' the area.

I dont think that any of these facilities are necessary as 

thre are facilities at junction 15a, for short stay's. There 

are existing hotels and restaurants of very good quality in 

the area, whose businesses cold be affected by more 

competition.

The Northampton area is a low unemployment area and I 

feel that additional 8,000 jobs would not be filled by local 

people. These jobs could only be filled by bring people 

into the area, and where would they live? Crick 

interchange and Davenrty have similar rail freight 

interchanges which are well below capacity, do we even 

need another "red herring" in this area?

j3, j7, j9, j10,

h3,

v1, v3,

i1, g6,

r2, k17,

k4, k9,

S47.1.047 08 06 16

I am very concerned that such a large development on 

the doorstep of Blisworth and Milton Malsor will have an 

intolerable effect due to: 24 hours per day noise from 

trucks, railway operations, cranes, FLTs, sirens etc. Light 

Pollution. Flooding. 

I believe the development will very seriously damage 

views from the current conservation areas along the 

Grand Union Canal and Blisworth Arm. The huge 

warehouses cannot be effectively screened by 

landscaping. The new graded junction off the A43 is right 

next to the Blisworth Arm and will fatally damage this 

heritage site as the junction is elevated.

The A43 junction proposal is unacceptable because of its 

proximity to the Blisworth Arm. Delays and hold - ups will 

inevitably divert goods traffic to the Northampton Road 

which will blight Blisworth with even more traffic than 

now. Also employee vehicles will affect Blisworth which 

already has conjestion problems at peak times as it is 

used as a 'rat run' between Milton Keynes and 

Northampton.

There was zero detail in the exhibitions by Rail Central 

about this. Any development in the Blisworth Arm area is 

not acceptable.

The proposed development is an unacceptable imposition 

on the local community and I hope permission is refused. 

If another road/rail freight terminal is needed, another site 

along the Northampton Loop should be used which is not 

on the door step of two local communities. I do not think 

alternatively have been seriously considered.

I do not think that the damaging effects on the local area from this proposed 

development can be acceptably mitigated. I shall be asking all concerned for the 

refusal of permission to go ahead. The public consultation events held locally 

were very poor. Almost every question about detail could not be answered - it was 

all work in progress. Perhaps the consultation should be repeated when answers 

are available. 

j7, j12,

h3,

p7,

i1, e1, l1,

r1, k17, u8, g2,

S47.1.048 07 05 16

The size of the proposed frieght park has a huge impact 

on two such small villages. To lose all the country side 

between the villages is totally unacceptable.

Nothing rail freight would do would lessen the visual 

impact on the area. No amount of border planting could 

hide the warehouse. No-one at the meeting was willing to 

give us an estimate as to how high the buildings might 

be! 

There seemed to be no acceptable way to divert current 

foot paths that my husband and I use, and no-one had 

any idea as to how this would be overcome. Blisworth 

village would beome blighted with traffic from the M1 

especially as the A43 is rarely a clear road during rush 

hour

The local community are very small in comparison to the 

suggested freight park. We are very well served and any 

other facilities would be an unnecessary blot on the 

landscape. These would only benefit rail freight 

employees so of no extra benefit to us. 

As a member of the Inland Waterways Association and a 

volunteer for Canal & River Trust I have great concerns 

for the conservation area which the rail freight will border. 

A great many birds & animals will lose their environment. 

No direct question at the consultation would be answered other than the fact no 

questions are considered unless in wiriting. Therefore I do not consider it a 

consultation merely an information exercise. I was also told no questions at the 

consultation would be considered unless they were put in writing, this was after a 

direct question. No where at the consultation did it say this. 

j6, j12,

q3,

h6,

p5, p7,

v2,

g1, h14,

r1, g2, 

S47.1.049 01/05/2016

Hard to comment as your presentations & date are so 

sketchy. There is a lot of assessing to be done and little 

sign of you doing it! Welcome the proposal to create 

'environmetal bridge' BUT the need for landscaping and 

mitigation is huge costly and is it therefore viable?

The size and scale of the warehousing is going to have a 

seriously negative impact on the area. The site would be 

visable from both Milton and Malsor and Blisworth. Light 

pollution would be an issue as well as noise at night. 

There are many landscaping issues. The area is of 

historical interest ie the canal and early history of the 

railway. Many key features such as the railway bridge 

over the Milton/Blisworth Road. Several footpaths across 

rural landscape with significant features such as trees, 

canal, attractive cottages. Blisworth Arm - Several 

historical canal side workshops + other houses and 

cottages could be swamped by your development.

Concerned about access to the site. The A43 junction 

could increase congestion on an already busy road thus 

encouraging more cars to divert through Blisworth and 

Milton Malson. The access to the site from the Blisworth 

to Milton road is a concern - gated access to the car 

parks for approx 500 vehicles could cause major concern 

+ increase traffic through the village and risk damage to 

local buildings + enviroment. Rail concerns - only a small 

part of the site access the Rail (all of it west of the 

underpass would not do so easily). Over loaded rail 

network. Footpaths - many would be.

This area should not be developed - it is very much a 

canal side area of historic significance. Is is unlikely that 

any development will enhance this area. A hotel is likely 

to be of a type that visitors to your site would use rather 

than visitors to the area. A restaurant would, I presume, 

be more of a 'fast food' rather than 'good food' type of 

place - the latter might be acceptabe the former certainly 

not. 

I am concerned about the following: the size of the 

development. The nature of the development - yet more 

warehouses in a warehouse rich area. Access. The 

impact on the local villages. The number of employees, in 

an area of high employment. Could many workers 

commute from nearby towns such as Milton Keynes 

adding pressure on the roads. Impact on the environment 

and local heritage. 

Am not convinced that this development is needed. It is in the wrong location in 

relation to capacity on the rail network, other SRFIs, employment need, road 

access and most of all the development of a 'green field' rather than a 'brown 

field' lcation. I therefore oppose the construction proposed by Rail Central. Am 

disappointed at the lack of information in your exhibition - lots of platitudes and 

general wanton little detailed information. 

j12, j7,

q3,

h11, h2,

p7,

v1, v9,

g7, l1, i1, h13, g3, 

h14,

a3, a4, q12, k3,

r2, d2, u8,

k4,

S47.1.050 21 05 16

I think this development will devestate the proposed area 

which is presently a haven for many species (including 

some rare ones). I don't think your company gives a 

damn about the enviromental impact otherwise you would 

not be proposing this. Yet another swathe of our English 

countryside will be lost to profiteering & greed

Nothing will mitigate the ugliness or harshness of this 

site. I will be able to see it from Courteenhall Road. 

Having retired here a year ago to find peace and quiet, I 

am appalled that this will now be shattered by traffic, 

noise, light and air pollution 24/7. I think that all of the 

current views should be conserved and the proposal 

abandoned. 

Blisworth is already a rat-run for cars and HGV's. Any 

incident on the M1 or A43 diverts traffic through the 

village. The thought of this extra traffic is terrifying. In 

particular, Courteenhall Road has a school at the end of 

a difficult turn on to the Nortampton Road. Any incident 

on main roads could cause total gridlock through the 

village & a danger to life. With the best will in the world, 

you will not stop some drivers making shortcuts.

I think this will just cause further traffic problems on an 

already strained road infrastructure.

I am concerned that this development will ruin the 

surrounding villages & landscape. There is only one way 

to mitigate this. STOP THE DEVELOPMENT!!!

Would you lie to live next door to this development? Would you like your children 

growing up with 24/7 light, noise & traffic pollution?

j3, j9, j10, j12, j23,

h3,

v13,

i1, g1, l1, h14, g3, 

c1,
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S47.1.051

Due to the high usage of hypothetical adjectives (ie: it is 

likely, possible etc.) we are alarmed to note that although 

noise survey work is currently underway, where 

questioned by the public, the representatives were not 

able to qualify the noise mitigation proposals in a 

satisfactory way. Due to close proximity to residential 

areas, massive 24 hour vehicle movemement and air 

pollution will be only partially mitigated by earth bunds 

and noise alternating fencing. In the unfortunate event of 

this development going ahead, how can residents be 

assured that the proposed mitigation measures will be 

implemented? Any statutory enforcement? Nitrogren 

Dioxide is a pollutant and constitutes a health risk: how 

can it be contained in the event of massive traffic 

movement by heavy transport vehicles? We fail to be 

satisfied on this point. Equally puzzling: how can sharing, 

cycling and the routine control of employees' traffic be 

enforceable as outlined in your plan? It will have an 

impact on the village air quality and potential resale value 

of housing. What about flooding of the Milton Malsor 

brook and the considerable risk? Needless to say, the 

ecological impact will adversely affect flora and faune 

which have bee thriving for centuries in the area.

The screening plan may have been drawn up in line with 

trying to appease residents concern but its 

implementation will seriously deface the immediate and 

surrounding landscape over the long term. Residents will 

be directly affected by the proposed development due to 

the proximinty to warehouses and traffic movement, the 

views from properties will be negatively affected, not to 

mention noise pollution that vegatition will be unable to 

contain. Earth bunds do not become covered by 

vegatation, other than weeds, in a few days or in a few 

weeks, lines of trees take many years to develop - what 

type of hedgerows will be considered? Again, the usage 

of hypothetical phraseology does not insprire confience. 

Highways work under consideration is centred on very 

high density areas either from the two exremely busy M1 

junctions or national routes which are very often 

congested. We cannot see how the problem can be 

successfully solved without altering or limiting the traffic 

flow to all relevant routes, which is unfeasible. It is not 

uncommon for lorrys to lose their way in unfamiliar 

surroundings, ending up in residential areas with great 

inconvinience to all as, very often, the the narrow lanes 

cannot be negotiated. Employees will ultimately use the 

route which is the most convinient to them and the 

narrow villages lanes will constitute very unsuitable 

throughfares (not to mention the safety of locals and 

children walking to school). It is also difficult to express 

an opinion on the issue where traffic modelling is 

incomplete.

There are numerous industrial estates in the area and, to 

date, we are not aware of local communities avaling 

themselves of amenities such as restaurants or hotels, 

which are surrounded by warehouses or commercial 

acitivites. Local inns had and still are meeting the 

residents needs.

Centuries old way of life can be erased forever. Security 

concerns due to health, safety and possible crime 

incidence. The impact of such a site, as wide as 8 football 

pitches, on small communities, can be enormously 

disastrous. It is not a question of 'not in my backyard' we 

are still citizens with rights, concerns and mindless 

commercial activities do not benefit anybody but 

developers' pockets. It is all so sadly reminicient of 

ancient villages and communities being completely 

marred or eradicated in order to appease the greed of 

those who wanted a different landscape for either their 

lesiure or commercial purposes.

Please, do explore alternatives as they can be easily found by those minded to do 

so! 

j3, j12, j10,

h3, h6,

p3, p7, 

v2,

i1, e1, g1, g4, c1, 

g8,

k15, k17,

k6,

S47.1.052 21 05 16

This facility is small relative to others, <1/3 DRIFT. It is 

really just phase 1 - eventual to build the whole quadrant 

upto Northampton? k16,

S47.1.053 21 05 16

Will affect property prices in the area negatively as not 

passenger railway link. Traffic and noise pollution will 

increase substantially and quality of life for residents will 

decrease

I would not like this proposal to go forward as I see no benefit and a decrease in 

quality of life.

j10,

t2,

i1,

a1,

u2,

k6,

S47.1.054 21 05 16

Increased noise pollution to local residents. Increased 

traffic that we have paid more to avoid (in terms of how 

much existing home owners have paid). Quality of 

'country life'. Increased pollution in the area. Lack of 

country side which drew people to the area. Increased 

rubbish/ sound/ light/ traffic pollution detracts from a 

beautiful area.

Very against this going forward due to extensive building planning that is likely to 

go along with the introduction of this line - takes away most if not all of the lands 

surrounding villages. 

j10,

i1, l1, h14, c1, m1,

k17, 

S47.1.055 21/05/2016

How are you going to control polution such as noise, light 

and co2? How tall will the buildings be?

Loosing railway crossing bridge between Blisworth and 

Milton Malsor Can't see it being a service to Blisworth

I also think that it would harm the wild life such as birds, 

foxes and hedge hogs. - {name redacted}  aged 11. 

Why would you have to have a rail interchange here when this is on in Crick, 

which is 20 miles. Connections from M1 and Birmingham, Birmingham is bigger 

than Northampton. 

h2,

v2,

i1, g1, l1, c1,

j36,

r2,

S47.1.056 16 05 16

We have extensive pollution already in Roade with traffic 

jams causing dirty air to add to a building site so heavily 

polluted that acres of land are having to be cleaned? We 

also have two quarries filled with chrome waste i.e 

Cyanide byeproducts of chroming. And now you want us 

to beccome a dormatory village for your workers and 

have hungreds of lorry journey's through our village daily. 

Would you like to buy my bungalow in 5 years time P.S 

our health is already affected

How can i comment on this question if i opose the whole 

idea. Perhaps you could paint pretty pictures on the 

vaste warehouses you will build ha! ha!

You just can't do it.The roads are full already. Roade is 

still waiting for its bye-pass prosposed in 1978. Try using 

barges & canals

More concrete jungle to thank you for. We are happy the 

way things are now. None of this would be needed if you 

forget the whole thing. Or move it to where it would be 

more beneficial. 

Move the whole project to Corby where jobs are are 

needed badly. As the land has already been purchased 

why are you wasting time & money on this smoke screen.

Obviously this whole project has been made financially viable by Government & 

land owners. That will gain. Surely it could be moved to a more needy area! And 

not a speedy area. 

j3, j10,

h1,

p10,

h14, c1, c2,

u1,

u2, r1,

k4, k5,

S47.1.057 14 05 16 

Yes. Sound monitor placed next to my house may show 

an inaccurate view of current noise pollution. Excessive 

use of tractors in the evenings during the recording 

period. Limited information available about increase in 

noise/light/air pollutio - & how far outside the 

development area will be affected. Also environmental 

effects during the construction period need to be 

communicated. 

Yes. Unable to answer my questions on landscaping to 

hide the development from my property. I can see no way 

to prevent my views being blighted by the development 

without restricting day light. 

Yes. Any access from Towcester Road will severely 

impact my journey to & from work + the road is already 

very difficult to cross on foot. Concerns around the 

disappearance of footpaths. Concerns around current 

level of traffic on A43 at peak times & how this would be 

affected by a massive increase in road freight & 8000 + 

workers. 

I don't believe local communities would be particularly 

interested in using a hotel or restaurant which overlooks 

a massive development of warehouses. There are far 

more picturesque venues available locally. 

Concerns over the reduction in the value of my property 

Concerns over possible future development in the local 

area if this development is approved. I chose to live a 

village & not in the middle of warehouses. Concerns 

about how the contruction process will be managed & how 

its impact on the local area can be mitigated.

Although I understand the need for developement has should not be at the cost of 

the rural countryside. Surely sites at the edges of urban areas are more 

favourable. 

j6, j7,

q3,

h4, h6,

p7, p11, p15,

v2,

i1,

r1, k16, k17, r3,

k6,

s5, s6, 

S47.1.058 20 05 16

Both villages have conservation areas. Light pollution. 

Noise pollution - rail movement out of day time hours. 

Visual impact to our homes. Build it somewhere else

M1 congestion. A43 Towcester Congestion. Employee 

traffic.

With transport park comes other issues. How will you 

stop drivers using collingtree road etc. Understood ANPR 

etc. but pre not post fixes. What compensation is available to locals if homes de value. 

j7, j10, j11, j12,

h3,

i1, l1,

r1, d2,

k6,

S47.1.059 19 05 16

Issues that should be considered as part of the 

environmental assessment should include the following, 

which would seriously impact the villages of Milton 

Malsor and Blisworth. 1. Vehicle air pollution ie(additional 

HGV and commuter vehicle movements to and from the 

site). 2. Additional noise pollution from the above plus 

that emitted from the railway and those of containers 

being moved around the site. 3. Light pollution in general 

from the site. 4. Visual polluition - massive and numerous 

warehousing units spoiling the countryside amenity for 

the village residents and others. 5. Total loss of arable 

farmland.  

It will be impossible to manage & mitigate the visual 

effect of these warehouses units by landsaping. Some of 

your photographs on display prove that point.

The M1 motorway passing through Northamptonshire is 

already at full capacity - there is a daily queue between 

juction 15 & 15A northbound during the late afternoon 

period - and regular stoppages southbound for junction 

15A during the morning rush period, due to volume of 

traffic and regular R.T.C's.

I have not heard any local say they are in favour of these 

facilities, as they too will ruin the rural beauty of that 

location. The local community will not support or use 

them at all for that reason alone.

My main concern is the sheer size and scale of the 

developement. It is totally out of proportion to the extent 

and nature of the locality. When styuding the plan it 

becomes very apparant that the villages of Milton Malsor 

and Blisworth look microscopic in comparison to the 

enormity of the proposed development. 

This is the work of a very greedy developer who have absoloutely no thought for 

the residents of the two villages concerned. To paraphrase the Prince of Wales - 

this development will be like a monstrous carbuncle of the face of a much loved 

and elegant friend'. N.B. cc to Chris Heaton-Harris MP. The House of Commons 

SW1A 0AA

j5, j11,

h2, h3, h6,

v2, v4,

i1, l1, c1,

k7,

S47.1.060 20 05 16

The impact to the villages with air, noise, light and visual 

pollution is incalcuable and totally unacceptable. 

There is nothing Ashfield Land can do to mitigate such a 

monstrous project.

The traffic is already congested at junction 15 & 15A this 

will only exacerbate the situation. 

Building on green fields & heritage sites to provide 

hotel/office/restaurant facilities is not acceptable 

The sheer size of the development is monstrus & there us 

nothing Ashfield Land can do to mitigate it. The villages of 

Milston Malsor and Blisworth will be * forever more and 

villages lives ruined this monstrous carbuncle

I hope government will see reason and throw out this proposal. We do not want 

out lives ruined by greedy developers wanting to make a fast buck.

j11,

h3, h6,

v4, v6,

i1, l1, c1,

u2, k17,
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environmental effects

2. Comments on approach to managing landscape 

and visual effects

3. Comments on approach to managing highways 

and transport connections

4. Comments on potential 

hotel/office/restaurant/additional facilities for west of 

the A43 5. Any other concerns 6. Further comments (SUB-)THEME

S47.1.061 20 05 16

Area given over as wildlife mitigation is far too small. The 

expected 40% reduction in wwild life is devestating even 

after your plans are in place. 

All the Major Oak trees throughout the site must be 

worked into the development. Most are 150 - 200 years 

old and classified as veterans. Replanting will not replace 

these wonderful trees.

The A43 island is far too close to the historic 

conservation area at Blisworth Arm. It should be moved 

as far North as possible

This area should not be developed to protect the historic 

conservation area at Blisworth Arm/Grand Canal 

/Northampton Arm. If development is to be considered it 

should be inline with current use around the canal. The 

moving of goods by canal should be explored with 

buildings to match and corresponding wharfs. An 

excellent canal development for example is the Falkirk 

Wheel, which is now a major tourist attraction

What is the demand for the sheds and how have you 

analysed his demand to the scale of plan you have 

designed. Nothing at the presentation showed demand.

This is the wrong site. Accepting all that you can say about location etc. then 

Northampton High Gate (ex-Howdens) is far superior, gives reduced impact on 

people, conservation area, road access easier, and the environment.

g1, g4, g8,

a6, u1,

r1, d2, u8, r7, g2,

S47.1.062 16 05 16

Having been born in Blisworth and having lived in the area all my life, I have 

watched with interest and concern as Northampton and other local towns have 

expanded. "We locals" have always felt safe in the knowledge that no 

developements would pass the boundary of the M1. Our villages would remain as 

rural as is possible so close to 'progress'. We are now horrified that developers 

would decide it is a good idea to put such a vast rail freight site in our rural area. 

With the loss of countryside, increase of traffic and noise, which is inevitable and 

would be happening day and night and the risk that even further development will 

happen, my husband and I strongly oppose Rail Central. 

j10,

i1, h14,

k16, k17,

S47.1.063 18 05 16

This will make congestion worse and as a result the 

environment will suffer. 

This area is already overrun with haulage traffic and this 

will just compound this and make it a lot worse. 

The West coast mainline is already up to capacity, how 

are you going to get extra freight onto the line with no 

extra capacity. 

This is a scam to get around planning legislation. DIRFT is 12 miles to the north. 

This project is not required. 

j5, j10,

g3,

a3,

u4, r2,

S47.1.064 21 05 16

Some years ago my son as a student did a survey 

agreeing with a professional survey that there were 

protected newts and plants on land that is now part of rail 

central proposal. I appreciate new surveys have to be 

done but this time we will not have local input into these 

surveys which would give reassurance. 

Creating decorative bunds and tree lining is fine but the 

overall effect will be an industrial look to a beautiful 

natural landscape that has been unspoilt for generations. 

Recent planning applications have restricted the use of 

floodlights that can be seen from one village from 

another. I accept special lighting will be used but it will be 

seen. Is this a case of a large professional organisation 

with financial implications being allowed things that the 

mere residents are not? 

At the presentation I attended I was assured that all 

traffic entering and leaving the site would have to travel 

via the A43 and underpass but unconvinced this 

development will not increase already heavy traffic 

passing through the villages which we were assured 

would not happen on the opening of the A43 bypass!! 

Our local scout group uses footpaths and private land on 

proposed site for activities teaching our young people to 

care for the environment and be able to equip 

themselves if stranded in countryside.Building nature 

reserves/parks will not replace these natural facilities 

used regularly by locals. 

Yet another proposal that was rejected by planning some 

years ago, again because of the increased volumne of 

traffic such proposals WILL have an effect on local roads. 

Financial gain will overide the local concerns. Local 

councils should have the right to approve/reject proposals 

that will affect local people not governments. 

In view of the negative strength of public reaction to these proposals locally I was 

not convinced at the presentation that Railcentral cared about the little things that 

matter to local residents. As this proposal is to be decided by government rather 

than local council I worry that locals are not being listened to carefully and the 

plan will get the go ahead regardless. Perhaps using our voting rights more wisely 

in future would alter opinions. 

j12,

q3,

h3,

p13,

v13,

t4,

g1, l1, h14,

S47.1.065 23 05 16

I doubt the local community would make a great deal of 

use of such facilities as they are already well served in 

this respect. See Annex A

1. I would be interested to know what urban centers the proposed development 

aims to supply and which businesses and markets they will serve?

2. How are you addressing the important consideration of a lack of a readily 

available local workforce?

3. How are you able to demonstrate very special circumstances to justify planning 

consent for development in the Green Belt? 

j2, j10, j12, j23,

p3, p15, p16,

v2,

h14,

k4,

S47.1.066 20 05 16

Impossible to comment as little information has been 

shown. When questioned, your team have little to say 

other than 'its early days'. They seem woefully lacking in 

knowledge of any detail in the area, environmental or 

otherwise. They do not even seem to have a grasp of the 

extent of your proposed site. To claim that the scheme is 

of 'national importance', yet express to have so little 

knowledge, is ridiculous. Fundamentally, it will be 

impossible to mitigate the environmental impact you 

intend to cause with the destruction of many acres of 

prime arable land, open countryside and rare species 

habitats. This will ruin Milton Malsor and Blisworth, whilst 

dramatically impacting other villages and communities, 

let alone the 146 listed buildings and 7 conservation 

areas also affected. It is therefore not the case that you 

are actually fully aware of how much damage this 

proposal would create and the inability to mitigate, hence 

the non-committal response from your team? 

Little is shown in your visuals, so again, it is impossible 

to comment. As above, it is suspect that you are fully 

aware that, in reality, nothing can mitigate the visual 

impact of these massive proposals and therefore you are 

clearly reluctant to admit, and show, accurate 

visualisations. To assess honestly and openly, you 

should immediately fund the production of 'verified views' 

(produced by independent specialist), so that the true 

scale and extent can be viewed by all. See Annex B

Not required. There are ample local facilities. The last 

thing needed is an influx of cheap chain operations 

undercutting the local pub, B+B and hotel market. Local 

pubs should be supported for the historic and current 

local community and social benefits they deliver, not 

undermined by poor quality national operators, who have 

no empathy with the local area and do not support local 

sustainability. 

No doubt you have now realised that the overwhelming 

sentiment from the local community is extremely negative. 

This is endorsed by both local MP's, who have publically 

expressed their dismay at your proposals, and all local 

parish councils. An unprecedented majority of south 

Northants council members voted in favour of setting 

aside £100k of tax payers money to fight your scheme. 

You have tried, and failed, repeatedly over the years to 

get any consent you can on your originally modest 

landholding. You should now realise that nothing can 

mitigate your proposed destruction of the local 

community, other than not building it in the first place 

It is disappointing, in this era of open government and transparency, that you 

should use such obvious negative tactics to frighten, confuse and misinform local 

people. It has become clear that your literature is geared to hiding the full impact 

of your proposals, whilst implying the veiled threat that the scheme is somehow 

'Government' backed. This could be construed as an abuse of the national 

importance planning legislation. Your scheme is not being promoted by either the 

Government or Network Rail, and you should make this clear in all presentation 

material, rather than trying to scare local lay people. You should come clean and 

own up that it is simply a typical speculative land opportunity being promoted by a 

purely commercial developer looking to make a 'turn on' a land holding and 

convert land options into profit. 

j10, j12,

h6,

p7, p8, p10,

v1, v3,

g1, h14, g8,

a6,

k15, u2, u4, d2, 

k17, n1,

k7,

S47.1.068 13 06 16

The National Policy Statement for National Networks states “ The Government 

has concluded that there is a compelling need for an expanded network of SRFIs. 

It is important that SRFIs are located near the business markets they will serve – 

major urban centres, or groups of centres” Can you let me know what major urban 

centres the proposed scheme serves? p16,

S47.1.069 13 06 16

Your representatives could give me no idea of the 

numbers of vehicles using the site and as this is one of 

the major environmental factors I I feel that the public is 

being deliberately kept in ignorance. It is ludicrous for 

them to state at the Roade exhibition that there were no 

real forecasts for the traffic levels, that lorry usage is a 

complete unkown.  

The landscaping proposals when considered against the 

massive scale of the project are nothing but token 

gestures. The size of the project is on a scale that far 

exceeds anything that can be alleviated by your plans.  

Without a clear forecast of trafffic usage how can anyone 

know how effective your management will be. For 

example, the proposed roundabout on the M1 to 

Towcester road (A43) may be insufficient to cope with the 

increase in traffic.

These facilities will serve communities that already have 

the necessary amenities. A more appropriate question 

would be how will these facilities will impact on existing 

services

The benefits outlined in your literature have nothing to do 

with the local communities. For example, you have 

outlined benefits such as reducing road trafiic and 

pollution - that is possibly reductions nationally by 

increasing the impact in the local area. This is an area 

subject to traffic noise, congestiuon and vehicle pollution 

from main roads and the motorway. This project will 

increase the problems exponentioally in this area.

Your naming of the project as railcentral is rather neat. It's more appropriate to 

consider this project as lorry central. It is a a projected hub for imports so that 

they can be offloaded from trains and distributed by the already congested local 

roads and motorway. I particularly find your reluctance to give any numbers to the 

lorry usage nothing short of cynical. For a project of this scale to have any 

financial backing you must have accurate projections for the future increase in 

traffic.

j5, j10, j11,

h2, h6,

p3, p7, p10,

v2, v3,

t2,

i1, c1,

S47.1.070 20 05 16

The environmental effects will be devastating. The whole 

project will be a further 'blot on the landscape'. We can 

already see warehousing at Junction 15 and this will be 

much nearer the noise will be unacceptable and lighting 

over a 24 hour period will be obtrusive. We can already 

hear overnight works on the railway as it is and this is no 

comparrison to the noise this project will produce

No amount of screening will hide the development (see 

comment above re junction 15). Would the planners like 

to look over this development from the back of their home 

of 30 yrs NO. Unless you propose wooding the fields 

from the back of Blisworth-Courteenhall Rd up to the 

railway line in its entirety there is no hiding this.

The amount of roads needed for this project will have no 

effect on easing traffice traffic through Blisworth is bad 

enough already and will undoubtedly increase. The 

lorries will all be in one area to load from train therefore 

there is no way traffic will be lessened and our pollution 

will be concentrated in one area, hardly environmentally 

friendly!

We have no need of these facilities they are 'sweetners'. 

Junction 15 already has an abundance of hotels and 

restaurants and Northampton is blessed with enough 

facilities for local. What you will need are more schools 

and a new hospital and thosands of new houses for the 

workforce once you opt for a go ahead the immediate 

land adjacent will then be used for housing inevitably 

ruining even further countryside. There has already been 

vast housing estates (Hunsbury-Sixfields-Wooton Fields) 

built over the past 20 years we don't need it here

We already have a hub at Daventry - our part of the country has 'done its bit' 

there are far more suitable sites than this.

j5, j12,

h3, h4, h6,

v1, v2,

i1, l1, h14, h14,

r1, r2, k16,

k9,
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S47.1.071 22 07 16 See Annex C See Annex D 

Unacceptable levels of traffic already exist on many of 

our local roads and have reached saturation points in 

many locations. Traffic management schemes however 

well intended, cannot cope with yearly traffic in volumes. 

The proposed plans will bring about huge increases in 

road traffic (particularly heavy goods vehicles) judging 

from the amount of freight traffic which is likely to be 

transferred from trains to road vehicles. I understand 

from the media that the 'West Coast' mainline, near to 

which the new depot is proposed to be sited, is already 

running to its maximum capacity. How can further trains 

be accommodated in these circumstances without 

deterioration of existing passenger services? Any extra 

freight traffic should surely be transported on the HS2 rail 

route when this becomes available. Additionally, 

Northamptonshire already has a similar haulage depot to 

that proposed at Crick which is only a relatively short 

journey by rail from the proposed site.

Adequate hotel/office/restaurant facilities already exist in 

the Northampton and Towcester areas at junctions 15 

and 15a of the M1. Surely we don't need any more. Too many to mention at this stage!

I consider that the present consultation process is an absolute farce! In schemes 

of this kind that basic democratic principles seem to be abandoned when one 

sees the way that government supported schemes are dealt with in public 

enquiries. The extent of public opposition, however large, seems to have little 

effect in a vast majority of cases on the final outcome of a typical public inquiry. 

j5, j10,

q3,

h2, h3, h6,

p5,

v1,

h14, g3, g5,

a3,

d2, r2, k17, a13,

k7,

S47.1.072 05 08 16

I think this program is totally un nessacary as you already 

have a

terminal at crick r2,

S47.1.073 04 05 16

Thank you for your community update letter

I do not wish to appear rude but by far most of the local community are against 

the project going ahead. 

Please be aware that the destruction of the countryside in this beautiful area is an 

awful thing to do - please do not continue to do it !

h14,

u2,

S47.1.074 08 05 16

The Community Update doesn't provide any new 

information, or provide any real assurance that Rail 

Central is listening to our feedback. The update still 

appears to be a PR exercise designed to give the 

appearance of consultation

"...seeking opportunities for introducing green space..." -

laughable... we already have beautiful green space that 

you are

proposing to destroy!!

Consultation with NCC & HE re traffic data modelling - 

when do we get details... or was this just an e-mail asking 

them if they knew

you are planning this development?? Any details of 

consultation with Police regarding traffic controls, 

congestion, lorry crime, increased crime levels in the 

locality.... ?? Even with recent improvements to A43 and 

A5 junctions, local infrastructure will not be able to 

support the building and function of such a huge site.

There are more than adequate hotels/office/restaurants in 

the area,

many in Northampton are often vying to fill rooms etc... 

building

another here would only be detrimental to existing 

businesses and

devastating to an exceptionally lovely rural area.

Many ... all of which have been raised many times by 

many residents and organisations... the only mitigation is 

to scrap the plan completely. There are already 

thousands of job vacancies in Logistics across the area 

and nationally that cannot be filled... there are already 

thousands of square feet of warehouse space locally that 

is unoccupied ( speculative developments at J15 are still 

empty months after completion, as are others in Swan 

Valley).. Safety of our residents, due to increased traffic, 

noise, pollution etc... future health and safety of our 

children, environment and wildlife....... the list is 

endless.......!!!

Stop dressing up the pursuit of profit as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure 

Project ..... the facts and statistics relating to projected rail transport and how this 

project could support it don't add up.

j23,

q4,

p3, p7, p14,

v1, v3,

i1, g1, h14, g3, c1,

k15, u4, r2,

k4,

S47.1.075 15 08 16

My concern is HGV,s that are waiting to enter the site, 

hang about in nearby side roads./villages, you just look 

around the DRIFT site, at worst it can be intimidating, at 

best messy, human waste tec. This type of site never has 

enough parking (I know/understand the business case is 

to have as many warehouses as possible. Junction 15a is 

poor, the A43/A5 junction is poor, even with the 

improvements that are happening now it will still be slow. 

Look at Grange Park Junction 15, a nightmare at peak 

times. I assume it will be left to the local 

population/councils to sort out the mess for years to 

come once teh developers have left. The above really 

needs to be considered. Why would we use it, its not a particulary nice outlook.

 I don,t object to this development, in fact I think it makes sense (junction of 

railways/M1 etc), but the HGV traffic needs to be considered/sorted.

j3,j6, j11, j17,

v2,

q13,

o1, r3, r4,

S47.1.076 16 08 2016 See Annex E b1,

S47.1.077 21 08 2016

The scheme has not been able to prove what actually 

happens with these large scale developments. More 

reference to equivalent schemes, such as DIRFT at 

Crick, should be referenced rather than hypothesis and 

sterile modelling. 

There have been limited images supplied as to the 

potential impact this development might have. As 

important is the noise, air and light pollution which have 

not been covered in any detail. Again, examples from 

other similar developments will give a good indicator of 

the pre and post impact. No reasonable level of detail has been provided with mention that something will be available later this year. 

This appears to be a trojan horse for a much wider 

development which needs to be justified on its own merits 

not via this one. There are already a number of hotels 

and offices on each of Northampton's business parks that 

have good access to road and rail links, e.g. Swan Valley, 

Brackmills, Grange Park. 

No mention has been made of the operating hours of the 

facility and all of the environmental and anti-social 

aspects need to be considered on a 24 hour basis. 

The scale of the proposed development looks hideously expansive given the 

quoted number of containers that are to be served on a daily basis. The dteails 

that have been provided appear very scant given there are similar sites already in 

operation where the experience and learning should be made available so that 

these can be considered against the claims being made by this proposal. 

h2,

p1, p7, p15,

v1,i1, l1, g3, c1,

u9,

S47.1.078 23 08 2016

while your preliminary environmental information 

suggests a thorough and comprehensive assessment of 

the issues there is too little information provided in this 

document to be sure of that at this stage See Annex F Not at this stage Not at this stage

All the mitigation measures appear standard and 

acceptable under the current regulations and legislation 

but wouldn't it be nice to go beyond this and do something 

really inspiring and innovative that more adequately 

reflects the placement of this development???

Happy to discuss with you your approaches to engagement, consultation and 

finding the elusive 'win win' outcomes.

p13, p15, p17,

k17, u10,

k5,

S47.1.079 26 08 2016

As of today the promised visualisations have still not 

appeared on your web site. Cut off date for community 

comments is 30th September. This short timeframe is 

now unreasonable for the community to raise any 

meaningful comments. p1, p18,

S47.1.080 27 08 2016

If this disastrous development for the local communities 

does get the green light, the only mitigation I can think of, 

is using the site to divert the already hideous traffic away 

from the villages, you will know from your surveys already 

done, of the problem. Restrict / block access at the 

current slip onto the A43 that attracts many 1000's of 

vehicles through Blisworth, will go some way to giving 

residents a quieter life although of course not the people 

adjacent to the site. 

Any "leisure" facilities, that are to be used by truckers ( 

with the usual associated criminal activities at truck stops 

) and shared by an up to 8000 mainly migrant workforce 

is not going to be a target destination for me. I see this 

aspect of the project has been canned anyhow. 

My property is a considerable part of my pension plans, I 

would be looking to sell our home in the 3-5 year time 

frame, right when construction of the proposed 

development gets under way. If I can sell my home, it will 

be at a greatly reduced value hence have a serious 

impact on my long term aims and care. I will not allow 

myself to become destitute in later life, so that some other 

people I don't know chase profits. 

j12, j27,

v2, v11,

k5, k6,

S47.1.081 03 09 2016

See Annex G 

j12,

t2,

i1, h14, c1,

a3,

u4, r2,

k4, k5,
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S47.1.083 04 09 2016

See Annex I p1, p18,

r6,

S47.1.084 07 09 2016

This scheme will result in loss of a large swathe of farm 

land, and reduce the amenity of the local villages.

I live close to DIRFT. This scheme, has increased the 

amount of HGV traffic in the area, and on small roads in 

the vicinity immensely. It has changed the landscape and 

feel of the area, and turned it into an industrial area, 

rather than a rural area. 

Moving soil around and planting trees, does not make up 

for destroying natural habitats in the first place. There is 

already a Rail Freight terminal at Junction 18 which 

should be fully utilised rather than proposing the building 

of a further terminal and destroying yet more precious 

countryside. 

It is a good idea to keep all traffic off the road from 

Northampton to Stony Stratford as it is already very 

congested and bottle necks at the railway bridge in 

Roade.

People are told that Rail Feight hubs reduce traffic, but in 

the vicinity of the train terminal, there is an increase in 

HGVs on the local road network as they distribute goods 

from the incoming trains.

Warehousing of this sort does not provide a large 

number of jobs in proportion to the amount of land they 

take up. It would be much better to make more use of the 

DIRFT which is already in situ. Once again this will further erode open countryside, and 

bring an urban feel to the rural villages. 

A venture of this size should only be allowed if it is 

materially improving the local environment.

A second bridge over the Railway cutting in Road would 

alleviate much of the traffic congestion and hold ups on 

A508. This should be seriously considered. 

This snall island, is having green space constantly eroded and built upon. This 

proposal does not form part of Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy, which 

highlighted Junction 16 of M1 for further development and infact reduced the 

amount originally proposed.

This application should not be allowed, as the vast Rail Freight Terminal at 

Junction 18 should be used instead of building a further satelite terminal. 

j2, j5, j12, j28,

h6,

h14,

r2, k17, r5,

k7, 9.7

S47.1.085 07 09 2016

My computer screen is to small to be able to read the latest documents so I went 

to our local library in Hunsbury to see them. They know nothing about them. Why 

are they not there? p1, p5,

S47.1.086 07 09 2016

I must advise you that we are getting an unpresedented level of complaints from 

our residents about the visualisations that were placed on your website at the end 

of August. In simple terms they can't be read with any clarity on a computer 

screen. As such they are totally useless. Do you have any plans to rectify this 

problem?

p1,

S47.1.087 10 09 2016 See Annex J 

h2,

p7,

S47.1.088 12 09 2016

See Annex  K

j5, j6, j9, j10, j11, 

j17,

p3, p7,

t4,

l1, g4, c1, 

a3, a6,

u2, r1, r2, 

k6, k7,

S47.1.089 14 09 2016

This is a terrible idea and the biggest problem is going to 

be to the environment because of the "diesel" that the 

vehicles that come into the area in the future once this 

starts create. The countryside will be ruined but also the 

air quality will be seriously affected. Also it will increase 

the traffic flow on the local roads feeding from the A45 

through Hunsbury towards Milton Malsor and Blisworth 

creating increase safety risk as well as the environmental 

impact. 

Just best to leave the countryside as it is here and not 

destroy it with this venture.

Yes you are going to increase the number of vehicles on 

the local roads leading through Hunsbury towards Milton 

Malsor and make these areas and what was the 

countryside very unpleasant 

No - this area is long way out from Northampton centre 

and also from Sixfields so it makes no economic sense to 

have these sorts of facilities in the countryside. Yes it is a very bad idea - mitigate it by not doing it at all 

Why do you have to destroy the countryside and wreck the environment in what is 

a very pleasant a peaceful area of the country at the moment but will not be so if 

this goes ahead. It is a very bad idea. 

j12, j15,

v12,

h14,

u7,

S47.1.090 15 09 2016

Annex L 

j1, j3, j10, j12,

p5, p7, p8,

t2,

i1, g1, l1, h14, c1,

a3, a6,

u2, u4, r2, k16, k17, 

u7, r5,

k4, k7,

S47.1.091 15 09 2016

Annex M 

j12,

h3, h6,

p7,

i1, g1, l1, c1,

k3,

k17,

k4,

S47.1.092 15 09 2016 Annex N 

j7, j19,

p5, p7, p9,

k3,

r5,

k9,

S47.1.093 15 09 2016

I am writing to protest most strongly that the proposals for a rail freight 

interchange between Blisworth and Milton Malsor are completely inappropriate 

(and probably unnecessary) for the area.  The route for local residents going to 

Towcester is to access the A43 from the Blisworth slip road, and going back the 

south-bound carriage way has to be crossed.  This is already becoming more 

hazardous and the increased traffic from a major development would push traffic 

to take the longer route via country lanes to Shutlanger and on to the A5 south of 

Towcester.   The A5 is already getting busier, and the 2000 houses which are 

shortly to be built will add further to the difficulties.  Residents of Tiffield similarly 

have to traverse the A43, and there have been a great number of both serious 

and fatal accidents at both these village access points. Whenever there is an 

accident on the M1 traffic is diverted via the A5 and A43 causing not only long 

delays, but actual gridlock. On these occasions it is virtually impossible to get 

anywhere: your site would be on virtual lockdown. And this is not an infrequent 

occurrence. 

The visual impact of warehouses and cranes and added traffic through our 

villages will make a major negative impact on  local quality of life as we suffer 

increasing noise and pollution, both from vehicles and light.

I hope that you will take on board the very valid worries that have arisen from this 

monstrous proposal and realise how inappropriate a development of this 

magnitude is.

j1, j6, j9, j12, j17,

h3,

i1, l1,

r1,
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S47.1.094 16 09 2016

Any environmental effects will surely outweigh the huge 

benefits this scheme will create for Northants. However, it 

would be splendid if this development had all the 

currently available ecologically beneficial thoughts and 

practices included in it's building and running. 

As the site is mainly indifferent arable land with no great 

beauty or significance, I feel there is no reason to 

"prettify" this sire any more than other industrial sites. 

As long as the roads are adequate to keep pace with 

traffic around the site I see no issues with this 

development. A new Northampton South rail station on 

the site would be incredible but unlikely. 

I should think the local dormitory villages have enough 

halls and churches for their use already. However, a 

decent quality development of hotels etc would be a great 

benefit to the general area, especially when Silverstone 

circuit has large events. No

I am very much in favour of this development and feel it will be a great long term 

opportunity for South Northants. 

h7,

v2, v8,

f1,

a1,

r3, r4,

k8,

S47.1.095 18 09 2016 See Annex O 

j3, j7, j9, j12,

h14,

a3, a4, a6,

r1, d2, r5,

k4, k5,

S47.1.096 18 09 2016 See Annex P 

j2, j7, j9, j17, j20,

h3,

i1, c2,

q12, k3,

u2, u7,

S47.1.097 13 09 2016

Thank you for your correspondence. Sorry not to have replied sooner but have 

stayed with my family over the weekend to see our new granddaughter. A lady 

delivered our local parish newsletter on Friday morning and she arranged for the 

Parish Council to show me their copy of the plans which I did today.  Unfortunatly 

my eyesight is not very good I still could not see them very well as they are still 

very small. p1,

S47.1.099 19 09 2016 See Annex R 

j5, j7,

h3,

p7,

g3, c1, c1,

a3, a6,

k17,

k4, k7, k9,

S47.1.100 06 09 2016

Rural county. Covering up green space outside town 

boundary. Seperating the two villages even more so. 

No way can the plans not affect this landscape. The 

buildings will be seen from miles away. Very obtrusive. 

Unable to view visualisation maps because of small size 

of them. Will not enlarge onto a full screen therefore 

virtually useless. 

Our roads are already clogged. This proposed 

development will make things worse. Are there enough 

rail pathways to make scheme viable or is it just a means 

to cover our countryside with warehouses?? The 

warehouses will appear but no raillink!! Then the traffic 

will be worse than ever. 

Would not be used by us! We use the facilities within our 

villages

The villages of Milton Malsor + Blisworth will be lost 

forever! Nothing you can do about that. Hope you are refused planning permission. Wrong scheme in wrong place. 

j10,

h3,

p1,

v2,

h14,

a3, a6,

r1, k17,

S47.1.101 10 09 2016

I believe you have shown lip service to various 

enviromental effects. However the basic tenet that 

agricultural land is needed as agricultural land has been 

ignored totally. The enviromental impact on the 

surrounding villages would be catastrophic. The only 

advantages to this scheme lie with the speculating 

company. 

You have presented empty buildings with tasteful tree 

camoflage - once it has grown of course. However the 

site will be buzzing with lorries and cranes - noise and 

movement. The latest visualisations are equally 

unhelpful. I am most familiar with the Courteenhall Road 

area. It is difficult to pinpoint where it is from exactly, but 

it seems carefully chosen to show least activity of the 

site. Also no lorries, trains or cars. 

Starting with trains - you have provided a "workload" 

breakdown based on the capacity of your site. The reality 

is that there is insufficient capacity on the main rail line to 

service this facility adequately - you have not requested 

figures from Network Rail. The loop link is not "strategic" - 

the ends of the line have sidings and infrastructure at MK 

and Rugby. The A43 connections are troubling as they 

infringe on the Blisworth Arm Zone. 

I cannot believe that after you hae demolished the beauty 

and tranquility of a pretty corner of Northants with a load 

of buildings, that any locals will be interested in using 

such facilities. If I want a 5 star hotel, there is the Hilton 

on the A45. I prefer small and quirkey personally. Crime 

will rise as the area is opened to the public. 

1. I see no evidence that this location is strategic. 2. The 

"old A43" is subject to local flooding currently. I 

understand you are planning site tanks, however, there is 

no evidence that they will work. 3. My chief concern is that 

you are going to destroy 2 villages and affect more 

destroy farmland, make your money on the project and 

then discover it is not viable. 

I sincerely hope this project will not succeed. I am extreamly supportive of 

improved rail infrastructure dovetailing with local road links. A strategic plan 

would be great. This is just a piecemeal cobble together of locations represented 

here. When DIRFT has achieved its % rail goals, the lessons from that can be 

implemented in a real rail interchange. 

j6,

h6,

p1,

v2,

i1, e1,

a3,

k15, r1, k17, r3, r6,

k7,

S47.1.102 14 09 2016

See Annex S 

j10, j21,

q3,

h3, h8,

i1, g1, l1, c1,

a3,

k15, k17,

k7,

S47.1.104 15 09 2016 Annex U 

j5,

p1, p5, p7, p9,

e1,

S47.1.105 13 09 2016 Annex V 

j10,

h3,

p10,

i1, l1, c1,

k15, u2, r2, d2, k17, 

k18,

k5, k7,

S47.1.106 21 09 2016

In your screening of the site, you have failed to take into 

account that a large part of Blisworth village is actually 

higher than the top of the railway embankment so we are 

looking down on the site. I live at the far side of the 

village, but I can clearly see and hear trains on WCML 

and hence any tall buildings beyond. This means we 

shall see light from the site and noise will not be 

effectively screened by the embankment. I presume that 

diesel locomotives will be used on site, as overhead 

electric wires would create a hazard when lifting 

containers; these are noisy and would create additional 

air pollution. Trucks normally use reversing alarms, the 

sound from these is very penetrating and can be heard 

some distance away; it is important that these are not 

used on site. You propose a workforce of about 8000 

from as far away as Coventry and Milton Keynes with 

access for them from the existing Blisworth/ Northampton 

road. This will create a significant increase in traffic 

through the villages of Blisworth and Milton Malsor with 

attendant noise and air quality problems for the villages 

as well as danger to children attending the village 

schools as they cross the roads.

Your proposed screening of the site is based on landform 

(presumably railway embankment) plus structured 

planting. The illustrations show deciduous trees, which 

are even less effective at providing screening in winter. 

This cannot work effectively, the buildings are 18m high 

and the existing railway embankment about 12m, tree 

planting on top of the embankment would not be 

possible. Buildings and potentially container stacks and 

cranes will be clearly visible.

Some Country Parks are created to provide leisure 

access in existing countryside and to provide enhanced 

facilities, this is fine. But when they are created to 

produce a small green area in an urban/ industrial 

environment, they are a poor substitute for the real 

countryside.

Your Map on Page 14 of the exhibition Panels document 

is misleading, it is phrased in a confusing manner and 

appears to show that there will be a decrease of between 

50 -100 vehicles on M1 and 25-50 vehicles on A43. If an 

SRFI has to handle at least 4 goods trains per day and 

one train is equivalent to 40 trucks that equates to 160 

trucks per day, or with a movement in and out, 320 heavy 

movements per day all onto A43. Your transport 

specialist explained that this meant a large increase in 

local traffic on A43 although the average over the 

100miles or more of the whole A43/ A34 is expected to 

reduce. This would potentially cause gridlock at the local 

traffic blackspots including A43/A5 junction and Junctions 

9 to 10 of M40.

Making the potential Hotel complex available for village 

activities would have a severely detrimental effect on the 

villages. Blisworth already has several facilities for village 

social and recreational purposes, provision of yet another 

one would just dilute the pool of available money to 

support and maintain these facilities.

Little mention is made of the construction phase of the 

project. There is a great deal of soil to be shifted to level 

the site, this will involve heavy machinery which will be 

noisy, create dust and potentially cause vibration in the 

ground. Construction of the buildings will be noisy and 

involve some work at high level on roofs, this will be 

clearly visible from the village above the railway 

embankment.

The map distributed at the local consultations is geographically incorrect and 

misleading. It shows DIRFT on the wrong side of the M1 and some distance from 

it, it then shows Rail Central as directly on the M1 whereas DIRFT is actually 

closer to M1 than Rail Central.

The Blisworth/ Northampton road has been the preferred route for Emergency 

Services (Police, Fire, Ambulance) since the A43 bypass was built. Has suitable 

provision been made to keep this route clear at Shift change time?

There seems to be little interest in express freight trains, at present they only 

seem to be used by Royal Mail and they do not use all their allocated paths. The 

majority of their trains use the Northampton Loop and pass through Northampton 

Station where it would be quite feasible for them to pause and drop/ collect mail if 

they wished, but they do not wish to do so.

The proposed link to the facility from WCML is very short, freight trains 

(particularly express freight) would not be able to leave the main line at 100mph 

and come rest in the platform, they would need to start braking earlier and hence 

require extended paths even if normal paths were available between passenger 

trains.

Although these comments are written in Sept 2016, they are based on 

documentation as available at the end of May. I will comment separately on more 

recent documentation. There is already sufficient SRFI capacity in the area and 

Rail Central would just be in competition with existing facilities for track paths. 

This proposal is premature.

j6, j7, j11, j12, j17, 

j19,

h2, h6,

p10, p11,

v2, v3,

t4,

i1, l1, c1,

a3, a6, a7,

s3, s4,
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S47.1.107 19 09 2016

Vision and loss of open countryside, noise pollution and 

air pollution affecting three beautiful villages. 

An overpass from the A43 would be a complete eyesoure 

creating high noise and air pollution 24 hours a day. 

Excessive levels of transport coming from the M1, A45, 

A5 and many surrounding villages near by with traffic 

taking shortcuts. Northampton has a very low 

unemployment in the UK which also means you drawing 

labour from far affield creating more traffic, local parking 

problems and still more noise and air pollution 24hrs per 

day. 

This will cast a complete shadow over my property and 

with lack of natural light, which I will fight very 

aggressively, also creating 24 hour noise and air levels 

and loss of privacy. This will have no benefits what so 

ever for locals as access can only be had from the A43 as 

no access will be aloud from our little hamlet of Blisworth 

Arm. 

This project is far to close to Blisworth Arm which is a very 

popular beauty spot not only with the canal boating which 

is very busy indeed, but with all the many walkers that 

visit the surrounding walkways, which covers not only 

Blisworth Arm and the old village of Blisworth which is 

mentioned in the Doomsday Book, but many close 

surrounding villages. 

YES, we do not want Rail Central here. I think your plans are just Smoke and 

Mirrors to create a joint massive Warehousing Project here, knowing quite well 

there is insufficient line space on Network Rail to accomodate your plans for a rail 

freight depot here, as the DIRFT. 

j9, j12, j15, j17, j22,

q3,

h3,

p10,

v2,

i1, l1, h14, c1,

a3,

u2, u8,

k4,

S47.1.108 22 09 2016

I have attended the displays from the company which is doing this project and it 

makes no sense whatsoever.

They want to destroy two extremely old villages taking away the countryside also 

between the two.

It is a ridiculous size and height and they are trying to convince us that we will not 

notice it,it will be invisible.

Added to this is the effect of huge amounts of traffic ruining our villages in its 

comstruction and with expected or projected 8000 employees it is 

incomprehensible.

This volume of traffic is bound to harm the buildings and environment.

We have inadequate roads already when any accidents occur on the A5,M1 and 

A43. 

Also there are sites for rail freight sites nearby already which are far from 

reaching full capacity.

Please save us from this awful dilemma.

j9, j12, j9,

h2,

h14,

r2, k17,

s1,

S47.1.109 22 09 2016 See Annex W 

j10,

p5, p10,

i1, g1, l1, g4, c1, 

c2,

S47.1.110 22 09 2016

Is there any information in your documentation which covers the impact extra 

HGVs will have accessing the A43 from M1 J15A? j5, j6,

S47.1.111 23 09 2016

See Annex X 

j10,

q12, q13,

k5,

S47.1.112 22 09 2016

See Annex Y 

 

p7, p10,

v11,

g3,

a7,

u4, u5, r2,

S47.1.114 17 09 2016

I am sure will be a utter disaster if this proposal is aloud to go ahead . I have lived 

in this area for many years and have worked on the land. It will be utter 

devastation for our community and villages. Please don't let it go ahead.  u2, k17,

S47.1.116 23 09 2016

I am writing to you to express my concerns about the inadequate consultation 

process Rail Central have undertaken.

The 'updated illustrative plans' and new 'visual material' published on your 

website (end August) is so small it is impossible to see what is meant to be there.    

It does not help those who are already visually impaired, let alone those of us 

who don't wear glasses.

The public exhibition you held in the village hall on 20th May was inadequate.  

Your representatives gave many evasive and misleading answers to questions 

being asked.  I do not appreciate being constantly told, "It's early days" when I 

want answers to questions because of the significant impact it will have on the 

Parish where I live .

For such a large scale development, the entire consultation process has been 

inadequate. p1, p5, p7,

S47.1.118 23 09 2016

The lady from the Parish Council has now shown me the large plans which show 

that in 15 years some of your buildings might have trees in front of them. Due to 

my age I will not be alive to see if it comes true. I think that you should go away 

and destroy some other place preferably near your home.

h6,

u2,

S47.1.119 25 09 2016

Damage to landscape character and nature conservation. 

The proposed SRFI will spoil the natural beauty of this 

rural landscape and destroy the tranquility of the many 

public rights of way enjoyed by local and visiting walkers, 

cyclists and horse riders. The proposed site with its vast 

amounts of concrete and the requirement for additional 

physical highways works on the M1, A43, A45, and 

A5076 will inevitably cause irreversible damage to the 

local environment, birds and other wildlife, including rare 

habitats and protected species. 

Annex AC

Annex AD Annex AE Annex AF Annex AG 

j5, j6, j7, j11, j12, 

j20, j23, j29,

q1, q2, q3,

h3, h6,

p1, p2, p3, p7, p8, 

p10, p13, p18,

t2,

i1, g1, h14, g3, c1,

q12, k3,

r1, u4, d2, k17, r6,

k10,

S47.1.120 26 09 2016 Annex AH

q3,

h1, h6,

p7,

t4,

i1, l1, c1,

k17,

S47.1.121 26 09 2016 Annex AI 

j2, j3, j5, j10, j12, 

j17, j23,

q3,

h3,

p7,

i1, g1, h14, c1,

k15, r1, r2,
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S47.1.122 26 09 2016 Annex AJ

j2, j3, j6, j7, j9, j11, 

j12, j20, j23, j25,

h3,

g1, l1, c1, g8,

q12, k3,

r1, k17,

k9,

s1, s4,

S47.1.123 27 09 2016

This will incur considerable loss of rural/agricultural land 

and is therefore detrimental and harmful to the 

environment. 

In order for this development to be unobtrusive there 

would need to be at a considerable distance from both 

Milton Malsor and Blisworth villages and surrounded by 

high, natural, screening. 

There would be considerably more traffic on all the 

surrounding roads. When the M1 is closed. because of 

accidents. all the extra traffic would have to use local 

roads, all of which, especially the A43, become seriously 

congested. At present, even when the M1 has no 

problems, the A43 is often very slow moving at 

Towcester, resulting in queues through Towcester town. 

This is not needed by the local community. It is not for our 

convenience but for the extra workforce. It would cause 

more traffic. 

We strongly object to this rail interchange being built on the proposed site.

By building this interchange traffic will not be taken off the roads but will increase.

This will destroy the ethos of both Milton Malsor and Blisworth villages. They are 

popular villages surrounded by farm land. If they are beside a huge rail depot 

they will not be desirable places to live and house prices will fall 

dramatically.Unemployment in Northamptonshire is low, so it is very likely that 

employees will have to come from outside the area, which will increase traffic on 

all the surrounding villages and probably mean that more houses will be needed, 

changing the other villages in the area. The trains passing through Roade can be 

heard over most of the village and more rail traffic will increase the noise pollution 

in Roade. 

j6, j9, j10,

h4,

v2, v13,

g3,

u2, k16, k17,

k4, 9.3 k7,

S47.1.124 27 09 2016

Annex AK 

     

j10,

h2, h3, h6,

p1, p4, p7,

i1, g1, l1,

a3,

r1, d2, k17, b1,

S47.1.126 04 08 2016

As I have granddaughter with asthma I worry about the 

extra air pollution that will be caused by 24 hour traffic. 

Will it breach government regulations? 

Every  Sunday I walk along Barn Lane or down Gayton 

Road and along the canal with my handicapped 

daughter. The walking is easy and she enjoys seeing the 

animals and country views. 

I worry that this walk will be spoiled by the warehouses 

replacing the country views. It will mean that we have to 

drive somewhere thus increasing traffic and pollution. Not needed - several hotels close already. 

24 hour noise and light pollution spoiling the quality of our 

lives and upsetting the pheasants, doves etc that we get 

in our gardens 

This development is not needed espeshally with the space still available at DIRFT 

junction 16. 

j10,

h3,

v1,

i1, g1, l1, c1,

r2,

S47.1.127 14 09 2016 Annex AL 

j10,

h2,

i1, l1, h14, c1,

r2, d2, k17,

S47.1.128

Dear Mr Digby, In response to your circular letter, we would say that no amount of 

tweaking of plans or glossy brochures make any difference to or origional strong 

objections, every one of which still stands and a list of which you have already 

received from us. u2,

S47.1.129 12 06 2016 Annex AM

j3, j5, j7, j12,

p3,

g3,

a6,

r2, d2, r5, b1, p36,

S47.1.131

My wife and I visited your exhibition at Blisworth village hall in June 16 and was 

impressed by the preliminary environmental impact work done so far and planned 

for the future.

Clearly the development will have an impact but is far outweighed by the benefit 

to the economic and environmental benefits for the country as a whole. local 

opposition to the scheme seem to underestimate this benefit and even the benefit 

to the local economy and seem unwilling to recognise these. The scheme has the 

full backing of my wife and I who are local residents and look forward the benefits 

the scheme will bring locally and nationally. 

g9, g10,

r3, r4,

k8,

S47.1.136 29 09 2016 Annex AR 

j12,

h3,

a3,

r1, r2, d2, r6, b1,

S47.1.137 29 09 2016 Annex AS

j7, j8,

h6,

p1, p7, p19, p20,

i1, l1,

r1, d2,

S47.1.138 29 09 2016

Annex AT

h2, h3,

p7, p21,

i1, h14, c1,

u2, r1, r2, k17,

S47.1.139 29 09 2016

  

Annex AU

j10, j23,

i1, l1, h14, c1, g6,

a6,

r2, k17, o2,

k7,

S47.1.140 29 09 2016

Ashfield land seems to have no concern or worry about 

turning rural England into a lorry park. The impact of 

traffic and resulting pollution are a concern. The 

construction phase of the project would be enormously 

damaging to the villages and communities in the 

surrounding area. The potential for overnight noise is 

huge concern. I don't believe Ashfield land actually has 

any real control over the usage of the site following 

completion. 

Despite efforts, there is no getting away from the fact that 

Ashfield land wants to take some green fields and trees 

and turn them into concrete and warehouses. I'm scared 

about the consequences of this project.

I attended one of your public consultations and was not 

comforted by your plans. Traffic in the area will increase 

dramatically. It already suffers horrendously if there is 

ever an incident on the M1.

I have no requirement for any of these facilities. I object 

so strongly to this development that I wouldn't support 

any businesses as a point of principal.

To mitigate my numerous concerns regarding rail central I 

suggest that you cancel the project. I see that you are 

attempting collect a great deal of propaganda to support 

this ridiculously greedy business plan. This project will be 

noisy, polluting, and a horrendous eye sore and I find all 

of your suggestions that it will be anything but insulting.

Please, if you've acquired the land, just build some houses on it. There is huge 

demand for housing. A Rail interchange in this location is fooling and damaging.

j9, j10,

h3,

v2, v14,

i1, h14, c1,

u2, u11,

s6,
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S47.1.141 30 09 2016

We would like to register our objection to the proposed development for the 

following reasons:-

We don't feel that we have had enough information about the scale and 

magnitude of the proposed venture.

Light pollution - we understand the operation will be 24/7

Air pollution from vehicles which we feel will become trapped between Milton 

Malsor and the railway, escaping under the bridge towards Blisworth

 Extra traffic flow through the villages

Noise, especially at night

Generally we feel this is inappropriate for the area and will greatly spoil the 

countryside and the surrounding villages

j12,

p7,

i1, l1, h14, c1,

r1, k17,

S47.1.143 30 09 2016

I had hoped that by now you-Ashfield Land-would have realised how much 

sadness,despair, anger and anxiety you had caused to our community since 

December 2015 and withdrawn your proposals for this monstrous and 

unnecessary rail freight terminal in the heart of rural Northamptonshire.

It is quite obvious from the responses to your documentation that no-one -the 

individual,small businesses,local authority or corporate giant-wants or needs a 

rail freight terminal in an area where there is almost no unemployment and there 

is another rail freight terminal a mere 16 miles away, DIRFT, commencing a third 

phase of development of some 8,000,000 square feet with plenty of room to 

expand to DIRFT 4 or even DIRFT 5 in the future.   

Sadly you still want to cause despair and worry to the inhabitants of Blisworth, 

Milton Malsor, Stoke Bruerne, Roade and all the surrounding towns and districts, 

under the guise of a Strategic Plan but actually as we know the pursuit of 

personal wealth is at the heart of all this.

With regard to your published proposals, once again the print is too small to see 

any detail;the scale of the plant is misleading and does not represent the true 

image of an 80 foot slab sided building in the context of our villages. You have not 

addressed the issue of a 24 hour operation in my opinion and as before at the 

public exhibition -I write exhibition as no consultation took place and no questions 

answered satisfactorily- your true proposals have not been exposed.

I object to this proposal in the strongest possible terms.

h2,

p1, p5,

u2, r2, r6,

k4,

S47.1.144 30 09 2016 Annex AW 

j10,

p1, p3, p7, p10, 

p22,

i1, e1, c1,

a3,

p36,

S47.1.145 30 09 2016 Annex AX 

j6, j7, j9, j10,

h2,

p1, p7,

i1, l1, c1,

q12,

r1,

k4, k9,

S47.1.146 30 09 2016

I write to register my OBJECTION to the above application. The proposal has 

been made in total disregard of the effect on the lives of the residents of the two 

villages which are immediately adjacent to the site.

The local "consultations" have been entirely inadequate, indeed farcical, and 

weasel words used to attempt to mislead the communities and dampen 

opposition, by misrepresenting the scale and impact of this huge industrial site on 

the people living next to it.

Light pollution, noise and air pollution from diesel particulates will particularly 

affect Milton Malsor, downwind of the site. As freight transfer will take place 

mainly at night, the sleep disturbance will have a negative effect on the health of 

citizens, especially the elderly.

Railfreight terminals should be built well away from housing areas on industrial or 

greenfield sites, such as the Daventry Terminal. 

This application by an opportunistic and cynical developer should be rejected 

totally.

p7, p10,

i1, l1, c1,

u2, r1, k17, o2,

S47.1.147 30 09 2016 Annex AY 

h2, h4, h6,

p1, p13, p15, p19,

i1, g1, l1, h14, c1,

a3,

r2, r5, r6, o2,

k7,

s1, s7,

S47.1.148 30 09 2016 Annex AZ 

j29,

p1, p5, p7, p10,

u5, d2, k16,

S47.1.149 30 09 2016 Annex BA

j10,

q3,

h6,

p1, p3, p7,

i1, l1,

q12,

k17,

S47.1.150 30 09 2016 Annex BB 

h.3

 p1, p10,

u2, u5, k16,
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S47.1.151 30 09 2016

My wife & I would like to register our objection to the proposed rail freight 

interchange (RFI) between Blisworth & Milton Malsor.

If the RFI goes ahead, the beautiful south Northamptonshire countryside and 

historic villages even beyond Blisworth & Milton Malsor will be destroyed forever. 

There are many brownfield sites of former industry that would benefit from 

regeneration through RFI. We can not accept this location is the only viable 

solution, balancing the commercial vs. environmental benefit.

It saddens me to think this proposal has got to the consultation stage. We 

strongly urge you to reconsider the intended RFI location.

• 

• The traffic 

• The pollution 

• 

We 

j10,

h14, c1,

r1, k17,

S47.1.152 01 10 2016 Annex BC

j1,

c1,

q13, j37,

k18, g2,

k7,

S47.1.153 01 10 2016

Annex BD 

j5, j9, j10, j11, j12, 

j23,

h2, h3, h6,

p1, p4, p5, p7,

t2,

i1, g1, l1, 7.21,

r1, u4, d2, k17, r6, 

b1,

S47.1.154 03 10 2016 Annex BE 

j5, j7, j9, j12,

q1, q3,

h3,

p7,

i1, h14, g3, c1,

d2, k17, g2,

s1,

S47.1.155 04 10 2016 Annex BF 

j7,

h6,

p7,

h13,

r1, u4,

S47.1.156 04 10 2016

I moved to Blisworth just over 41 years ago.  Its a lovely village with all the 

amenities that are needed. We like the country life and do not want  Rail Central 

to build their monstrosity anywhere near our village The noise pollution,,the  light 

pollution the general pollution from the vehicles.  What happens when there is an 

accident on the Blisworth bye pass (A43) there are plenty daily, where will the 

lorries go then? Please lets keep our village as it is,green and pleasant.

j5, j9,

i1, l1, h14, c1,

k17,

S47.1.157 05 10 2016 Annex BG 

j10, j23,

h3,

p1, p7, p21,

i1, l1,

k17,

k6,

S47.1.158 06 10 2016

I am a resident of Stockwell Road in Milton Malsor and I would just like to 

comment on your consultation.

You sent out a letter in August saying that plans would be able to be seen on your 

website. When I came to see these plans they were so small it was impossible to 

read them. I did write to you about that at the time. Later a person from the village 

let me see some paper plans that were still difficult to see.  

I think that the reason you have not made big copies of the plans available to 

people in the village is that you are trying to hide just how bad your plans are and 

do not want people to see that. This is not consultation but imposition. 

Consultation means discuss and agree, there does not appear to be much of that. 

If your plans go ahead it will be a disaster for the whole area not just for the 

village. You are only interested in making profits and do not care about how much 

thousands of people locally will suffer.

p1, p10,

u2,

S47.1.159 15 09 2016 Annex BH 

h2,

p1, p7, p10,

c1, c2,

S47.1.160 09 10 2016 Annex BI 

p1, p3, p5, p7, p9, 

p15,

r5,

S47.1.161 09 10 2016 Annex BJ

p5, p7, p10,

i1, h14,

u2, d2, u6, k17, r5,

k6,
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S47.1.162 10 10 2016

Re: Milton Malsor Rail Freight Interchange Consultation 

In my opinion this proposal is contrary to the West Northamptonshire Joint Core 

Strategy adopted in December 2014 and the information supplied directly to me, 

or available on your website, has not been sufficient to properly evaluate your 

plan. I therefore strongly believe that you have not undertaken a proper 

community consultation.

p5, p7,

r5,

S47.1.163 06 10 2016

Dear Sir/Madam, We are writing to register our objection to the proposed rail 

freight development between Blisworth and Milton Malsor. The proposed 

development is totally inappropriate for this area. Ths size of the planned 

development, its proximity to two villages  and the amount of rural landscape 

destruction make this the wrong location for development on such a huge scale. 

The DIRFT rail terminal at Daventry, which is only a few miles away from this 

proposed development, will not be completed until 2020. There is ample space for 

DIRFT to expand without blighting local communities. We understand that recent 

studies on the line capacity associated with the Blisworth/Milton development 

have shown that there is insufficient capacity on the line for the number of 

movements to make the proposal a viable one. We are aware of a recent similar 

project in Scotland which was subject to a Court decision refusing planning 

permission is relevant to this application. We strongly suggest that you visit these 

communities, talk to the people and have regard for their views and the potential 

impact upon their daily lives. 

h2,

p13,

h14,

a3,

r1, r2,

S47.1.164 27 09 16

Dear Sirs, We write to inform you of our implacable opposition to your planning 

application. We are appalled at the total lack of any consideration for local 

residents who will see their homes blighted - if the application were to succeed - 

during a lengthy construction period to be replaced by air, light and noise 

pollution 24/7, not to mention thousands of additional vehicle movements - so 

much for taking freight off the roads - and the devastation of the countryside. As 

for your 'consultation exercise' in our village hall, it was totally inaqequate - some 

say evasive and misleading. Your 'updated illustrative plans' and 'new visual 

material' is small scale and difficult to read - which - of itself - questions your 

commitment to full and open consultation - and - if planning approval is given - to 

your attitude to the needs, worries and concerns of local people. 

p1, p10,

h14,

u2,

s1, s7,

S47.1.166 02 05 2016

Hi,

There seem to be very comprehensive plans for where the buildings and roads 

will go. Given that this seems pretty firm have you provided artist impressesions 

and 3D renders of what it will look like from certain vantage points around 

Blisworth Milton Malsor? It seems for a project of this scale it would be an obvious 

thing to prove as part of trying to engage the local community. p1,

S47.1.167 07 05 2016 Annex BL 

j9, j10,

h3,

p13,

i1, l1, h14, c1,

k15, r2, d2, k17, 

k18,

k7,

S47.1.168 10 05 2016 Annex BM 

q2, q3,

h2,

h14,

S47.1.169 29 04 2016

I attended your presentation yesterday at the Walnut Tree in Blisworth. Why 

where there no photo montages of views showing completed sheds in the 

environment.? When will these be available? Why were there no cross sectional 

drawings showing height of the sheds in the landscape? When will these be 

available? I await your earliest reply p1,

S47.1.170 29 04 2016 

I attended your first public meeting yesterday at the Walnut Tree in Blisworth. In 

general I was disappointed to find that your understanding of this green field site 

was lacking. This was highlighted by the fact that you did not recognise an 

important conservation area the Grand Union Canal running through your 

proposal. So what are your plans for showing care and respect to this heritage 

site against a back drop of 20 meter high sheds? This question could not be 

answered at the presentation. I wait to hear your full reply. 

p7,

g2,

S47.1.172 20 05 2016 Annex BO 

j5, j6, j11, j17, 

q5, q6, q7,

p1, p3, p7, p10, 

p13, p23, p24,

e1, c1,

a3, a6, a9, j38,

r1, r2, r3, n1, b1, 

u12,

S47.1.174 28 07 2016 Annex BP p7, p9,
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S47.1.177 03 08 2016

At the last LLG meeting it was agreed that the next meeting would be to discuss 

traffic and Highways issues. I see from your note re the September meeting that 

this will be more of a general discussion.  

I cannot over emphasise that the main concern of residents in the area is that of 

traffic on local roads. Rail Central documents have three different versions of the 

Milton to Blisworth road, either an underpass with no access, access only for local 

traffic/employees and a third version which states access for HGV's in an 

emergency.

We really would like to know what is being proposed. To keep saying "it's early 

days yet" really does not ring true anymore. 

I would also suggest that a meeting on 13th September does not allow sufficient 

time for us to give proper consideration to any issues raised before the 

submission deadline for feedback of 30th September.

j7, j12,

p3, p18,

S47.1.178 06 08 2016

You offer no explanation as to why you arranged, to hold only one public 

exhibition in Milton Malsor, when you should have held four of these exhibitions, 

as you did in Blisworth. Your explanation as to why this was the case is requested 

please. My point in red as shown below in my email of 28th July refers. 

{forwarded email trail redacted as reported separately} p9,

S47.1.180 30 08 2016 Annex BR p1, p6, p7, p18,

S47.1.181 05 09 2016

I am informed that Ashfield Land have finally published their much awaited 

“Visualisations” of the proposed Rail Freight development between Blisworth and 

Milton Malsor.

   

Misrepresentation of Proposed Development - As long-term residents of Milton 

Malsor, we are appalled by the ludicrously small scale of the representation of the 

landscape and the impact of the development. In our view, the pictures 

completely fail to give a proper perspective to cranes and warehouses which will 

be 30 metres tall. 

Failure to meet statutory responsibilities - We are especially concerned about 

inadequacies of the public consultation in regard to such an important project. As 

we understand the 30 September 2016 will mark the end of the first phase of the 

consultation but I consider Ashfield Land to have completely failed in their 

statutory responsibilities in this respect. p1, p5,

S47.1.182 01 09 2016

The documents Rail Central issued on the 24th August contained some 

contradictory information. (As is normal)  The Press Release (News from Rail 

Central) says that the planning application will be submitted in the first quarter of 

2017. The Updated plans show the planning application being submitted in the 

Summer of 2017.  Of course it's not a planning application anyway it's an 

application for a DCO, if it ever gets that far.

We are, of course, very used to incorrect or contradictory being given out by Rail 

Central. My question is this do you actually have a policy of trying to misinform 

and confuse or if not why does it happen so regularly? If you ever do get consent 

to build anything I just hate to think what will go wrong then.

Do you actually have any idea of when the DCO application is to be submitted? p7, p25,

S47.1.183 05 09 2016 Annex BS

p1, p3, p5, p7, p9, 

p15, p18,

r5,

S47.1.184 05 09 2016 Annex BT

h2, h3, h6,

p1, p7, p10, p13,

i1, l1,

k17, u13,

s6, s8,

S47.1.185 06 09 2016 Annex BU 

j3, j12, j23,

h3,

p1, p7, p13,

i1, l1, g2, c1, g8,

r1, d2,

S47.1.186 08 09 2016

having viewed your proposals for the development of the proposed Rail Freight 

development between Blisworth and Milton Malsor. I feel I must strongly contest 

the misrepresentation of the small size of the landscape in relation to the grand 

scale of your planned development. The plan does not offer a clear picture of 

height proposed terminal warehouses (upto 30 meters ) which will not only 

obliterate the beautiful natural landscape, but also have massive environmental 

and social cost to our local rural communities. 

If you feel the economic and industrial benefits benefits of the development out 

weigh the risk of tearing the heart out of our local communities, then I beg you to 

think again . 

I have been a resident of south Northamptonshire all my life and am sure you 

couldn't appreciate just exactly how having to ability breath country air and roam 

freely through these fields has helped me and my future and past generations 

deal with the daily stresses and strains presented by life . This land is sacred to 

the people that make these communities what they are . Please don't take that 

away from us. 

p1, p10,

h14, g3,

k17,
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S47.1.188 12 09 2016

Please could you provide responses to the following:

1. In your April 2016 non technical summary document, point 16 you make 

reference to travel analysis of a similar logistics park. 

a.  Where is the park and how many sites did you gather your statistics from. 

What was the size and headcount of the sites?

b. What is the ratio of un/semi skilled to skilled/clerical/management roles?

c.  What percentage of those who travelled from outside the local area were in Un 

or semi skilled roles, ie warehouse op, flt driver

d. Does your analysis include agency workers or only those directly employed?

2. The visualisations provided so far include trees with hypothetical projected 15 

years of growth. Will you be providing visualisations without this to allow for a 

more realistic view of what we would be faced with seeing? p1, p26,

S47.1.189 12 09 2016

I do not find it easy to put words onto paper but I would like to express my 

concern to the development that you are trying to build between Blisworth and 

Milton Malsor.

I regard it as being intrusive to peoples lives, you are only in this to make a profit 

without taking into consideration the impact that this will have to the environment 

and peoples lives.  We moved from Hartwell as the noise from the motorway was 

intrusive to our lives only to be met by this monstrosity that you are trying to build. 

This is neither needed or wanted when we have Daventry just up the road which 

is underused and I believe being expanded, you are taking arable land and 

destroying the country side.

Your new Updated scheme as it might look in the future, is unbelievable as no 

matter how many trees, barriers, screening or anything else to cover this 

monstrosity, just does not work. 

As for lorries using the A 43, it is a joke the road is overloaded with traffic at the 

moment, as if there is a hold up on the M1 I believe the A43 is used to get from A 

to B.

One question to you "WOULD YOU HAVE THIS ON YOUR BACK DOOR"

j5, j6, j9,

h6,

h14, g3,

r2, k17,

k7,

S47.1.191 12 09 2016 Annex BW 

j10, j12, j23,

h3,

h14,

k17, r7,

S47.1.192 13 09 2016

I am a resident of Milton Malsor and I am greatly disturbed and shocked by 

Ashfield Land's proposal to build a rail freight in the land adjacentto Milton Malsor 

and Blisworth.

• Ancient landmarks and green space will be lost forever

• Ashfiled Land's proposals do not seem to me clear enough or  in any form 

reassuring. Their drawings are very obscure as if a deliberate attempt has been 

made to "muddy the waters".

• Ashfiled Land's answers, when directly approached, are rather evasive.

• The promise of shielding the village with vegetation is risible as vegetation takes 

time to mature and grow

• The scale of the project is massive and, quite frankly, in the light of recent 

independent reports on the feasibility of rail freight development in this country, 

possibly obsolete

• The impact on public health should be taken into consideration as the level of 

noise and pollution on the community is a very important issue.

Please do not dismiss the local communities' concerns and dismay.

h2, h6,

p1, p7, p10, p13,

h14,

a6,

d2, o2,

S47.1.193 13 09 2016 Annex BX p27,

S47.1.194 14 09 2016 Annex BY 

j5, j9, j12,

h2,

p28,

i1, c1,

k3,

r1, k17,

S47.1.199 29 09 2016

I want to make it known that I strongly object to the proposed rail freight 

interchange between Blisworth & Milton Malsor.

We live in a beautiful village will be 100% destroyed if this goes ahead,.

The whole landscape will be scarred, and no longer a safe quiet environment to 

bring a family up, we do not have the infrastructure or schooling or housing to 

deal with this, and do not need any further buildings to house the additional 8,000 

workers, (where are they going to come from ? ) 

The noise pollution and air quality that will come with all of the extra HGV's will be 

totally unacceptable.

Leave all of this in Crick where there is suitable land to do this without coming 

into residential villages

With hope that this does not come into effect

h3,

i1, c1,

k3,

u2, r2, k17, k18,

k9,

S47.1.200 10 10 2016 Annex CL

j5, j7, j9, j10,

h3, h6,

p1, p3, p7, p9, p29,

i1, l1, c1, c2,

k17, r5,

k4,

S47.1.201 11 10 2016 Annex CA

p1, p3, p5, p7, p15,

k3,

u2,
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S47.1.202 12 10 2016 Annex CB 

j6, j9, j17,

q3,

h2, h3, h6,

p7,

g1, l1, h14, g4,

d2,

S47.1.203 12 10 2016

I object to the proposals put forward by Ashfield Lands for a strategic rail 

interchange sited between Blisworth and Milton Malsor in Northamptonshire.

I live in Blisworth Mill. From my third floor flat I will be able to see the warehouses 

and hear the activity.

I am 93 years old and suffer from lung infections. The added traffic on the roads is 

likely to make these infections worse. I chose to move here some years ago 

because it was near family and was in the country and away from excessive 

pollution.

I cannot move away because I am old and cannot travel.

I cannot move around the district but there is a lot of wild life to be seen through 

my windows. Apart from the more obvious birds and animals there are treats like 

the glow worms my daughter saw last night.

Please help preserve these valuable local communities and refuse permission for 

this development.

I am asking my daughter to e-mail this on my behalf.

i1, g1, c1,

u2, k17,

S47.1.204 12 10 2016 Annex CC 

j5, j6, j10, j11, j23,

q3, q8, q9,

h3,

p6,

t4,

i1, g1, h14, g4, g8,

a4,

u2, k17, r3, p36, 

u14,  

S47.1.205 08 10 2016 Annex CD

j5, j10, j12,

h3,

p1,

r1, u4, r2, k17,

k4,

S47.1.206 12 10 2016 Annex CE

j6, j7, j11, j12, j15,

h1, h2,

p7, p15,

i1, l1, c1,

q12,

u2,

S47.1.207 13 10 2016 Annex CF

j6, j12,

h3,

p1, p3, p5, p7, p9, 

p15,

i1, l1, h14, g3,

r2, r3, r5,

k7,

S47.1.208 13 10 2016

My objections are:- (1) The visual impact of the site on the Villages by the 

warehouses.

                

                             (2)The increased air pollution by the site, on all time working 

traffic.

                            

                             (3) The  noise pollution by the site, on all time working.

                             (4) The light pollution on the site, by night time working.

                             (5) The diversion of the right of way footpaths, as proposed by 

the site. 

I assume that these objections will be taken into account when the application is 

considered.

q3,

h3,

i1, l1, c1,

S47.1.209 13 10 2016 Annex CG

j7,

p1, p3, p5, p7, p13, 

p30,

e1,

k3,

u2, r2, k17,

S47.1.211 15 10 2016

Re. Proposed Rail Freight Interchange between Blisworth and Milton Malsor

I wish to register my opposition to this scheme for the following reasons.

The destruction of so much open space between the two villages will greatly 

reduce my quality of life having decided over forty years ago that I wished to live 

in a rural community.

The prediction that 8,000 jobs could be created gives a possible 16,000 vehicle 

movements each day and as I live on the High Street in Blisworth it is bound to 

have a severe impact on my daily life in some way.

The various consultations have failed to demonstrate that there is an actual need 

for this development at this location and it appears to be nothing more than a 

developer led speculative warehouse development which has a token rail link 

purely to circumvent local planning controls.

j12,

h14,

u4, r2, k17,
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S47.1.212 15 10 2016

I email in reference to your circular of 2nd August 2016 advising of the above 

community consultation, relating to the proposed strategic rail freight interchange 

(SRFI), to be constructed on land in open countryside in the parish of Milton 

Malsor. I believe this to be contrary to the West Northamptonshire Joint Core 

Strategy adopted in December 2014, but none the less have viewed the 

documents since it appears this contravention is to be overlooked in your 

application. 

Rather oddly, the visuals on your posted plans do not give dimensions, which is 

of course wholly relevant data required to make any relevant analysis and 

conclusion about the impact it will have on the area in which I live. The website 

does not present me with an opportunity for questioning and dialogue, which 

clearly further limits my ability to draw any significant conclusions. I would 

imagine that as a directly affected ‘neighbour’ to the proposed plan, surely I have 

been identified as a stakeholder in the planning process? As such, I believe it 

would be pertinent to engage with me to secure my understanding and support to 

your venture....? I do not believe you have collaborated with me in any significant 

way and therefore have not felt any inclusion in the process. You provided one 

evening in the village hall for face to face dialogue, which I was sadly unable to 

attend since I work 12 hour hospital shifts in Kettering, and was at work that day. I 

am however informed by other villagers who were able to attend that questions 

were dismissed with rather condescending placatory statements such as “its early 

days yet”, so its seems that this evening would not have helped me to feel 

inclusion in the necessary community consultation. Surely you should be 

employing a range of mechanisms in which to secure my engagement? I would be 

interested to understand just how you feel your methodology for community 

consultation is effective? I sadly do not believe that it is. 

For these reasons, I felt compelled to inform you that I do not believe that you 

have achieved the required standards of community consultation, and would urge 

you to pause in the process and re-evaluate how best to achieve robust and 

meaningful consultation with those of us so directly affected by your plans.

p1, p5, p21,

r5,

S47.1.213 15 10 2016

I would like to voice my objections to the proposed Rail Freight Interchange.  We 

moved to Blisworth forty years ago and have always dreaded Northampton 

spreading out to join up with our village.  Now we have the threat of a huge 

industrial site blighting the countryside between us.  We have beautiful 

countryside at the moment and often enjoy walks in the area.  Our drive to 

Northampton is between green fields, and that will be completely ruined.

I would like to object also on behalf of people whose homes will be destroyed, 

people who have put time and money into these houses and now they are stuck in 

buildings that have very little value, because of the threat of being demolished.

All in all, this will completely destroy our village.

h3,

h14,

k17,

k6,

S47.1.214 15 10 2016

I wish to submit my comments on this proposed development. I moved to 

Blisworth approximately 18 months ago having lived in towns and cities all my life. 

Having worked hard, both in teaching and the commercial world, I was looking for 

a peaceful, rural location for my retirement. Blisworth also had the additional 

advantage of being home to my son, his wife and child (who I have some 

childcare responsibilities for). The village has certainly given me everything I was 

looking for - quiet, fresh air, friendly people, lovely walks, lots of village activities 

and, from December, a shared allotment to grow my own produce. I thought my 

dream had been realised.

I now discover, to my horror that this dream could turn into a complete nightmare 

if this proposal goes ahead!!

Where there are now acres of beautiful fields and hedgerows teeming with 

wildlife, there will be a concrete jungle of warehouses and cranes. Where there is 

peace and quiet, there will be 24/7 noise, light and pollution. Having attended 

your exhibition in the village hall, it is immediately obvious that no amount of 

screening can hide this monstrosity.

Blisworth has narrow streets and is already subject to traffic overspill from the 

A43 and M1 junctions as lorry drivers attempt shortcuts through to Northampton 

and Towcester. Courteenhall Road has a school at the bottom on a tight bend to 

both the High Street and Northampton Road. Stoke Road has an equally difficult 

junction on to the High Street. Any kind of delay or closure of the A43 or M1 will 

see increased lorry movement in an attempt to get to this proposed site. The 

roads would be positively dangerous. The A43 at the Towcester roundabout is a 

nightmare scenario already particularly the narrow Watling Street. More lorries 

coming through would make this roundabout virtually unworkable. In addition 

there will be potentially 8,000 extra workers trying to access the site.

This proposed development will change for ever the quality of life for people living 

in Blisworth, Milton Malsor and the surrounding villages. It is so obviously the 

wrong place for it, squashed between two beautiful, historic villages and with a 

surrounding road system that already fails to cope with the existing volume of 

traffic.

I would love my 3year old grand-daughter to grow up in this village appreciating 

the beauty of the world around her - the sense of community, the environment and 

the wildlife. I hope she will be able to do that.

j3, j6, j9, j10, j12, 

j23,

h3, h6,

i1, g1, l1, h14, g4, 

c1,

r1, k17,
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S47.1.215 16 10 2016

As a resident of the conservation area in Milton Malsor, I am writing to object most 

strongly to the proposals for a rail freight interchange between our village and 

Blisworth. 

The proposals, both during the building and the operation of the site, would have 

a devastating effect on the peaceful environment, would bring visual intrusion, 

increased traffic emissions, noise and light pollution to the villages and the 

surrounding area, and completely destroy the nature of a large area of this 

beautiful Northamptonshire rural agricultural environment. Once such land, 

wildlife and heritage assets are lost under concrete, roads and warehouses, it can 

never be brought back.

The site would generate vast additional volumes of heavy vehicle traffic, including 

a large number of HGVs hanging around the area waiting for their delivery slot. 

There would also be a large additional volume of traffic for those employed at the 

site at all hours.

The inadequate proposals presented have not provided local people with 

sufficient information or visualisation of the impacts, nor explained the expected 

increase on traffic levels or how that additional traffic will be managed. I can see 

no evidence of these issues having been addressed with Highways England or 

Northamptonshire Highways, which is extremely worrying. Not to mention an 

explanation of how the site will work with the rail facilities and line capacity and 

Network Rail. 

No mitigation could begin to disguise the visual impact of the 5-level high storage 

warehouses that are being planned. We currently enjoy walking in the local area, 

and between the 2 villages - even if pedestrian access is maintained, this 

development will turn an attractive walk at present to a very unappealing 

prospect. The very idea that this ill-thought out scheme should get the go-ahead 

is quite sickening. 

j5, j10, j30,

q3,

h3, h6,

p1, p3, p6, p7,

i1, g1, l1, h14, c1,

u2, d2,

s6,

S47.1.216 16 10 2016 Annex CI

j5, j6, j17, j25,

q3, q6, q10,

p1, p3, p6, p7, p8, 

p10, p21,

a3, a6, a7, a9,

r2, n1, b1,

k11, 

S47.1.217 16 10 2016

I must start by complaining about the presentation on your web site.

It is virtually impossible to read all the details - my PC will certainly NOT allow me 

to zoom in adequately to read the small print.

Hard legible copies should be provided for all interested parties.

I am unhappy about the impact of the general proposal on local amenities.

In particular, as a very long term resident of Milton Malsor, who well remembers 

the regular road accidents on the then A43 in the village, I am totally opposed to 

any form of access from this site to the old Milton - Blisworth road.  History shows 

this is a major threat to traffic.   I am aware that the plans say only emergency 

access through controlled gates will be allowed.  I am afraid that this does not 

satisfy or convince me.  If health and safety require an alternative  vehicle access 

to the site then this should also go to the new A43 and an inescapable part of any 

planning application should utterly reject any form of such access via access B as 

shown on your plans.

j7, j23,

p1,

u2,

S47.1.218 17 10 2016

I wish to register my strong opposition to the proposal to build a Rail Freight 

Terminal and warehousing between the villages of Milton Malsor and Blisworth.I 

was told by a neighbour that visualisation plans had recently been produced and 

they could only be viewed on a computer.  Like many other elderly people I do not 

have a computer and I feel that Rail Central should have made an effort to hold 

more exhibitions to display the plans for wider view.  I was also very surprised 

that Rail Central decided to hold just one consultation exhibition in Milton Malsor, 

I understand that Blisworth had four!  I would appreciate an explanation 

especially as this proposed development is mainly within my Parish.  Both Milton 

Malsor and Blisworth are historic villages and it will be a traversty to see these 

communities destroyed by this proposal.  I understand that the proposal includes 

jobs for 8,000 this level of employment belongs in a designated 'commercial' area 

will not destroy open countryside.  I understand the need to move freight from 

road to rail and I am very puzzled why this proposal is being put forward when the 

DIRFT Rail Interchange is just a short distance away.  I have been a resident of 

Milton Malsor for 50 years and have seen the traffic levels increase as more and 

more warehouses are built in this area.  Traffic creates pollution which in turn 

causes illness in the local population.

j10,

p1, p9,

h14, c1,

u2, r2, k17, r3, o2,
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S47.1.219 17 10 2016

The whole point of consultation is that you provide detailed information so that 

people can make informed comment. I attended one of the exhibitions in Blisworth 

and there was a distinct lack of facts. When I asked a question, i did not get a 

clear answer, simply misinformation and spin.

The "visualisations" are further examples of this. the artists impressions do not 

accurately reflect the huge nature of this development, how it will dominate the 

skyline and the adjacent villages of Blisworth and Milton Malsor.

My specific objections to this development:

It will contribute to additional traffic mainly HGV on the A43, M1 and A45 trunk 

routes. Areas of the M1 and A45 are already congested and are AQMAs. The 

workforce will most likely travel by car which will exacerbate this. (Unless you are 

going to build 5,000 plus houses locally, in which case where will they go and 

where will be the public services?)

The West Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy (WNJCS often referred to as the 

JCS)) specifically and clearly shows the Northampton area development plan 

(attached) stopping at the M1 motorway, other large developments beyond the M1 

have not been approved.

Northampton is heavily dependent now on the distribution sector, however the 

following from the JCS should be noted:

"it is important that the area does not become over-reliant on one employment 

sector and continues to provide diverse employment opportunities for its 

residents."

The JCS further comments:

"Villages will retain their local distinctiveness and character, providing affordable 

homes for local people set within a beautiful landscape."

Much has been made of the location, giving access to the fast lines of the WCML, 

however the JCS comments: "It is expected that access onto the fast lines will 

remain challenging even after High Speed 2."

Clearly this development does not comply with the adopted local plan, so will fail.

I am in favour of putting freight onto rail, but the best way to do this is to increase 

capacity at DIRFT

j5, j6, j10, j11, j15,

p1, p7,

c1, c2,

a4,

r2, k17, r3, r5,

k9, k12,

S47.1.220 17 10 2016

I write in relation to your your circular of 2nd August 2016 advising of the above 

community consultation, relating to the proposed strategic rail freight interchange 

(SRFI), to be constructed on land in open countryside in the parish of Milton 

Malsor.

This proposal is, of course, contrary to the West Northamptonshire Joint Core 

Strategy adopted in December 2014. Having attempted and failed to be included 

in this strategy presumably this is the reason you are attempting to positioning the 

development as an SRFI.

From the materials provided I find it difficult to determine the scale of the 

development you are proposing to construct. The visualisations proved...after 

repeated requests are inadequate to provide a realistic representation of the 

scheme. particularly in relation to the artful placing of vegetation in the 

visualisations in order to obscure in some cases the majority of the proposed 

development or gantry cranes. Similarly the public exhibitions in my opinion 

contained a great deal of justification of the case for rail freight and little in 

relation to how the lives of people locally would be impacted by such a 

development and how such issues are to be addressed. It was less a consultation 

and more a justification and PR exercise.

The information available to the general public is opaque comprising large 

technical treatise on environmental impacts and the way in which the impacts of 

such a development may be monitored combined with all to brief and vague  

leaflets that illustrate proposed site boundaries and little else. 

Understandably the public meetings that were held simply became polarised and 

as such were of little use. Ashfield land stating what they intend to do and the 

local community understandably upset at the scale and seeming inevitability of 

the scheme progressing despite universal opposition.

The consultation process was therefore lacking in that it failed to provoke 

discussion and an exchange of views .

p1, p7, p13,

u2, u4, r5,
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S47.1.221 17 10 2016

I am strongly against your plans to build many warehouses on  our beautiful 

countryside, from Blisworth to Milton Malsor and to be on this route to 

Northampton, Silverstone and Milton Keynes as I am concerned about our little 

bus services.  Our bus companies would not be happy either, getting in traffic 

jams with more fumes with your 1800 lorries day and night.

Also there would be bright lights and pollution and the noise would keep us 

awake.  We could become ill  - another drain on the NHS.

This would bring our homes’ prices down.  I am a senior citizen with a disability, 

living on my own.  Would you like to live in this area?  Most people would not 

wish to live here now.

It would stop natural history walkers from enjoying beautiful footpaths, having 

lambs and sheep grazing, and stop bees bringing honey for us all.

I have been told about DIRFT at Crick which has grown to Kilsby on the A5 and to 

Rugby on the A428.  These warehouses are still partly empty and staff have been 

seen outside the gates toileting with their trousers down!

Another huge development is not needed, - you already have warehouses 

available in Milton Keynes.

j5, j10,

q3,

i1, g1, l1, h14, c1,

k1,

o1, r2, o2,

k6,

S47.1.222 17 10 2016

I am writing to protest the RFI in Blisworth. Apart from the awful impact it will have 

on village life, I am very concerned on the impact it will have on Stoke Road .This 

road is already extremely overused as a rat run from the A508 cutting through 

Stoke Bruerne and the A5 cutting through Shutlanger. Obviously workers coming 

in from Mk and other villages are going to use this route rather than queue up at 

Towcester. 

Stoke Road is virtually non stop at certain times of the day, it is little more than a 

country lane with a riding stables situated just out side of the village. It is just not 

safe.

I am also very concerned about the noise and air pollution.

j10, j12, j23,

i1, c1,

u2, k17,

S47.1.223 17 10 2016

I am writing both as a resident of Gayton and an owner of a historically important 

Grade 1 listed property on the edge of the village closest to the proposed 

development,whose beauty would be blighted and together with my family and the 

majority of other residents of Gayton and neighbouring villages very strongly 

oppose.The surrounding countryside would be severely affected and the quality 

of lives of many thousands of people severely compromised by the destruction of 

footpaths,bridle ways vegetation and trees which contribute so much to the 

families who live in the vicinity and enjoy the benefits of everything that currently 

go with living in the countryside.

Research already suggests that there is absolutely no strategic justification for 

this project,and it is wholly inappropriate to contemplate it on the proposed site in 

a rural area in which the environmental impact will be devastating for the 

surrounding area and villages in terms of noise,pollution and severe congestion. 

The surrounding roads already struggle to cope with existing traffic flows on the 

A508 and the A43/A5 routes, especially in the vicinity of the Tove roundabout. 

Although it would be completely impractical to do so,even if you were able to re 

route the vast number of HGVs,contractor's vehicles and employee's cars 

required,away from these already over crowded arteries via narrow village 

lanes,the infrastructure simply wouldn't support the weight of traffic on a good day 

let alone in the event of one of the very frequent closures on the M1 between 

junctions 14-111.

It is simply the wrong site for your development,let alone one of the size you are 

suggesting.

j2, j5, j6, j9, j10, j12, 

j17,

q1, q3,

i1, h14, g4, c1,

u2, r1, r6,

S47.1.224 17 10 2016 Annex CJ

j7, j9, j12, j17,j25,

p1, p3, p5, p7, p8, 

p10, p13, p21, p26, 

p31,

i1, h14, g5,

a3, q13,

u4, d2, b1, p36, 

p37,

k4, 
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S47.1.225 17 10 2016

Having lived in the village of Blisworth for 47 years I am absolutely horrified at the 

rail freight interchange proposal by Ashfield Land.

The size of the proposal at 8 million square feet only heightens my disgust as this 

is twice the size of the Boeing factory in Washington USA. The single biggest 

building in the world! It can’t possibly come to pass that a monstrosity of this size 

can be situated between two historic Northamptonshire villages.

 Having driven the A43 for 35 years I can testify to the increase in traffic, 

frequency of accidents and sheer number of delays this road encounters on a 

daily basis, adding another roundabout between the J15A M1 and Towcester will 

only increase this problem. 

In addition, I feel that the residents, who own property on the proposed site, have 

been treated in an absolutely despicable manner! They have had little warning of 

Ashfileld Land’s true intentions, and, in fact, are none the wiser now. The 

visualisations of the proposed site are inadequate as they do not show the full 

extent of  the development from either the properties near to it or from 

Northampton Road.

To conclude, you may gather from my letter that I am highly opposed to this 

development taking place now or at any time in the future.

j6,

p1, p2, p7,

u2, r1,

k11,

S47.1.226 18 10 2016

We refer to your circular of 2nd August 2016, relating to the proposed strategic 

rail freight interchange (SRFI), to be constructed on land in open countryside in 

the parish of Milton Malsor. This proposal is of course, contrary to the West 

Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy adopted in December 2014.

We found it impossible to read the documents on our desktop, even when they 

were enlarged to the maximum. There is no mention of any measurements to the 

height and dimensions of the buildings you are proposing to construct. Without 

this data, and besides not being able to read through the content properly , we 

are unable to form any rational conclusion. We consider this community 

consultation serves no useful purpose at all, which is most unsatisfactory.

We were disappointed that you chose to rely on your website, and a disc for 

public viewing in various locations, as the only way and means of carrying out this 

community consultation.  It meant we had no opportunity to discuss details, ask 

questions, and talk to someone face to face. Not only is this very unprofessional 

on your part, this is not what a thorough and meaningful community consultation 

is all about. 

What is required in terms of a thorough and meaningful community consultation, 

is a series of public exhibitions held in Milton Malsor, with display boards, clearly 

showing all the relevant information, including the height and dimensions of the 

buildings, the increased volume of traffic on the roads, and the environmental 

building protections. We feel it is crucial that these public exhibitions are staffed 

with people who have expertise in their subject area, know what they are talking 

about, and are able to provide satisfactory answers to the fundamental questions 

being asked.

The public exhibition you held in the village hall in Milton Malsor on Friday 20th 

May 2016 was totally unacceptable.  Staff present simply dismissed our concerns 

and had no clear answers to our questions. For example, when we asked about 

the volume of increased traffic we were told that it had been addressed, but no 

one seemed to be able to explain how. They could not tell us how we could safely 

access the village of Blisworth for our Doctors Practice, our nearest Post Office 

and our Rectory for our Parish Priest. 

Most of the development proposed will be within Milton Malsor Parish, where 

residents will be directly affected by your proposals. However, only one exhibition 

was organised in Milton Malsor, between 12pm - 8.00pm on Friday 20th May.  

There was no alternative, yet seven public exhibitions, were held between 28th 

April and 21st May 2016, four in Blisworth, with one each in Collingtree, Roade 

and Towcester. We do not feel that we have been given any clear information and 

think that far too much jargon and irrelevant data has been quoted.  A meaningful 

community consultation simply has not been achieved, and it has left Milton 

Malsor residents very angry.

j23,

h2,

p1, p3, p5, p7, p9, 

p15,

S47.1.227 18 10 2016

Ref: Rail Freight Intersection between Blisworth and Milton Malsor Northampton

The revised Visualisations submitted by Ashfield Land, for a proposed Rail 

Freight Interchange plus acres of warehousing, do not accurately reflect the 

impact such a vast development will have on a rural setting.  It shows that the 

Developers are not concerned that two villages, Blisworth and Milton Masor, will 

be divided by an industrialised zone. Their blinkered view also fails to recognise 

that the infrastructure of a wide surrounding area will be compromised and this is 

not addressed in the consultation documents. The villages each side of the 

Banbury Lane will be used to access the A5 and the A43. Gayton is particularly 

vulnerable from damage by an inevitable increase in traffic flow.

I am totally against a Rail Freight Interchange and fear the potential for further 

developments, once this area has become urbanised, by allowing The Rail 

Freight Interchange to go ahead.   Northamptonshire is geographically and 

strategically placed as a distribution centre.  However development of 

warehousing in this region of the County has reached saturation point. There 

needs to be a halt to further developments of this kind to maintain a distinct 

boundary between Northampton’s industrial zone and the countryside.  

j6, j12, j17,

p1,

u2, k16, k17, r7,
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S47.1.229 19 10 2016

I am writing to express my concern at the quality of your Rail Central Community 

Consultation.

I have found it impossible to make informed comments on your proposals 

because of the disappointing lack of detail provided. I had hoped that the public 

exhibition you held during May in Milton Malsor might have shed more light on the 

proposals, but that was not the case - questions to your officers on the day were 

met with vague, unhelpful answers.

Having been flooded twice by the stream which rises on the land planned for 

development, I was particularly concerned to know how the massive increase in 

rainwater run-off was to be handled. My questions were consistently met with 

evasive answers.

I wish to place on record that the Consultation process has been inadequate 

when tested against the Department for Communities and Local Government's 

"Guidance on the pre-application process".
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I write to you in relation to Ashfield Land’s Rail Central proposals. It is very 

difficult to write in brief about my objections and dismay at these plans. As I am no 

‘expert’ on logistical, environmental or economical concerns, I speak simply as a 

local resident who has lived in Blisworth for 10 years and cares passionately 

about the local community.

 

Countryside and open spaces are not to be under estimated in terms of their 

impact on people’s well being and quality of life. The area for development is 

undeniably a beautiful open space which brings joy to many. Its rolling fields and 

gentle landscape is what characterises Northamptonshire countryside. 

Increasingly, this valued space feels threatened by what many want to call 

‘progress’. When the benefits are not calculable for the residents who have lived 

in these villages for generations or have worked hard to live in this area, there 

can be no progress. 

 

These proposals have brought fear, anxiety and frustration to so many. We have 

been given very little information which goes beyond vague plans and buzz words- 

nothing to bring any kind of reassurance because there cannot possibly be any 

factors which would outweigh the losses. 

 

For me, the proposals, if agreed, spell the end of many local rural communities. 

Increased traffic, noise and pollution are just a small part of the reason for an 

objection. The real long term impacts will be felt in people’s sense of 

disillusionment and betrayal. A significant rise in mental health issues such as 

anxiety and depression cannot be underestimated. The land in question does not 

just provide a home to precious wildlife, it is space which allows people to de-

stress and take in fresh air and exercise necessary for a healthy and fulfilled life

 

What will Rail Central’s legacy be? I urge you to consider the lives of the people 

that these plans directly effect.
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I am writing to express my horror at the your proposals for the land between 

Milton Malsor and Blisworth. It is hard to comprehend the proposed scale of this 

development as all images are 'doctored' to minimise the sizes of the buildings.

This destruction of farmland and creation of an industrial site right up to the edges 

of our villages will blight our lives though it's scale and noise.

It is a completely inappropriate development here and I do not feel that the so 

called 'consultation' process is giving those of us affected the opportunity to fully 

realise what is proposed due to deliberate attempts to 'play down' the real impacts 

of this horrendous proposal.
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S47.1.233 19 10 2016

I am writing to register my strong objection to the proposed Rail Freight Terminal 

which is planned to be located between Milton Malsor and Blisworth. 

My objections are based on the following considerations.

1.    It completely contradicts the local development strategy which has been 

prepared by Northamptonshire County Council.

2.    It ignores he existing underused Rail Terminal which is sited a few  miles 

North of the proposed development near Daventry.

3.    The 8,000 local jobs it is claimed to generate will overload the existing 

hospital/school/ housing provision in the Northampton area which is already 

overloaded.

4.     The extra heavy goods traffic which will be generated in the local rural area 

will ruin the ambience of two attractive villages (Milton Malsor and Blisworth).

I trust that the above objections will be taken into consideration by the Planning 

Authority.
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S47.1.234 19 10 2016

 I refer to my previous email of 5th September 2016 as shown below.

 I am now writing again to register my objection to the above on the grounds of:

Your proposal for an RFT is contrary to the West Northants Joint Core Strategy 

(WNJCS) which was formally adopted in December 2014.

The WNJCS is sovereign, and is the foundation of all planning policy in our area 

until 20211. There is no policy or evidence in the WNJCS to suggest the need for 

an RFT to be sited on land in open countryside, south of Milton Malsor village.

Although Ashfield Land did suggest having an RFT south of Milton Malsor with a 

link to the main line, it didn`t get through the Examination in Public for the current 

WNJCS, thus the reason why it has not been included in the core strategy.

However, the need for an RFT has been identified, which is included in the 

WNJCS known as DIRFT, on land off J18 on the M1, 18 miles from Milton Malsor.

The WNJCS was considered by an independent planning inspector appointed by 

the Planning Inspectorate, as part of the Examination in Public hearings held in 

April/May 2013 and March 2014. The inspector`s report issued in October 2014 

concludes that the WNJCS is sound subject to main modifications, which were 

incorporated prior to its formal adoption in December 2014.

In his report, the inspector also concluded that there is no need for new strategic 

employment sites in open countryside, as there is enough land allocated in the 

WNJCS for this purpose, on junctions 16 & 18 on the M1.

In any case, besides being contrary to the WNJCS, the proposed RFT "shoe 

horned" in between two rural villages would be simply devastating for residents in  

Blisworth and Milton Malsor. It would have a terrible impact on the quality of life 

which residents in both villages currently enjoy. This dreadful proposal, will result 

in noise, light and air pollution, traffic chaos, and environmental destruction to our 

rural villages, making our lives unbearable.

I understand that 19 residential dwellings in the locality, will be affected by the 

proposed RFT. No doubt the residents will be forced to leave their homes under 

the compulsory purchase act, which is very worrying for them. I gather, the 

residents concerned have already received letters suggesting it would be in their 

interests, to agree, to selling their homes. Putting pressure on people in this 

manner is simply deplorable.

My wife and I have been living in Milton Malsor for 31 years, enjoying the beauty 

and rural tranquillity of this lovely rural village. Thus the reason why we moved 

here in the first place. We are now retired, and are looking forward to spending 

the remainder of our days here. Having a RFT here would ruin our lives.We are 

deeply concerned that our quality, indeed way, of life, will be irrevocably 

destroyed by Ashfield Land`s ill thought through proposal.
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To whom it may concern 

With regard to the proposal by Ashford Land to develop the land around Blisworth 

and Milton Malsor in South Northamptonshire for a rail freight interchange, I am 

writing to let you know I object most vociferously on many issues this project 

raises, with the following two subjects being the main reasons for my objections:

Traffic issues:

The roads in the surrounding areas which would lead to the interchange 

development are already severely congested.  At present there are permanent 

traffic queues at the M1 junction 15A at all times of the day, along with many daily 

incidents on the stretch of the M1 from junction 14-16 causing the motorway to 

close.  The same overloading is also on A43 where the traffic at the intersection 

with the A5 Tove roundabout is at a daily standstill .  In particular this area is at its 

worst when traffic diverts to these roads if there is congestion on the M1.  Any 

road improvements suggested by AL would not alleviate the situation which is due 

to sheer volume of traffic already using these roads.

With the ever existent congestion on these main trunk routes, the traffic (lorries 

and cars) then start to use the 'local' routes ie cutting through the surrounding 

villages.  These roads are neither designed nor capable of taking increased traffic 

loads of this extent.  Not only does this make these smaller roads incredibly 

dangerous to drive on, but also affects the local community with it being too 

treacherous to use the roads and paths for recreational and functional activities 

such as walking and cycling.

Environment:

Within a 1.5 mile radius of the area proposed for development by AL, there is 

already the vast scale of Swan Valley warehousing, plus the warehousing 

expansion within at Wootton/Collingtree, so a freight rail interchange would 

decimate what little countryside is left in this small area south of Northampton.  

The impact to the environment by these developments is already irreconcilable 

and irretrievable.  Also of particular note is the light pollution created by these 

large scale industrial areas and the developments which subsequently surround 

them. With many of the surrounding villages holding the status of conservation 

areas and areas of outstanding natural beauty this will become a mockery if 

surrounded by huge industrial sites.

Ashford Land have given presentations to the communities in this area with their 

proposals, but cannot show any benefit to the surrounding villages and their 

occupants, other than the profiteering and capitalism by Ashford Land from our 

beautiful countryside.
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S47.1.236 19 10 2016

As you all know I am a director of Stop Rail Central Ltd, the action group have 

already responded formally to the Preliminary Consultation firstly on 4th June 

2016 and more recently on the 14th of October 2016.

The views expressed in those two documents accurately reflect mine and Lesley 

my wife’s views on the proposed Rail Central development, as such they should 

be attributed to this address as well as having come from the action group.

I would also like to make the following personnel comments with regard to the RC 

proposal. 

The villages of Milton Malsor ,Blisworth and the Blisworth Arm are beautiful 

Conservation areas surrounded by open country side and farmland. Between 7am 

and 7pm people go about their business but in the evenings and at weekends 

there is a peace and tranquillity which settles over the whole area.

The silence is broken by the hoot of an owl or the screeching of a fox or in the 

summer with the windows of our house open the occasional sound of a distant 

train if the wind is blowing in the right direction. When we sit in our garden at dusk 

we are surrounded by pairs of bats the clicking from their  echolocation clearly 

audible in the quiet  of the evening.

The Ashfield Land proposal for a Rail Fright Interchange would transform the area 

into an industrial zone  with 24 hour light and noise pollution,  traffic driving 

through the villages at times when most people are in bed, the noise of goods 

trains shunting and being loaded and unloaded the sound of HGV lorries waiting 

to be loaded and unloaded, 30m Gantry cranes  with lights and bleepers warning 

people of the danger above. The environmental impact of this scheme can never 

be successfully mitigated, there are no alterations or tweaks which could ever 

make it acceptable. The topography of the site is such that the visual impact will 

be devastating, it can never be successfully mitigated.

Ashfield Land have made an opportunistic application to exploit a perceived 

loophole in the planning system. They have failed to get planning permission for 

the land they own despite lobbying for inclusion in the West Northants Joint Core 

Strategy so they have made the site bigger, joined it to the railway called it 

nationally significant and gone straight to the Planning Inspector. They have not 

properly considered other sites, because they own part of this one and this is 

where they want to develop. 

There could not be a more inadequate site for this type of development, this is 

borne out by the contempt with which Ashfield Land have treated this preliminary 

consultation period. They have treated this part of the process as nothing more 

than a tick box exercise  carefully drip feeding information to the public to give the 

illusion of consultation when nothing could be further from the truth. 

There is an expression “you can’t make a silk purse out of a sow’s ear”, but I 

prefer “you can’t polish a turd”, Rail Central is that turd. 

Please confirm receipt of this email. 
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S47.1.237 19 10 2016

As a resident of Milton Malsor {address redacted}  I wish to register my objection 

to the proposed rail terminal on land between Milton and Blisworth.

This proposal would destroy valuable countryside between our 2 villages,a nod 

ruin the lives of many. The proposal, from what I saw and heard at the public 

consultations and also online, is ill conceived and unnecessary.

My experiences with the people from Ashfield Land and their consultants were 

thoroughly unsatisfactory and displayed not only a lack of preparation and 

planning, but a completely arrogant disregard for the residents and their 

concerns.

This scheme would be a complete disaster for the local environment and I 

sincerely hope our concerns are heeded.
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S47.1.238 19 10 2016

I refer to your circular of 2nd August 2016 advising of the above community 

consultation, relating to the proposed strategic rail freight interchange (SRFI), to 

be constructed on land in open countryside in the parish of Milton Malsor. I point 

out that

this proposal is of course, contrary to the West NorthamptonshireJoint Core 

Strategy adopted in December 2014.

Due to the small size of print, I find it impossible to read on my desktop computer 

screen, the detail of your illustrativemasterplan and visuals posted on your 

website.  Even when enlarging the documents, it`s still impossible to read them, 

as they don't fit onto the screen. How are we to make a decision when we can't 

even see what's proposed??Furthermore, as far as I can see, there is no mention, 

of  any measurements  to the height and dimensions of the buildings you are 

proposing to construct. Without this data, and besides not being able to read 

through the content properly, We are unable to form any rational conclusion. So 

therefore, this community consultation serves no useful purpose at all, which is 

most unsatisfactory.

As it could possibly change all of our lives - why do you chose to rely on your 

website, and a disc for public

viewing in various locations, as the only way and means of carrying out this 

community consultation. With no opportunity to ask questions, and have a 

sensible dialogue with yourselves is unacceptable. Not only is this very 

unprofessional on your part, this is not what a thorough and meaningful 

community consultation is all about. 

What is required in terms of a thorough and meaningful community consultation, 

is a series of public exhibitions held in MiltonMalsor, with display boards, clearly 

showing all the relevant information, including the height and dimensions of the 

buildings, the increased volume of traffic on the roads, the environmental bunding 

protections, and so forth. It`s also critically important that these public exhibitions 

are staffed with people who have expertise in their subject area, know what they 

are talking about, and are able provide satisfactory answers to the fundamental 

questions being asked.

What is not required, is a repeat of the scenario of the one public exhibition you 

held in the village hall in Milton Malsor on Friday 20th May 2016. My visit to this 

exhibition also served no useful purpose, due to the lack of detail displayed of the 

proposed development, as well as being "fobbed off" by those staffing the 

exhibition, with the stock answer to my questions "it`s still early days". 

Organising only one exhibition in Milton Malsor between 12pm - 8.00pm on Friday 

20th May, is simply crazy, as most of the development proposed will be within 

Milton Malsor Parish, where residents will be directly affected by your proposals. 

Why are we not being consulted more?

Besides which, many residents were unable to attend on that day, due to work 

commitments etc. It also, puzzling,  why you organised at the expense of 

MiltonMalsor, seven public exhibitions, held between 28th April and 21st May 

2016, four in Blisworth, with one each in Collingtree, Roade and Towcester. 

When it is clearly going to impact our village the most!

We feel really let down with this poor consultation on a matter which is to hugely 

impact our lives . 
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S47.1.240 19 10 2016

I am writing to convey my disappointment, fear and objection to the continuation 

of plans for the Rail Central interchange in close proximity to Blisworth and Milton 

Malsor. It is easy to presume that residents are opposed to the scheme due to 

NIMBYISM but the reality is more profound in that the legacy will be lasting and 

largely irreversible for both local communities and the physical environment.

From a triple bottom line perspective, I believe that the project is fundamentally 

flawed. Economically, there is no clear link between employment creation and 

tangible benefits to local communities in an area where unemployment is low. 

Equally, the impacts of such a development are unavoidably symbiotic. The 

supposed benefits of job creation will invariably bring the negative impacts of 

congestion and problems with capacity on an already overloaded road network 

through ancient villages.

At the consultations for public viewing, the responses from Ashfield Land 

representatives were unsatisfactory in the extreme. As an illustration, no amount 

of carefully considered landscaping can mitigate the aesthetic and environmental 

devastation of a project that covers 8 million hectares of land. Subsequent 

revisions of the scale of the project I would also deem inappropriate. A project of 

this, or even a reduced size, does not belong between 2 rural, residential areas 

with such history, heritage and quintessentially English, natural beauty. 

Ecosystems will be destroyed, village life blighted and noise/light pollution 

unavoidable. I fear that this development would destroy the social fabric of life in 

my village of Blisworth where the sense of community is palpable. Villages cannot 

absorb development on this scale in any way without a multitude of negative 

impacts being evident.

A 2014 survey, conducted by Halifax Building Society, declared South 

Northamptonshire as the 2nd most desirable rural area to live in the UK, based on 

a variety of factors including health and wellbeing. I believe that development of 

Rail Central will undermine the lifestyles of the residents of Blisworth and Milton 

Malsor irreparably. I do not dispute that local communities should look at the 

larger picture of national need, but several expert sources claim that demand for 

movement of goods by freight is declining. ‘Invest locally, deliver nationally’ does 

not ring true when the locals receive NO benefit from a project and simply the 

spectre of a multi warehouse monstrosity on the doorstep of their previously rural 

and largely peaceful idyll. And as for the potential impact on property 

value……….

I am proud to live in Blisworth and have done for the past decade. I am 

devastated at the impacts that this development will inflict on the village and in 

particular my 3-year-old daughter’s perception of her home. The development is 

not strategically, commercially, socially or environmentally viable and in my 

opinion has already caused great levels of stress, anger, frustration and anxiety 

to close knit communities. I fear that its fruition will have severe health, lifestyle 

and financial implications throughout the local community and I would urge those 

in a position to affect the decision making process behind Rail Central to consider 

that the greater good for a nation extends way beyond the capability to transport 

goods and products 'effectively'.
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I object to Ashfield Land’s Rail Central proposals at Milton Malsor.

The area targeted by this scheme includes quality agricultural land.  The grain 

harvested from these fields travels just 6 miles to the Heygates Mill in Bugbrooke, 

which favours locally sourced wheat for its range of flour.  This is exactly how our 

food should be produced; growing, harvesting, milling, all sustaining local jobs 

through the production of local crops.  This valuable land must continue to be 

farmed, not lost to warehouses.

I am also very concerned about the constant noise and light pollution from the 

Rail Central scheme which would be operating non-stop day and night.  This 

would have an intolerable impact on the people and wildlife living in this important 

rural environment close to the Grand Union Canal.
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I write to confirm my disappointment at the inadequate information that has been 

issued since the above Rail Central proposal was announced.

Having attended several meetings there are a number of issues which have had 

no real detailed explanation with this consultation.

To name a few:

1 - Virgin have confirmed there is no capacity on the main line, so where are 

these so called required goods trains going to run. Answer given is HS2 will free 

up space. Not in the next 15 years it wont if it ever gets built at all.

2 - Traffic pollution, noise and environmental impact, nothing in any reports ive 

seen from Rail Central adequately explore these issues. If the reports were 

carried out in an independent fashion in detail, the obvious conclusion would be 

this is not the correct site.

3 - Were told capacity for rail freight is urgently required but Dirft up the road is 

no where near full to capacity and wont be for years to come as it is being 

extended. So why the need for another site so close to Dirft.

It seems to me that the whole proposal (along with the new one near Junction 15 

of the M1) is just a 'if we throw enough mud at the wall one is bound to stick' 

approach.
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S47.1.245 20 10 2016

Please take note that I have found your consultation process to be wholly 

inadequate, and at times misleading. Having attended your first announcement, in 

a badly planned and even more poorly executed public meeting on 4th January, I 

attended 3 of the Public Exhibitions you held and have read your updates 

including your most recently published Summer 2016 Leaflet, received in late 

August. On every occasion I have been left uninformed about key issues such as 

traffic, pollution, noise, light and any real strategic benefit or justification for the 

scheme. With so many questions unanswered for so long, I am left with a clear 

sense that you intend to baffle and bulldoze me as an individual but to claim to 

have consulted as required by your own Statement of Community Consultation.

Taking the Summer Leaflet, I find a number of examples of this approach, and 

evidence to support this feeling. Here are just 3:

1.       In the leaflet you say, “Consultation on the proposed Rail Central project is 

well underway and there is plenty of time for local residents to view the initial 

plans and give feedback ahead of the deadline….”. In practice, at the time the 

Plans were only on display in Northampton, Towcester and Roade, well away 

from any possible comparison with the actual landscape around me which you 

intend to cover in concrete. This disassociation seems calculated to deny me and 

others any chance of a genuine assessment of the impact on the local area.

2.       Under the heading “Highways, Access and Transport” you also state: ”Our 

transport team have been working closely…”, “We have been engaging with NCC 

and Highways England….” and go on to say you are actively modelling a road 

and highways plan. If this is a true statement, it is unbelievable that you have not 

provided any details regarding design, traffic flows, and the impact on my local 

areas during the build phase and, most importantly, if this dreadful scheme 

actually proceeds to completion. At best, you are not providing adequate 

information and at worst you are deliberately making the plans impossible to 

assess.

3.       Also in the leaflet you refer to the public exhibitions which were part of 

Phase 1 consultation. You note that “Approx 1000 local residents…attended (our 

first phase of formal community consultation)” and you give the impression that 

the exhibitions were well received. In fact, this is far from the truth, as you must 

know. The Exit Poll from those exhibitions showed around 90% of those 

questioned when leaving the venues said they were actively against your 

development.

To summarise, I think your consultation has been inadequate and misleading, 

characterised by the lack of honesty in your reports and in your published 

materials. I note the deadline for responses to your Phase 1 consultation is set by 

you at 21st October, and I would like you to note my comments in any references 

you may make to your Phase 1 consultation period.
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S47.1.246 20 10 2016

With  reference to your circular of 2nd August 2016 advising of the above 

community consultation, relating to the proposed strategic rail freight interchange 

(SRFI), to be constructed on land in open countryside in the parish of Milton 

Malsor. I’m sure you are already aware that this proposal is contrary to the West 

Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy adopted in December 2014.

The poor quality/low resolution on your website makes it impossible to read on a 

computer screen.  Even when enlarging the documents, it`s still impossible to 

read them, as they don't fit onto the screen. Furthermore, as far as I can see, 

there is no mention, of any measurements to the height and dimensions of the 

buildings you are proposing to construct. Without this data, and besides not being 

able to read through the content properly, I am unable to form any rational 

conclusion. So therefore, I consider, this community consultation serves no useful 

purpose at all, which is most unsatisfactory.

It seems bad practise that you chose to rely on your website, and a disc for public 

viewing in various locations with no opportunity to ask questions or have a 

sensible dialogue with yourselves, it is unacceptable and unprofessional on your 

part and is not what a thorough and meaningful community consultation is all 

about. 

What is required is clear, relevant information, including the height and 

dimensions of the buildings, the increased volume of traffic on the roads, the 

environmental bonding protections etc. 

Organising only one exhibition in Milton Malsor between 12pm - 8.00pm on Friday 

20th May, is unacceptable as most of the development proposed will be within 

Milton Malsor Parish, where residents will be directly affected by your proposals. 

I was unable to attend on that day, due to work commitments.  

This appears to be a ticking the box exercise rather than a meaningful community 

consultation.
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S47.1.247 20 10 2016

I am writing in response to your request for feedback on your community 

consultation meetings which were held in previous months.

As a villager of Blisworth I attended two meetings with an open mind and I hoped 

that by attending Ashfield land and their consultants would provide  answers to 

some of the questions that I had and I would leave the meeting better informed 

than when I went in -I am afraid that couldn't be further from the truth.

The first meeting was Held at the Walnut tree hotel in Blisworth, upon entering 

the room it was split into sections and I approached the section which related to 

my particular question, the consultants seemed very professional in their 

appearance and spoke very well however that's probably the only positive I can 

give them.

Consultants by definition are supposed to consult, your representatives should 

have been labelled "avoidants" as the majority of them avoided giving me a direct 

answer to any "difficult and sensitive" questions I had asked, either they had been 

misinformed on the subject they were supposed to be consulting on and 

genuinely didn't know the answer or they had been coached not to answer certain 

questions, whilst I concede there were questions they probably couldn't have 

answered I would have expected them to provide more answers than they actually 

did.

Information available and provided to concerned residents by Ashfield land was 

very sketchy to say the least and it appeared to me to be shielding and dumbing 

down the real impact this development would have upon the rural communities of 

Blisworth and Milton Malsor.

All in all the whole experience left me very frustrated and angry, I felt that the 

whole exercise was just to adhere to the procedure for such developments and as 

such a box had been ticked saying the consultation meetings had taken place.

Outside the meeting I spoke to several friends and other villagers from both 

villages and I was not alone in my feelings of anger and frustration and if the 

amount of people at the table to sign a petition against the development was 

anything to go by it seemed the majority of people felt the same as me.

Willing to give Ashfield Land another chance I attended a second meeting at the 

Blisworth Village hall and I am afraid nothing had changed from the first meeting 

with the same avoidance tactics being employed with lots of angry and 

disgruntled residents both inside and outside the village hall.

p7, p10,

u2, k17,

S47.1.248 20 10 2016

I write with regards to the plans to build the Rail Freight Interchange between 

Blisworth and Milton Malsor in Northamptonshire.

Having lived in Blisworth from the age of 2 until 32 I can honestly say I am 

horrified at these plans. As a child growing up next to the main A43 that ran 

through the village I lived with dangerous roads, noise and chemical pollution, 

and vibration damage to my parents’ beloved listed building. When the Blisworth 

bypass was built, this busy road was taken out of the village and the environment 

changed completely. What was a noisy, dirty and dangerous place to live became 

peaceful and calm. Blisworth literally blossomed.

With the creation if this interchange all of that will be destroyed; traffic, pollution 

and noise levels will return to the levels of the bad old days and the peace and 

tranquility will be shattered. Great swathes of natural countryside will be wiped 

out taking the vital wildlife habitat with it. In a world where we need to preserve 

these corners of peace and nature this would be a complete tragedy.

Add to this tragedy the fact that this interchange is poorly sited, if at all necessary, 

just adds to my consternation. Although I no longer live there my parents still do 

and I hope to return at some point.

My heart goes out to those living in Railway Cottages as they look to lose their 

homes and for the villagers of both Blisworth and Milton Malsor as their house 

prices plummet along with their quality of life.

I urge you to reconsider this destructive and unnecessary plan and look to focus 

on the repurposing of brownfield sites in a positive manner as a way to make your 

profit.

j10,

i1, g1, h14,

r1, d2, u6, k17,

k6,

S47.1.249 20 10 2016

We are writing concerning the proposal for Rail Central planning application. As 

residents of Milton Malsor we have attended the consultation at the village hall, 

and were totally disgusted at how this was conducted.  The representative from 

Rail Central gave misleading answers, and we found him totally evasive on 

certain questions. Having looked on the Rail Central website it is impossible to 

decipher owing to the minute scale they have used, which was also the case of 

the write up and photograph in our local paper, the (Chronicle & Echo). We feel 

that this proposal has not considered the people of Milton Malsor and Blisworth 

and has not explained in any form their actual intentions as far as planning the 

Rail Central. p7, p10, p13,
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S47.1.250 20 10 2016

I am writing to express serious concern about the level of detail made available to 

the local community in relation to the above proposals.

 

The proposal for a strategic rail freight interchange (SRFI), to be constructed on 

land in open countryside in the parish of Milton Malsor, would radically and 

adversely affect the quality of life for residents in the area.  It is also, of course, 

contrary to the West Northamptonshire Joint Core Planning Strategy adopted in 

December 2014.

 

Thus far the only attempts made by Rail Central by way of community 

consultation with the residents of Milton Malsor have comprised a couple of 

glossy mailshots with links to an equally glossy website, both high in quality of 

production but low in detail, and a single public exhibition in the village hall in 

Milton Malsor on Friday 20th May 2016.  In both cases the level of information 

given has been insufficient to give residents much insight into the scale of the 

proposal and the effects it would have on the local infrastructure.  Whilst the 

proposed boundaries of the scheme have been mapped out, there is no mention 

of any detail about the height and dimensions of the proposed buildings, the likely 

effect on traffic flows, or indeed any proposals to protect local communities from 

the inevitable light and noise pollution.  These levels of detail were also 

conspicuous by their absence at the public exhibition, where Rail Central staff 

were unable to respond to questions except in the most general of terms.

 

Most local residents, including myself, are horrified by the proposals in the outline 

form that has been presented to us thus far. If Rail Central are serious about any 

attempt to consult and engage the local community (as I believe they are required 

to do by law), then it is imperative that they should up their game without further 

delay.

h2,

p3, p7, p13,

i1, l1,

u2, k17, r5,

S47.1.251 20 10 2016 Annex DD

j4, j5, j6, j7, j9, j11, 

j17,

q6,

p7,

k3, p35, a10,

u3, r2, d2, r6, b1,

k4, k7,

S47.1.252 20 10 2016

Having lived in the village of Blisworth for 42 years with my husband and two 

children, I well remember the hazardous journey of taking the children to school, 

as the road through the village was always packed with large HGVs. Pushing 

babies in pushchairs, holding toddlers by the hand you could almost touch the 

lorries, not to mention the poisionous fumes being emitted, a journey not for the 

faint hearted.  We all celebrated when the A43 Bypass was opened and thought 

that we could at last enjoy living in a village environment, less pollution, noise and 

danger, together with the safety of old and young being improved.  Now sadly we 

have all of this drama going on again.  Not only will this proposed development 

impact on local traffic, pollution, noise, ruination of the countryside, it will impact 

greatly on peoples’ lives by the nature of this proposed development. 

I cannot understand why a development of this nature is being considered, when 

not 18 miles away is an existing site which is still undergoing huge development 

for the same purpose.  Should this development go ahead within Blisworth / 

Milton Malsor it will bring huge disruption with HGVs and additional vehicles to an 

area populated with light industry and office units. This already has a great impact 

on local roads by vehicles serving these units together with through traffic.  These 

roads were made for light traffic and certainly not the amount that we now see.  

Not withstanding the traffic problem, this development would cause the area to be 

blighted by huge warehousing, light pollution, noise pollution, ruination of the 

wildlife, distress and inconvenience to the residents of the area.  On my travels 

throughout Northamptonshire, there are lots of industrial sites that have many 

EMPTY Units and therefore see no reason why this development would enhance 

the area strategically and economically. 

Having attended various meetings relating to this proposal, we are still at a loss 

as to what exactly is to be built, due to the lack of detailed information from 

“specialists” who were purported to be compiling a detailed project overview.  The 

lack of information so far, gives no confidence in the personnel associated with 

this project from the proposers and their “specialist” team.

We sincerely hope that common sense will prevail and that this proposed 

monstrosity within the countryside will be refused planning. 

j5, j10, j12, j20,

p7,

i1, h14, c1,

u2, r2, r6,
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S47.1.253 20 10 2016

As part of the consultation for the proposed Rail Central Northamptonshire 

development I would like to outline a number of concerns regarding the proposed 

development and the wider impact on Northampton which I hope can be taken on 

board.

The Northampton/Towcester Road which runs between Blisworth and Milton 

Malsor is little more than a country lane. The road is already susceptible to 

becoming blocked by larger vehicles, and whilst I welcome the suggestion of a 

tunnel into your plan to prevent commercial vehicles from using this route, I would 

like to register my concern regarding this road as the effect on the two villages 

would be significant if the proposed preventative measures proved to be 

inadquate.

My other significant concern relates to increased traffic on the A43, which I 

understand would be the primary route for vehicles accessing the facility. The 

existing high volume of traffic on this road is already an issue for residents and 

businesses in my constituency who use it to access the M40, Oxford and the 

South West.

As well as the potential for additional disruption and inconvenience to road users, 

an increase in congestion on the A43 could also lead to traffic spilling over onto 

other routes around the villages, such as the Towcester Road/Northampton Road, 

which would have an averse impact on local residents. My fear is, if any 

increased congestion on the A43 is not properly resolved, then the measures you 

have already proposed to keep extra traffic away from the villages will be 

inadequate and smaller roads will be swamped.

I am not confident that the issue of potential congestion on the A43 caused by 

increased traffic to and from the facility have been adequately addressed in your 

plans, although I acknowledge that you are in communication with the Highways 

Authroity regarding this..

I would therefore like to see reliable modelling of the impact the project would 

have on traffic flow on and around the A43, detailed plans to deal with the 

increase and safeguards that would prevent Milton Malsor and Blisworth from 

being swamped by traffic, specifically along the Northampton/Towcester Road.

I appreciate that local residents also have some serious concerns regarding noise 

and the physical impact the facility will have on the environment. Whilst my 

concerns are primarily around acces and the impact on infrastructure, I would 

urge you to continue to speak to them and factor their concerns into your plans.

Members of Northampton Rail Users Group have also expressed concerns about 

the impact of the extra freight trains on to commuter servuces travelling through 

Northampton and I would welcome more information from you in what impact the 

propsoed development will have and why the proposed development is 

considered necessary as opposed to the existing facilities at DIRFT.

Finally, people have raised cincerns with me about the amount of air pollution the 

overall and was wondering you would be able to let me know how you plan to 

address this.

j6, j7, j8, j10,

p3, p6, p13, p15,

i1, g3,

S47.1.254 20 10 2016

I wish to say "I do not want the proposed freight termina, by Ashfield 

Development, between Blisworth and Milton Malsor in South Northamptonshire, to 

be granted planning permission". I feel it is the wrong time and the wrong place 

for a freight terminal.  u2, r1,

S47.1.255 20 10 2016 Annex DE

j12,

q6,

p7,

c2, g6,

q12, q13, a11,

k15, d2, r5, r6, u10,

S47.1.256 20 10 2016

I wish to lodge my protest against the proposed Rail Interchange Development in 

Blisworth, Northamptonshire in the strongest possible terms. The surrounding 

villages, roads and canal bridges are totally inadequate to cope with the dramatic 

increase in traffic the development would create.

j10, j20,

u2,

S47.1.258 20 10 2016

I wish to object to the shoddy community consultation which was unacceptable 

due to the format that it was presented in, and was not compatable with my PC , 

also not having any dimensions for the proposed buildings etc makes it 

impossible to have a rational look at what you are proposing to inflict on our 

lovely villages and surrounding environment . Having also attended some of the 

forrums in the local village  I did not find them very helpfull in unddrstanding what 

is being proposed and process etc? I would like to finish by saying that this 

proposal is against local planning guidelines, detrimental to the local environment 

and , is not needed in an area such as South Northants which is not an area that 

has a high level of unemployment and, would like to remind you that it 

contravenes local planning policy which states that any such development should 

be built in an area that needs the employment , which is certainly not South 

Northants. Perhaps you would also like to consider the volume of traffic that this 

will generate, and would suggest that this proposal is ill  thought through and is 

against local guidelines and deserves to be kicked into touch.

j10,

h2,

p5, p7,

g3,

r5,

k4,
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S47.1.259 20 10 2016

Landscaping. The area is between two ancient villages. 

These need to be fully respected. Preventing any 

possibilities of traffic from the development from entering 

them must be an absolute guarantee. (The same applies 

to Collingtree and access to Towcester Road). Secondly 

the development should be landscaped in such a way as 

to be hidden from their view. I have not seen images but 

the plans seem to be on the right lines. (I don’t recognise 

Stop Rail Central’s mock ups from my interpretation of 

the plan).

Grand Union Canal. Blisworth is one of the most 

important parts of the canal network. Both from its beauty 

and its history. This must be sensitively handled and 

screened. Unfortunately these plans seem to be totally 

disrespectful and inappropriate. Development west of 

A43 must be prevented at all costs. The warehousing on 

the south west edge needs to be moved further north with 

additional noise mitigation and screening.

Please refer to question 1. The views from Milton Malsor 

and Blisworth require careful screening. 

More importantly the Grand Union Canal and Branch 

need complete protection from visual intrusion or noise 

from this site. 

The A43 junction needs to be high level; with slip roads 

allowing trucks to attain suitable speed before joining the 

A43. The Towcester roundabouts demonstrate how 

dangerous and disruptive standard roundabouts are to 

local traffic flow. This must NOT have an exit to the west. 

Preventing the inappropriate development of zone 8. This 

structure must have suitable screening and planting to be 

completely hidden from the canal.

(Old) Towcester Road linking Milton Malsor and 

Blisworth. It is hard to tell from your literature but I seek 

reassurance that there will be no vehicle access from any 

part of the development onto this road. This is not 

suitable in either direction for heavy goods traffic. The 

underpass seems a good idea.

A45/ A508 Junction 15. I am very surprised that there is 

no proposal to link the site to the west. The A508 is only 

1 to 1.3km from the Northampton Loop line. This would 

significantly improve access to the site. Such a link would 

take pressure off junction 15a which has a poor 

connection heading south. If appropriately designed this 

could become a strategic local link removing pressure on 

Mereway dual carriageway and the M1 between these 

junctions.

There are at least 3 footpaths which cross the site. Each 

are important locally, particularly Barn Lane. Hopefully 

pleasant replacement paths for walkers and cyclists can 

be developed to circle the site. With further safe 

segregated paths shadowing Towcester Road. I have no 

objection in principle to the rerouting. They need to be 

safe, clearly signposted, connect destinations and be 

pleasant to walk / cycle along. 

To encourage workers to access the site ‘car free’ quality 

cycle links to Northampton’s network are desirable.

I do not understand the need for such facilities. The A43 

between Towcester and Sixfields already has a good 

choice. Such a development would have significant 

detrimental effects to the Grand Union canal. The junction 

to A43 must NOT have an exit to the west to prevent 

access to this site.

Development of ‘Zone 8’ to the west of A43 is completely 

inappropriate and must not proceed.  No

I am actually a supporter of Rail Freight. A strategic freight interchange at this 

location is a good idea. 

The Express Freight platform on the WCML. I’m a little surprised at this – what is 

it for? It appears to be too short to handle 750m freight trains.

Freight Chord. Are you planning a north facing bidirectional freight chord between 

the Northampton Loop and WCML? This would provide flexibility to the strategic 

freight network. 

I genuinely hope a sensitive solution can be found to this important piece of 

infrastructure. 

j7, j8, j12, j31, j32,

q2, q3, q11,

h4, h5,

v1, v5, v14,

h13, g2,

a7, j35,

r3, r4,

S47.1.260 20 10 2016

I refer to your circular of 2nd August 2016 advising of the above community 

consultation, relating to the proposed strategic rail freight interchange (SRFI), to 

be constructed on land in open countryside in the parish of Milton Malsor. I point 

out that this proposal is of course, contrary to the West Northamptonshire Joint 

Core Strategy adopted in December 2014.

Due to the small size of print, I find it impossible to read on my desktop computer 

screen, the detail of your illustrative masterplan and visuals posted on your 

website.  Even when enlarging the documents, it`s still impossible to read them, 

as they don't fit onto the screen. Furthermore, as far as I can see, there is no 

mention, of any measurements to the height and dimensions of the buildings you 

are proposing to construct. Without this data, and besides not being able to read 

through the content properly, I am unable to form any rational conclusion. So 

therefore, I consider, this community consultation serves no useful purpose at all, 

which is most unsatisfactory.

It simply beggars belief, you chose to rely on your website, and a disc for public 

viewing in various locations, as the only way and means of carrying out this 

community consultation. With no opportunity to ask questions, and have a 

sensible dialogue with yourselves is unacceptable. Not only is this very 

unprofessional on your part, this is not what a thorough and meaningful 

community consultation is all about. 

What is required in terms of a thorough and meaningful community consultation, 

is a series of public exhibitions held in Milton Malsor, with display boards, clearly 

showing all the relevant information, including the height and dimensions of the 

buildings, the increased volume of traffic on the roads, the environmental bunding 

protections, and so forth. It`s also critically important that these public exhibitions 

are staffed with people who have expertise in their subject area, know what they 

are talking about, and are able provide satisfactory answers to the fundamental 

questions being asked.

What is not required, is a repeat of the scenario of the one public exhibition you 

held in the village hall in Milton Malsor on Friday 20th May 2016. My visit to this 

exhibition also served no useful purpose, due to the lack of detail displayed of the 

proposed development, as well as being "fobbed off" by those staffing the 

exhibition, with the stock answer to my questions "it`s still early days". 

Organising only one exhibition in Milton Malsor between 12pm - 8.00pm on Friday 

20th May, is simply ludicrous, as most of the development proposed will be within 

Milton Malsor Parish, where residents will be directly affected by your proposals. 

Besides which, many residents were unable to attend on that day, due to work 

commitments etc. It also, beggars belief, why you organised at the expense of 

Milton Malsor, seven public exhibitions, held between 28th April and 21st May 

2016, four in Blisworth, with one each in Collingtree, Roade and Towcester.

It`s clearly apparent you have a lot to learn about meaningful community 

consultation.

p1, p3, p5, p7, p9, 

p15,

r5,
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S47.1.261 20 10 2016

I strongly object to the above proposal.

The visual impact of high warehouses and cranes will completely ruin what is 

essentially a rural area.

The noise and pollution from diesel fumes created by hundreds of vehicles 

accessing the site will be horrendous. There is only one access route - what 

happens if the A43 or M1 are blocked?

The infrastructure required to sustain such a development is enormous. It is said 

that 8000 workers will be employed.  Where will they park?Will an additional area 

need to be acquired? Will they be needing housing?  Where will these houses be 

built? Will other surrounding villages be spoilt with housing estates? More 

schools, medical facilities etc will be required. Local roads cannot cope with extra 

traffic.

People residing in this area do so because they wish to live in the countryside 

and avoid the noise and pollution caused by industrialisation.  Residents nearest 

to the site will have their outlook ruined - no amount of 'screening' will obliterate 

the proposed structures.  The whole area will be an eyesore for the surrounding 

villages.

I would ask you to withdraw this proposal and find a site which does not impact so 

adversely on our lovely English countryside.

j9, j10,

q4,

h2, h3, h6,

i1, c1,

q12, q13,

r1, k16, k17, k18,

k9,

S47.1.262 21 10 2016 Annex DF

p1, p7, p9, p10, 

p33,

a3,

r1, r2, k17, r5,

a12,

S47.1.263 21 10 2016

I honestly do not know where to start! I live at [address deleted] Blisworth, and I 

love where I live, it has been my home for 7 years. At the beginning of 2016 a 

leaflet fell on my doormat and that leaflet has took away every sense of security I 

felt I had in my own home! This was the first time we got to hear about what you 

had planned for the front of our houses, and that was only because someone from 

our village had heard about was planned from another source! Lord only knows 

when you would have got round to telling us

There was  a meeting to be held at the village hall that was going to tell us all 

what was happening...well that was a shambles! People were actually fighting to 

get in the hall, no room, no info, no one actually from rail central could answer 

any questions that anyone even had! I left that meeting distraught, still with no 

clue at all what was going to happen to my home! Nine months on...I still have no 

clue! 

I've been to every meeting offered, I've took every opportunity to meet with 

yourselves and your associates. I've asked every question I can think of to find 

out what is going to happen to my home. Not one person has been able to 100% 

give me a definite answer. 

It has made me ill! For nine months I've been in limbo, and I'm sure that will go on 

for a lot longer. It is the worst thing to feel, no control over your own future. 

Should you try and sell?  Should  you fight with every ounce of strength you 

have? Who do you turn to for advice? How do you afford that advice? 

The questions are endless. I've laid awake at night many many times, going over 

and over and over all the information I've been given. It is the first thing I think of 

when I wake up and is the last thing I think of when I go to bed! It has left me with 

so much anxiety. It has even affected my 5 year old daughter! My daughter has 

been having nightmares that her home has been taken away and a big building 

has taken its place! 

Please, please, please STOP! Think about the lives that live in this row of 11 

houses! We are a very unique community! We love it here! My family need to feel 

secure in our home!

I chose this village for my children to grow up in. I chose this house for the open 

countryside that surrounds it. If this rail interchange goes ahead, I will have to 

move. I will have to take my children out of their home, their school, away from all 

their friends. As I won't be able to afford to move up to the heart of the village, so 

therefore my family will have to start again. Another mortgage, another school, 

another life to have to try and build for my children. 

I know you see us as just 11 little houses. I need you to see us as 11 homes! 11 

families! 28 people's lives and futures! PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE STOP!

p2, p7,

h14,

u2, k17, o2,

S47.1.264 21 10 2016

Despite attending several consultation meetings it is unclear how much the 

Northampton Road, which bisects the proposed development, would be used by 

those working on the site. Although lorries are supposed to enter from the A43 

presumably private cars may use the Northampton Road causing bottlenecks in 

nearby areas.

We have been told that lorries would use the exit to the Northampton Road only 

for ‘emergencies’, without defining what that means, who decides, and how it is 

policed. The only example I have been given is trouble on the M1, which is an 

‘inconvenience’ and not an ‘emergency’. In that event lorries would seek to reach 

the A508 via the Courteenhall Road, which involves passing the Blisworth 

Primary School and navigating a dangerous bend immediately after, or through 

the village to access the A43.

The substantial increase in the traffic on the A43 caused by this proposal would 

make the turn from the south to Blisworth via Towcester Road  more hazardous 

than it is already.  

j3, j6, j7, j23,

p3,
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S47.1.266 21 10 2016

I wish to add my objections to the proposed developments on Ashfield Land.

My first response is this  development is not necessary . We already have 

underused capacity at DIRFT which is just a few miles up the M1 from your 

proposal. 

There is no more  capacity on our roads including the M1 to cope with this 

development. Anyone living close to the M1 between Junction 14 and 18 has 

evidence of this every day .

The impact on the rural landscape would only be acceptable if this proposed 

development was essential to the economic wellbeing of the Country. It is not. 

The proposed plans to mitigate the visual intrusion of the development  are totally 

inadequate.

I have read the response from the local inhabitants of Blisworth and Milton Malsor 

through Stop Rail Central and fully support their arguments against this 

development and have summarised my main concerns above 

j10, j11,

h3, h6,

r2, r6,

S47.1.267 21 10 2016

I am writing to convey my concerns over the proposed Rail Interchange on the 

outskirts of Blisworth Village, Northampton.

The noise pollution and extra traffic that would be created  is a great worry for me 

living so close to the proposed site.  I travel down to J15 for work from Blisworth 

on the A508 and I know that road is very busy as it is with cars coming down from 

Milton Keynes without the extra lorry traffic that would be inevitable if the site 

were to go ahead.

We already have a rail point in Daventry so why do we need another with such 

close proximity to this one especially so close to the villages, at least the one in 

Daventry is on an industrial estate which is infinitely more suitable for the HGV 

traffic.

I have lived in Blisworth for 25years and it is a beautiful village and very popular 

for Home buyers - what would be the impact of such an industrial site  is also a 

concern

I work in Retail transport planning and delivering in towns and near schools etc 

has always to be taken into consideration - the routes are all risk assessed and 

deliveries are within timescales to avoid Lorry noise within housing estates etc - I 

am sure  the noise from the Rail machinery would carry across the fields and 

would be for 24 hours of the day.

I object to the proposal of the site whole heartedly

j2, j5, j10,

i1,

u2, r2, k17,

S47.1.268 21 10 2016

I refer to your documentation etc., relating to the proposed strategic rail freight 

interchange (SRFI), to be constructed on land in open countryside in the parish 

of Milton Malsor which is in fact contrary to the West Northamptonshire Joint Core 

Strategy adopted in December 2014.

I have read the attached consultation papers and the attended the meeting at 

Blisworth Village Hall on the 10th October 2016 which I whole heartedly support. 

There is little to add and I strongly suggest you consider the issues most carefully 

as there is every indication your attention to detail is sadly lacking and to omit 

some of the more salient points. This of course may be your attempt in the belief 

the authorities will adopt your proposals without due regard to objections from the 

inhabitants in the area or any other interested parties such as Network Rail and 

South Northants Council etc. There also seems to be no detailed consideration  

for the environmental aspects such pollution, wildlife, noise throughout the day, 

traffic congestion in the event of a major rail/road crisis or the general upheaval to 

the countryside. On record there are a number of warehouse sites in the area that 

are by no means full to capacity and indicates a project just for financial gain on 

your part.

I ask you again as do so many others, to review the attachments and cancel any 

further proposals to develop the area between Blisworth and Milton Malsor.

{enclosed full SRC response as attachment}

j9,

p7, p13, p15, p34,

i1, g1, c1,

r2, k17, r5,

S47.1.269 21 10 2016

So far I have seen very little information on accurate 

projected traffic flows in and out of the proposed 

development and the likely increase in exhaust pollution 

locally, as well as the noise impact of increased traffic 

flows from the containers lorries and the 8000 new 

employees. Blisworth is already blighted by traffic noise 

from the A43 dual carriageway.

In addition here will be significant noise and light 

pollution at night from the complex when operational in 

an area that is currently quiet and dark at night. 

I am not convinced by any argument put forward that you 

will be able to significantly reduce the visual impact of 

warehousing of 8 million sq m in area, with buildings 18 

metres high and industrial cranes of 30 metres. The 

proposed buildings are too high and extensive in area. 

Furthermore, there has been no information about the 

colour of materials that are likely to be used for external 

cladding of the buildings in order to mitigate their visual 

impact. By way of an illustration, the 

factories/warehouses in Swan Valley Northampton are 

white/grey and can be seen for miles. 

There is a paucity of accurate information regarding 

traffic flows on the roads and on the rail network.

Most of the freight traffic would have to be at night, since 

the West Coast main line is extremely busy. What 

allowances have been made to accommodate the 

engineering work that is frequently carried out overnight 

and at wekends. 

I think it unlikely that these facilities would be used by the 

local communities, because the villages are already 

supplied with restaurant facilities and office 

developments. The proposed facilities would be 

cumbersome to access by the local communities, if sited 

off the dual carriageway, and any local road access 

would create additional traffic problems. 

I think these proposals are ill-judged and thought out. 

They would cause permanent and irreversible changes to 

a pleasant rural part of the county. 

I am opposed to these proposals. To place such a large and imposing 

development in between two small attractive rural villages which are steeped in 

history seems to me to be akin to industrial vandalism. The location is totally 

inappropriate for a development of this scale. u2, r1,
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S47.1.271 21 10 2016

We wish to object in the strongest possible terms to the above plans!

It will:-

Devastate the local rural environment, bridleways, footpaths, wildlife and 

communities.

The 1½ miles of countryside linking the rural villages of Blisworth and Milton 

Malsor will be

totally annihilated.

Destroy our visual surroundings with buildings up to 30 metres (98 foot) tall.

This is the height of the white statue of Christ the Redeemer in Rio de Janeiro, 

and you plan

to “hide” them with a few trees and mounds!

Inflict 24 hour, 7 day a week, operational noise, light and air pollution onto the 

beautiful

and historic rural villages of Blisworth and Milton Malsor.

Vastly increase HGV and other traffic

Your anticipated 8000 new job holders and 149 HGV park will completely 

overwhelm local roads.

Create an area for crime and anti-social behaviour

It will be a magnet for both planned and opportunistic theft.

How is this development of “National Importance”?

DIRFT (Daventry International Rail Freight Terminal) is only 20 miles away, and is 

NOT at full capacity.

It already uses the Northampton rail loop (a 23¾ mile branch from and back to the 

West Coast Main

Line - and not two separate lines as you have implied) onto the very congested 

West Coast Main Line.

We are an area which does not suffer from unemployment, and already meets 

housing criteria.

The area neither needs, nor could cope housing or infrastructure wise, with “up to 

8000”jobs.

Impact on our quality of life :-

Having lived in Blisworth for 30 years, we know it to be a beautiful historic village 

with a strong identity,

a good community spirit, a wonderful heritage, and stunning conservation areas. 

The village, canal and Blisworth Tunnel attract many visitors and holiday makers, 

who (like Blisworth residents) want only to enjoy the peace and serenity of the 

landscape and canal, the wildlife, and country walks in clean air.

The impact of such a vast area of highly visible buildings, operating 24 hours a 

day, with vehicles, cranes and trains generating noise, light and air pollution 

would be utterly devastating!

j5, j10,

q1, q3,

h3, h6,

i1, g1, l1, g2, h14, 

g3, c1,

a3,

k15, r2, k17,

k4, k9,

S47.1.272 21 10 2016

I am writing in regards to the public exhibitions I attended in Blisworth and Milton 

Malsor in April/ May this year. Please see below my list of concerns:

• General lack of detail / information– no visualizations, no artist impressions, no 

3D models, no landscaping and no scaled plans. 

• Lack of knowledge – I found the PR team rude, smug and vague in answering 

simple questions, the response to most being “we will look into this” or “it’s early 

days”. Your “experts” had very limited knowledge to most areas of the proposal. 

• Lack of sensitivity – your plans showed warehousing on peoples homes, at that 

stage no one had been contacted to say this was the plan. This is utterly 

disgusting. I asked the question of what benefit this project would have to myself, 

the only response from Ben Copithorne was “jobs for your children”, quite 

ironically my child is one of the biggest reasons I am so strongly against this 

project, I have bigger hopes and dreams for her in life than working in one of your 

warehouses!! I made the decision to put my savings into renovating the house of 

my dreams with the intent of raising my child in a village with fresh unpolluted air 

and safe roads so she could ride her bike without fear of being run down by a 

HGV, never in a million years would I choose to live next door to a Rail Freight 

terminal. Your PR team spoke to people with the attitude of “this is a done deal” 

and this is what they WILL be doing as opposed to what they plan on doing, 

which is thoroughly misleading.

• Limited information on the Rail aspect of the project – I find it hard to understand 

why you are called Rail Central when this is such a limited part of the proposal at 

the moment?? Warehouse Central would be much more fitting in my opinion.

• General ongoing errors – Referring to the East Coast Main Line, Network Rail 

Headed Paper etc.

To summarise I find the proposal devastating and I am still in shock that is has 

even been suggested in such a beautiful rural area and so close to residents. 

There is nothing you could do to this scheme to mitigate the total destruction this 

would cause for two communities. 

You were unable to sufficiently answer my question of what the benefits would be 

to the local community and from thinking long and hard I can only think of one and 

that is that it has brought us all closer together in fighting this battle to stop rail 

central. 

j3, j23,

q6,

p1, p6, p7, p8, p10, 

p21,

t2,

u2,

k13,
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S47.1.273 21 10 2016

We are residents of Milton Malsor and are opposed to the proposed Rail Freight 

development between Blisworth and Milton Malsor, Northamptonshire on the 

following points.

1) The proposed development is unsympathetic and intrusive, and would have a 

devastating impact on the landscape and the community. It would transform and 

destroy a quiet rural environment between the two villages, and it has no place 

here. We remain frustrated and irritated at the vague and misleading information 

we have been provided with during the consultation period in answer to our 

questions regarding a number of points, as outlined in SRC Feedback on 

Preliminary Consultation.

    

2) It would result in a huge increase in the volume of HGV traffic, adding to 

existing congestion and frequent incidents on the M1 between Jn15 and 15a, and 

the A43 near Towcester.  These roads and the A5123 would be under additional 

strain from the increase in local traffic from the 8,000 people travelling to and from 

work on the site.

    

3) It would result in continuous light and noise pollution in an area that is currently 

quiet, and dark at night, as well as a substantial increase in omissions pollution 

from the increase in traffic.

4) It would result in loss of public rights of way which are critical to rural life. Little 

consideration has been given to this, although there is legal obligation to do so.

5) The fact that there is no obligation for the occupiers of the warehouses to use 

the rail, as well as rail capacity constraints,  calls into question the demand for the 

development which tries to sell itself on the basis of it’s rail connectivity, in line 

with Government  plans to increase the use of rail for moving large volumes of 

freight. It seems that if this development went ahead it would increase, not 

decrease, HGV traffic in the area. Also, we are unimpressed with the inference 

that the development is Government endorsed.

j5, j6, j10, j11, j23,

q1, q2, q3, q6,

h3,

p7, p8, p10,

i1, l1, c1,

a6,

u4, k17,

S47.1.274 21 10 2016 Annex DG

j3, j6, j9, j10, j11, 

j12, j23,

q3,

h6,

p7, p10,

t2,

i1, g1, l1, h14, g4, 

c1, g6,

a3, a6, 

u4, r2, d2, k16, k17, 

u7, r5, r6, o2, u15, 

u16,

k4, k7,

s6, 

S47.1.275 21 10 2016 Annex DH

j3, j9, j10, j11, j12, 

j23,

q3,

h3,

p7,

i1, g1, l1, g4, c1,

a3,

u4, r2, d2, k17, r6, 

b1,

k4, 

S47.1.276 21 10 2016

"What makes this Strategic rail freight interchange strategic?"

This is the question I asked the "Rail Central Community Engagement Team" on 

the phone at 17:05 today.

I asked what makes this project strategic, and therefore allows them to circumvent 

the local planning authority.

A simple question you may think? Clearly it wasn't.

I was advise "I would need to speak with other people on the project to be able to 

give you an answer" when I asked if he did not know (his name was Will), he 

advised "I'm not saying that, I just need to speak to others before I share this with 

you".

I kept pushing, advising this should be a simply question for the community 

engagement team, however I was advised the same.

Eventually Will spoke to Ben to ask for a definition he could give me and was 

advised that he would also not provide this over the phone, and not without 

speaking with others first.

I then asked how they can be less than 7 hours away from closing phase 1 of 

public consultation without being able to give a clear answer on this. I advised 

that they can not claim they have had a thorough public consultation if they 

themselves are unable to give out an answer to an easy question such as this 

when asked. 

I advised I could not provide my feedback ahead of the midnight closure if I did 

not know this, but was again advised "I can not give you the answer to this". 

When asked if my feedback could be given within 24 hours of them giving me this 

information, and my feedback still be considered they said "we can not say yes, 

but we might consider it".

In summary, it appears Rail Central themselves still have no idea what makes this 

development a "strategic" rail freight interchange, and therefore can NOT have 

fully consulted with the community as required at this stage of their plans.

p7,

r6,
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S47.1.277 19 10 2016

We write as residents of the above village to express our concern about the 

proposed development of land between Milton Malsor and Blisworth by Ashfield 

Land.

We have real concern about the loss of "greenfield land", at present used for 

cereal crops etc. The country already imports a large percentage of cereal crops 

and this will only make it worse- Brxit or no Brexit.

We worry about the increased heavy lorry traffic on the surrounding trunk roads. 

There is already severe congestion on the A43 around Towcester.

There is likely to be increased traffic on the surrounding trunk roads. There is 

alredy severe congestion on the A43 around TOwcester.

Living in a village that will overlook the proposed site, we worry about the 

unacceptable light and noise pollution.

There will be a vast increase in freight rail traffic 24/7 on an already very busy rail 

line.

With proposed Rail Freight terminals at DIRFT, Hinckley and Junction 24 of the 

M1, wdo we really need to "lay waste" to a rural part of South Northants.

j5, j6, j10,

i1, l1, h14,

a4,

r2,

k7,

S47.1.279 29 10 2016

If the Rail Central proposal is passed the environmental 

issues take second place, the business will take first 

place. You cannot see the real effects until it is all up and 

running.

The visual effects will just mask and block the original 

beautiful countryside and disguise the ugly structures you 

propose to erect. A proposal for a country park in the 

future will not compensate original beauty, once 

destroyed.

The proposals are only based on an estimation of use. 

Until the systems are up and running you cannot 

guarantee it will work. I would predict traffic will take 

other routes to arrive at destination. Roade has a 

problem with large vehicles trying to bypass existing 

roads that are often congested. The proposals are not 

reliable as to what will happen.

I do not feel the facilities aboove will benefit local 

communities. Employment in South Northamptonshire is 

extremely low so the workforce would have to commute 

into the area. The facilities would only benefit people 

involved with Rail Central. There are already facilities of 

the above in the local areas, it could possibly be 

detrimental to existing business.

I am extremely horrified that because we live in central 

England (as named because of existing networks) 

companies can keep making proposals that are 

destroying our countryside and valuable farming areas 

with a growing population. Farmland is essential. If 

farmland is destroyed we will have to import more food. 

Tourism and support of farmers will benefit our 

communities more.

I think the Rail Central proposal will only beneift the government and the country 

as a whole not the areas affected by this venture. If the plan goes ahead the 

commuting workforce will want to settle nearby to their work. New towns and 

roads will then be proposed and possibly passed - reasons a genuine need for 

these amenities. Central England will become a Black Country of the East. NO!

j10, j12,

h3,

p33,

v2, v3,

t2, t4,

h14, g3,

u2, k16,

k4, k7, k14,

S47.1.281 04 05 2016

I am a Blisworth villager and have lived here since i was a child. My husband and 

i settled here and we have raised our family here.

I have studied the plans you have provided concerning this project and am deeply 

concerned that you find it appropriate to totally decimate a beautiful and peaceful 

area of arable land,right between two village, with this development.

What you are proposing is a complete and utter destruction affecting the lives of 

local residents and their offspring and their future offspring.

The site you have chosen may seem logistically perfect but  it is not "Ashfield", or 

brown field and therefore not acceptable as a site to cover with warehousing.

 I believe you have put profit  before common sense in this case and suggest you 

look for a more appropriate site for a rail interchange.

h3,

k7,

r1, k17, b1,

S47.1.283 07 05 2016

You may remember meeting me  Friday at Blisworth  or not. I ask you again a 

question, how will this development increase the value of my property. Your 

statement enclosed, states you will increase the value of properties. You also 

stated that you live in a city . This is your choice not mine. I assume you live near 

an industrial unit blocking the views you purchased your house with. After 

discussing this with your rail colleague again today he said the units will be sold 

or rented to people , but you cannot tell them to use the rail . After asking him he 

said he could not inforce they use the rails and suspected they would not use the 

rail.

This means that the MASSIVE RAIL CENTRAL is little more than a logistics park. 

Your plans are little more than under hand ways of getting your plans passed. 

Can you also provide me with your company house name and number please.

I would also like your home address and fellow directors so I can apply light and 

noise to your houses.

After looking at your plans you did not even know my house was there. Perhaps 

you should of checked and consulted me as my house over looks your plans and 

is the nearest property to the deployment in Blisworth.

Your statement

Andrew Fisher, managing director of Bristol-based Ashfield Land, said: "Right 

from the word go we were determined to create an exceptional new leisure 

destination right in the very heart of Swindon and I think the evidence is there for 

everyone to see that we have delivered everything we promised. It is an example 

of Ashfield Land's vision and ability to buy sites with potential, and to create 

developments that add huge value to the surrounding area. Regent Circus is a 

truly inspiring development and will become the leisure focus of the town for many 

years to come.

I look forward to hearing from you as to how you will increase the value of my 

property. k6,

S47.1.284 05 08 2016

I want you to know I totally oppose your plans to develop our beautiful 

countryside for your groups short term financial gain . Because no matter how you 

dress it up that's really what this is about . I also want you to know it offends me 

that you think I might be interested in your "progress " by sending me these 

updates via post. h14,
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S47.1.286 13 09 2016

I am extremely concerned about the proposed development of the Rail Freight 

Interchange between Blisworth & Milton Malsor. I am a resident of Blisworth 

village, and know the area well having grown up in the village and returned to it 

later as an adult. I do not feel that the placement of the development will be of any 

benefit to the area. 

I don’t believe that the true visual impact of the warehouse development has been 

clearly illustrated in the information published by Ashfield Land. Some similar 

warehouses have been built elsewhere in Northamptonshire and these look awful - 

a real blight on the landscape. These are nowhere near the size, scale and 

multitude of the warehouses proposed by Ashfield Land. 

I would also like to know more about how the traffic will be controlled through our 

very beautiful village with it’s limited road links. The proposed access via the A43 

is surely not sufficient if it becomes congested. Similarly what impact will all the 

increased traffic do to the air quality of the village? It wasn’t so long ago that the 

Blisworth bypass (the current A43) was built to help protect the village from the 

increased traffic of the 1980s. As a 10 year old school child, I remember sitting on 

the wall at the front of my house on Blisworth High Street counting lorries for my 

school project on the village’s big traffic problems. I could never visit my friends 

who lived in the village in the streets on the other side of the village, because the 

High Street was too busy to cross. I would hate to see the village become divided 

once again in such a way. Besides the lorries, there will also be increased traffic 

from the proposed 8000 workers. These clearly will not be local; unemployment is 

not high in the villages, so there is no economic benefit to the immediate area 

through employment. Where will these workers come from? 

I attended the presentation put forth by Ashfield Land and am not at all reassured 

by their proposals. The impact of such a development will be of much detriment to 

the villages with inevitable light, air & noise pollution. Those of us living in the 

villages will have our day to day life dramatically altered. The area concerned is 

valuable farmland, and its existence goes a long way to protect the history and 

heritage of our villages. If we continue to build over these parts of the English 

countryside with little thought to wildlife and conservation, then we will lose a 

much valued commodity which will never be able to be replaced.

j6,

h1, h2,

p1,

t2,

i1, l1, c1,

k4, k7,

d2,

S47.1.287 29 09 2016

First of all, we wish to make it clear that we are against the Proposal. 

At the Consultation Exhibition we attended, suggestions were invited as to what 

might be done with the land at Arm Farm on the western side of the A43 as part of 

the main development. We are pleased to note that there are now no plans to 

develop this area in that way.

However, should the main development go ahead, Blisworth Arm is bound to be 

affected. Our concerns and suggestions are these:-

1) The proposed access to the area on the eastern side of the A43 from the 

northbound A43 is via a slip road and over-bridge. This would cause serious 

visual blight to and noise pollution of Blisworth Arm.

An underpass would be much better.

2) There is already noise pollution of Blisworth Arm from the A43. The increase in 

commercial traffic using that road would surely make this worse, probably much 

worse.

A substantial tree-belt along the western side of the A43 would help reduce this.

3) There would be an increase, probably a significant increase, in traffic using the 

road through Blisworth Arm.

We don't think there is any way this could be prevented.

4) We gather there would be visual blight to Blisworth Arm by the main 

development on the eastern side of the A43.

This could be reduced to some extent by sympathetic painting of the warehouses, 

but it could not be eliminated.

5) Ashfield Land as a development company presumably intends to develop in 

some way its property of Arm Farm.

This could be welcome if it were to be done in a way which is considerate to, and 

enhances Blisworth Arm. The Hamlet is an attractive area, rich in wildlife and 

popular with walkers, cyclists and canal visitors. Low-rise, attractive, residential, 

leisure or even business building might be acceptable, particularly if it brought 

with it facilities lacking at present such as mains drainage, mains gas and even 

high-speed broadband!

j22,

h3, h6,

i1,

u8,
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S47.1.288 03 10 2016

I'm appalled at the idea of a Rail Freight development between Blisworth & Milton 

Malsor.

Having attended the initial meeting with Ashfield held at the Village Hall & the 

subsequent presentations at The Walnut Tree & Towcester Town Hall, I was 

shocked by your lack of knowledge about this region & your representatives 

inability to answer the points I raised. I urge you to find out more about the area 

you plan to destroy before the next get together on October 10th.

The Oxford Dictionary's description of a Village is,"A group of houses,larger than 

a hamlet and smaller than a Town",if your intended proposal goes ahead,it will 

put us into another category altogether.

One of my main concerns is the increased traffic,not just the huge lorries, but the 

cars that will be driven to/from the Site. The A43/A45/A508 & M1 are already 

extremely busy,if an incident occurs on any of these roads chaos ensues.

In addition to this problem,there will be environmental destruction/noise,light & air 

pollution,not to mention the vast change to the present quality of our Village life.

j2, j5, j6, j10, j11, 

j15,

p13,

i1, l1, c1,

S47.1.289 17 10 2016

I’m writing to you to state my concerns regarding your planned rail freight 

terminal.

My wife and I moved into the village in February last year thinking Milton Malsor 

was a beautiful and peaceful place to live. We were quite shocked by the sheer 

size of the development you are planning on building so close to our lovely village 

swallowing half of the countryside around it.

 

The size of this project is enormous! How you’re are going to fill all the space with 

warehousing, when there are already a number of large rail freight centres in the 

region I don’t know?

I get the feeling that this project is all about making money, not considering the 

lives of the people that live nearby who will have to put up with the monstrosity 

day and night!

The noise and pollution levels will be extremely high, as every single component 

with be delivered on a truck, this alone will cause problems with the local traffic 

flow and this is after you have installed a dedicated junction onto the A43. Every 

truck will have to negotiate the A43 past Towcester or one of the busiest sections 

of a congested M1 motorway. Once we have had to put up with the ten years or 

so of construction noise, then we will have to put up with the many trucks and 

trains entering and leaving the site day and night.

 

How can you justify ploughing up a huge agricultural area where people like to 

walk and where a number of people live? Our beautiful country side will be lost 

forever and I can see most of it under a layer of concrete with nothing ever built 

on top. This is the wrong place to build a rail freight terminal, as you will never fill 

the space with all the other rail freight centres in the region.

I think a lot more things need to be considered before going ahead with a hair-

brained idea that could change the lives of so many local residents. What would 

happen if the A43 was blocked because of an accident, or the M1; that often 

happens? How are the 8000 people that are quoted to working on the site going 

to get home? The whole area becomes grid-locked as it is, but with all those 

employees and trucks, it will be chaos!

j5, j6, j10, j11, 

h2,

i1, h14, c1,

k7,

r1, r2,
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Section 47 Consultation: Stage One (April – October 2016) 

 

Annex A (feedback number. 065 – other concerns) 

Having read through much of the documentation relating to Rail Central I wish to raise the issue of traffic flow on Rectory and Barn Lane in Milton Malsor. The commentary on Ashfield Land's proposal rightly makes reference to the 
assumption that Normal (non-HGV) traffic will take the shortest route to the site. The commentary specifically highlights the A508 and the country lanes through Roade, Stoke Bruerne and Blisworth and traffic coming via the Mereway 
roundabout. All of these will undoubtedly be adversely affected. 

In addition to these routes the existing "rat run" from Towcester Road to the A45 via Rectory Lane, Barn Lane and Collingtree Road through Milton can also get very busy. Currently this route gets busy in morning and evening rush hours 
as it provides a convenient route to the A45. This will surely also increase significantly if the development proceeds as workers head to and from Northampton through what is normally a quite residential area. This route is tight in places 
already and with parked cars, particularly on Barn Lane, is effectively single carriageway. Rectory Lane, a conservation area, is also narrow and single carriageway in places with very narrow or no footpaths and already has issues 
relating to excessive speed. In addition there are the Church, playing field and football field to consider. Have you any data on current traffic flows and projections for future levels in the development proceeds? 

 

Annex B (feedback number: 066 – highways and transport connections) 

Your team professed to have no knowledge of the current M1 J16 and Towcester development proposals that, unlike Rail Central, are supported by the local authorities. These schemes will significantly add to the pressure on the already 
overloaded road network. If Rail Central went ahead it would gridlock the area. Also, your plans show albeit in a comically miniature scale, direct access on to your proposed A43 junction from the road network to the west. Irrespective of 
your massive overdevelopment, this above will drag rat-run traffic through all the villages to the west of the A43. The road-rail argument doesn't' stand up. Your proposal is basically a speculative big - shed scheme, driven primarily by 
foreign import goods coming by road and leaving by road. You have clearly designed your PR literature to 'spin' the misconception that your proposals sure Network Rail led, when pressed, your team admitted Network Rail is not actually 
promoting the scheme + that you had no information about the slots available for further rail freight traffic. In reality, this site had already been roundly rejected as a rail-head alternatives by the DIRFT sequential test analysis. 

 

Annex C (feedback number: 071–  environmental effects) 

It is obvious from the nature and scale of this development that those who would wish to see this scheme go ahead have no idea or regard whatsoever for the interest and future quality of life of the local residents in or near the villages of 
Milton Malsor and Blisworth as well as those in a wide area around. The choice of location is quite unbelievable in my view and if this development is allow to go ahead the loss of such a large area of good productive farmland would be 
an utter tragedy both from an environmental point of view and loss of food production from the former surrounding areas. The environmental impact would be nothing less that Terminal 

The two villages mentioned above would, without doubt, lose their identify and rural character if your company gets its way! Far too much local countryside in the 'corridor' of the M1 motorway has already been destroyed by similar 
planning policies to your own with the ill conceived and alleged need for huge warehouses and other industrial buildings which already deface our county. Every year we appear to be loosing more and more open and green countryside 
due to these schemes. I am convinced, judging from past experience that you, as developers, are totally incapable of assessing and managing any environmental issues which will arise prior to the likely-hood of this scheme being 
granted planning consent. I have nothing but contempt for the apparent trend to destroy the quality of life of the unfortunate residents who live in former rural communities and who seem powerless to convince the planners that they are 
continually destroying our beautiful countryside (or what remains of it) stage by stage and at an alarming rate. 

Annex D (feedback number: 071  – landscape and visual effects) 

It can be seen from your Parameters Plan that area of 'soft landscaping' and 'infrastructure landscaping' are planned in and around your proposed development site. The sheer scale and height of your proposed warehouses and other 
commercial buildings will result in such structures being the most prominent feature of the area for many years to come. The hideous appearance of these monstrosities in a previously rural area, I would suggest, cannot be disguised or 
screened off in any practical way which would enhance the general view from the present villages either from a distance or up close. I cannot believe that any amount of tree planting would have significantly value as all this vegetation 
would take generations to fully mature and more importantly it would never reach the required height to screen the warehouses in our lifetime or for that matter that of the next generation. A number of ancient public rights of way currently 
cross the proposed site and these could not be diverted in any way which would be acceptable to me as a regular walker and lover of the countryside. The paths would inevitably become 'artificial' substitutes i.e. Urban walkways and no 
doubt in many cases run in between huge warehouses and security fences etc. The surroundings at present over open countryside would disappear under bricks and concrete! 

Annex  E (feedback number: 076 – further comments) 

Public Consultation – Rail Central – Assessment of Alternative Sites  

In my letter dated 20th May, I identified two potential alternative sites that I believe should be included in your company’s formal Assessment of Alternative Sites. 
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Plans to develop land opposite the Rail Central site (the former Howdens/Highgate site) have been released by Roxhill. The company intends to propose some 5 million sq. ft of rail-served warehousing with associated highways 
improvements, including the construction of a bypass for Roade. Roxhill’s plans are characterised by an extraordinary effort to mitigate the visual impact of the development, through extensive landscaping. Dbsymmetry has advanced its 
proposal for the Hinckley site at J2 on the M69 and intends to submit an application by the end of the year. 

A third site has now come to light. Central Bedfordshire Council have confirmed that they are in preliminary discussion with a developer to establish an SRFI at Ridgmont in Bedfordshire, near J13 on the M1 and immediately to the rear of 
Amazon. The site is intended to take up the new freight capacity afforded by the East-West Rail project, with the potential of a direct link to the Port of Southampton. In my view, all three sites are viable alternatives and offer significant 
advantages over Rail Central in terms of rail connectivity and highways access. 

Annex F (feedback number: 78 – Landscape and visual effects) 

I would emphasise a stronger focus on social and cultural impacts. Northamptonshire is a County characterised by periods of rapid population growth in recent years - this has resulted in a community / population that is somewhat 
isolated from it's environmental and cultural setting. The connection remains in smaller communities which have been less affected by change or population influx and this project has the potential to exacerbate this phenomena of people 
feeling or being separated from their landscapes and nature. It would seem that you have made an effort in terms of consultation for this project, and at an early enough stage where peoples views can be considered and potentially 
influence the outcome - well done for that, but it remains to be seen just how much influence people are able to have and of course the perception of 'done deals' ubiquitous in our culture is a barrier that must be overcome in order to 
enable equitable, honest and truly deliberative dialogue. 

Annex G (feedback number: 81 – Further comments)   

I have looked at your up-dated plans and my opinion remains the same. 

Your proposals are an abomination that will result in the destruction of beautiful countryside and the devastation of the lives of many local people. 

It is pretty poor that Ashfield Land are trying to suggest that this development is of National Importance. It is hardly comparable to an airport or power -station but Ashfield Land are fully aware that the local council is as opposed to their 
proposition as the vast majority of local people and therefore their only hope of turning a fat profit is to take this to Government level. 

It is laughable to hear them talk of benefit to the local community – What benefits ?A monstrosity being built on what was previously idyllic countryside, an increase in traffic in many surrounding villages , not to mention the increase in 
noise and air pollution. The amount of stress that they are causing people whose homes will be directly affected is also unimaginable.   Creation of 8,000 jobs in an area where there is very little unemployment, just how misguided are 
they? These “workers” would need to be imported from elsewhere and from experiences in other areas this is likely bring it’s own problems and so will have  very detrimental effect. 

Are Rail Central also choosing to ignore the fact that we have a Rail Freight Terminal a short distance away ie DIRFT that is not running at full capacity and that the West Coast Line is extremely congested? 

This proposal is all about Ashfield Land making themselves lots of money from some land they own which at the moment is pretty useless to them.  They don’t care about how much devastation and misery they cause in their quest to 
achieve this.   

Be assured that local people will fight this every step of the way. 

Annex I (feedback number: 83 – Further comments)   

*Produced extremely late within the stage one consultation period. 

*The cut off date 30th September should be extended to allow all within the community to reply. Those without access to the Internet are being excluded from the process.  

*Large scale paper documents at the very least should be provided for display within the village halls etc. Further public exhibitions should be provided before the 30th September at Blisworth and Milton Malsor. 

*The provision of a CD at the local libraries to view the plans is a minimal effort. 

*The European Directive - Participation Directive. Allows communities to question and challenge environmental decisions through a period of consultation. In particular it states: 

"6. Reasonable time-frames for the different phases shall be provided, allowing sufficient time for informing the public and for the public concerned to prepare and participate effectively in environmental decision-making subject to the 
provisions of this Article." 

*No visualisation of the proposed A43 island which is a major piece of engineering positioned close to the Grand Union Canal, Northampton Arm Conservation area. 

*The visualisations produced for the container handling crane is ridiculous, being hidden behind small trees.  

*Only three sheds immediately rail connected how can this be called a "strategic" benefit for the nation. All sheds should be rail connected for it to be planned as an SRFI. 

*View point 8 is too far away to be of any use. 

* View points 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, missing why? 
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Annex J (feedback number: 87 – Further comments) 

I would like to comment on your consultation for the proposed rail development between Blisworth and Milton Malsor. After attending several of the meetings I am still in the dark as to how this development can be of any benefit to either 
of the villages, when I asked questions I felt that the presenters present were deffinately no wiser than I was. From the photographs it seems the two villages will be swamped by warehousing, but when asking the questions I needed the 
answers to I was aware that the answers were not to be had, they seemed very ignorant of what or how this development was going forward. Therefore I have to report that this so called consultation was very poor and uninformative. 

Annex K (feedback number: 88 – Further comments)  

With reference to the above and the request for feedback regarding the proposal. 

1) The scheme is ill conceived, misplaced and badly timed. 

2) The attempt to alleviate the deliterious effects of this scheme only serve to demonstrate the impact this proposal has on the surrounding area. 

3) Traffic : The problems experienced on th M1, A43 and A5 will only be magnified by the introduction of a scheme of this nature. Evidence of this is clear whenever there is a problem on any of these major roads with the surrounding 
villages becoming gridlocked with traffic " rat running ". 

There is no indication of any form of traffic management which will alleviate this problem. In addition to the 24 hour lorry operation there will be the periodic influx and exit of the shifts of the 8000 employees on the site. 

4) The scheme : The scheme mirrors the Dirft Rail Freight Interchange located approximately 20 miles further up the M1. The third phase of that development has just commenced the construction of 8 million sq ft . 

 It would seem that the Dirft development is inadequate according to the proposers of this scheme, are there any facts to substantiate this view ? 

5) The Public Consultation : The public consultation was quite ineffective in providing any worthwhile information, the overriding response to any question being " do not know at this stage " 

6) Landscaping : The proposal at the consultation stage to provide a " country park" was patronising and ill informed, there is no need for a country park, we already have countryside ! 

7) Pollution : The inevitable production of large levels of pollutants and the light pollution from the site have been well documented already. 

8) The West Coast Mainline : The West Coast Mainline is already running at capacity if the proponents HS 2 are to be believed, hence is this scheme going t be serviced by rail ? 

9) Environmental : The environmental arguments are well rehearsed, the loss of any natural habitat be it poor quality farmland, hedges , pasture etc will have a deliterious effect upon all aspects of the natural landscape . 

10) Timing :In view of the recent referendum result, the situation with regard to supply chains may well change with the ramifications of the Governments attempts at negotiating the UK's exit from the EU. I would suggest that this scheme 
may well suffer as a result. 

11) Planning Blight : If the scheme is subject to delay having received approval,it may well occur that claims for Planning Blight will be pursued by affected parties. 

Annex L (Feedback number: 90 – Further comments) 

Dear Sir, 

Having reviewed the Ashfield Land updated proposals, I remain strongly opposed to Rail Central. The proposals, if implemented, would cause considerable harm to the local community, which no mitigation could counter, and there is 
nothing of ‘National Importance’ in the scheme. It is clear that Ashfield, by tagging the scheme to a potential rail connection, are attempting to use recent Government planning legislation changes to sidestep Local Planning Policy and try 
to gain Inspector support for what amounts to a massive speculative ‘big shed’ scheme. Ashfield have tried unsuccessfully, in the past, to obtain planning for their originally modest A43 land holdings and their proposals have always been 
strongly rejected by Local Politicians, Planners and the local community. They have now taken an extremely arrogant and aggressive approach to public engagement and consultation, with poor information, badly presented and always 
seemingly overlaid with an inference that their massive scheme is now somehow ‘Government’ backed and that CPO powers will be used on any landowner who does not comply with their objective. This is not how the UK planning 
system is supposed to work. 

In particular, my principle points of objection are as follows:- 

1.     Both local MP’s, all Local Authority Groups and Parish Councils, and the vast majority of local residents, strongly object to Ashfield Land’s proposals.  

2.     Ashfield Land’s proposals are contrary to all Local Authority Plans and specifically contrary to the adopted West Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy (WNJCS). 

3.     Ashfield Land’s proposals are in conflict with the commercial, transport and housing objectives of the whole region and a further development on this massive scale will result in a complete imbalance of planning objectives. 

4.     This is not a scheme of strategic National importance and Ashfield Land are simply promoting it as such because they own it - it is another speculative warehouse scheme in an area already with ample supply of consented land.   

5.     Given the relatively short distances involved, the required transport modal shift will not occur and, in any event, there is no requirement for Strategic Rail Freight Terminals to actually accept any freight by rail – effectively this is the 
loophole that Ashfield Land are trying to exploit. 
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6.     With DIRFT in the near vicinity, Ashfield Land’s plans are clearly based solely on maximising their commercial returns, rather than any form of ‘strategic’ decision-making. 

7.     The local trunk road network is already far too congested to accommodate this scheme and cannot be improved sufficiently to mitigate the impact. 

8.     The scheme would also put an untenable strain on all the surrounding village access roads, with HGV’s and car-borne shift workers going to the site and with commuters accessing the proposed A43 junction all creating rat-runs 
through local villages and residential areas. 

9.     The suggestion that the scheme has benefits with a road/rail link is unsupported. The rail network does not have capacity and Ashfield do not seem to have support from the various Rail Operating Authorities. 

10.   The direct and immediate impact on all the local villages and their communities (not just Milton Malsor and Blisworth) will be both huge and permanent - no amount of mitigation will change this. 

11.   The operational activities on a scheme of this type and massive scale will produce very significant increases in air, light, visual and noise pollution. 

12.   A huge area of prime agricultural land and open countryside will be destroyed by these proposals. 

13.    A number of rare habitats and protected areas, along with the animal and plant species that currently thrive there, will be destroyed. 

14.   Job creation is not required in this area with strong employment statistics (currently there is already a serious shortage of warehouse workers in Northamptonshire). New workers would therefore either be forced to commute or move 
locally causing further strain on the very limited local housing stock and also potentially leading to anti-social problems, such as those experienced in Shirebrook. 

Annex M (feedback number: 91 – Further comments) 

Dear Sirs, 

We write yet again as after attending your consultations asking various questions, not one of our questions have been addressed. 

The visual impact cannot be altered despite a few scribbles indicating trees.  The line at the back of our property is your boundary and there is nowhere for  enough dense planting.  We have looked at the visuals of how the site looks now 
and what it will look like years ahead with planting.   The planting will never ever obliterate this proposed monstrosity. 

We have asked where the proposed 8,000 workers will come from and you were unable to answer this question.   Unemployment is low in this area and we ask again where these workers will be travelling from.   Your proposal states that 
you wish to get vehicles off the road onto rail.  I asked whether the proposed 8,000 workers will commute by rail and was told that they will travel to the site by road.  This will obviously impact greatly to our village roads. 

The light,  noise and air pollution factors were also not answered.   The light factor will definitely affect us and we cannot visualise the extent.  We know that if the football club to the rear of us occasionally forget to switch off their 
floodlights when they leave on a Friday and Saturday night, then our bedroom is floodlit and our sleep is interrupted.  The 24 hour noise factor would be horrendous.  This week contractors were employed to re-tar the track up to the scout 
hall.  There were approximately 5 lorries working there and the noise and the continuous reversing alarms was extremely loud spoiling the peace and quiet.  Luckily we only had to endure this for 2 days.   Air pollution - I suffer from 
COPD.  How will this affect me living so close to the site especially with additional traffic pollution.  Again this has not been addressed. 

From a personal point of view, obviously our lives as we know it will be ruined.  We moved to Blisworth when we retired to be in a friendly village with plenty of amenities but have at the same time total peace and quiet if we so wished.   
We like nothing better than to garden.  We also have 3 allotments at the rear of our house where we garden organically in total peace and quiet.  This interchange will completely change our way of life.   The wildlife will probably all 
disappear.  We currently have 15 different type of bird visiting our garden.  We also have grass snake and hedgehog families each year. With light and noise pollution we doubt that they will survive.  

At your last presentation at the village hall I dropped off several sheets to be distributed to the staff at Ashfield with the words of our Blisworth Song.   I explained that this song has been sung in our village for many many years by the 
children of Blisworth.  I asked whether the children of Blisworth would still be able to sing this in 5 years time.  I did not receive a reply.   Just in case this has been overlooked, please find the wording below. 

Blisworth has flowers, 

Blisworth has trees, 

Country and fields to do as you please. 

Fresh air and space gladden my face, 

These are the reasons why I like this place. 

Blisworth is where I like to be 

Out in the fresh air and country 

Away from all the city noise, 

Walking in the lovely scenery. 

Though it isn't very big, 
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It is full of history, 

It's much more fun to play and shout 

There's lots of room to run about 

Blisworth is the place to be. 

We feel that this song sums up what we feel. 

Annex N (Feedback number: 92 – Further comments)  

I am a resident of Milton Malsor who attended the presentation given in our village on May 20 2016. 

.It was surprising that we had only one such presentation (Blisworth got 4) - and that on a day when many are going away for the weekend - as our village will be more affected even than Blisworth. 

.The people available to answer questions were not employed by Ashfield Land but consultants hired for the occasion; those I spoke with had only superficial knowledge of their 'specialist' area and soon reverted to saying 'it was early 
days'.  

If it was early days in development of the proposal then why offer a presentation to inform those most affected? 

 .I asked why this Rail Freight interchange is needed. The 'lead planning consultant'' said that DIRFT would reach capacity in 3 years which would fit with Rail Central having just been completed.  

This is in conflict with DIRFT which advises it will not reach capacity for 9 to 12 years depending on demand. 

.The single site access is insufficient: Access onto the A43 in an emergency was queried.  

Answers varied from 'everything will be kept on the site' to 'cars will be allowed onto the Milton/Blisworth Road,' to lorries will be contacted by radio/e-mail/phone and told to go elsewhere'. 

.The consultants seemed unaware that this proposal is in conflict with the Joint Core Strategy which is the foundation of all planning policy in Western Northants until 2029. 

.The Terminal will provide thousands of new jobs. When asked where these workers would come from/be housed there was no response. 

In fact the JCS has already allowed for a balance between housing and employment; so much so that the Inspector when finalising the JCS cut out a large employment site at M1 Jct 16. 

This site has a lot of problems that need to be addressed but the 'consultation' barely touched them. 

Annex O (Feedback number: 95 – Further comments)  

I'm writing this on Sunday 18th September, 2016 when yet again there has been heavy traffic passing through the village of Blisworth - this time due to an incident on the A43 which required the attendance of the air ambulance. 

Traffic diverts through the village frequently, either due to an incident on the A43 or more often because there has been an incident on the M1. To say that traffic from the proposed Freight Depot will only use the A43 is ludicrous. The 
villages and Northampton Road are not designed to cope with lorries carrying heavy loads. It's bad enough at the moment without having to cope with the inevitable additional traffic which the proposed development would bring. 

How many  staff are employed at DIRFT? I doubt whether it is 8000. What would the proposed 8000 jobs be at Blisworth? Where would the staff come from? Where would they live? How would they get to work?  

The villages of the area with their community feel are at the moment  fairly safe places for the local children. 8000 strangers travelling to and fro will make the area less safe. 

I have driven from J18 to Rugby town  via and am alarmed at the sight which now greets me - an avenue of large tin sheds which are well illuminated after dark. I used to work in Rugby and travelled this way. I am horrified at the change 
in scenery. The area is now unrecognisable and characterless. Such a development is not appropriate  in the midst of two historic villages - and on greenfield land. Surely there is brownfield land elsewhere - if another depot is really 
needed? 

How would the rail traffic arrive at the site (main line, Northampton loop or both?)and how often? Have paths been agreed with Network Rail? Both lines are pretty well full to capacity. 

Why did Ashfield Land put a planning application for the Blisworth site through Bedford Planning? Is there something to hide? 

Is there also a chance that the waste recycling plant against which Northampton Town is fighting could also move out to the Blisworth/Milton Malsor area if this area changes from greenfield to industrial land? 

My overall feeling that the proposed Rail Freight Depot is totally inappropriate for the Blisworth/Milton Malsor area. 

Annex P (Feedback number: 96 – Further comments)  

1. The visual impact will be ugly as you can't make a silk purse out of a pigs ear no matter how much you try. 
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2. Where will 8.000 workers come from, every single short cut that leads to the eye sore. There are already enough vehicle's that take short cuts through the middle of Buttmead in Blisworth to get to the 508 or the A5 its a nightmare to 
get to the Dr's surgery you take your life in your hands trying to cross the road. And trying to get your car off of your drive on Courteenhall Rd is near on impossible. 

3.As the Northampton/Towcester Rd is our only direct link to towns/bus routes and schools it will be be grid lock. 

4.The impact on our villages will be appalling. The condition of the roads are in a poor state now, also narrow and very bendy. 

5.Only one access point for such a massive industrial site with hundreds of HGV's so when there is an accident on the M1/A43 lets hope the idiot that came up with this plan has a bloody big car park at their house as i'm sure they must 
live in a large house with plenty of land. But then again when I asked the question at one of the consultation meetings (would they want this on their door step, they replied (NO I WOULDN'T) AND WE DON'T WANT IT EITHER. 

6. What will happen to the 16 residential properties, they will just stick compulsory purchase orders on them. they really couldn'd careless about people or their homes that they have worked so hard for. Again its not them that are going to 
lose anything, they will be on a big salary. 

7. You can hear the trains clearly now and you can even tell the weather by the noise level of the trains during the day and night. So this would be constant noise day and night, just go and sleep in your car for a night at Eddie Stobarts 
depot on the way to Rugby that will give you a bit of  clue. Oh why not put your Interchange there that would be a good idea, but then again your not very good at coming up with good constructive ideas only DISTRUCTIVE ones.  

8.  Air quality is poor now, we like to have our windows open day and night, but the window cils have dust and grit on them, and when you take your net curtains down you can see an outline of grey where the air is already polluted. 

9. We have left the EU 

Annex R (Feedback number: 99 – Further comments)  

I am writing to you regarding your proposed Rail Freight Interchange around my village of Blisworth.  I have been to your consultation events and even received your updates, yet I am still extremely disappointed with the poor level of 
information that we have been provided with. Nothing has reduced my concerns over the intended plans. 

I have lived in Blisworth for well over 20 years, having moved out of Northampton, one of the highest polluted places in the UK, to provide a better and healthier quality of life for myself and my family.  Pollution levels are well documented 
-Northampton having some of the highest levels in the country. Only this summer, DEFRA was close to having to declare part of Northampton as being at a dangerous level as 171mcg were recorded. So how could such a vast, diesel 
fuelled estate, with all the lorries continually coming and going, be allowed to be built anywhere near Northampton? 

What about our health in and around Blisworth? Already a Radon hot spot area, how could our air quality possibly be maintained when HGVs would be continually moving into and out of the area, in addition to 8,000 people needing 
transportation?  

As you drive from Northampton to Blisworth, the change of environment is clearly obvious - moving from town to countryside. If this massive warehouse estate is allowed, where will the countryside be?!  Not only is it visually attractive at 
the moment, but this area is vital for farming. How are we supposed to provide food for a growing population, whilst removing the very ground on which it is grown? 

I travel several times a day along the old A43, due to work, family etc. The new A45 was built to take traffic away from it as it was not suitable as a major road and could not cope with high volumes of vehicles.  At the moment it is already 
often congested and could not possibly cope with the amount of extra traffic that staff working in these warehouses would bring, let alone when the lorries decide to make short cuts or need to use it.  It would cause total chaos! 

As you will be aware from your studies, South Northamptonshire, fortunately, does not suffer from mass unemployment. Consequently, where would the workers have to come from? Unless they use transportation, therefore further 
increasing pollution and congestion, provision would be needed for a massive housing estate.  Has this been considered? If so, where would it be? 

As for it being a rail freight terminal -it appears very unlikely from the information we have received, that there is even the capacity, or that you would be given permission, to use these lines, especially to the extent you claim you would. 
Instead it will be another  Truck terminal, with all the issues that they bring. 

In conclusion, I really cannot understand how you consider this Development to be in anyone's interests, except your own. How can it be of national strategic importance when even the very basis of your APPARENT plan - for rail freight - 
is unlikely to be feasible? This is without consideration of the massive negative impact it would have on the local communities, both for the people and the environment.  Therefore I wish to state my objection to this plan on not one, but 
several grounds and hope that those with the authority to make the final decision,will listen to common sense and reject such a ridiculous plan. 

Annex S (Feedback number: 102 – Further comments)  

We are writing to you to express our concerns about the impact the proposed Rail Central development (Blisworth/Milton Malsor) will have on Blisworth and the surrounding area. 

We live on the Courteenhall Road Blisworth and our back garden looks out on to proposed development. 

We would like to limit our objections to how such a development will potentially affect us – leaving those in other areas to voice their own particular concerns. 

1. VISUAL IMPACT.  Although it is claimed our view will above the rooves of the buildings it seems likely that wind turbines may also appear as they have already done at Crick. Views over open countryside will be severely compromised. 

2. POLLUTION.  Air pollution from the use of machinery and lorry movement in the area and significant light pollution as this is a 24hr operation will affect all the surrounding areas. 

3. NOISE.  Heating and air conditioning systems constantly in use,  Industrial loading and specialist container vehicles, especially vehicle reversing audio warnings will have significant impact. 

We note that an additional connection will be made from the main line into the site close to our property, and are particularly concerned that new point work will mean a great deal of extra noise when trains pass over it. 
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We would also point out the elevation of the Northampton loop is lower than the main line so the proposed connecting curve from the loop to the main line  will involve  a severe rising gradient for trains going north, with yet more noise.  
(Diesel Locomotives are particularly affected by this). 

4. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES. 

There is an obvious impact that this development will have on two very pleasant villages.  Extra traffic will be significant, vehicles, cycles and pedestrians will all increase. The footpaths across the fields are to be diverted all round the site 
.  A pleasant walk across fields will be replaced by a longer perimeter tour around an industrial site – presumably with high security fencing. 

The developers are unable to tell us what will be stored in these new warehouses.  Chemical leakages, fires etc. may cause air [pollution and could cause health issues, 

Wild life habitats are to be destroyed and valuable agricultural land lost. 

There is potential for an increase in crime. 

5.LOCATION ISSUES. 

It is claimed that the main reason for the choice of site ( excluding the obvious one of making money for the developers) is its access to the West Coast Main Line.  Capacity on the West Coast Main Line is  currently almost full during the 
day time, this will not improve until HS2 is completed if and when this happens.  Network Rail therefore, or whoever finances the project with Rail Central, are unlikely to be able to justify the formation of new earthworks, tracks, points, 
signalling etc. which will be used relatively infrequently due to the capacity of the West Coast Main Line.  

We would like these objections to be taken into consideration in any future discussions. 

Please note this should be counted as TWO objections though this is obviously a joint letter. 

Annex U (Feedback number: 104 – Further comments)  

Under the terms of the consultation process (Statement of Community Consultation) agree by Rail Central and South Northants District Council, my comments are as follows: I was very disappointed that Milton Malsor only had one 
consultation in the village which was held on Friday 20th May 2016, the consultation started at 12pm and ended at 8pm, this in effect stopped many villages who had to go to work from attending, and as the proposed site takes virtually all 
the parish of Milton Malsor, I consider this most unfair. Blisworth had four consultations 28th April, 6th May, 7th May and 21st May and two of these dates were on a Saturday. 

When I attended the meeting in Milton Malsor, I looked for information on Flood Management and could not find any, when I asked about the lack of information I was told that it was early days and this was still being worked on. Also 
when I mentioned that in 1987 the stream that runs from the centre of the village down Lower Road to the Towcester Road, had been culverted to try and prevent future flooding, nothing was known of its existence and the village has in 
fact been flooded since this work was done. When thousands of acres of agricultural land are proposed to be concreted over, I would have thought that the threat of flooding should be treated very seriously. 

Another question I asked was how many lorry movements were there anticipated to be in and out of the site, again no information. Most of the questions I asked on my visit to the consultation, could not be answered, furthermore the 
latest 'updated illustrative plans and new visual material' published on the Rail Central website at the end of August is virtually impossible to read as the scale of the drawings are so small, even with a magnifying glass the details cannot 
be seen.  

When you are planning such a vast development, that is going to affect the lives of many people forever, you owe the people whose lives will be changed, a lot more detail. Stop Rail Central action group have been much more 
informative. 

Annex V (Feedback number: 105 – Further comments)  

Dear Sir, I write to confirm our original objections to the proposed Rail Freight Interchange. No amount of tweaking of plans or glossy brochures makes any difference to our list of strong objections. A copy of a letter sent to South 
Northants Council is enclosed expressing our very deep concerns and the reasons for them.  

Re: “Stop Rail Central” 

Dear members of the Council,  

Thank you for your support against the proposed industrialization of acres of land between Blisworth and Milton Malsor. Living locally yourselves and valuing the rural nature of our area you will understand the very real shock and horror 
we felt on hearing these plans. 

Our objections are many. Firstly the lack of transparency. Clearly the planning of this has been going on for many years. People, on whom it will have no effect, have been making decisions for those who will suffer the consequences. 
Like us these people will have chosen, as far as possible, where they live. Places pleasant to live in. Most probably they too would be quick to defend their homes and communities if threatened. 

People seek out and need beauty and quite spaces; hence the popularity of outings to the countryside, nature reserves, country pursuits, villages, rural communities. It's our national heritage. It's why people who live in these rural 
communities like Blisworth and Milton Malsor have chosen to live there. Some have lived here for decades, our selves included. They have loved and served their communities, worked hard to respect and keep the history and character 
they have. Blisworth was Best Village 2012, our children sing, "Blisworth, its where I love to be, here in the fresh air and country." No price can be put on the value of place and these places are very special to us.  

There are numerous practical reasons supporting our strong objections. Countryside cannot be replaced; we need farmland and may need it more in the future. Concrete cannot grow crops. The pollution released into the atmosphere 
would make air quality so poor; imagine breathing in all those noxious fumes 24/7, and no barricade can be errected against this invisible enemy. There would be constant noise and vibrations from ceaseless heavy traffic. Pollution would 
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be shifted from one are to another - us! No more dark night skies to view the stars and beauty of the night. No true dark to help us sleep. Visually, it would be a monsterous eyesour, a huge immissable blot on the landscape dominating 
what was once the quiet beauty of Northamptonshire farmland. The increase in traffic would be tremendous and no amount of clever planning would avoid all the accompanying problems. 

The strain on local services would be increased, police, health for example. There are the accompanying social problems which occur in such places, prostitution, increased crime, the possibility of people coming into the country illegally 
on the tracks. 

 It seems all these things have been glossed over, couched in fine phrases and pretty pictures, but the harsh reality would be very different. 

We have been told Northants is an Enterprise Zone. It would seem to me that people have looked at this quiet, unsung but lovely county and seen an Exploitation Zone. That we are in danger of being sacrificed to expediancy, to the gods 
of consumerism and greed. I would indeed question the need for all these vast warehouses, many of which stand empty. We also have areas already giving over to industry which would not be so catastrophicaly affected. A long, 
impassioned letter! But let us all fight together against the annihiliation of our countryside and rural communities. 

Annex W (Feedback number: 109 – Further comments)  

I went to several seminars put on by Rail Central.  I found them to be very poor with misleading answers to questions. 

Speaking to a so called ‘pollution expert’, I said to him that this area was already a pollution hotspot from the M1 and A43 Bypass.  He said, ‘We will keep testing until we get the right answer’.  I asked about the noise pollution, as the 
cranes produce 110 decibels of sound each and there could be four of them.  He said they would be run on batteries! 

Talking to a transport person, I asked about the two arrows on the map near to Young’s Nursery and he said they were car parks. I asked how many cars and he said one hundred in each. My response was that that would mean four 
hundred car movements each shift change and with three shifts that would be one thousand two hundred car movements per day. This transport person then said that local villagers were too selfish and we should accept that we would 
be swamped with cars three times a day and look at the bigger picture, which is that long term there will be less lorries on the roads, just not round here. 

Purple Emperor Butterfly (Apature Iris) – UK’s second largest butterfly 

The male and female reside in the top of mature oak trees.  The female lays its eggs on willow leaves, the larvae feed on the leaves.  Adult butterflies feed on fox faeces and carrion. 

In the 150 acres of this development, there are many mature oaks, with lots of Purple Emperors living there. Many of these trees will be cut down. Rail Central propose to divert the stream along which the willow trees grow and these will 
also be cut down. Foxes will also desert the area.  This will wipe out the Purple Emperor along with millions of other flora and fauna. This area should be a Site of Special Interest (SSI) not a rail terminal. Allof the mature trees should have 
a preservation order on them.  The old Ash trees may be resistant to Ash-Die-Back, if they are all cut down we will never know if this is the case. 

Talking to the Head of Environmental Studies - supposedly an ‘independent company’ – I asked who paid him, he said Ashfield Land.  I said he wasn’t very independent then! I explained that I was very concerned about the loss of wildlife 
in particular Green Plovers and Skylarks, both ground-nesting birds. He said he would paint the rooves of the buildings green and the bird’s would nest there – with no food, plenty of air pollution, noise pollution and light pollution! 

I came across a young man in some oak trees in a field next to where the development is proposed. I asked him what he was looking for.  He said he was assessing wild life in the trees in the area and this was the last tree in the field to 
be inspected. I asked if he had found anything and he replied that he hadn’t. I said I hoped he hadn’t disturbed the nesting ravens, and the buzzards and sparrow hawks in some of the other trees. He said he didn’t know they were there.  
Not a very comprehensive study then! 

From my visits to these seminars, I have concluded that Ashfield Land are not the slightest bit concerned about damage to our villages, disruption to our way of life, pollution in the form of noise air and light, gridlocked roads, cars and 
lorries. 

Annex X (Feedback number: 111 – Further comments)  

I write with concern over the proposed development between Blisworth and Milton Malsor, 

My family have been in transport since 1904 in the Northampton area and have seen many industrial estates in the local area built from virgin land, i.e. Moulton Park, Brackmills, Swan Valley, Dirft, Pineham. Grange Park. 

All of these estates have more than one major rd. leading to them in fact all have 2 and most even more, and at peak times all of these are subject to traffic congestion. With the site at Blisworth/Milton there is planned only one way in and 
out, the site is larger than those mentioned and at peak times this can only lead to problems.  

My other concern is parking and facilities for HGV’S, The above sites do not have any facilities for drivers i.e. parking ,toilets ,café and when at the last  presentation in Blisworth I asked a representative from Ashfield Land about plans for 
parking of vehicles I drew a total blank, it was as if they wouldn’t be parking there only collecting or delivering. 

About 4 weeks ago on a Sun morning I came down the A5 past  DIRF  and counted over 45 HGV’S parked on the roadside no Toilets, illegal parking half on road and half on footpath this apparently happens most weekends, if you go 
around any of the above estates you will find this happening, this is not something I feel the villages would not be able to accommodate. 

If the project moves forward I am concerned that this will lead to a big increase in people wandering around the Village’s at weekends and with no facilities who knows what could happen.  

I therefore urge the bodies that can oppose this development to do it most strongly we have too many areas like this already in our vicinity. 

Annex Y (Feedback number: 112 – Further comments)  
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I have now read your updated Plans and Visualisations dated Aug 2016.  I am pleased to see that you are no longer planning any development in the Conservation Area west of the A43 and the existing hamlet will be left untouched.  
However, this poses a different question, I understood that you originally considered an on-site hotel as a essential part of the development to provide rest and refreshment facilities for truck drivers.  So, does this now mean changes to 
the main part of the site to provide rest facilities, what are the implications for the warehousing? 

I remain unconvinced whether the site can meet its statutory requirements of providing an SRFI given the busyness of the railway lines passing it.  I realise that you  are proposing to use existing Q paths to get trains to the site, but you 
cannot be seriously expecting big volume shippers to rely on unpredictable Q paths, they want consistent service, not finding their Goods sitting in Felixstowe (for example) for 3 days until they can get a path.  I am concerned that for the 
next 10years or so there will not be consistent predictable paths available, I  realise that you are hoping for more paths once HS2 is in service, but currently that looks way in the future.  I can foresee a situation where the SRFI legislation 
is used to squeeze a development through the Planning system and then there are no trains able to access the site so it merely becomes a road haulage depot which could have been built in dozens of other more suitable places. 

There continue to be an unacceptable number of errors in the documentation you have released: 

In the Updated Parameters Plan (page 4) Zone 6-Intermodal is shown with a Minimum Slab Level of 89.5m AOD and the Max Gantry height of 109.081m ie Gantry height of slightly less than 20m.  But on Page 8 Illustrative Landscape 
Section 3, and Page 9 Section 4, the scaled Gantry heights appear to be 30m .  So which is it? 

Page 9, Illustrative Landscape Section 4, the East Coast Mainline is shown running adjacent to the site, is this a subtle bid to build HS3, or to reroute the existing line by more than 100miles or simply another error? 

As already reported, in the initial proposal there were mapping errors in the relative locations of DIRFT and Rail Central. 

It is not clear whether these are intentional “artistic licence” to show your proposal in a better light or genuine errors due to carelessness and incompetence, but in a proposal such as this which seeks to destroy many acres of farmland 
and dramatically affect the lives of something like 3000people in two established communities, any error is unacceptable.  Certainly if any employees of mine had made this many errors, they would now be looking for a new job as it 
destroys the credibility of the project team and indeed the whole company. 

This proposal is very close to DIRFT which, as an established site, already covers road distribution in the local area and DIRFT has recently been approved for an extension on Brown Field land which will further enhance its capabilities.  
Rail Central and DIRFT wil be in direct competition for rail Paths with very few extra ones likely to become available in the next 10years.  Certainly WCML Express paths to the site are likely to be difficult because of the very short siding 
into the facility meaning that trains will have to start slowing down on the mainline. 

Overall, I feel this proposal is premature and at this stage has no guarantee of improving the environment by moving freight from road to rail, but would result in severe damage to the local rural environment with no compensating gains. 

Annex AC (Feedback number: 119 – Landscape and visual effects) 

Misleading information on landscape and visual effects. Rail Central claims that “the main views that may experience visual change encompass: residents of individual properties and footpaths in proximity to the site: Milton Malsor; 
Blisworth; Gayton and the Grand Union Canal”. Source: Rail Central Exhibition Panels. Rail Central, however, fails to specifically mention any views within the eastern arcs of the site. Several gantry cranes will be located at the multiple 
sidings on the eastern extremity of the site where there are no plans to provide landscape screening. These cranes, typically 27m high, will be located at the highest point on the site and will be visible to a wide area to the east/south-east, 
certainly as far as Penvale Rd/A5096, East Hunsbury, where current train movements are already visible. With the prevailing winds and few natural features for sound attenuation the high external noise levels generated by container 
movements will be experienced 2 4 hours/day. This information is vital to the consultation process; therefore, details of the impact on local communities within the eastern arcs of the site should have been included within the exhibition 
panels and associated materials. 

Failure to provide adequate visualisations of the proposed Site. Rail Central should have presented 3-D visualisations of how the completed development might look; instead, its consultants suggested that the public should travel 20 miles 
to the DiRFT site to see for themselves. Failure to provide adequate visualisations denied many of those attending the exhibition the opportunity to fully realise the impact of the proposals; furthermore, the suggestion that the public 
should travel to view DiRFT is totally unreasonable. 

It appears that Rail Central released updated plans dated Aug 16 which I discovered by chance on-line whilst completing the feedback form; these have not been received by post and therefore have not provided adequate time for myself 
or the community to respond to them. Furthermore, they are not representative of the impact on communities; for example, the visualisations depicted from Gayton are taken from outside the village boundary at a lower elevation. 
Additionally, many of the views fail to give proper perspective on the visual impact of the site and exclude the gantry cranes which would be located at one of the highest points. The constantly changing information given by Rail Central 
within limited timescales makes it impossible for the community to contribute fully to the consultation. 

Annex AD (Feedback number: 119 – Highways and transport connections) 

Misleading Information. Relevant information which would allow the local community to make informed decisions to influence the design and layout of the project was absent or misleading. Rail Central consultants were unable to give 
substantive answers to key questions; answers were often preceded by the caveat “It's early days”, “I think” or followed by “don't quote me on that”. In particular, Rail Central claims there will be “less than 100 extra daily HGVs on the 
strategic network” Source: exhibition panels. On further enquiry, it appears that the site could potentially handle 800 conta iners/day of which at least half may be transported by road; this equates to an increase of at least 400+ HGVs/day 
on the A43. When asked for illustrative figures the response was: “Using existing supermarket figures 66% of containers could potentially go off-site by road, with 34% remaining on-site; currently a well known major supermarket has a 
70% off-site, 30% on-site split”. Consequently, this makes the estimate of 400+ extra HGVs extremely conservative. 

Inadequate information on potential traffic routes. When asked, Rail Central was unable to confirm the location of all proposed entry/exit nodes to the Site nor was it able to define what would constitute emergency routing of HGV traffic 
onto Northampton Road and through local villages. It was also unable to answer whether emergency measures would be employed in the true sense of emergency, ie in response to a serious, unexpected and dangerous situation 
requiring immediate action or whether emergency measures would be defined in the context of an 'operational emergency'? Given the operational pressures on ensuring an efficient traffic flow through the site, would stationary traffic on 
the A43 (as is frequently the case) constitute an emergency? Not only was Rail Central unable to answer these questions, it didn't appear to have considered them in any detail. Thus, since there are significant unanswered concerns 
about the impact of increased traffic, the local commun ity has been denied the opportunity to provide further comment on this. 
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Inadequate contingency measures for traffic congestion. Most of the local roads connected to Northampton/Towcester Rd have weight restrictions and canal bridges making them inaccessible to HGVs and completely unsuitable for traffic 
movements on this scale; the effects will be exacerbated if Rail Central's 'emergency' measures involve directing HGV traffic onto Northampton Road. It is already common knowledge that time-pressed HGV drivers ignore local traffic 
restrictions and use short-cuts by 'rat-running' through villages. 

Inadequate time to respond to traffic modelling results. In addition to the above points, traffic modelling effects will not be conducted until summer 2016 and, without details on all entry/exit nodes or the definition for emergency use of 
minor roads, the viability of the exercise must surely be questioned. Since the amount of time for the public to respond to the results will be very limited before the consultation expires, it should be put to Rail Central that the consultation 
was premature and the public has been denied the opportunity to adequately respond to or influence the proposals. 

Use of misleading quotes from Northamptonshire Road Freight Strategy (NRFS) 2013. Rail Central used quotes from the NRFS in its Local Liaison Group (LLG) briefing and also in the exhibition panels, eg “..we will aim to increase the 
options available to freight companies when moving goods and encourage a shift to rail and water” Source: Exhibition panels quoting NRFS (Dec 13) However, Rail Central omitted to include other relevant information and policies from 
the Strategy, particularly those which serve to protect the community such as Freight Policy 8 which deals with environmental concerns. These omissions could result in the NRFS being taken out of context and give the misleading 
impression that Northampton County Council had already endorsed the proposals; therefore acting as a disincentive to the public contributing to the consultation. By quoting the NRFS, Rail Central should have been obliged to make the 
Strategy accessible at the exhibition and, by omitting t o do so, it has misled the community. 

Annex AE (Feedback number: 119 – Potential hotel/ office/restaurants/additional facilities) 

It appears that Rail Central released updated plans dated Aug 16 which I discovered by chance on-line when completing this form; these have not been received by post and therefore have not provided adequate time for myself or the 
community to respond to them. The new plans suggest that there will be no development west of the A43! Does this mean that there won't be any hotel/office/restaurant facilities. The constantly changing information given by Rail Central 
within limited timescales makes it impossible for the community to contribute fully to the consultation. There will undoubtedly be issues that need to be considered by Rail Central but without a coherent and transparent plan it is difficult to 
know what these will be. 

Annex AF (Feedback number: 119 – Any other concerns) 

Unsuitability of proposed site location. The SRFI would predominantly be on green space land squeezed tightly between between 2 large rural villages and it will tower over private residential properties, eg Railway Cottages, Blisworth. In 
comparison DiRFT, only 20 miles away, has a much larger buffer zone with neighbouring villages. The resultant effect of this proposed development would be a blur in boundaries between Northampton and its environs and a complete 
destruction of the character of the area.Impact on local infrastructure. The National Planning Statement on National Networks 2014 (paragraph 4.84) states:“…proposed new rail freight interchanges should have good road access as this 
will allow rail to effectively compete with, and work alongside, road freight to achieve a modal shift to rail”. Compared to DiRFT which has several potential access/exit routes to a number of strategic and primary road networks the 
proposed SRFI at Milton Malsor does not. Rail Central claim the site will have only one access/exit node for HGVs. This node, on the already congested A43, will feed onto an even more congested M1 at J15a. Currently, there is only one 
other access/exit node for emergency routing, and that is to use Northampton Road feeding directly into the local villages. With at least 400 extra HGVs as well as service and employee traffic (potentially over 5000 employees 
accessing/leaving the site during a 2-hour shift changeover period) there will be a signi ficant negative impact on congestion, air quality, noise, vibration and damage to local bridges, buildings and road surfaces. 

Impact on safety. Due to the already high volume of traffic on the A43 local traffic, including school buses, already experience difficulties when crossing at any of the junctions with local villages and these risks will be exacerbated by an 
increase in HGV traffic. Furthermore, Northampton/Towcester Road is an unclassified road with traffic build-up both at peak and other times, especially when the M1 is congested. A significant increase of traffic on this route will present a 
very high risk to other road users and pedestrians, including school children. Whilst Rail Central claims that employees will be discouraged from using cars this is hard to believe given the proposed wide employee catchment area, an 
area significantly lacking in public transport links. The NRFS has already recognised the challenge of balancing cost/benefit impacts of distribution in terms of employment:“In Northamptonshire distribution is significant in size and is a 
relatively secure activity due its to the geography; however, this creates negative impacts in terms of highway pressures, which therefore, questions the relative vale of the employment produced.” Source: NRFS page 13. In turn, this 
questions Rail Central's claims about the value of the proposals to the local community.Adverse effect on living conditions. The rights of people to enjoy their homes will be undermined due to the visual impact, very high noise levels and 
various forms of environmental pollution generated by the proposed SRFI 24 hours/day. Not surprisingly, this could result in considerable adverse implications for the health and wellbeing of local residents. 

Annex AG (Feedback number: 119 – Further comments) 

Rail Central has made a cynical, commercially motivated attempt to exploit the provisions for Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects whilst conveniently manipulating the information it chose to present to the public. The purpose of a 
consultation is to make provision for the public to be motivated to influence the proposals and not to be deterred from doing so under the misconception that they are a 'done deal'. Rail Central has failed to adequately inform the public 
through its use of vague, misleading and inaccurate information at the exhibition and by not providing timely information about the true scale and potential impact of traffic movements. Furthermore, in accordance with the NRFS and the 
National Planning Statement (quoted above) I do not believe the proposed site is a sustainable, viable location for any of the logistics operations proposed by Rail Central; there are simply not enough safe or suitable access routes and 
the detrimental impacts of the proposals far outweigh any of the benefits claimed by Rail Central. I would like assurances from Rail Central that their exploitation of the provisions for Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects is not a 
thinly veiled attempt to construct a large scale warehousing scheme and that there will be no attempts to further exploit this when the SRFI proposals fail. 

Annex AH (Feedback number: 120 – Further comments)  

I would like to add my comments regarding rail central's proposals for the area between Milton Malsor and Blisworth.  I attended the roadshow within the village and spoke to three gentlemen regarding the proposals, I was not impressed. 

I asked about prior investigations when many years ago there was a proposal to reopen the Blisworth Station along with a lorry park, hotel and marina as nothing had changed within the area, the answer simply we will have new studies 
to consider. 

I asked about footpaths and areas that are used by groups such as the Scouts where we encourage young people to become aware of the environment and its wildlife, I note that some footpaths are to be left but the answer was that it an 
area may be landscaped as a nature reserve, is that the same as leaving our beautiful landscape as it is and encouraging younsters to respect it? 
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When the scout hall was being built we had restrictions on the plans such as brick and steel colour to blend in with the coutryside and no floodlights as they could be seen from Milton. Now there are plans for this development, where light 
and noise will be visible to both villages.  Decorative bunds and landscaping will not hide the development in all places, especially on the allotments and playing fields where you can view the buzzards and red kites hunting in the fields 
either side the railway track. 

I can fully accept that the proposed development will try and minimise light, noise and air pollution but a development on this scale will bring significant pollution around the villages .   

Talking to the couple who bought their home for their twilight years, had identified their needs and found that perfect place and now find their dream would be surrounded by warehouses, traffic, light, noise 24 hours a day with this 
proposal horrifies me. This proposed scheme came like a bolt out of the blue for them as it did for other Northampton Road residents, no landscaping or minimising of pollution can give them peace of mind that their homes will continue to 
be their own oasis.  

You only have to drive around the Dirft site day or night and see the impact such developments have on the environment and yet this proposal wishes to to be sited between two lovely villages that have lots of history and attracts tourists 
by road and canal.  

In conclusion I am against the development. 

Annex AI (Feedback number: 121 – Further comments)  

Please see below a copy of the letter I sent to my MP Andrea Leadsom on 30.04.2016. I also have further comments to add in respect of my disappointment in the minimal information that has been shared with members of the public, I 
still feel none the wiser to what you are attempting to do (in comparison to what I did prior to your presentation days) 

Dear Andrea Leadsom, 

I write to you to highlight my concerns about the proposed Rail Central 

development.  

As a resident of Blisworth, this will have a huge detrimental impact on 

my family. My understanding is that you are supporting the Local 

community and are against the development. I thank you for that, and 

will just note my concerns about the proposed development. 

Having attended the first of the public consultations, I have been left 

very disappointed at the lack of any answers as "it's early days" or 

"the person who can answer that question isn't here". 

1) noise, the noise will increase significantly. We currently have a 

very peaceful village, where we very rarely hear trains go past. Should 

this development go ahead, there will be an express terminal situated 

near to Blisworth, plus the extra concern of the warehouses (according 

to the "noise consultant" the noise from warehouses is not significant) 

not to mention the noise of cranes, extra traffic etc. The noise 

consultant indeed did not think that there will be a significant 

difference between the level of noise now and what can be expected of 

the development.... He has no idea, and this is of grave concern. Of 

course this is not just during the day, it's a 24 hour operation. This 

will have a huge impact on my families quality of life. 

2) traffic, as I'm sure you're already aware the traffic through 
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Blisworth is already very heavy and at times dangerous. This is going 

to be significantly increased and the roads simply won't cope with 

"8000" employees plus the HGVs. Again there is confusion over the 

number of HGVs that will potentially be in and out if the site. We were 

initially told there would be 800 a day, however the "transport 

consultant" told me on Thursday that it would be 300 entering/leaving 

the site AN HOUR! This is a huge discrepancy to what we've previously 

been told. Indeed I clarified this, as I was so shocked, and yes worst 

case scenario 300 HGVS an hour. I want my children to be safe to walk 

to the local shop. With this there's no way I can let them do that. 

Also there were no answers about how to manage traffic and ensure it 

does not come through both villages. The transport consultant suggested 

that if the HGVs came off the M1 at junction 15 then they would have to 

take the a508 and get on the a5 to come back up... We both know in 

reality this will of course never happen, and there is no way to 

enforce this. 

3) pollution, we moved from nearby an Industrial estate in Northampton 

shortly after our first son was born. We wanted a better life for him, 

a healthy life where we could easily access fields, walks and be free 

from the pollution which is found in large towns and cities. I if 

course understand there is pollution in Blisworth but it's not to the 

extent if a town or city. If this development goes ahead the pollution 

will significantly increase. I know this cannot be used in the 

argument, but on a personal level, we down sized our house and paid a 

premium to be away from as much pollution as possible and so our 

children could have easy access to green areas. We are now at risk of 

losing this.  

4) crime, as the neighbourhood watch coordinator for Blisworth I am 

very concerned about the level of crime increasing. I will be 

researching this further, but if there are more people, warehouses etc 

it is common sense that the crime level will increase.  

5) wildlife, as there is such a huge amount of green area at risk, this 
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will of course have a huge impact on wildlife. Their natural habitat 

destroyed. When speaking to the "landscape consultant"he suggested the 

wildlife could have little paths between the warehouses?? It is obvious 

that wildlife will not understand they need to stick to "the path" 

between warehouses. Thus it will be needlessly destroying the wildlife. 

6)loss of view, this is a beautiful piece of landscape, which will be 

forever destroyed should this development go ahead. As a country we 

need to protect our green areas, not continually build on them 

destroying our countryside. 

7) as a general note, im not sure why here? DIRFT at Crick has been 

given permission to expand, there is one at Castle Donnigton and 

another being suggested in Staffordshire. I understand the need for 

these developments, but I don't understand why between Blisworth and 

Milton Malsor is the right place (in short it isn't!)  

I would like to thank you for all of your support in this matter, and I 

hope that my email is of some assistance. 

Annex AJ (Feedback number: 122 – Further comments) 

I first moved into Milton Malsor some thirty one years ago with my family. We eventually moved to Blisworth in 1991. My children both attended the local Schools and my Wife and I both worked locally. The decision to stay in this area and 
not to move back to the Midlands in 1991 was an easy one to take, even though we had a property in Birmingham at that time. 

The natural beauty of this area is outstanding, within a five minute walk from either village you can be in rolling countryside with the ability to breathe unpolluted air and listen and watch the wildlife in its natural habitat. This will all change 
between the two villages if the plans to develop the site are accepted and passed. Just prior to our move to Blisworth the new By-pass, now designated the A43 was opened relieving both villages of a vast amount of traffic with a good 
percentage of those being heavy goods vehicles, resulting not only in a reduction of pollution, surface and structural damage to the roads and village buildings but to fatalities caused by road accidents. 

The many Lorries, cranes etc. that would use the proposed site will, by their very nature, cause the amount of Hydrocarbons in the locality to rise; to the detriment of the local inhabitants as well as the many mothers and children who 
commute daily between the villages for school as the Towcester/Northampton road would run right through the middle of the proposed site. 

As the plan states the proposed site will run 24 hours a day, the increased amount of traffic and the constant movement of cranes, trains and the transfer of potentially thousands of containers will all contribute to the destruction of this 
rural idyll. 

All of this proposed activity will need light which will profoundly affect the villages and the local wildlife. Whilst I see from the plans that there is a proposed bund between the site and Milton Malsor as an effort to reduce the effect of light 
and noise pollution on that end of the site it would have to be a very high bund to shield the village from 30 metre high cranes. No such provision could sensibly be provided between the site and Blisworth as the village looks out over the 
valley between us and Milton Malsor, all we would see would be rows of warehouses, containers and cranes illuminated by no doubt even higher high power lights. 

We are already subjected to a plethora of industrial site around Northampton, many of which are a blot on the landscape; this site would not even come close to the visual outlook of those areas for the reasons outlined above. 

It is suggested that there will only be one entrance and egress to and from the site situated at a new junction on the A43. I would surmise that Junction 15a on the M1is not currently built for that amount of heavy traffic, let alone the new 
junction that has been mooted for the A43. What happens when either the A43 or the M1 become blocked or congested, the latter happening on a regular basis. In reality I suspect that rather than stack the Lorries on the site they will be 
released onto the Towcester/Northampton road giving the drivers no alternative but to go through one of the villages adding to the chaos that already exists in Blisworth at the morning and evening rush hour with a peak at school times 
caused by many drivers of both light and heavy vehicles trying to take a short cut through the village between the M1 J15 or the A508 and the A43. It is only a matter of time before someone is killed. With an increase of Lorries going 
south I further suspect that the gridlock that is now Towcester, will only get worse. 

There is also the problem of the many vehicles involved in the construction of the proposed site. Unless the proposed A43 junction is constructed first, how are they going to access the site and remove the huge amount of waste created? 

The planning documents that have been sent out suggest that the site will provide employment for some 8000 workers. Although this sounds like it may be an advantage for the local economy the question has to be asked. Where are 
these potential employees coming from, how are they going to get to work and where are they going to live? 
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In closing I have to ask another question. Do we really need another 8 million sq. ft. of warehouse space only twenty miles from the DIRFT complex that stretches for some 3.7 sq. miles adjacent to the same West Coast Mainline and 
Northampton Loop as the proposed Blisworth site, and already has a direct contact with J19 on the M1? 

Annex AK (Feedback number: 124 – Further comments) 

My and my wife’s comments on your proposals for the above, are as follows. 

First of all, we would stress we are not ‘nimbys’. We have lived in Milton Malsor for 43 years and during that time we have not formally objected to one of the many development proposals; indeed we have been supportive of many, often 
in conflict with Parish Council and local community views. We believe that even a village has to change over time and that homes and appropriate development and the associated jobs are vital to a healthy economy. It is the massive 
scale and wholly inappropriate location relative to local communities which we find  so objectionable about the proposals.  

We consider the ‘consultation’ to have been superficial and inadequate.  Many questions to you and your advisors/consultants have elicited the bland response that ‘we cannot answer that specific point yet, it is early days’. 

The limited details of the proposals which have been released, fill us with foreboding. We have numerous concerns – just some of which are as follows – none of which have been adequately addressed by the available information. 

-          The scale/size of the proposed development is vast in relation to Milton Malsor and Blisworth villages and the other surrounding residential communities. If it proceeds, we consider that meaningful mitigation measures are either 
impracticable or impossible and that normal life for these communities will be devastated. 

-          Visual, noise and light pollution, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week will destroy our way of life. Given the topography, we consider it is wholly impracticable to screen warehouses and crane gantries 20 to 30 metres high – which we 
believe breaches current guidelines re proximity to housing - and the suggested ‘bunding’ and tree planting would destroy the existing harmonious landscape, particularly that visible from Collingtree Road and along Barn Lane. 

-          Loss of wildlife, especially increasingly rare bird species such as skylarks and yellow hammers which can be seen and heard along Barn Lane but could not survive the loss of habitat. 

-          Increased traffic congestion on roads in the locality which are already perceived to be congested and overloaded. 

-          Updated illustrative plans and new visual material, published on the Rail Central website at the end of August - the scale of the visual material is so small it is virtually impossible to read and certainly to comprehend the effect. 

-          Rail connections – the economics and practicalities: no case has been presented to show that adequate and economic connections to either the Northampton Loop Line or the West Coast Mainline, are available. We understand 
there is serious limitation on available ‘pathways’, even for existing users such as DIRFT, Virgin and Midland Mainline passenger services. Also, we consider the economic case and business model must be robust and convincing – it is 
non-existent in the proposal. Otherwise, previous experience shows that the use of such sites may be drastically amended from the original proposal, in order to achieve viability.   

-          Alternative sites: the developer appears not to have considered alternative sites, which we understand is a requirement of the EIA Regulations 2009. 

-          Effect on conservation areas – of which there are at least 3 in the vicinity of the proposed site: we fear the proposals would have a hugely damaging and lasting effect. 

-          Quality of life: we have lived in Milton Malsor for some 43 years during which time our daughters attended local schools and now live in the area with our grandchildren. We recently built a new smaller house in which to downsize 
for the remainder of our days. This house is quite close to the Northampton loop line where rail sidings are proposed and has wonderful natural views to the Blisworth/Roade escarpment. This process also released our previous family 
house (next door) to a young couple with three young children who they planned to bring up in a rural village environment, not an industrial one . We are deeply concerned that our quality, indeed way, of life, will be irrevocably destroyed 
by Ashfield Land’s ill thought through and wholly unconvincing proposals. 

Annex AL (Feedback number: 127 – Further comments) 

Copy of the following letter to Andrea Leadsom:  

"Dear Mrs Leadsom,  

Proposed Rail Frieght Interchange between Blisworth and Milton Malsor.  

The above proposal first came to light via a letter from Rail Central to me, Homeowner/Occupier, on the 15 January 2016. Since that date my life has changed for the worse. I am still incredulous that such a massive industrial site can 
even be contemplated in our precious rural situation. 8 million sq metres of warehouses 18 meters high, 30 metre high industrial cranes, 24 hour working with 8,000 workers. The light, noise and air pollution and additional traffic on our 
already over crowded roads. It is insane. There is an immense site at Dirft only 20 miles away which is expanding hugely. Why is this not adequate? Why destroy two lovely old villages and our precious green fields? My house is in a 
conservation area. I need permission to even change the colour of my front door and yet it seems Rail Central could move in and totally destroy our community in a stroke, for ever. I am very afraid and very worried. 

Mrs Leadsom you kindly attended one of our first meetings held in the Scout Hall in Blisworth. I was impressed by your knowledge and the way you spoke and above all your support for our plight. I do not know what the new 
Conservative administrations views are on this sort of development, but, now you are a Minister in this Government, I hope most strongly, that you will be able to influence the outcome and save our community. Our local authority is 
opposed, the planners are opposed and so are the villagers. This is surely how democracy must work. 

Annex AM (Feedback number: 129 – Further comments) 

I write to express my objections to your proposals for RailCentral. 

I have expressed my views to the Parish Council but they have asked me to write directly to you putting them to you as well. 
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First of all, you proposals are contrary to all the forward plans for the County of Northamptonshire. There is no reason why you cannot put forward a proposal for an unplanned and speculative development but do not assume that, just 
because you want this to proceed, that the local population, local government or central government will support your proposals. 

From the information gleaned from Mr James Digby at a recent exhibition at Milton Malsor Village Hall, I did not get the impression that Network Rail were actively encouraging your development. Indeed, as the raison d'etre for siting the 
development between Milton and Blisworth is access to the rail network, if Network Rail do not support the development or cannot guarantee access to the main line, then the development must be totally rejected. 

Mr Digby, while advocating close proximity to the rail links, admitted alternative locations had not been considered. Land North of DIRFT is also close to the main line, and the Northampton loop line would be an alternative there as well – 
as would be many other locations adjacent to mainline rail access. His comment that I should tell him of alternative sites was frankly fatuous. Ashfield are the prospective developers and you should have done evaluations of alternative 
sites – not ask a lay person like myself to come up with something. Mr Digby's comment showed me that alternatives hadn't been considered and this reinforces my conviction that the proposals are opportunist and ill-considered. 

As DIRFT has many years of growth and expansion ahead, the case for an additional 8 million square feet of warehousing has not been made by Ashfield. 

Ashfield's transport consultant tried to explain what “might” happen if the development were to be approved. His assertion that “road traffic would be no worse than it is now – not any better but no worse” is fantasy. He could not explain 
why it would be no worse and frankly I cannot begin to calculate how many HGV movements would be generated from the warehousing you want to build. I suppose that if HGVs might be able to fly in the near future then the roads would 
not be adversely affected but that is as much a fantasy as is his assurance. 

The proposed site appears to have to be bisected by the Blisworth/Milton roadmeaning there would be two separate sites – linked, I was told, by a vehicle underpass to keep HGVs away from this road. However I also understood that car 
parking off this minor road would be available for the “local” workforce. Increased HGV and other workers' traffic through local roads is both a danger and a certainty. The local community have first-hand experience of HGVs finding rat-
runs and not sticking to prescribed routes. It would easy to exit the site South onto the A43 dual carriageway then double back through the two villages to access the A45 East as quickly as possible. Your consultant's claim that transport 
managers would monitor their drivers is naive. Under pressure, their need to get goods to their destinations in the quickest time and most efficient way is paramount in their eyes. 

In short therefore, as I said at the start of the letter, I object strongly to your proposals. They are speculative, ill-researched and are not justified by demand from future users nor are they an appropriate development in a rural area on the 
doorstep of two villages. The villages are closely linked through history and this development would destroy the local environment. 

Annex AR (Feedback number: 136 – Further comments)  

Dear Sirs, I wish to register my objections to the above proposed development. It is very clear that there is no strategic need for such a development at this time and furthermore, if it were established that there was, it is clear that the 
proposal to site it at a prime rural location, between two attractive and historical villages, in Northamptonshire is entirely misconceived. The photo below shows the proposed site (taken from the foot bridge over the Rail Rail Line). It can 
be seen that this is a glorious part of rural central England. This proposed site is only 18 miles from the Daventry International Rail Freight Terminal (DIRFT). In July 2014 DoT consent was granted for the third phase of that development. 
DIRFT III will provide for a further 8 million sq. foot of rail distribution space, adjacent to M1 (Jct 18) and 4 miles from M1/M6/A14. It will accomodate 32 freight trains per day (although it is clearly established that it is doubtful the current 
main line service - the same as the proposed line with Rail Central - can accommodate such traffic levels). The total site of DIRFT, once completed will extend to 1280 acres. The new extension is expected to employ a further 9000 
people. There are very many more appropriate potential sites, should, at some time in the future, it be shown that there is a strategic need - surely after the development of DIRFT III (not yet started) such as the existing development 
adjacent to Junction 13 M1 - the old Ridgmont Brickworks site and adjacent to the London Midland Bletchley to Bedford line. This site where, inter alia, Amazon warehouses are sited, has already the benefit of the A507 Relief Road built 
to divert heavy traffic from surrounding villages. It is only 21 miles from the site of the current proposal. The surrounding villages to Rail Central, already struggling to cope with heavy traffic demands, with the resulant deleterious effect on 
the community and on a considerable number of historic listed buildings on the main road (such as my 17th century property) would be devastated by the proposed development. Whilst, inevitably, accusations of NIMBYism may be 
levelled, this really is a thoroughly misconceived plan that should not find any support from the Government.  

Annex AS (Feedback number: 137 – Further comments)  

For the attention of Rail Central/Ashfield Land 

I am writing in response to the recent Rail central consultation although finding the revised plans online was not particularly easy. I received a letter stating they were available on the website but with no indication where on the website. I 
did eventually find them under Project library but it would have been much easier if this had been stated in the consultation letter. 

Despite this being the second iteration of plans they still state they are not fixed or complete. I understand the need for consultation and that you are inviting feedback but my feeling is that this drawn out drip feeding process will 
eventually lead to people not bothering to read revised plans because they still don't  fully answer their concerns - this will lead to the consultation being very ineffective. 

The plans clearly show the development in the middle of a conservation area so I would have expected additional care in the planning to ensure this huge development is hidden from view when within the conservation area...but this 
doesn't seem to be the case. 

The illustrative landscape sections show structured planting  but mostly this does nothing to fully hide the development. Even after 15 years growth the line of sight will still be blighted by the height of the warehouses. There is no 
reference to what the structured planting would actually be. Will it be ever green? If not then it will do even less to hide any of the development during the winter months. 

The 'scheme in it's landscape' visuals seem to have been added with very little thought as to how the development could be screened. The majority state that (and i paraphrase) it's pretty hard to hide something this big so maybe we can 
just paint it green. You also state 'We would welcome your comments on building materials and colour palletes'. During the consultation in April I spoke to number of your employed experts who assured me they were working on how to 
ensure the current area would not be impacted visually. If the experts haven't come up with ideas of how to screen the development then I don't believe there is any way to minimise the impact. There are no visualisations of how the 
cranes will look from any view point - this needs to be added as they are significantly higher than the warehouses and there is nothing in the consultation which allows the public to understand their impact. 

It is pleasing to see that the new plans show that the main access will be via the A43 and not via the Northampton road but there is still no explanation of what constitutes emergency access. It needs to be specifically stated that there will 
be no access via the Northampton road and no future planning requests will be made to request full access from Northampton Road. 
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There is nothing in the new consultation about light and noise pollution therefore as a whole the consultation remains inadequate at providing all of the details that local people need to understand the full impact of the development. In fact 
nothing in the revised consultation has led me to believe this development would not have a significant impact on the local community therefore I remain of the opinion that the location right next to residential properties is not appropriate. 

Annex AT (Feedback number: 138 – Further comments)  

Dear Sirs, 

Re: Rail Central Consultation 

Under the terms of the consolation process, we must express our dissatisfaction with the consultation & information received. 

Details sent to our home address have been very vague & the exhibition at the village hall on the 20th May was lacking in any detail 

We believe that the whole concept of the project in its proposed location is simply wrong. 

Urbanising in excess of 200 hectares of land between two picturesque villages, which date back to the doomsday period ,with such a vast,, noisy, polluting industrial operation is wholly inappropriate.  

We fail to see the necessity for such a development within this location based on current facilities in nearby DIRFT  & current developments approved adjacent to East Midlands Airport. 

In our opinion ,no information received to date justifies the development. 

Our property backs directly onto the proposed area for development. We have had  no contact directly from the developer at all. We received a very sketchy letter from King West estate agents which requested  us to contact them.This 
seemed nothing more than a' box ticking' exercise. Having contacted them , i still haven’t had notice of a meeting. 

Even out of common courtesy, we would have expected to see someone directly from the developer to discuss the proposals. We can’t help but think that the developer has no interest in local opinion. 

We look forward to meeting the developers directly , to explain  the potential impact it could have on our lives in the future.? 

We moved to the village just under 10 years ago , with the view that we were in a village environment surrounded by fields & farmland. & settle here for the rest of our lives. 

This is what we wanted, and what we expected. 

We totally understand that development & change will happen in the county, however in our opinion , this proposal is totally unnecessary, unjustified and inappropriate.  

If justification means an existing railway line near an A road , then the whole country would be over run by warehousing. 

We have attached photographs detailing the current view from the rear of our garden taken earlier this year. As you can see we have unobstructed views for miles. this is how we expect it to remain. 

We sincerely hope that this development does not go ahead and our lives not ruined by such an enormous scheme. 

Annex AU (Feedback number: 139 – Further comments)  

Dear Sirs 

I am writing to object to the proposed Rail Freight Interchange between Blisworth and Milton Malsor. 

Our villages are rural and peaceful offering community interaction for all residents.  The proposed development will wreck a huge number of amenities for us. 

•         Our clean countryside air quality will be destroyed by the constant barrage of diesel fumes 

•         Our peaceful recreation will be overshadowed by enormous cranes and huge arc lights operating all night  

•         Noise levels and light pollution will transform the village into an industrial adjunct 

•         8,000 workers arriving and leaving by car will hugely increase local traffic, causing danger to pedestrians on the already narrow pavements and chaos on the roads 

•         Further erosion of agricultural land means more food has to be imported into the country, making Britain less self-sufficient 

•         The constant frenetic activity and loss of amenity is likely to lead to increased levels of disease and mental illness in the local population 

•         England’s ‘green and pleasant’ land becomes a lorry park 
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With a huge and still developing rail interchange just a few miles further up the M1 it seems unnecessary to bring an additional site on-stream when the demand is not proven. I have not seen any rail traffic predictions for the centre of the 
country which provide justification for this facility. Surely it would be more sensible transport policy to build interchanges close to industrial hubs such as Birmingham, Manchester, Liverpool and London.  

Rail cannot deliver cargo to its final destination – how can it be the answer? 

On the above grounds I urge you to reconsider the site for your proposal. 

Annex AW (Feedback number: 144 – Further comments)  

We are residents of Blisworth and have attended your exhibitions. 

Along with most of the village residents of Blisworth and Milton Malsor we feel the lack of explanation and clarification has been poor and most questions and concerns posed were unanswered or lacked knowledge, some of which were 
contradictory. The issue of traffic and lack of adequate proposals for road use, an issue at the heart of concerns, has not been adequately addressed. Air pollution, noise levels, ecology, archaeology, flood surveys, transport assessments 
all lacking.  Promises of more information has not comforted or validated this unnecessary, unsuitable Rail Freight Interchange proposal. 

We acknowledge this area has the West Coast mainline that meets the Northampton Loop line but we have not had the assurances of Network Rail to say that they have the capacity or the resources to meet the needs of the proposal.  
We do hope that the Secretary of State does not give the go ahead before Network Rail meets the necessary requirements, as has happened on some applications for this type of Rail Interchange.  The outcome of this has resulted in the 
development of extremely large logistics ( warehouse) hubs that do not fulfil the criteria. 

The visualisations presented via email (the scale being far too small) to the Residents of the villages have been an attempt to prettify the proposals - this is manipulative and mendacious.   They in no way begin to show the true 
proportions, height and impact.  This is an unfair and dishonest attempt to allay fears. 

You have stated that in your documents that the villages of Milton Malsor and Blisworth are going to be one of the most important considerations to you in your development of the scheme.  We have yet to see evidence of this. 

Annex AX (Feedback number: 145 – Further comments)  

COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSED RAIL FREIGHT INTERCHANGE BETWEEN BLISWORTH AND MILTON MALSOR 

We wish to make the following comments on your proposals: 

• The linear plans so far submitted do not in any way show the true impact of the warehouses in terms of size and substance relative to the surrounding beautiful countryside.  A proper 3D plan would show the full impact. 

• South Northamptonshire has very low unemployment so where do you suppose the majority of the 8,000 workers would be living. 

• Should the workers live further afield there would be an additional strain on the surrounding roads on top of the inevitable increase in freight traffic from your proposals.  Currently the roads in the village of Blisworth become grid locked 
every time there are problems on the M1. 

• How do you think your proposals with impact on the Northampton Road, our only direct route into Northampton and Towcester.  The A43 is very congested at peak times now without the additional transport your proposals will produce. 

• Should either the A43 or M1 be blocked how will the numerous HGVs enter and leave the site with only one entrance.   

• Your proposals affect housing very close to your site and we really think that this site is totally inappropriate for the type of operation you are proposing, particularly in relation to light and noise pollution. 

• Recent studies have shown that air quality is damaged by diesel fumes and your operation will increase this effect considerably in the area. 

• We have attended two consultation events and an open meeting at the start of the process and many of our and other residents’ queries and comments have not been adequately answered.  The consultants at the consultation events 
were quick to say that whatever was asked of them was not their area of expertise.  They seemed to be contracted just for the events and did not have a thorough knowledge of the project.  This left one with the impression that the whole 
proposal was badly thought through. 

Annex AY (Feedback number: 147 – Further comments)  

I wanted to register my concerns over the proposed plans for the SRFI in Northamptonshire near the junction of the west coat mainline and the Northampton loop. 

My first comment is that's rail central have made it particularly difficult to find the plans online. They were of course there but rather well hidden don't you think? Maybe the act of someone who had something to hide? 

Anyway I have several comments on the plans themselves... 

1. I see you have commissioned 'experts' to minimise the visual impact of the development. The images presented show the warehousing is still ridiculously visible form all angles even after 15 years of growth (worth saying again 15 
whole years - that's around 20% of my whole life expectancy). Either they are not very expert or these units are just so big they simply cannot be hidden with the geography involved. In my opinion the plan to reduce the visual impact of 
the units is wholly inadequate and needs to be revisited. 
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2. None of the artist impressions include the giant cranes that are likely to visible for many miles around given their great height (this site is a natural bowl meaning anything that tall will be very visible for miles around) 3. No information is 
provided on the likely noise, air and light pollution meaning I see this plan is incomplete. More information please!  I live close to the northern perimeter of the site meaning I am upwind (on a normal day) and will likely suffer from all of the 
above. 

4. The development proposed is excessive. I see how the warehousing close to where the trains are loaded/unloaded is an SRFI but the warehouses out towards the A43 are just warehouses. Why not relocate these somewhere else? 

5. I am concerned by the wildlife that will be destroyed on a site of this scale 6. The proposal only talks about the economic benefits of SRFI but doesn't talk about the economic and societal cost of destroying that much farmland.  

7. I am opposed to the idea of the ponds on the northern edge of the development (near my house) because they prevent the creation of a large bank. I would like to see banking on the northern perimeter to a comparable height to the 
warehousing itself. High banking will obscure the view of the warehousing and reduce noise, air and light pollution. 

8. I have concerns over the traffic that will be created during the construction phase, my understanding is that will take many years to build but no information is provided on how the heavy machinery will get to the site. Similarly no 
information is provided on the noise air and light pollution that will be created in this period. I am especially concerned the air pollution will affect the health of my children and myself. 

Over and above the plans proposed I still have a number of other reservations around the rationale for the whole development: 

1. The west coast mainline is almost full. Destroying this countryside for a small number of trains each day just doesn't make sense 2. We have DIRFT a few miles up the road which is not yet at capacity. The benefits of an SRFI are to 
serve local companies but any local companies can use DIRFT. Reports in the public domain say the real need for an SRFI is to serve the needs of London. This proposal just doesn't, London is too far away 3. This is on land not 
designated for development the local planning authorities 

I look forward to understanding whether you have taken any notice of my opinions and recommendations or not!  If a representative of rail central would like me to speak to me about any of the concerns raised then I will more more than 
happy to make myself available. 

Annex AZ (Feedback number: 148 – Further comments)  

Dear Sir/Madam, 

You have requested comment on the proposed development visualisations for the proposed rail freight development at Blisworth. Whilst any detail is of interest I find that,as with previous communications there is both a lack of clarity in 
the information provided (some of which is hardly legible) and a series of representations that are clearly intended to present a view of minimal visual impact. Missing cranes, hedgerow views with a distant image of infrastructure etc all 
too  readily reflect the dismissive tone of the 'consultation ' process so far and reinforces the view that Ashfield Land are not being transparent in their approach to this proposal. 

As the visualisation are an important part of the consultation it is disappointing that there is still much to question in the document. 

Noting the statement that development to the West of the A43 is no longer in the proposal it is anomalous to then discuss the access to the site via a Western exit. Crossing this major road would appear to require significant infrastructure 
at considerable height (no details provided) which would impact heavily upon the extant Conservation area visually and in terms of noise and light and area of operation. This apparent lack of concern for the unique nature and protected 
status of the site has been a feature of the proposals to date. Similarly no assurances are forthcoming upon future development intentions for this area noting that Ashfield are the owners of land and property in this area and evidence to 
date is that maintenance standards are woeful.   

I also wish to take this opportunity to reflect upon the lamentable standard of the consultation activities so far. Whilst no doubt this visualisation document  will be cited by you as further evidence of a robust consultation, the quality of the 
events and documentation provided has been less than required and reinforced an atmosphere of distrust.  An inability or unwillingness to discuss issues that are important to the population, and to demonstrate they have been 
considered carefully, diminishes the validity of the consultation activities which are an important safeguard under the strategic planning process. Similarly presentation of partial documentation ( I hesitate to use the word spin) of which 
these visualisations are a prime example diminishes the standing of the consultations conducted so far.    

Annex BA (Feedback number: 149 – Further comments) 

Good evening, 

In response to the communications sent to my home address and the public exhibition held in the village hall by Rail Central, I wish to provide feedback. 

At the village hall, Milton Malsor, Rail Central representatives were unable to answer our questions about the amount of lorries and freight added to road traffic on local roads, about perspective new housing and even told myself that 
there will be trees and hedges to cover the horrid viewing potential (considering buildings are proposed to be as high as a crane, I don't think hedging and trees will cut it somewhat).  

I am also unable to read the new visual material on the Rail Central website due to its miniature scale which causes me some concern. 

We are also concerned about the facility operating with one single point of access and that further access would be required at a later date. Ashfield Land cannot confirm or deny what this means for us as Milton Malsor residents. 

The same applies for what additional noise and light, traffic will residents face? How will my local footpaths and scenic walking routes taken with my young family be affected? The Rambler's Association seem to have been consulted but 
not those who live in the village. Are these footpaths planned to be moved? Are traffic lights being added? 

This village is where our family moved for a quieter taste of country life with a toddler and one baby on the way ready to set up family life in the village with fresh air, less traffic, good school and a community feel. At the moment, we 
cannot move on with our lives until we can understand more about the proposed development, the details we feel, just aren't there. 
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Annex BB (Feedback number: 150 – Further comments)  

Dear Mr Digby 

Thank you for your letter dated 24 August inviting our comments on the Illustrations and visualisations that are available now on your  

Website. We should like to offer the following comments: 

• In general the visualisations you have provided confirm our worst fears about the proposals for a SRFI in this location. It is an eyesore. We  have also concluded that Railcentral is purposely down playing the degree of visual impact that 
the facility would have. 

• It appears that you have chosen view sights that are designed to minimise the overall impression and height of the facilities.  

• You have indicated 13 viewpoints but only provided visualisations for 6 of them. 

• No visualisation is provided on the impact to the conservation area at Gayton Junction on the canal. Indeed looking at what you have provided, the impression is that there are no roads whatever leading to and from the site. In fact there 
would be a motorway style, fully graded junction overlooking this area. 

• By far the tallest structure within the proposals is the gantry crane and associated stacks of containers; yet hardly a single one of your visualisations shows this structure at all. 

• There is no visualisation of the impact from the nearest domestic dwellings (the Railway Cottages). 

We also note that in the latest version of the proposals, no development is now proposed for the land to the west of the A43. This misses the fact that a new slip road and elevated junction would be built. Also, are Rail Central now saying 
that they will never develop this site (next to the Conservation Area) or just not at the moment? 

Far from being reassured by your latest plans,we are now even more opposed to the development. Our opposition is intensified by the impression we now have, that you are deliberately underplaying the impact of the proposals when 
carrying out your mandatory public consultation. 

Annex BC (Feedback number: 152 – Further comments)  

Issues around the proposed Rail Freight Interchange 

• Getting on and off the A43 is difficult enough now without additional traffic. 

• 8000 employees with families(X 4) =32,000 new patients for doctors surgeries. 

• 24/7 operations means a 4 crew system so parking for transition shifts will involve 2000 X 2 = 4000 car parking spaces at shift changeovers. 

• Park and Ride doesn’t work well, check out 6 fields in Northampton. 

• Diesel pollutants are now a proven poison. 

• How will agricultural crops and livestock be affected? 

• Has Brexit been built into the calculations? 

• Canal Trips from Blisworth Arm towards Weedon is an area of natural beauty. 

• Radon Gas is prevalent in this area, what are the plans to deal with this? 

Annex BD (Feedback number: 153 – Further comments)  

Dear Rail Central, 

I am writing to comment on your proposals to date for the Rail Central project. 

Firstly, I would like to comment that as a businessperson myself, I am not against development in general. I believe local development can add value to local communities, and any that also can help wider issues such as carbon saving 
and the like, then I am supportive in principle. However, my objections to your proposals are based around the scale and the associated to local communities. I consider the ‘consultation’ process so far to have been poor in answering 
specific queries. I appreciate that you started the process earlier than obliged, but in turn, having non-committal responses, and then paperwork circulated to say you have been “in consultation”, I haven’t found to be satisfactory. 

Here are the thoughts and issues I have, none of which could be answered properly during the various face-to –face conversations: 
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1. At the macro scale, the site and associated development is huge compared to the surrounding villages. If it proceeds, whilst there is talk of measures to mitigate disruption, the fact remains that they will not allow for full normal rural life 
for the villagers, and the local community benefits will be ruined. Putting it simply the area will switch from being a rural area of natural beauty with individual community identities, will switch to being a single industrial site, with no heart. 

2. Visual, noise and light pollution, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week will destroy our way of life.  I understand that the planned freight trains will run throughout the night. I appreciate tests will be done of the site to see the enhanced noise 
levels to then see how these can be mitigated however your consultant was unable to answer 3 key points: 

o As I understand it the noise being measured at key points on the site. What about off the site. You can hear rail traffic way before it reaches the proposed area. On a clear night the noise is extremely prominent, especially from the noisy 
freight trains. 

o At the moment, the noise is consistent for a short time only, and of trains in motion. With the new development, the trains will be slowing down/speeding up to approach/depart the site. This is much noisier, and will start outside the 
proposed site point… 

o Who will take responsibility for trains not having squeaky brakes and the like – this surely is not going to be something Ashfield Land will be taking responsibility for, but will be an ongoing impact for local people, trying to sleep. 

3. I believe that there will be an impact on local wildlife that can never be mitigated. There are a number of conservation areas in the immediate locale. Whilst I am sure that this project will physically avoid it, I cannot believe there will not 
be an impact from the proximity and effects of the project on these areas.  

4. I remain wholly unconvinced that the highways ideas will cope with the additional traffic by the constant flow of lorries, and the large shift change staff traffic. Having seen what occurs at the local Brackmills estate, which was also 
“purpose built” there is chaos and congestion at key times of the day.  

o The reality is that on a day-to-day basis people will do whatever to get to meetings/place of work on time in the fastest and most convenient way available on the day. If there is a problem on the designated planned routes, there will be 
no hesitation to use local routes to achieve the end goal. This will dramatically increase local traffic in our small village. Many children, including ours walk to local schools and cross over the minor village roads. There will therefore not 
only be an increase in noise and poor air quality, but increased risk to local people. 

o As we see already on the M1, the increase of lorries will forces existing traffic into one lane. There is a lack of visibility and enhanced danger on the roads as a result. This is exacerbated by the number of foreign trucks where drivers 
are on the left hand side. I recognise that these problems and dangers are part of the rationale behind moving freight to rail, and there may well be an overall reduction in lorry movements nationally (which equally I am not convinced of), 
but the point is that your plans will move these dangers away from motorways to a local area. 

5. Following on, the rationale behind this commercial development is the benefits of being an SRFI status. I cannot see any kind of solid provable research-based argument in any of the paperwork provided so far. As a layman, it appears 
that it simply is a massive warehouse site, where the rail connection is being used for only a small proportion of the freight. As a commercially minded person myself, I believe that the SRFI status part is a marketing veil of an 
opportunistic opportunity offered by the current Government policy to reduce traffic on the roads. I am a realist in that this policy is going to be a disruptive policy for long term gain, but I remain unconvinced that your proposal will offer any 
kind of true benefit to this policy. The economic case and business model must be convincing – it is minimal so far. 

6. I cannot see how you can “hide” the warehouses and cranes. Your ecological consultant was wholly unconvincing with her thoughts to the bunding an tree planting proposals. We were shown photos of existing situations elsewhere that 
still clearly showed the warehouses, and bearing in mind this was the opportunity for you to show off your best, I am now completely unconvinced of the end result, especially with the close proximity of the housing.  When asked about 
how mature the trees were in the images, I was told the images were based on growth over 15 years. I did not get any kind of proper answer when I asked what was going to be done for the 15 years from planting to full growth benefit. 15 
years may be a short term in a long term strategic commercial plan, but that is the equivalent to a full stage in our family life, of bringing up our children! 

o I have subsequently seen the document on your website, showing views and projections. In most cases there appears to be little major difference between the year 1 and year 15 results, and not a single one actually hides the units, 
they simply block out some of the views of the walls.  

o There is not an illustration offered from all the viewpoints , just selected ones 

o The views that are shown are ones are all in one direction only. For example, how will the rail depot look from any of the viewpoints, eg your viewpoint 1?  

7. I would like to see more transparency from the result from the consideration of the Alternative Sites. As a developer that has options and maybe even owns the land in the first place, I question the desire to find alternative sites, 
compare to one that is already available to the developer.  

In summary, I cannot be completely objective to this proposal, as there will always be an element of NIMBY. However, I really feel as this is a massive scale punt at a purely commercial proposal, with the SRFI part  of a smokescreen to 
avoid local planning input and to ride on government policy. The true benefits will be felt by the shareholders rather than the nation. I don’t blame developers for this, but I find the scale utterly inappropriate, and the justification 
propaganda offensive, and unconvincing. The fact is that local communities are deemed as sacrificial in this commercial endeavour, and there will be thousands of lives detrimentally affected indefinitely as a result.  

I therefore formally am objecting to your plans. 

Annex BE (Feedback number: 154 – Further comments)  

Please find following communication from ourselves, local residents of Blisworth village regarding the proposed above development. 

Having moved to rugby in Warwickshire in 1977 and enjoying the rural market town, we were appalled at the announcement of the proposed DIRFT development. As you are aware, it did get passed and the development went ahead. 
The impact it had on our local countryside surrounding rugby and the effect on the local communities of crick and kilsby has been devastating. On travelling to rugby leaving junction 18 of the m1, follows a continuous development of total 
destruction of the countryside and environment. And yet it continues onto DIRFT 3, some 20 miles away from the proposed development at Blisworth and Milton malsor. This brings us to the matter of the totally inadequate community 
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consultation, provided by yourselves, in providing  local people with the true perspective of the visual and environmental impact this development will have on our village doorsteps and that of the surrounding villages. Maybe you could 
have provided local people with transport to go on a 'coach trip' over a random 24hour period to spend time in the DIRFT development to experience what our future holds. 

The main roads through Blisworth are in a conservation area with many grade 2 listed properties. The impact on these buildings alone from the increase in construction traffic, pollution, heavy goods vehicles, delivery vans, staff getting 
lost, traffic being diverted through accidents on the m1 and a43 beggars belief. How can our heritage be protected if this is allowed to happen? We are lucky enough to live in one of the grade 2 listed properties in the village of Blisworth, 
yet we are unable to gain planning permission to replace single glazed Windows for double glazed units to offset the current noise levels. We dread to even imagine how we will cope with the impact this potential development will have on 
our lives given that our windows rattle now when lorries go thundering past our home, and this will increase to a 24 / 7 days a week experience in real life terms. 

We have seen no mention of conservation and grade 2 listed properties being monitored for detrimental impact or risk and to what end the company would do to reduce this risk.  

It is interesting to note that villages with conservation areas within south Northants district, actually surround the entire proposed development site!!! 

Everyone of these villages will be impacted upon by this development in a most destructive manner. These conservation areas are a precious and non renewable resource which enhances the quality of all, not just local residents. We 
have many tourists, stopping a while to stand and stare, to enjoy the ambience and to collect thoughts of our beautiful heritage. To stand a while , to take photographs, to show to friends and to encourage and recommend our historic little 
piece of England. It is interesting reading policy EV11(sncc), planning permission will not be granted to any development proposal outside a conservation area which have an adverse effect on the setting of the conservation area or any 
views into or out of the area. BLISWORTH AND MILTON MALSOR AND SURROUNDING VILLAGES? 

You have stated that access to the proposed development will only be accessed from the a43, can you categorically state that if there is congestion or a serious incident on the a43 that access and egress will not take place on the 
Northampton road, via Blisworth and Milton malsor. If and when this development did take place, can you state that access to the eastern side of the Northampton road (past what is currently manor farm) will not be accessed from the 
Northampton road whilst being developed and in use will be accessed from the a43 at all times. 

If you can not state that access shall only be from the a43, then the amount of additional traffic through Blisworth will be detrimental, untenable and the end of our village and countryside as we know it. 

We are currently enjoying a happy, healthy retirement having moved to Blisworth in 2009 with this intention. We enjoy our countryside walks, the grand Union canal, the bridle ways and public footpaths which we access whichever road 
we take out of the village. Alas this will be no more if the above proposal goes ahead. We don't want to walk through a DIRFT lookalike. We enjoy our allotment and all our produce, we want this to continue without being on the edge of 
this proposed development and all that it will bring with it. We want to protect our home, our village and want it to remain as it is for generations to come and to not be swallowed up by a large, ugly, environmentally unfriendly 
development. 

Annex BF (Feedback number: 155 – Further comments)  

Dear Sir, Proposed Rail Freight Interchange between Blisworth and Milton Malsor My wife and I write to object, in the strongest possible terms, to this proposed development. It is entirely inappropriate to squeeze 8 million square feet of 
industrial units between the two villages. If nothing else, purely for landscaping reasons, this is simply in the wrong place and no mitigation of that fact is possible. Inadequate responses have also been made regarding the use of the 
Northampton Road as an 'emergency' route which would involve traffic travelling through the villages and past the Blisworth school. We consider that it would not be possible to satisfactorily resolve this matter. We also feel that this 
proposal is being used as an opportunistic way of circumventing planning regulations. 

Annex BG (Feedback number: 157 – Further comments)  

We live on the corner of Towcester Road and Gayton Road and will therefore be directly affected by the proposals should they go ahead. The consultation process has not enabled residents to fully explore these effects as no one seems 
able to provide clear answers. There has been communication from yourselves granted, however this has largely been repetitive and non committal. The offer was given at the start of the process to meet with someone from rail central 
however after hearing from our neighbours that once again they were unable to give any answers we decided not to take up the offer. 

What we need as some of the residents who will be most affected due to the proximity of the development is not only how the development will look but also the effect of increased traffic flow and what this will mean to our 5 children and 
their ability to move safely around our village. We need to know how this will effect the price of our house both now and in the future as no one in their right mind would be prepared to pay the market value if we wanted to sell either now 
or at any stage in the next 10 years. I would go so far as to speculate that even if your development does not go ahead value has been wiped off our property just from the sheer threat that it could happen. 

Residents most closely affected should have been spoken to face to face and shown exactly how the development would look from their houses and what the noise impact could be. A drawing showing a strategically placed bund and a 
few shrubs and water features (don't forget the obligatory footpath to keep dog walkers happy) isn't enough. A photo showing what the development would look like at the various stages only goes to show how awful it would look and 
again gives no indication of the strain on the roads and the increased noise and light pollution!  

We moved to Milton Malsor to be in a village, we didn't move to be sat on the edge of a massive poorly thought out 24 hour rail freight operation. 

It may seem nothing to those sitting in an office who plan and draw and decide this is a good place to do this, to us though who live in and love our village it is a massive massive thing which could affect everything for ourselves and our 
children. 

Annex BH (Feedback number: 159 – Further comments) 

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen 

A nightmare  
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Rail Central has been a nightmare since the start, late in 2015. It seems they don’t know what they are doing all of the time and their so-called ‘Consultation’ has been a complete farce from the outset. It has been misleading, inadequate 
and lacking in essential detail, with most of their staff lacking knowledge of the proposal, for example in terms of building height.  

Short on information  

Our house overlooks the site but we know very little about what is planned and how close it will come to our house and garden. Since the wind direction most of the time is from the south west, any traffic fumes from the site will inevitably 
affect, in particular, our village, but not only our village – Collingtree will be affected as well, and so will the proposed additional housing development of c. 1,000 houses in East Hunsbury, in what is already a very large residential area.  

There are already plans to widen the M1 to so-called hard shoulder running, causing more traffic fumes for residents of Collingtree and East Hunbury. We understand that people in the area are already badly affected by fumes.  

Literature provided has been lacking in detail. Vehicles using the site will probably be diesel based.  

Visual material – not visual at all  

This, ‘updated illustrative plans’ and ‘new visual material’ must be unique in so far as it is anything but what we expected – very difficult to view on computer screens and exceptionally absolutely awful.  

I saw awful in the sense that it doesn’t really tell us anything at all. Where are the three dimensional drawings? There aren’t any so far as I can see. It is totally unacceptable.  

Ignorant staff  

My wife and I attended two of the so-called consultation meetings, but learnt nothing on top of what we already knew. The meeting in Collingtree seemed to be staffed full of people who did not know much about the proposals and we 
learnt nothing.  

Annex BI (Feedback number: 160 – Further comments)  

We refer to your circular of 2nd August 2016 advising of the above community consultation, relating to the proposed strategic rail freight interchange (SRFI), to be constructed on land in open countryside in the parish of Milton Malsor. It is 
disgraceful that you total ignore that this proposal is contrary to the West Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy adopted in December 2014. 

Due to the small size of print, the detail of your illustrative masterplan and visuals posted on your website appear devoid, as far as I can see of any measurements to the height and dimensions of the buildings you are proposing to 
construct.  

Without this information, and besides not being able to read through the content properly, we are unable to form any rational conclusion. So therefore, I consider, this community consultation serves no useful purpose at all, which is most 
unsatisfactory. 

It simply beggars belief, you chose to rely on your website, and a disc for public viewing in various locations, as the only way and means of carrying out this community consultation. With no opportunity to ask questions, and have a 
sensible dialogue with yourselves is unacceptable. Not only is this very unprofessional on your part, this is not what a thorough and meaningful community consultation is all about.  

What is required in terms of a thorough and meaningful community consultation, is a series of public exhibitions held in Milton Malsor, with display boards, clearly showing all the relevant information, including the height and dimensions 
of the buildings, the increased volume of traffic on the roads, the environmental bundingprotections, and so forth. It`s also critically important that these public exhibitions are staffed with people who have expertise in their subject area, 
know what they are talking about, and are able provide satisfactory answers to the fundamental questions being asked. 

What is not required, is a repeat of the scenario of the one public exhibition you held in the village hall in Milton Malsor on Friday 20th May 2016. Our visit to this exhibition also served no useful purpose, due to the lack of detail displayed 
of the proposed development, as well as being "fobbed off" by those staffing the exhibition, with the stock answer to my questions "it`s still early days".  

Organising only one exhibition in Milton Malsor between 12pm - 8.00pm on Friday 20th May, is simply ludicrous, as most of the development proposed will be within Milton Malsor Parish, where residents will be directly affected by your 
proposals. Furthermore, the exhibition was of little use due to the scheme proposals being subject to numerous revisions. The final proposals are unlikely to reflect what was displayed on the 20th May. 

Besides which, many residents were unable to attend on that day, due to work commitments etc. It also, beggars belief, why you organised at the expense of Milton Malsor, seven public exhibitions, held between 28th April and 21st May 
2016, four in Blisworth, with one each in Collingtree, Roade and Towcester. 

It`s clearly apparent you have a lot to learn about meaningful community consultation. 

Annex BJ (Feedback number: 161 – Further comments)  

I write with reference to the Rail Central Community Consultation. 

Your circular of 2nd August 2016 was totally inadequate in its effort  to advise of the above community consultation, relating to the proposed strategic rail freight interchange (SRFI), to be constructed on land in open countryside in the 
parish of Milton Malsor. Furthermore, this proposal is in contrary to the West Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy adopted in December 2014. 

The detail of this "Phase One Consultation" is nothing more than a glamorous marketing exercise as a front in an effort to demonstrate Community Consultation. There is in fact no detail yet with respect to actual real height and size of 
buildings, merely speculations.  This has also been the case in the one and only half-day exhibition held in Milton Malsor when your representatives were unable to answer any technical questions. 
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The website and its content does not give the community the information it needs to form specific feedback. There are links on the website that simply take you back to the start(?) and vague references such as "not all land within 
boundary will be part of scheme" which could be seen as very misleading to some- i.e "not to worry- it isn't going to be that big" or "at least it isn't all of our countryside and views". If this proposal goes ahead we all know very well that it 
will be the end of that entire are within the red dotted line for anything other than the Rail Freight Interchange Site. 

The glossy brochures simply list bullet points of your activities to date (no doubt in a effort to demonstrate compliance with government guidelines on such proposed developments). 

There has been no consideration taken for the considerable impact it will have on our direct community in Milton Malsor and our neighbouring villages and communities. The environmental impact will be huge; noise pollution from 
vehicular movement- the very thing that the whole proposal is supposed to be reducing by moving freight from road to rail will in fact be the opposite for this entire area with increased heavy goods vehicle traffic from the A43 directly 
alongside Milton Malsor. The entire community of Milton Malsor will be affected (much of which is in a Conservation Area), in the very least by the points as above but also property values. No mention of compensation has been put 
forward. How is any of this community consultation? 

There will of course be some who are in favour- the land owners who will be selling their land to make way for this immense blot on a rural community; but of course you would have their support as they would be selling up, be taking their 
"compensation" with them and will not to suffer the consequences of your actions. 

The website is also not necessarily available to all in the local community. There are many in our communities who simply do not use the internet and therefore will effectively not be involved in the "community consultation". It is 
outrageous that you chose to rely on your website, and a single public viewing on one half day in our village and other various locations, as the only way and means of carrying out this community consultation. I say again there has been 
no opportunity to ask detailed questions, and have a sensible dialogue with yourselves. This is very unprofessional on your part, this is not what a thorough and meaningful community consultation is all about and just reeks of "well we 
offered all the information to all the local communities and gave them the opportunity to express their views but the response was low". 

If there isn't going to be a meaningful community consultation taking into account the direct impact on this (Milton Malsor) and surrounding communities then what is the point of your actions. 

I summarise by saying I am NOT in favour of this proposal, it will destroy the local and surrounding communities which have been established for centuries (village of MIlton Malsor is evident in the Domesday Book 1086, Blisworth village 
dates back many centuries, Gayton dates back to the 12th century). The Community Consultation you refer to is totally inadequate. 

I shall enclose a copy of this email to my local MP. 

Annex BL (Feedback number: 167 – Further comments)  

To whom it may concern, I would ask that you would read this letter and that you would give the contents unbiased reflection. In the midst of power and politics it is easy for the voice of the 'ordinary' person to be lost or simply dismissed, 
but sometimes that voice can bring a very different perspective and insight and justice asks that it be considered. My concerns are both aesthetic and practical. The heart needs of people are worth pondering. No value can be put on the 
value of place. For the people of Blisworth and Milton this is our special place and we value it, as it has been down the years and hopefully for those who come after us. People seek out and need beauty and quiet spaces. Hence the 
popularity of outings to the countryside, nature reserves, walking, country pursuits. Our villages and rural communities are part of our national heritage. Our village children sing, 'Blisworth, it's where I long to be out in the fresh air and 
country'. Simple words but life and health to the deep needs of people, which is what politics should be about. The 'practical' reasons against these plans are numerous and strong. The dispoilation of a countryside as discribed (also a 
practical reason), the loss of farmland, concrete cannot grow crops. The catastrophic effect on two large communities. The wider effects reaching towards Northampton and Towcester and surrounding area. The terrible eyesore the whole 
thing would be, the industrialization of rural land and communities. Pollution of air. Continuous noise and light. The huge increase in traffic. Imagine the log jams effecting the old A43 plus adjoining roads with just one hold up. There are 
problems too associated with 'trucking areas' attracting prostitution and crime. There are other areas more suited, but I am posing the question - 'Do we need all this anyway? The giant warehouse dominating our countryside, many of 
which stand empty? Also facilities - housing, schools, health services. Our communities cannot cope with all this and should not be asked to. Please listen to the voice of ordinary people - the people who live here and love our villages. 

Annex BM (Feedback number: 168 – Further comments)  

I am appalled at the scale of the proposed development of the land between Blisworth and Milton Malsor.   This is a rural area popular with runners, walkers (usually with dogs), cyclists passing through and many others. 

I have lived here for 33 years.   My house, in fact, is part of the buildngs of    My husband and I had the cottage enlarged and renovated prior to our moving here on his retirement.   The farm and much of the land between 
Blisworth Arm and the Northampton Road actually belonged to my son-in-law and his father before him, both of them sheep farmers.   My son-in-law sold the land when the A43 road was constructed as it was no longer viable for him. 

I can think of nothing worse than a sea of massive warehouses and industrial containers and trucks in place of the green fields and I will do all in my power to fight the planned development in its entirety. 

Annex BO (Feedback number: 172 – Further comments)  

Public Consultation – Rail Central 

I am writing to you following my recent attendance at Public Consultation events in Towcester and Milton Malsor, at which I had the opportunity to examine your company’s plans for the proposed Rail Central development.  

I am grateful to you and your consultants for answering my questions. The notes that follow are a summary of my observations on the proposal. 

I should begin by stating that I am Associate Professor of Logistics at the University of Northampton. For the purposes of this letter, however, I am writing solely as a resident and the views expressed should not be taken as necessarily 
representing the views of the University. 

I intend to summarise my concerns under five headings, namely: 

1. The interpretation of Network Rail forecasts and assumptions of demand, 
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2. The limitations of the Assessment of Alternative Sites, 

3. The immature nature of the plans put out for community consultation, 

4. Observations on the Masterplan from a resilience perspective, and 

5. Issues of wider relevance to other SRFIs 

The Interpretation of Network Rail Forecasts and Assumptions of Demand 

For many years, MDS Transmodal (MDST) has provided forecasts of rail freight volumes to Network Rail and others through the use of its proprietary Great Britain Freight Model (GBFM). However, it is important to recognise that (a) 
provision of rail-connected warehousing is an input to the GBFM, not an output from it and (b) that the forecasts are unconstrained, i.e. that they assume no restriction on train paths or availability of suitable sites. The size of each site 
identified in the freight forecasts, and their geographical distribution, are therefore assumptions made on a “build it and they will come” basis. 

MDST has made no secret of these limitations, which are also acknowledged by independent audit of the model.  

The published forecasts assume (but do not justify, for the reasons given above) that 179,000 m2 of rail-connected warehousing will be brought forward in South Northamptonshire by 2023/4, in addition to the expansion of DIRFT. This 
figure is projected to rise to 322,000 m2 by 2033/4.  

I note that your proposals are to bring forward 749,000m2, of which only approximately 210,000m2 are to be directly rail-connected. I find it difficult, therefore, to understand the scale of your proposed development unless I assume that 
the majority of tenants will have little or no demand for rail connectivity. 

I shall therefore take particular interest in the Transport Assessment, when it is available, to see whether the proposal provides sufficient reassurance that it will be a significant contributor to modal shift, and will not generate an excessive 
level of HGV traffic through the presence of a majority of road-only tenants.  

Recent studies submitted in support of the expansion of DIRFT included real-world trip generation figures which will provide a simple benchmark for the assumptions made. 

I note also that the MDST forecasts do not include any assumption relating to a site in Hinckley. This proposal represents an additional source of rail-connected space that must be netted off from the overall provision to meet market 
demand in the East Midlands. 

Your consultant swiftly dismisses Hinckley (to be brought forward by dbsymmetry later this year) as being “needed in addition to Rail Central”, but this is an over-simplification. The site in Hinckley, if consented, would represent a strong 
commercial competitor to Rail Central’s viability, offering an alternative routing to the Haven Ports and North West without the known capacity constraints of the West Coast Main Line. 

I am also aware that Roxhill is reviewing the options for their Highgate site, with the intention of bringing forward a rail connected scheme in the coming months. The development of a “sub-regional RFI” on the Highgate site was foreseen 
by ProLogis in their own Assessment of Alternative Sites that accompanied their successful application for the expansion of DIRFT. 

Should all three sites come forward, an oversupply of rail-connected space would be expected in the short to medium term. 

Assessment of Alternative Sites 

I find that the Assessment of Alternative Sites that has been prepared as part of the Preliminary Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) is limited to a very narrow area of interest, centred on the preferred site. If a development is to be of 
National Significance, should it not include all potential sites with connectivity to the markets to be served, including the ports themselves? 

Regarding the PEIR, I find the many instances in which a potential alternative site is rejected due to it being in the control of a “third-party developer” to be narrow-minded in the extreme. Again, if a development is to be of National 
Significance, do you truly believe that the nation has any interest which developer stands to benefit from it? 

London Gateway, the expansion of the Haven Ports and the planned Liverpool SuperPort provide alternative distribution models that challenge the dominance of the so-called “Golden Triangle”, centred on Leicestershire and 
Northamptonshire. 

I note that Network Rail has recently invested some £300m in upgrading the route between the Haven Ports and Nuneaton, with the intention of re-routing traffic that currently uses the North London Line and WCML. In their Statement of 
Need, Network Rail stated that 

“….the southern section of the WCML….is also approaching capacity. South of Nuneaton the West Coast Route Modernisation (WCRM) project primarily provided passenger service benefits, whereas north of Nuneaton it provided 
additional capacity for freight” 

Network Rail’s Route Utilisation Study for the West Coast Main Line identifies an additional capacity constraint North of Rugby . This constraint is due to the presence of three-line and a short section of two-line track in that location. By 
clearing the gauge from Felixstowe to Nuneaton, Network Rail is able to route freight cross-country to join the WCML above the Rugby bottleneck. 

Further constraints are identified in the Hybrid Bill for HS2 , namely the lack of sufficient locations south of Milton Keynes where fast trains could overtake slower freight services, and the design of Hanslope Junction itself, where trains are 
obliged to slow before the fast and slow lines separate. 
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The Department for Transport has identified the section of the M1 between Northampton and the Catthorpe Interchange as becoming one of the most severe points of congestion on the Strategic Road Network (SRN) by 2040 . Severe 
congestion is also forecast for the A43 near Towcester. Given the anticipated high level of HGV trip generation associated with the site, Rail Central can be expected to add to congestion on the M1, A43 and A5, exacerbating the long-
term capacity concerns on the SRN. 

Rail Central is therefore located close to known bottlenecks in both the strategic rail and road networks. Competing sites do not share the same constraints. 

Information Available during Public Consultation 

Turning to the provision of information during public consultation, I am struck by the absence of detail and the lack of stability of the plans that have been put forward at the community consultation stage to explain how the SRFI will work.  

I note that Network Rail’s contribution to the Scoping Opinion on the Rail Central proposal relates to an entirely different rail alignment from that contained in the (PEIR). This is wholly unacceptable, though I accept that responsibility for 
this situation may lie with Network Rail. 

I note also the absence of any visualisation of the development, so that the scale of the buildings can be imagined by those affected by them. This is also wholly unacceptable. 

How can the public input into these elements of the proposal, if they are not given the relevant information?  

A map showing the reduction in HGV trips nationwide is included in your Exhibition panels, but the claim is not expanded upon in the PEIR. I would be grateful if this omission could be rectified at your earliest convenience. 

Furthermore, I note the inclusion of reference to the current schemes to improve two roundabouts on the southern section of the A43, namely the A43/A5 intersection north of Towcester and the Abthorpe roundabout to the south of 
Towcester.   

Documents in the public domain record the consultation process for these highways improvements. Ashfield Land would appear to have had no input into these schemes. 

I therefore consider it potentially misleading that the designs for the schemes have been included in the PEIR for Rail Central. 

Observations on the Masterplan from a Resilience Perspective 

On reviewing the Masterplan, I am immediately drawn to the decision to provide an underpass to retain the connectivity provided by the Blisworth – Milton Malsor road (the “old A43”). 

The underpass proposed will require an active drainage system, since it will be at a significant level below that of the general “slab height”. This is both expensive and a risk, since it would not be clear who would be liable for any 
contingent liabilities if the system were to fail. Recent flooding of the Birmingham ring road underpasses had multi-million pound consequences for local businesses. As this is private land, what commitments would be made to tenants to 
ensure business continuity? 

I note also the obvious bottleneck on the eastern side of the site, where all of the traffic is obliged to merge before using the underpass. I consider it a near certainty that there will be accidents on this intersection. 

I am surprised that the masterplan does not include a ring road system. One underpass is clearly not sufficient; you require two. In order to do so, the existing business park (an anomalous enclave within the Rail Central site) would need 
to be redeveloped. 

Issues of Wider Relevance to other SRFIs 

In your proposals, you identify freight from Scotland and the Channel Tunnel as key market sectors to attract to Rail Central. 

Documents in the public domain show that Transport for London (TfL) has previously called for the European Rail Freight Corridor not to be routed over the WCML. The recent Felixstowe to Nuneaton upgrade was designed with the 
express intention of relieving freight demand on the North London Line; these proposals would appear to aim to increase it. 

Under the circumstances, I consider it appropriate that TfL should be given an opportunity to comment on these proposals and indeed, any other SRFI proposals that would occasion an effect within, to or from London, as current 
guidance states. 

I note also that recent decisions by the Secretary of State (e.g. Radlett) have contained an opinion as to whether the proposed development will function effectively as an SRFI.  

I consider that this assessment process would be greatly facilitated by inclusion of the following guidance within an addendum to the NPSNN: 

• Defining the geographical scope of the Assessment of Alternative Sites to include the origin of the goods, if within the United Kingdom, 

• A minimum expectation of the modal split expected to be achieved by the site, in order to ensure that carbon reduction and air quality targets are met, 

• A commitment that the phased construction of large SRFI sites such as Rail Central should reach the minimum scale to be considered an SRFI (60 hectares/4 trains per day) at an early stage. 

I have written to both the Planning Inspectorate and to the Department of Transport to share these recommendations with them. 

I would hope that Ashfield Land would consider these recommendations and show leadership by including responses to them in the forthcoming Planning Application. 

Concluding remarks 
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Whilst I do not question the National Policy Statement relating to the need to develop a National Network of SRFIs, I do not consider that Rail Central is well-placed to contribute to the success of the next phase of SRFI development.  

Rail Central is located on a constrained rail corridor, whose priority is, and always will be, to prioritise passenger capacity to serve the commuter markets to London. The site has inferior road connections to its competitors, and suffers 
from an internal layout that embeds inefficiency and deters take-up of rail-served solutions by tenants west of the central underpass.  

Alternative sites exist that are better able to take advantage of investments made in other infrastructure schemes, such as the development of port-centric logistics and specific investments in increasing rail freight capacity. Crucially, 
many of the competing sites have the potential for direct access to the motorway network. 

The proposed scale of the development is in excess of that needed in Northamptonshire, when considered in addition to the already-consented expansion of DIRFT.  

The historic take-up of space at DIRFT is less than 50,000m2 per annum. Unless a major change in buyer behaviour can be proven, DIRFT III will provide capacity for over 15 years.  

In my view, ProLogis were correct in their view that a sub-regional RFI was an appropriate ambition for the Northampton Loop. I am not convinced that the case has been made for a development of this scale, in this location, at this time. 

Annex BP (Feedback number: 174 – Further comments)  

I refer to the above which is being proposed for construction in open countryside, between the rural villages of Blisworth and Milton Malsor, in South Northamptonshire. 

I received your letter of 18th April 2016 headed Rail Central - invitation to community consultation in which you state;  

" Ashfield Land, the developers behind Rail Central, will be inviting the local community to take part in the formal community consultation process known as Section 47 Consultation. Feedback received will help to inform the final 
application for the project to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate". 

Arrangements were made for eight public exhibitions to be held between 28th April and 21st May 2016. Four of which were held in Blisworth, with one exhibition held in each of the following; Collingtree, Milton Malsor, Roade and 
Towcester. 

Having only one exhibition in Milton Malsor, between 12pm and 8pm on Friday 20th May 2016 is bad organisation on your part, when taking into account that most of the development proposed, will be within Milton Malsor Parish. Also, 
many residents were unable to attend on that day, due to work commitments etc.  

My visit to the exhibition in Milton Malsor served no useful purpose at all, due to the lack of detail displayed of the proposed development, as well as, the stock answer I received from those staffing the exhibition that "it`s early days". This 
is by no means, by any stretch of the imagination, proper community consultation. This is disgraceful and unacceptable. 

Annex BR (Feedback number: 180 – Further comments)  

Dear Sirs, 

It might help if the visualisations were at least big enough to see. Apart from the copies being so small all pictures have been taken from such a distance you cant actually see anything.  Despite you saying that the plans are going to be at 
a number of destinations around Northampton this still does not seem to be the case, also I note that it is only going to be in the shape of a CD????? 

We need to be able to see full blown plans and models, and the least you can do is have another presentation.  If you are serious about this project at least do it properly and have some respect for the people’s lives that you are 
destroying and do a proper job, after your first pathetic attempt at a round of presentations the most frequently asked question was how will it look??  Well we are still no closer to finding that out.   

And I note that there is no proper visualisations from the homes affected around the site. 

Absolutely pathetic yet again. 

We need a proper presentation with full blown plans. 

Models. 

Proof that the rail line actually works, which nobody believes that it does. 

You need to stretch the response date until everybody has had the opportunity to actually be able to see the plans. 

I don’t think anybody really expected anything better from a Company that’s only interest is in profit.   

Annex BS (Feedback number: 183 – Further comments)  

I refer to your attached letter of 24th August 2016 advising of the above community consultation, relating to the proposed strategic rail freight interchange (SRFI), to be constructed on land in open countryside in the parish of Milton 
Malsor. I point out that this proposal is of course, contrary to the West Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy adopted in November/December 2014. 
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Due to the small size of print, I find it impossible to read on my desktop computer screen, the detail of your illustrative masterplan and visuals posted on your website.  Even when enlarging the documents, it`s still impossible to read them, 
as they don't fit onto the screen. Furthermore, as far as I can see, there is no mention, of any measurements to the height and dimensions of the buildings you are proposing to construct. Without this data, and besides not being able to 
read through the content properly, I am unable to form any rational conclusion. So therefore, I consider, this community consultation serves no useful purpose at all, which is most unsatisfactory. 

For these reasons, your deadline of Friday 30th September 2016 for feedback on this so called community consultation is, to say the least, unrealistic. 

It simply beggars belief, you chose to rely on your website, and a disc for public  viewing in various locations, as the only way and means of carrying out this community consultation. With no opportunity to ask questions, and have a 
sensible dialogue with yourselves is unacceptable. Not only is this very unprofessional on your part, this is not what a thorough and meaningful community consultation is all about.  

What is required in terms of a thorough and meaningful community consultation, is a series of public exhibitions held in Milton Malsor, with display boards, clearly showing all the relevant information, including the height and dimensions 
of the buildings, the increased volume of traffic on the roads, the environmental bunding protections, and so forth. It`s also critically important that these public exhibitions are staffed with people who have expertise in their subject area, 
know what they are talking about, and are able provide satisfactory answers to the fundamental questions being asked. 

What is not required, is a repeat of the scenario of the one public exhibition you held in the village hall in Milton Malsor on Friday 20th May 2016. My visit to this exhibition also served no useful purpose, due to the lack of detail displayed 
of the proposed development, as well as being "fobbed off" by those staffing the exhibition, with the stock answer to my questions "it`s still early days".  

Organising only one exhibition in Milton Malsor between 12pm - 8.00pm on Friday 20th May, is simply ludicrous, as most of the development proposed will be within Milton Malsor Parish, where residents will be directly affected by your 
proposals.  

Besides which, many residents were unable to attend on that day, due to work commitments etc. It also, beggars belief, why you organised at the expense of Milton Malsor, seven public exhibitions, held between 28th April and 21st May 
2016, four in Blisworth, with one each in Collingtree, Roade and Towcester. 

It`s clearly apparent you have a lot to learn about meaningful community consultation. 

Annex BT (Feedback number: 184 – Further comments)  

1 The sequence The main encounters were in early Summer and on behalf of Rail Central we 
were handled by ‘pr’ people in most cases. The staff were at pains to point out that our 
points were to be taken into consideration as it was then ‘early days’. The final stage 
in the encounters has been the launch of a plans-update in August and I found that one 
key point I had made was not incorporated in any revision - I return to that issue in 
(3). I am convinced the term ‘consultation’ proved to be best replaced by ‘presentation’. 
2 Panoramic Visualisations I was very disappointed by their work here. Evidently a guy 
took a series of snaps with his smart phone and used an ‘app’ to create some panoramic 
photographs. This is an example of incompetence as any landscape photographer will tell 
you. The result is usually a distorted (bent) view of the scene covering perhaps 160 
degrees whilst a human’s eye/brain is used to working with more like 70 degrees. Once 
printed onto pages, as in the pages of the update, the views place things of interest 
apparently very far away. Probably, at Rail Central, such incompetence was seen as being 
rewarded by visualisations which would have excessively minimised the visual impact of 
18m high warehouses and 32m high gantry cranes. 
I was able to crop down the visualisation on page 12 (viewpoint 4) and it is shown below 
with annotations. Here is a mere seventh of their entire panorama. 
It concentrates the attention to the rectangular area, including a number of houses and 
commercial buildings, that I call the ‘small industries area’ or the SIA, as labelled in 
a plan view on the next page. Clearly the SIA is surrounded by large warehouses. The 
nearest to the right is Unit 4 which is very near to the Railway Cottages. The proximity 
is so close that we opted to show one of our own visualisations at the head of the ‘Stop 
Rail Central’ website. It is reproduced at the foot of the last page. The viewpoint for 
this graphic was 10m from the road which runs from Blisworth to Northampton, less than 
100m from the warehouse front and about 150m from the Railway Cottages (labelled RC). 
Someone has labelled the visualisation an ‘artist impression’ - no, it is not that at all 
because the sizes are calculated by the rules of perspective. 
My point in this is to show that Rail Central have avoided showing how the warehouses 
would actually impact on an area (by using distant views) yet anyone driving or walking 
along the road, shown approximately with a red line drawn on the picture, would have no 
less than 5 overbearing buildings within a few 100s metres and all these buildings would 
render the environment alien - certainly alien to what is an enjoyable rural context. 
In choosing to live at these villages we opted for a rural environment, admittedly 
populated with some housing and commercial properties some of which house businesses that 
are useful to us. We did not opt for a conversion to a foreign landscape. 
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3 The Cross-Sections Rail Central have been sloppy in their work here because the 
location of the sections labelled A thru K are not explained. Only in their high 
resolution graphics on their website can the locations be understood from information 
that has been drafted into their map on page 5. 
Cross sections E and F are perhaps supposed to reassure the residents in Deveron House 
that since the proximity of a warehouse both to the east and the west is screened by 
‘landscaping’ it can be assumed the environmental impact will be rather slight. In 
choosing to live in this area, no doubt the residents of Deveron House opted for a rural 
environment and not for a conversion to a foreign landscape - ie. the proximity of 
hideous buildings make an enormous difference whether seen or unseen. 
Turning to another matter, cross section L demonstrates the arrogance of Rail Central. At 
the meeting in Roade it was pointed out to their ‘pr man’ Nick (claimed the designer of 
the intermodal area) that a heavy gantry crane a few 100s metres from housing must be 
screened and if it cannot be screened then it must be moved further away from housing. 
There is primarily an acoustic and lighting problem with these units, especially when 
operating at night, which is really serious. Even the planners for DIRFT3 can only 
predict, at best, a noise-background from a group of gantries at 600m distance to as 
little as 42dB provided there is (i) provision of a HIGH RIDGE of landscaping and (ii) a 
moderated number of trains being processed (from the business target of 32/day to 20/ 
day). The point is that 42dB is regarded as a maximum tolerable noise pollution and the 
DIRFT3 planners were struggling to achieve it, as a prediction, for the occupants of the 
village of Lillbourne (all this is in Prologis associates’ report). 
I have copied Rail Central’s cross section L in the first figure and included a portion 
of the page 5 map to show the ‘scope’ of that cross section. There are at least 20 
dwellings in SW Milton Malsor at similar distance. In the cross section I have red-lined 
a sight line and corrected Rail central’s drawing to show the gantry as 32m high. I have 
enlarged a copy of a piece of their ‘landscaping’ and superimposed it to make the point 
that a barrier to the noise needs to be much much higher. Unlike light, sound does not 
radiate in straight lines so a real solution probably requires the group of gantries (3 
of them) to be repositioned further south. This is possible by having arriving trains 
slip into a siding and then reverse into the sidings beneath the cranes. The rail layout 
requires radical revision but ‘Nick’ told me that my idea was not feasible because it 
would lessen throughput rate. This is a ‘wool over my eyes’ that I will not accept - the 
measure would increase the individual ‘residence time’ of any train but that knock-on 
issue is soluble with a better rail layout. 
Left as Rail Central would have it, the plan would lead them down a legal path involving 
litigation as environmental noise pollution is a serious matter. 
Rail Central’s direct competitors - Roxhill with their proposal for the 
Highgate site - propose an intermodal area using quieter machines (no gantry cranes) 
on the east side of the Northampton Loop line and placed behind a significantly high 
ridge which would screen the entire area. Rail central cannot compete - so maybe we 
should view their update as a face-saving last gasp - that would certainly be my wish. 
 

Annex BU (Feedback number: 185 – Further comments)  

To whom it may concern. 

I have now looked at your updated plans and “visualisations” – they appear somewhat ridiculous in terms of scale and a true representation of the size of the site, in terms of height. The pictures wholly fail to give a proper, realistic and 
meaningful perspective to the cranes and warehouses which will tower above the surrounding houses and countryside.  

The whole site appears completely and utterly overbearing for this position and wholly out of proportion for the area. How any developer can claim there will be little increase in traffic through Blisworth, Milton Malsor and the surrounding 
lanes - is truly mind boggling. There are already lorries and refuse lorries which cut through Blisworth, when they shouldn’t. If, as you claim, the “majority” of lorries will filter on to the A43 (courtesy of the newly built junction)…………..then 
that will only push much more public traffic through the surrounding rural roads and lanes. We should be protecting these “heritage” sites and villages NOT destroying them!?!? The ensuing chaos will inevitably lead to more accidents. 
There are already a number of accidents and near misses, as lorries hurtle down the Towcester Road and straight across the junction at the bottom of the hill. At the other end of the village, any increase in traffic brings a very real 
increase in risk for children coming and going from the Primary School (already congested and dangerous) I have very, very little faith that the increased haulage traffic will be properly and adequately “policed”……………and the resulting 
increase in public traffic. 

Quite apart from this, the proximity of the site to the Grand Union Canal is increasingly questionable.  

The sheer size of the site will result in an intolerable increase in ALL forms of pollution (noise, air, light, visual)…………..which simply cannot be adequately controlled and/or mitigated against. 
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For such a HUGE, IMPORTANT and ultimately DESTRUCTIVE project, the Public Consultation has been totally inadequate!  

I was at the Village Hall meeting when Marilyn found out for the very first time that her house was to be surrounded by 8m sq.ft. of warehousing (along with others) and the public consultation process has worsened – to the point where 
Ashfield and their representatives simply engage in counter-arguments and demonstrate by their body language and verbal responses that they are either not listening or not empathic or open towards any points made. They appear to 
not understand what a consultation process is? There seems to be no listening, consultation, flexibility, alterations or changes based upon a proper process of consultation? 

Annex BW (Feedback number: 191 – Further comments)  

Dear Sirs. I am writing to voice my sense of forboding that hangs over this beautiful village of Blisworth where I was born and have lived all my life. 

I have thought long and hard about the proposed road/ rail terminal between us and our equally peaceful neighbour Milton Malsor, and appreciate that we are in a "golden triangle" of WCML/ Northampton loop/M1. 

I can tell you with certainty that this will destroy our villages as we know them, we already have rediculous amounts of traffic using us as a "cut through" to and from Milton Keynes, Towcester area and the industrial complex at Blisworth 
Hill Farm at morning and evening peak times.I have never seen so much traffic through my village as I have in recent years, and especially up and down Stoke Road where hundreds of busy commuters hurtle along past the village 
surgery where it's only a matter of time before we have a fatality! A huge majority of this traffic is way over the 30mph speed limit too...so YES I'm angry , very angry. 

What are we told by people like yourselves ?..dedicated feeder roads will be put in to handle workers accessing the proposed depot....and you think the extra up to 8000 workers (eventually) will use these roads and not continue to do 
what selfish drivers have been and continue to do ie..turn my village into a traffic jam?? We are starting to struggle now , my God,up to 8000 further people and their cars!! it will destroy this village as we know it, we will never accept this, 
and as for the desicration of the beautiful land between us with your ghastly warehouses !! I and my  fellow villagers will fight with all we have to stop this , we just have to succeed for the sake of our children and all that we hold dear.. 

Annex BX (Feedback number: 193 – Further comments)   

Dear Rail Central, 

Re: Response to Public Consultation - Rail Central 

When I attended the public exhibitions, I made reference to the presence of sub-surface infrastructure in the SW corner of your proposed development. 

The British Pipeline Association has now confirmed the presence of a fuel pipeline in this area. Please see the attached files and the forwarded e-mail below. 

“WORKS IN ZONE OF INTEREST. 

Your proposed works are in close proximity to a pipeline system operated by BPA. Please find attached our GIS map and Pipeline Crossing Letter. Before any work (including hand trial holes) starts on site you must consult with BPA.” 

Annex BY (Feedback number: 194 – Further comments)  

Dear Ashfield Land 

I wanted to write to you to express by concern about the planning application for the rail freight interchange between Blisworth and Milton malsor. 

I don't really know where to start with this email as I am so baffled and angered over how you can think it is acceptable to  build such a huge network of warehouses etc in the middle of the countryside and within such very close proximity 
to two villages, where people live because they enjoy the peace and tranquillity of living near lovely countryside and a canal system (for which they will have paid a premium). 

I have only lived in Blisworth for just ovrr a year  (I certainly didn't know anything about this planning application,  otherwise I wouldn't have bought my house). I moved from an urban environment to the village of Blisworth so my child 
could grow up in a nice environment and go to a village school (which will end up very close to your interchange, should it be built). 

I therefore have the following questions : 

What will be the true visual impact of 8 million Sq m of 18 high warehouses? 

Where will the 8,000 workers come from and more importantly how will they get to work? There is already a lot of work traffic that comes through the village and I think any more would be untenable. 

If the M1 or A43 are blocked or congested, where will the HGVs be directed to? 

Why has a huge industrial site been planned within such close proximity to village properties? 

What will be the impact of noise and pollution from a 24 hour operation be on the local environment and residents?  Have you even considered this? 

I would very much like to hear the answers to my questions answered and await your response. 

Annex CA (Feedback number: 201 – Further comments)  
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To whom it may concern 
Feedback on the Ashfield Land  /  Rail Central consultation. 
The extent of the public consultation that I have been aware of is as follows: 
Public meetings 
I made the time to attend five of the public consultation presentations held by Ashfield Land during April / May 2016.  These were the events held at the Walnut Tree (28th April and 6th May), Blisworth Village hall (7th and 21st May) and 
Roade Village Hall (13th May).   
I had to attend a number of the meetings (rather than just one) and ask my questions each time as no answers where forthcoming and I hoped that given the time between the meetings useful answers (to enable consultation to be 
meaningful) would have been forthcoming.   
Unfortunately the same answer to questions was given each time “it is too early to give you an answer at this stage” with the exception of the employment consultant who went away with my simple question "where will the 8,000 
employees come from" and to his credit came back to me when I came to the next event with the answer "from Leicester and Milton Keynes".   
Given that this consultation is a key part of the planning process the least that we should expect is that the developer and their consultants would be ready with answers and have undertaken sufficient research, analysis and modelling to 
enable meaningful answers and debate to have occurred.  
Furthermore, whilst I was fortunate to take time out of work to attend the weekday events I noted that the event is Roade closed at 4pm (and not 5pm as advertised) which would have stopped those working from attending.  This is totally 
unacceptable. 
Information on the Rail Central Website 
Visualisations have finally been provided but these are of poor quality and are misleading. 
Post received direct from Ashfield Land 
Additionally, over the past months we have also had letters / information posted to us by Rail Central and most of this has either included inaccuracies / been lacking in detail. 
Request for feedback: 
The Rail Central website asks for feedback on the public consultation via the following questions which I copy below with my considered answers: 
1: Do you have any comments on our approach to assessing and managing environmental effects (in particular any issues you think should be considered as part of the environmental assessment).   
My comment : Insufficient information was given in the consultation to enable meaningful comment to be made. 
2: Do you have any comments on our approach to assessing and managing landscape and visual effects (in particular any issues you think should be considered or important views we should assess)?  
My comment : Insufficient information was given in the consultation to enable meaningful comment to be made. 
3: Do you have any comments on our proposed approach to managing highways and transport connections (including by road and railway, bus and footpaths)?  
My comment : Insufficient information was given in the consultation to enable meaningful comment to be made. 
4: Do you have any comments on how the potential hotel / office / restaurant facilities proposed for the west side of the A43 could provide additional facilities for use by local communities?  
My comment : Insufficient information was given in the consultation to enable meaningful comment to be made. 
5: Do you have any other concerns (and comments on how we may be able to mitigate them)?  
My comment : Insufficient information was given in the consultation to enable meaningful comment to be made. 
6: Do you have any further comments?  
My comment : Insufficient information was given in the consultation to enable meaningful comment to be made. 
My conclusion is that this consultation process has just been one of a box ticking exercise for Ashfield Land and not a proper consultation process as expected in the planning laws.  As the process requires proper public consultation I 
suggest that Ashfield Land have so far failed to provide this and therefore the proposal should be made null and void and rejected by PINS. 
Based on the limited information and the very poor quality of the interaction with Ashfield Land, and its consultants, I am firmly against this proposed development and will be making this known again should the proposal become a 
planning application. 
 

Annex CB (Feedback number: 202 – Further comments)  

I attended your consultation at Milton Malsor village hall back in May and felt very dissatisfied with the responses and information given by James Digby.  I am concerned as a resident of Milton Malsor, that much of our lovely surrounding 
countryside will be taken by this proposal.  Many countryside walks and byways exist over this land and they allow walkers to experience the wildlife and wild flowers that thrve on the land. 

I asked Mr Digby about the congestion already existing at the Towcester A5/A43 roundabout and the impact of extra traffic coming to the proposed site.  He said traffic surveys were in process but seemed a little unaware of where I was 
talking about?  This roundabout is already causing tailbacks and although there is a proposed Towcester bypass, this roundabout would still remain busy as it still is the main A5 to London.  If a problem occurred on the M1 the 
surrounding areas would not be able to cope with the increased traffic required for the site. 

I am also very unhappy about the amount of warehousing proposed.  The warehouses themselves are a blot on the landscape.  Northampton is steeped in history and yet is fast becoming the town of warehouses.  If this proposal went 
ahead the warehousing is huge and the light pollution for the area would be much increased, again ruining a beautiful countryside area, day and night.  Mr Digby said that landscaping would help to hide the look of the site but this would 
not change the light pollution, nor would it help with the noise from the site. 

I hope these considerations will be taken into account. 

Annex CC (Feedback number: 204 – Further comments)  

I object to the proposals put forward by Ashfield Lands for a strategic rail interchange sited between Blisworth and Milton Malsor in Northamptonshire. 

I agree with the idea of moving as much traffic as possible from the roads to the railways. 
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Ashfield Lands do not appear to have moving as much traffic as possible from road to rail as a priority. I therefore suggest that if permission for their proposal is given it be with the proviso that the Rail Interchange, with the warehouses 
specific to the Rail Interchange, be completed before the Road Interchange warehouses are started. Furthermore since there may not be suitable paths available on the West Coast Main Line and Northampton Loop that nothing be built, 
and no land cleared, until Network Rail have agreed to make all necessary paths available as soon as the Rail Interchange is completed. 

Ashfield Lands do not seem able to understand the problems involved, or to be able to assimilate facts about the railway. At the public meetings I was several times told, by different “experts” that with only 4 trains an hour using the West 
Coast Main Line there would be no congestion problems. When I pointed out that there were considerably more than 4 trains an hour I was told that HS2 would solve that problem. Since HS2 has not yet been approved I suggest delaying 
any development that depends on its completion until more is known both about the future plans for HS2 and the effect it will have on rail traffic on the West Coast Main Line. 

I can see that it will be advantageous in the future to develop this site for a Road to Rail Interchange but at present all roads in the area are subject to major hold ups. Yesterday the North and South lanes of the M1 were shut yet again for 
most of the day.  Almost all traffic flashes mention problems with the Catthorpe Interchange. The A14 seems to be permanently stationary. The A43 at Towcester has long delays every morning and evening. There are numerous 
accidents in Blisworth as people try to take short cuts. Other roads are running at capacity. Adding enough lorries to make this site viable can only acerbate the problems. Since Ashfield Lands expect most of their staff to travel from 
Milton Keynes or Coventry the problems on the roads can only be made worse. 

I would have thought that increasing the size of existing nearby Rail to Road Interchanges would help reduce additional load on existing roads by allowing freight to be exchanged within the site. 

Please add a proviso to any permission you give that all vehicles accessing or working on the site have the more muted version of the reversing and warning signals. We would easily hear every lorry backing on the site, but I am assured 
that the muted version is more bearable. Since we are higher than the site it is unlikely that bunds, or even the railway embankment, will make any difference. 

There is included a plan to move rail truck maintenance from Wolverton  to Rail Central. While I can see the financial advantages of moving truck maintenance to a green field site and freeing a brown field site for housing I have seen no 
justification from a strategic viewpoint. Also looking at the plan of Rail Central the area set aside for truck maintenance seems inadequate, particularly as there should be considerably more goods traffic on the railway as other Rail 
Interchanges become operational. 

When I talked to representatives of Ashfield Lands at the public meetings they were surprised that we walk the area they are considering annexing. We enjoy the fields and trees and wild life and peace of the area. It would not be at all 
the same to walk a re-routed path along a fence with warehouses and noisy vehicles just yards away. Nor do I wish for a Country Park. What advantages would a Country Park have? It would just destroy more of our habitat. 

I, personally, dislike the idea of the setting of my beautiful and ancient village being ruined visually and sonically. I have already considered moving well away, but my mother lives locally and cannot be moved due to ill health. She 
depends on my assistance. Also we know the people and organisations in Blisworth. My husband and I are about 70 and it would be a strain to move to a new environment. 

Annex CD (Feedback number: 205 – Further comments)  

I am writing to you about your proposed Rail Central development between Milton Malsor and Blisworth in Northamptonshire. 

I am a Northamptonshire County Councillor and I do live in the area. The proposed development would be literally at the bottom of my garden.  

This is a massive development in a quiet rural area, and is completely out of character. I know that you are suggesting that this is an important infrastructure development to encourage freight traffic off the road and onto rail. That is why 
you believe it is OK to completely ignore local protests, in the interest of the greater good.  

I think it is disingenuous to rebut all local criticism on the basis that the national good will outweigh a little local opposition. Modal shift from road to rail can happen whether this facility is built or not – it could easily be built on the DIRFT 
site in nearby Rugby, which is a much more appropriate location. There are other more isolated locations up and down the West Coast mainline which don’t involve ruining two entire villages.  

I believe that your proposal is a massive ‘Trojan Horse’. You want to build a huge warehouse development on the site, and if you were to get the permission to do this, you would race ahead with the proposal, only to announce very late in 
the process that you hadn’t been able to get the pathways required on the West Coast Mainline in order to make this a modal shift hub, so it will simply revert to being a series of ‘sheds’, something that Northampton already has to 
excess.  

It has been suggested that the project will bring 8,000 jobs to the area. This is an area of very high employment, and we don’t want or need 8,000 largely unskilled jobs. Virtually all of those workers will come from outsider the area so 
that’s thousands of cars in addition to the HGVs. Whereas you may be able to insist that the HGVs use the main road to access your site, you won’t be able to exercise that control over private vehicles, and those thousands of cars will 
take short cuts through Collingtree, Milton and Blisworth, further blighting the villages that will be permanently damaged by this monstrous development, that will completely overwhelm and overshadow both villages.  

I’ve attended the consultations you have organised and I’ve read your online material, and I have to say that I believe it is extremely difficult for an ordinary member of the public, with no experience of the planning process, to make any 
sense of your plans. There are no visualisations that give any realistic demonstration of how big the proposed warehouses will be. I suspect that you avoided doing this because you knew that people would be horrified.  

Milton is a lovely, safe rural community, and in the past residents have successfully fought off a number of developments that threatened our peace including a secondary school and a parkway station. We’re not NIMBYs, and have 
welcomed the idea of additional houses to help young people to stay in the village, but we don’t want the peace and tranquillity of this place to be completely ruined by a massive development of sheds right out in the middle of the open 
countryside, and the resultant traffic thundering through this quiet village. Take your modal shift elsewhere.  

Annex CE (Feedback number: 206 – Further comments) 

I have been delaying my feedback, in anticipation of more detailed information regarding the proposed development, and how the numerous issues raised could be successfully mitigated. 

Despite attending numerous consultation events, I am sorry to say that the information that has been provided is wholly inadequate. 

The main issues, which have not been satisfactorily addressed, include 
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-           Impact on local/village traffic. I understand that it is proposed that there won’t be any access to the Northampton road except in the event of emergency, but it is not clear how an emergency is defined, and how this would 
be policed. 
-          Impact on the local main road network such as the A43, A45, M1 and associated junctions which already appear to be at breaking point. Surely, with this in mind, there must be a better location for this development. 
-          Adverse visual impact. The design and size of what is being proposed will have a significantly adverse impact on the local area, and is adjacent to conservation areas. I haven’t seen any proposals that will satisfactorily 
deal with this.  
-          Numerous forms of pollution, including noise, light and air quality. I would at least expect to see a list of potential options, together with details of the resultant impact for each.  
 
There are, of course, many other issues. 
 
I suspect that the absence of any detailed information is mainly as a result of the proposal being wholly unrealistic/speculative. 
 
Based upon what I have seen, or perhaps have not seen, I don't expect this proposal to go any further. 

 

Annex CF (Feedback number: 207- Further comments)   

I refer to your letter and community update  of 2nd August 2016 which we received as residents of Milton Malsor.  The community update  advised us of the above community consultation, relating to the proposed strategic rail freight 
interchange (SRFI), to be constructed on land in open countryside in the parish of Milton Malsor. Your proposal is of course contrary to the West Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy adopted in December 2014. 

Due to the small size of print, I find it impossible to read on my desktop computer screen, the detail of your illustrative masterplan and visuals posted on your website.  Even when enlarging the documents, it is still impossible to read 
them, as they don't fit onto the screen. Furthermore, as far as I can see, there is no mention, of any measurements to the height and dimensions of the buildings you are proposing to construct. Without this data, and besides not being 
able to read through the content properly, I am unable to form any properly informed conclusion. Therefore,  I consider, this community consultation serves no useful purpose at all, which is most unsatisfactory. 

It is quite incredible that you chose to rely on your website, and a disc for public viewing in various locations, as the only means of carrying out this community consultation. Such limited opportunity to ask questions, and have a sensible 
dialogue with yourselves is unacceptable. Not only is this very unprofessional on your part, this is not what a thorough and meaningful community consultation is all about.  

What is required in terms of a thorough and meaningful community consultation, is a series of public exhibitions held in Milton Malsor, with display boards clearly showing all the relevant information, including the height and dimensions of 
the buildings, the increased volume of traffic on the roads, the environmental  protections, and so forth. It`s also critically important that these public exhibitions are staffed with people who have expertise in their subject area, know what 
they are talking about, and are able provide satisfactory answers to the fundamental questions being asked. 

Organising only one exhibition in Milton Malsor between 12pm - 8.00pm on Friday 20th May, is simply unacceptable, as most of the development proposed will be within Milton Malsor Parish, where residents will be directly affected by 
your proposals.   

In my opinion, your community consultation so far is completely inadequate and has not provided the information that local people can rightly expect.  

You have invited feedback on the overall proposals.  As indicated above the information you have provided so far is not clear in a number of significant details.  However we wish to object in principle most strongly to these general 
proposals, for the following reasons: 

- environmental impact from such an enormous and inappropriate industrial development which will totally destroy the current green agricultural land which provides an essential buffer between main line railways and major roads and 
motorway  

- constant noise from 24/7 lorry movements  

- constant light pollution  

- visual impact  which seems to be on a scale that will totally dominate the landscape for many miles around  

- increased traffic through the affected villages which would be blighted by this proposal and traffic overload particularly on the A43 which is already heavily congested at many times.  

In principle, we support increased freight on railways in order to reduce road freight but these  proposals for such an interchange do not seem to guarantee such change. In addition, there is already such an interchange nearby at 
Daventry. To propose another one so close is unnecessary and is clearly in the wrong place from the national infrastructure perspective.  

You are by now aware that there is very considerable opposition to your proposals for Rail Central Northamptonshire and your consultation processes so far have done nothing to reduce this opposition, but rather to  increase it with your 
continuing lack of clarity and openness. 

Annex CG (Feedback number: 209- Further comments)  

My observations on the consultation that has taken place so far are as follows:- 

1. For consultation to be effective it needs to be two way. Throughout the entire process so far Rail Central have failed to provide clear and definitive  answers to most of the questions that I have put to you. By answering questions 

with vague and evasive answers effective consultation has proved impossible. 
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2. Rail Central have not, at this stage, given any answers to important questions regarding the amount of traffic the proposal would generate and its impact on local roads saying it is ‘early days yet’. Access to the site is given as 

being from the A43. Current plans appear show two ‘Emergency Access Points’ from Northampton Road one with car or truck parking. However you refuse to define what constitutes an emergency and how access would be 

controlled which is completely unacceptable. 

3. Whilst the latest plans show the height of some of the buildings there is no scale to show how far away from some of the existing residential buildings they are, a really critical issue. It beggars belief therefore that you are actually 

asking for feedback on building materials and colour palettes for the buildings. Apart from the obvious fact that we do not want any buildings, to expect feedback on what are, at this stage, insignificant issues is totally 

unbelievable. 

4. On a number of occasions I have asked Mr Digby the question as to where the proposed c8,000 workforce will come from. The only answer I have received is “we don’t know”.  

5. At one of the public exhibitions I attempted to discuss the issue of flooding with one of your consultants. I specifically mentioned the small brook on Eastern side of the site. This brook which runs through the centre of the village 

mostly in culverts has flooded in the past. The consultant was unaware of the existence of this brook and was therefore unable to discuss potential mitigation.  

6. When questioned about why Rail Central is needed when DIRFT is only a few miles away the stock answer that you give is that you are operating on a different timescale to DIRFT. This is the message that is also given on your 

website. Your documentation gives a potential completion date for construction of your site as 2026. The operators of DIRFT3 do not expect to reach full capacity until well after 2026 so how do you conclude that these are on 

different timescales? 

7. The recently published ‘Plans and Visualisations’ were frankly useless and probably intended to be. They were not able to be viewed on a computer screen due to the small scale used and this totally disguised the devastating 

impact the buildings would have on nearby residents.   

8. It is clear that you are undertaking this consultation process simply because you have to as part of the planning process and have no real wish to engage. It is nothing more than ‘tick the box’ and hope that no one will notice that 

the so called consultation has been a complete farce. The fact is that if this proposal goes ahead the impact locally will be catastrophic and for those residents close to the buildings their lives will be ruined. 

Annex CI (Feedback number: 216 – Further comments)  

Proposed SRFI between Milton Malsor and Blisworth 
I attended several of the consultation sessions for Rail Central in April and May 2016. I studied the information on display, read some of the documentation and asked a series of questions. I recorded the questions and answers received 
at the time. The answers received demonstrated a lack of knowledge or incomplete planning in some cases, while others were simply misleading. 
I attended several of the consultation sessions for Rail Central in April and May 
2016. I studied the information on display, read some of the documentation and 
asked a series of questions. I recorded the questions and answers received at the 
time. The answers received demonstrated a lack of knowledge or incomplete 
planning in some cases, while others were simply misleading. 
 
Public rights of way (PROW) 
Having asked how existing public rights of way would be diverted, I was advised that this topic was still under discussion with local people and other authorities. Later, one of the staff members returned and pointed me to a different map 
which showed the possible replacement routes for these PROWs. I then said that while you can currently walk from Milton Malsor, down Barn Lane, all the way to 
Courteenhall Road, on their future plan this would no longer be possible, as there appears to be a gap in their replacement route. No satisfactory solution was provided. 
 
Rail Central staff did not appear to understand their obligations with regard to maintaining existing public rights of way. One of their replacement routes significantly extends the current length of the footpath from Blisworth to Collingtree. 
 
M1 junction 15a 
I asked what improvements would be made to M1 junction 15a. Rail Central staff said surveys still needed to be carried out and the plan still had to be developed. This appeared to me to be an inadequate response bearing in mind 
planning work started on this project approximately three years ago. 
 
Projected change to HGV movements 
A map was displayed showing the projected change in HGV usage as a result of Rail Central’s implementation. This map indicated that there would be just three roads across the UK which would have extra HGV traffic as a result of Rail 
Central being brought into use. I asked for the road numbers of these three roads identified in red, but Rail Central staff could not answer this question. 
 
I think this map is seriously misleading. Neither the A43 nor other roads close to the Rail Central site are shown as having additional HGV traffic. That is completely and total unbelievable. 
 
In addition, I can find no reference to the additional HGV traffic that will be using the A43 during the construction of HS2. This will generate up to 1200 additional HGV movements per day which will also interact with some of the additional 
HGVs using the A43 as a result of Rail Central becoming operational. Rail Central will worsen the delays created by the HGVs related to HS2 construction. 
 
Existing SRFIs 
I asked one member of Rail Central staff which were the six existing strategic rail freight interchanges referred to on one of the display panels. She could only correctly list three of them and a further two locations she provided are not 
classified as SRFIs. 
 
Express freight services 
I sought clarification of how the proposed “Express freight services” would operate. Two Rail Central staff members separately indicated that such trains would enter the site faster and be processed more quickly. A train travelling at 
90mph needs more than 1 mile to stop. The loop within Rail 
Central onto which such express trains would run appears to be 750 metres (0.47 miles) long. So while an express freight train would be travelling faster than an ordinary freight train initially, it would not enter Rail Central any faster than 
a normal freight train. This is yet another example of misleading 
information being provided. 
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Towcester 
The consultation session in Towcester on 18th May was very poorly attended. I can only conclude that inadequate notification of this event was provided to Towcester residents. Yet it will affect such people when they are using the A43, 
the A5 and other roads which cross the A43. 
 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Need for Rail Central SRFI 
It is questionable whether there is a need for a further strategic rail freight interchange in this area when the Daventry International Rail Freight Terminal is well established and is no more than 20 miles away. The latter became 
operational in 1997 and its third phase was recently given approval. This is expected to provide additional capacity over the next twenty years. 
 
Also in the Midlands there are existing SRFIs at Hams Hall and Birch Coppice, while approval has recently been granted for East Midlands Gateway. Other SRFIs are being planned at East Midlands Intermodal Park, Northampton 
Gateway, Hinckley and West Midlands Interchange. 
 
I am not aware of any reliable rail freight forecasting model which can justify such expansion of SRFIs. Like Professor Andrew Gough, I discount the Great Britain Freight Model operated by MDS Transmodal as the provision of rail 
warehousing is an input to this model and not an output. 
 
Alternative sites 
The Preliminary Environmental Information Report produced by Rail Central lists a number of alternative sites with the purpose of demonstrating why the Rail Central is more suitable than those listed. Six of the sites provided have no rail 
connection which makes it somewhat pointless to include them. 
 
Five sites are listed as being controlled by a third party developer. This does not make them less suitable to be SRFIs, merely that it is not within the realm of Ashfield Land to be able to develop them into an SRFI. 
 
Five sites are listed as being needed as SRFIs in addition to Rail Central. This suggests that they must be at least as suitable for becoming SRFIs as the Rail Central site, some may even be more suitable. This also suggests that Rail 
Central lacks any compelling reasons as to why its site is preferable to these other five sites. 
 
One of the sites discounted is Northampton Highgate otherwise known as Northampton Gateway. This assessment may now appear to be ill judged as plans to develop this site into an SRFI are very much underway. I fail to understand 
the need for one SRFI in this area let alone two immediately next to each other. 
 
Train path availability 
One of the prerequisites of a strategic rail freight interchange is that it must be served by at least four trains per day. Yet the West Coast Mainline (WCML) is one of the busiest mixed-use rail lines in Europe. The justification for HS2 (due 
to open in 2026) is that the WCML will be full by the early 2020s. According to the Department for Transport, London Midland has been the fastest growing rail 
franchise over the last eight years. Its passenger journeys on the Northampton/Milton Keynes to London section have seen the most growth. London Midland has shown poorer punctuality performance on their services on the WCML due 
in part to the large number of services between Rugby and London. 
 
It is therefore very difficult to envisage how four additional freight train paths are going to be provided per day in these circumstances, particularly before HS2 is operational. This would be a five year period between 2021 and 2026. It 
would also be undesirable for the infrastructure work to connect Rail Central to the WCML to be ongoing while major reconstruction work takes place at Euston for 
HS2. 
 
If the Office of Rail and Road grants approval to provide four extra freight train paths per day (and there is no guarantee that it will) this could be at the expense of extra passenger train paths on the WCML. As was pointed out two 
paragraphs ago, London Midland passenger growth on the Northampton/Milton Keynes to London route has been significant. It is likely to continue to grow with major housing development planned within the West Northamptonshire Joint 
Core Strategy and also by Milton Keynes Council. The Northampton Rail User Group has already stated that Rail Central should not compromise or restrict the future growth of London Midland services on the West Coast Mainline. 
 
One of the other aspects of the Express Freight Services which does not stack up is the use of the WCML fast tracks through Weedon. Until recently this was exclusively used by Virgin trains which are capable of 125mph. London 
Midland were only granted access to this section once they had trains which were capable of 110mph. Running trains at different speeds reduces the capacity of a line as a 
fast train running behind a slower train requires greater “headway” than normal. I was told by Rail Central staff that Express Freight Services would only run at 90mph. Therefore these trains would reduce the capacity of the WCML even 
more as the headway required behind such a train would be greater than that required by a 110mph London Midland train. 
 
Site design 
The plans indicate that direct rail access will only be provided to warehouses in one of the five zones. That appears to be a very small proportion. There are a number of other shortcomings with the layout of the site which suggests 
inexperience in designing a rail freight interchange of this nature and a significant lack of consideration for the local community. 
 
Visualisations 
The visualisations for the proposed SRFI were provided in September some five months after the public consultation meetings took place. This was quite unacceptable as people visiting the displays in local village halls had no way of 
seeing what the effect of 18 metre high warehouses and even taller gantry cranes would have on the local views. 
 
The visualisations that were eventually provided were a disgrace. The viewing points were chosen to be so far away that visual impact of the warehouses was reduced to a minimum. The crane gantries only appeared on one or two views 
and were partly obscured by trees or bushes. In other words the visualisations were as good as meaningless. 
 
Visualisations were provided from 6 viewpoints although 11 viewpoints were indicated on the maps. 
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Property bond 
The property bond letter sent to some residents living within the proposed boundaries of the SRFI was an utter disgrace. Besides the inappropriate use of the Network Rail logo, recipients of the letter received inadequate information and 
very short timescales. The effect of the letters caused added worry and distress. It was also unsatisfactory that these residents had had to live without being individually contacted for such a long time. 
 
Planning policy 
Normal planning policy would not permit the approval of a similar development near to an existing development before the latter has been fully developed. Daventry International Rail Freight Development is expected to be developed and 
expanded over the next twenty years. Approving Rail Central at this stage would appear to be counter to normal planning policy. 
 
Conclusion 
The consultation and subsequent documentation provided indicated that the development has been poorly thought out and apparently misleading information has been provided on several occasions. I remain unconvinced that there is a 
genuine need for this proposed SRFI. If it is approved and built, then its operation is likely to constrict the further growth of passenger services on the 
West Coast Main Line. 

 

Annex CJ (Feedback number: 224 – Further comments)  

[name of respondent’s property] is a Grade II listed property and, I assume, one of the 145 listed properties that you have identified within your Preliminary Environmental Information Report (PEIR): Stage 1 Part 1, April 2016.  
 
As such, I am surprised that we have not received any specific approach from you regarding how you would propose to safeguard our property with suitable mitigation in the event that your proposed development was to be approved. I 
note, for example, within the Rail Central – Preliminary Environmental Information Report (PEIR): Stage 1 Part 1, April 2016 (18.31) that “For noise associated with the alteration of existing public railway lines or the construction of 
new public railway lines, the Noise Insulation (Railway and Other Guided Transport Systems) Regulations 1996 contain the power to enable noise insulation to properties as a result of construction noise from railway schemes”. Given the 
proximity of our property to the proposed development site, I can only assume that it would require some level of noise insulation which, given that the property is listed, may prove challenging. To date, we have not been approached by 
you to discuss any potential noise insulation. I was also struck by the following comment in the same document: “With the nature of the noise level associated with the development being broadly similar in character to the existing noise 
environment [...]”. Frankly, I am bewildered by your assertion that “the noise level associated with the development” will be “broadly similar to the existing noise environment”. Given the fact that the NN NPS acknowledges that “SRFI 
generally need continuous working arrangements (up to 24 hours)”, one wonders how this can possibly be the case and as someone who lives within the shadows of the West Coast Mainline embankment, this causes me very deep 
concern. 
 
The only correspondence that I have had with you was initiated by me and dated 28th March 2016. This related to concerns that I had regarding the “limit of application” which at that stage in the process was unclear and whether my 
property fell within that limit of application.  
I attach a copy of this correspondence at the foot of this letter for your reference in which you apologise for “any ambiguity in the way that the red line appears on the drawings”. 
 
Within your An introduction to Rail Central, January 2016, you stated that: “The rationale for this site is driven entirely by its strategic location and direct connections to key rail and road networks”. This is the first of many disingenuous 
statements made by you during Phase One of the community consultation process. The reality is that Ashfield Land has owned part of the land which makes up the proposed development site for almost 20 years and despite several 
attempts to gain planning permission has been unable to do so. The rationale for this site, therefore, is much more to do with the fact that a NSIP allows you to circumvent the local planning authority. It is essentially a last throw of the dice 
to try and realise some value from the land that you own and have been unable to develop up to this point.  
In the same document, you went on to state that: "Crucially Rail Central could also serve a different type of customer because the potential for direct access to the West Coast Mainline that is possible from Rail Central creates a point of 
difference with DIRFT (which only connects into the Northampton Loop Line)". At no stage have you provided any evidence that direct access to the West Coast Mainline is feasible or, indeed, has the support of Network Rail, so this 
strikes me as being extremely misleading. 
 
In your A presentation to SNC Councillors, you referred to a Schools and Youth Council as a means of involving all sections of the community. To the very best of my knowledge, this has yet to be established.  
 
Similarly, in your presentation given at the Local Liaison Group Workshop on Wednesday 16th March 2016, you referred to a Travel Plan Steering Group to include local residents. Again, to the very best of my knowledge, this steering 
group has yet to convene.  
 
In your Report to Inform the Statement of Community Consultation (SoCC), you refer to “associated improvements to Junction 15A of the M1”. Despite making this statement back in March, you have yet to make public any plans in 
this regard.  
 
The same document also refers to “training/innovation centre facilities” – facilities which you have referred to throughout the community consultation process and yet as at October 2016, no further details regarding these facilities have 
been forthcoming (which makes one wonder whether there is any substance to this aspect of your proposals).  
 
In your Statement of Community Consultation (SoCC), you stated that: “It is also anticipated that feedback through the consultation process will enable scheme design to adjust in line with feedback, potentially delivering benefits to 
match locally expressed priorities (for example, the possibility of creating public open space)”. Frankly, given the nature of the proposed development which will destroy 250 ha of open space, such a statement is, at best, laughable and, 
at worst, downright insulting.  
 
At the public exhibitions which were held in April/May, you provided a Preliminary Environmental Information Stage 1: Non-Technical Summary which ran to a derisory 24 pages when compared to the 400+ pages of the full report.  
 
Within this summary, you stated that: “The majority of the anticipated rail freight services are expected to access the site via the Northampton Loop line (known historically as the Roade & Rugby New Line), which handles most of the 
freight and non-express passenger services at present”. If the majority of the anticipated rail freight services are expected to access the site from the Northampton Loop line, then the significant weight previously (and repeatedly) attached 
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to access via the West Coast Mainline being a “point of difference” is at best over-stated and at worst deliberately misleading. It is also broadly acknowledged that the West Coast Mainline is approaching capacity – further evidence that 
the significance which you attach to this aspect of your proposed development is grossly (and erroneously) over-stated.  
 
With regards to your Alternative Site Assessment (ASA), you stated in your Preliminary Environmental Information Stage 1: Non-Technical Summary, April 2016: "A more detailed criteria based search is still ongoing which is using 
defined parameters, to ensure that the exercise is robust. This is not yet complete, but will be made available on the project website in due course. The aim of this exercise is to ensure that we have considered all reasonable alternatives. 
Please suggest sites for us to look at as part of this consultation".  
 
Firstly, as at October 2016, these “more detailed criteria” have yet to be made available on the project website. In lieu of these "more detailed criteria" being made publicly available at the time of the public exhibitions held in April/May, I 
repeatedly asked Ashfield Land representatives (including James Digby) to outline these criteria and they couldn't (or wouldn't).  
Of the 16 sites which had been assessed by Ashfield Land, 3 of those sites should not (in my view) have even been included in the assessment given the fact that they had already been consented (DIRFT 3, EMDC and East Midlands 
Gateway).  
 
In addition, you discounted several sites simply because they were controlled by another developer which seems to be at odds with the intent of an alternative site assessment. Within the Assessment of Sites for Rail Freight 
Development Potential, October 2012 which was produced as part of the planning process for DIRFT III, it was noted that "GLA in its response to the Howbury Park application queried the use of ownership as a site assessment 
criterion" and concluded that site ownership should not be considered in their report. 6 of the alternative sites were also discounted on the basis that there is no rail connection which makes one wonder why they were even considered, 
particularly when one considers the following statement from the Rail Central – Preliminary Environmental Information Report (PEIR): Stage 1 Part 1, April 2016: “A further and more detailed site search is currently being 
undertaken. This wider search will use a series of site selection criteria to identify potential SRFI site using a standardised set of criteria. The criteria which will be used for this future assessment will include proximity to both strategic road 
and rail infrastructure [...]”.  
 
There were also a number of sites, particularly in the Milton Keynes area, which did not form part of your assessment which was surprising to say the very least, but perhaps a deliberate strategy on your part. These include Magna Park, 
Aspley Guise/Husborne Crawley and Ridgmont. Even more significantly, a competing site – now being brought forward by Roxhill under the name of Northampton Gateway – is conspicuous by its absence. And yet this was a site 
included with the equivalent alternative site assessment for DIRFT 3. Its absence, therefore, feels misleading and may be an example of deliberate obfuscation on your part. All in all, therefore, I am of the opinion that your alternative site 
assessment is less than adequate.  
Within Section 16. Socio-Economic Effects, you stated that: “The travel to work area has been determined by the locations of the workforce from a modern logistics park with a similar relationship to the M1”. To date, you have singularly 
failed to reveal the name of the logistics park that you are referring to here. Whether this is deliberate or not, it makes it impossible for local residents to determine whether this is an adequate point of comparison. 
 
In the same section, you went on to state that: “The analysis undertaken suggests that labour would be drawn from South Northamptonshire, Northampton, Milton Keynes, Wellingborough and Coventry. This wider catchment area will 
provide over 75% of the labour force for the site. The remainder of the workforce are likely to be specialist skilled employees drawn from a wider catchment”. One of the major benefits which you have continually cited throughout Phase 
One of the community consultation process is the fact that your proposed development will create circa 8,000 new jobs. You have repeatedly positioned this as a real benefit to the local community and yet, by your own admission, the 
workforce will actually need to be drawn from “a wider catchment” and even then something approaching 25% (or 2,000 employees) of the workforce will have to be drawn from a wider catchment area still. It should be remembered that 
the local area is fortunate enough to experience very low levels of unemployment and the one thing that South Northamptonshire doesn’t need is any more jobs in the logistics industry – we are already very well-served in this regard. 
Indeed, within the Rail Central – Preliminary Environmental Information Report (PEIR): Stage 1 Part 1, April 2016 you acknowledge that “the 25-49 years cohort has declined by almost 9%, potentially limiting locally available labour 
force”.  
Furthermore, within your Environmental Statement Scoping Report, Rail Central, December 2015, you stated (18.22) that: “SRFIs can provide many benefits for the local economy. For example because many of the on-site functions 
of major distribution operations are relatively labour intensive, this can create many new job opportunities. The existence of an available and economic local workforce will therefore be an important consideration for the applicant”. At no 
stage have you provided any firm evidence to confirm the existence of an available and economic local workforce.  
 
Having taken the opportunity to review the full Rail Central – Preliminary Environmental Information Report (PEIR): Stage 1 Part 1, April 2016, I was alarmed to note the clear inadequacy of the environmental assessment up to this 
point. This is repeatedly revealed throughout the document as follows:  
 
9.25 – Table 9.2: Summary of consultations undertaken  

 Response received from NBC’s Environmental Health officer to email dated 23 March 2016: [...] My only observation is why monitor from April to April as the objective is annual mean based on a calendar year? Ideally monitoring 
should be compared with the appropriate objective.  
13.29  
The current desk study [in relation to Ground Conditions] will be supplemented by an additional Walkover survey when access is possible [...].  
Ashfield Land Management Rail Central Project – Preliminary Ecological Appraisal Report  
2.3  
[...] Surveys in May are optimal for Phase 1 Habitat surveys [...].  
March is a very early time of year for recording plant species and many species may not have been in evidence, while others present only as leaves or dead remains were unidentifiable. A great many more species would be recorded in a 
summer survey.  
Many of the hedges had been recently trimmed making the woody species almost impossible to assess, at least comprehensively. Again woody species are likely to be overlooked in a March walkover survey of the Phase 1 kind (though 
they could be recorded in a painstaking survey). Broad conclusions about the generality of the hedges are likely to be correct, but some dismissed here as species-poor could turn out on closer inspection to be of greater nature 
conservation value than appeared.  
And yet this survey was carried out on 23rd and 24th March 2015.  
3.2.3  
[...] but they were hard to assess in March and some lacked permission for access [...].  
3.2.5  
[...] hard to assess without access in March.  
3.2.8  
[...] There must be assemblages of ruderals but these would not have been well-developed in March [...].  
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3.3.1  
[...] As access was not available in this area [...]. This area was not accessible [...].  
3.3.2 - Table 3.3 – B3  
[...] not accessible for detailed survey [...]. 
3.3.4 – Table 3.5 – 5, 10, 11, 12 and 13  
[...] not accessible [...].  
3.3.6  
[...] however it was not possible to access all sections of the stream fully to inspect it.  
4.2  
[...] could not be assessed owing to lack of permission for access [...].  
&  
[...] it must be stressed that many more plant species might be discovered in a summer survey.  
 
Within your Welcome: Consulting the community document which essentially provided the exhibition panels which formed the public exhibitions held in April/May, you stated that “members of the full project team” would be available to 
answer questions and explain the proposals. The reality is that the early public exhibitions were largely resourced by junior members of the project team who were, in the main, ill-equipped to answer questions and explain the proposals. 
Towards the end of the series of public exhibitions, more senior members of the project team did appear to be present, but even then answers to many of my questions were not forthcoming – they were frequently met by the popular 
refrain of “it’s early days” – and I was appalled by the inability of several members of the team, including James Digby when questioned about the alternative site assessment, to adequately explain your proposals.  
Within the same document, you stated that: “Overall, Rail Central will result in a net reduction of HGV movements on the UK strategic highway network”. To date, you have failed to provide any evidence to support this statement and yet it 
remains a central tenet of your arguments in support of the proposed development.  
 
With regards to traffic modelling, you went on to state that you “have carried out initial assessments at a number of key junctions”. To date, you have yet to reveal which “key junctions” you were referring to here. This is just one example 
amongst many where you have been very economical with the level of information which you have been prepared to share with the local community.  
 
With regards to your visualisations, published in late August, you have been at great pains to point out that these are in keeping with industry standards. However, they are grossly misleading in their nature. All images of warehouses are 
taken at a distance and only one image shows one of the 3 gantry cranes and even then at a distance and deliberately hidden behind some trees. At the most recent Local Liaison Group Meeting, you suggested that all of the 
visualisations have been provided on a "worse case scenario". Frankly, this is a complete joke! Worse than that, one of the visualisations actually refers to the East Coast Mainline which smacks of the total lack of professionalism with 
which you have approached this whole process. When I questioned James Digby about this at the last Local Liaison Group Meeting, it appeared to be the first time that this had been brought to his notice. Even he described this error as 
“embarrassing”. I couldn’t agree more! 
 
This is by no means the first time that such an “embarrassing” mistake has been made. In a letter to Mark Redding – Chair of Stop Rail Central Limited, dated 11th February 2016, inviting Stop Rail Central Limited to participate in the 
Local Liaison Group, you stated the following: “We anticipate that membership of the LLG will primarily be representatives from local parish councils and, subject to their interest, from local ward and divisional members from South 
Northamptonshire Council, Northampton Borough Council and Nottinghamshire County Council who will be invited”. One can only assume that you meant to refer to divisional members from Northamptonshire County Council, rather than 
Nottinghamshire. This kind of slapdash approach to communications does little to support the notion that you are approaching the community consultation process with the due level of care and attention. 
 
In addition, when questioned at the most recent Local Liaison Group Meeting, you were unable to explain why you have completely ignored viewpoints 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10 and 11 when providing your recent visualisations (>50% of the 13 
viewpoints that you have identified). This can only leave me to conclude that your approach to the visualisations has been sub-standard.  
At this same meeting, Ben Copithorne referred to the property bond proposal which has been presented to a number of “immediate neighbours” of the proposed development. During the meeting, I asked Ben to define what he meant by 
"immediate neighbours" (and he couldn't or wouldn't). In a letter sent by Ashfield Land’s consultants, Hamer Associates, to amongst others – residents of Railway Cottages, I was struck by the following (page 2, paragraphs 3-4):  
"Unfortunately, where no land is acquired from a residential property owner, but the property is nevertheless in close proximity to the proposed development, the Code provides very limited avenues for compensation for the owner, and it 
does not address the uncertainty that can be caused by the proposals. 
 
In view of the limitations of the Code it is becoming more common for promoters of projects to develop scheme-specific discretionary packages, to provide affected property owners with an increased level of certainty".  
 
I appreciate that I have vested interest here, living as I do on the junction of Northampton Road and Station Road, but I'd be keen to understand how you determine "close proximity" and whether, therefore, you consider those that live on 
Station Road as "affected property owners". Despite having raised this question at the Local Liaison Group Meeting on 13th September 2016, I have yet to receive any clarification on this point.  
 
I was also aghast to learn that one of Hamer Associates’ recent communications to local residents bore Network Rail’s logo. This has since been dismissed by you as a simple case of someone putting the wrong paper in the printer. That 
being the case, this is another indication of the careless manner in which you have approached communications with local residents up to this point. However, one also wonders whether the use of Network rail’s logo was a deliberate ploy 
on the part of Hamer Associates to lend their communication added weight and to push the residents of Railway Cottages into signing up to the proposed Property Bond.  
 
In my capacity as one of the directors of Stop Rail Central Limited, and as referenced above, I attended the last Local Liaison Group Meeting.  
 
Unfortunately Nick Gallop from Intermodality was unable to join the meeting due to the fact that his wife had been involved in an accident earlier in the day, so there was no update on rail and rail operations, but Ashfield Land promised to 
provide an update in the meeting minutes. However, the update that was subsequently provided within the meeting minutes provided scant additional information.  
 
During the update on design, Matthew Sheppard from Turley said that there would be “no access to general traffic from the Northampton Road (except in emergencies)”. However, when questioned, Matthew Sheppard was unable to 
define what was meant by “emergency access”. Matthew also spoke about the comprehensive review of PROWs that you have carried out, but acknowledged that your earlier plans had "missed" some of the connections between 
PROWs. He described this as an "omission" on your part – an omission which is symptomatic of the slapdash manner in which your investigations have been carried out up to this point.  
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From a Highways & Access perspective, Craig Rawlinson from TPA confirmed that the current improvements to both the A5 and Abthorpe roundabouts have not taken into account the additional traffic volumes which would be generated 
by the proposed development. In addition, he also acknowledged that in the event that there were traffic issues on the M1, he could envisage that traffic might have to travel through Blisworth to access the A508. Both of these statements 
are extremely worrying for local residents.  
 
It is also understood that the proposed truckstop will only have 149 bays which feels woefully inadequate and leaves local residents deeply concerned that the surrounding areas will be over-run by HGVs parking up in lay-bys etc.  
 
In conclusion, I feel compelled to refer to Section 5.6 of your PEIR, in which you stated the following:  
At its most simple level, a community involvement process should ensure that people:  

 have access to information;  
 can put forward their own ideas and feel confident that there is a process for considering ideas;  
 have an active role in developing proposals and options to ensure local knowledge and perspectives are taken into account;  
 can comment on and influence formal proposals; and  
 get feedback and are informed about progress and outcomes.  

 
It is with these criteria in mind that I am providing you with my feedback and when judged against these criteria (and for the reasons set out in this letter), I can only conclude by saying that I feel that Phase One of your community 
consultation process has fallen woefully short of what I had reasonably expected and, as such, I expect a detailed response to this letter in due course.  
Yours faithfully,  

 

Annex CL (Feedback number: 200  – Further comments)  

We write in response to the 1st phase of the ‘Consultation’ process, for the above, which now closes on 21st October 2016 and wish the following observations to be placed on record: 
 
Illustrative Plans –published on 25th August 2016 
The format is totally inadequate, it is impossible to get a true perspective on a computer screen as the plans are such large scale.  Paper plans issued after complaints about those published online are also inadequate and lacking in 
detail.   
The warehousing on the illustrative plans is shown with a 15 year perspective this surely is misleading and doesn’t reflect the massive impact of these huge buildings on the area. No mitigation can provide effective screening.   
It is noteworthy that the one crane, ‘discreetly’ shown on the plans, is hidden behind bushes and there is no indication of the height and impact this will have on the area.  
Information on the strategic road interchange on the A43 south of the M1 J15A is minimal. 
If Rail Central’s ‘consultation’ requirement is to be deemed as adequate then exhibitions with consultants in attendance should have been arranged following publication of the ‘Illustrative Plans’. 
 
Emergency access to the site 
To date no details have been released on the location or management of an emergency access, the plans show an entrance off the Northampton Road with adjacent car parks.  If, as we have been told, this entrance could be classified 
for ‘emergencies’ then clarification is needed as to how it will be managed and what is the definition of ‘emergency access’. It leads us to the conclusion that this will become another ‘way in’ to the site for all and sundry creating more rat 
running and HGV traffic in the immediate locality.  The M1 is frequently at a standstill with queuing traffic, on such occasions will lorries be diverted to access the site from the Northampton Road via the ‘emergency’ access? 
 
Local Exhibitions 
It is quite deplorable that only one exhibition of plans was held in Milton Malsor this was on  Friday 20th May 2016 a working day and between working hours.  This proposal covers land mainly in Milton Malsor Parish and to hold just 
one exhibition on a working day is utterly disrespectful to our community who will be hugely affected by such a massive industrial development. 
The ‘experts’ who attended the various exhibitions appeared to have differing ‘briefs’ on the proposed development their answers to pertinent questions were many and varied with no consistency!  The stock answer was “it is early days”. 
 
Local Employment 
The Northampton area has a very low unemployment rate it is, therefore, obvious that employees (8,000) for a site as large as this will be sourced from a distance, hence more traffic, rat running and traffic pollution. 
 
Traffic & Pollution 
This proposal will destroy two rural villages and increase traffic volume in an already heavily congested and highly polluted area, Collingtree Village adjacent to the M1 is identified as at maximum nitrogen dioxide air quality levels.  Lorries 
travelling in from all directions will be using the motorway with consequent diesel pollution.  Lorries travelling in from the south will impact on air quality in Towcester which is also identified as having high levels of nitrogen dioxide.   
Noise and light pollution from such an operation working 24 hours a day 7 days a week will destroy the relative peace of our village; we are already affected by traffic noise from the M1 and resulting pollution. 
 
In conclusion we must make mention of the ‘West Northants Joint Core Strategy’ which has been independently approved and is the planning policy for all development until 2029, it finds the need for only 3 ‘strategic’ employment sites, 
M1, J16, DIRFT & Silverstone.  The Rail Central proposal would allow Northampton town to spread south of the motorway which is against local planning policy. 

 

Annex CM (Feedback number: 230 – Further comments)  

I refer to your circular of 2nd August 2016 advising of the above community consultation, relating to the proposed strategic rail freight  interchange (SRFI), to be constructed on land in open countryside in the parish of Milton Malsor. It is 
imperative to point out that this proposal is contrary to the West Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy adopted in December 2014. 
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The detail of the illustrative masterplan and visuals posted on the website, are extremely difficult and almost impossible to read on a desktop computer screen, due to the small size of print. Even when enlarging the documents, it is still 
hard to read as they do not fit onto the screen. Furthermore, there is no mention of any measurements to the height and dimensions of the buildings being proposed to construct. Without this data, one is unable to form any rational 
conclusion. Therefore, this community consultation serves no useful purpose at all. 

It is totally unethical to choose a website and a disc for public viewing in various locations, as the only way of carrying out this community consultation. Not everyone in the local community has access to a computer to view the 
information. With no opportunity top ask questions and have a sensible dialogue this is totally unacceptable, unprofessional and not what a comprehensive community consultation is all about. 

The community require a thorough and meaningful consultation, a series of public exhibitions held in Milton Malsor with display boards, clearly showing all the relevant information including the height and dimensions of the buildings, the 
increased volume of traffic on the roads and the environmental bunding protections, etc. It is also critically important that these public exhibitions are staffed with people who have expertise in their subject area, and are able to provide 
satisfactory answers to fundamental questions. 

What is not required, is a repeat of the scenario of the one public exhibition held in the village hall in Milton Malsor on Friday 20th May 2016. This exhibition served no useful purpose due to the lack of detail displayed of the proposed 
development, as well as being told by those staffing the exhibition to questions raised, “it’s still early days”. 

Organising only one exhibition in Milton Malsor between 12pm-8.00pm on Friday 20th May, was clearly nonsensical, as most of the development proposed will be within Milton Malsor Parish, where residents will be directly affected by 
your proposals. 

Many residents were unable to attend on that day, due to work commitments etc. Furthermore, I am totally at a loss as to why you organised at the expense of Milton Malsor, seven public exhibitions, held between 28th April and 21st May 
2016, four in Blisworth, with one each in Collingtree, Roade and Towcester. 

As an organisation, it is apparent there is an awful lot to learn about meaningful community consultation. 

Annex DA (Feedback number: 239 – Further comments)  

This proposed development is in a totally inappropriate location – farmland in a rural area in close proximity to 2 conservation villages with 3,000 residents– and including about 20 households living on or abutting the site. The Grand 
Union Canal Conservation Area seems to have been overlooked. 
 
West Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy (JCS) 
This is prepared by the Joint Planning Unit on behalf of the local councils and states:- 
“Villages will retain their local distinctiveness and character.” 
“New development in the rural areas will be limited to enhancing and maintaining the distinctive character and vitality of rural communities and respecting the quality of tranquillity.” 
 
“It is important that the area does not become over-reliant on one employment sector ie warehousing and storage” 
 “Delivering new space … to cater for the warehousing industry … would not be desirable or sustainable to achieve a balanced economy.” 
“The scale & extent of storage and distribution will be carefully controlled and … permission for units over 40,000 sqm will not be granted.” 
 “Provision has been made for large scale storage and distribution in more appropriate locations, particularly at DIRFT.” 
 
Visual impact 
The visual aspect will be horrific. 
The long-awaited visualisations on the website are completely misleading and give no idea of the scale or impact of 18m warehouses & 32m gantry cranes. 
The limited number of viewpoints is very selective with no close-ups or indication of the visual impact on residents or from the road. 
No 3D models have been supplied but at the 13th Sept meeting we were told that they would be “available soon”. How much time do you need? 
 
Pollution (air, light and noise) 
The JCS refers to:- 
“Air quality is a pressing concern …” 
“Provision of outdoor lighting is a recognised source of pollution …” 
New developments must address “the adverse impacts of noise …” 
 
How can air quality be maintained with so many diesel-fuelled vehicles operating in a concentrated low-lying area and emerging on to the local roads?  
32m Gantry cranes cause acoustic and lighting problems 24 hrs a day and are only a few hundred meters from houses and cottages.  
 
ONE OF OUR MAJOR CONCERNS IS THE TRAFFIC IMPLICATIONS 
 
HGV Movements 
A new connection is proposed from the site to the already congested A43. Is one entrance/exit sufficient for a development of this size? And what contingency plans are there if the motorway or A43 or A5 are blocked or congested?  
 
We are told there will be no access to/from Northampton Road for HGVs except in an “emergency”, but still no definition of an emergency in spite of it being raised at all public meetings since April – and would this be legally enforceable? 
 
13th Sept liaison meeting – “We have yet to define emergency exit with the Highways Dept.”  
Craig Rawlinson acknowledged that if there were traffic issues on the M1 or other roads, HGVs might have to travel through Blisworth to access the A508. Once the development is built it will be down to “site management” to enforce 
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local traffic restrictions. 
This is unacceptable. 
. 
Northampton/Towcester Road 
This road traverses the site and is our link between Northampton and Towcester, our local bus route and the school run. When there are problems on the M1 it takes a much increased volume of traffic. Side roads are small winding 
country lanes some with narrow and weight-restricted bridges. On a recent “bad-motorway day” I counted 126 vehicles queuing at the High Street junction to turn into Blisworth.  
Here large vehicles such as HGVs and buses need two clear lanes to negotiate the corner, often mounting the pavement. If they turn into Courteenhall Road to access the A508 it necessitates passing the local Primary School with the 
movements of young children and at arrival and departure times the road is reduced to a single lane. 
If the narrow High Street route is used through the Conservation Area it passes many “listed” seventeenth and eighteenth century cottages built just a few feet from the road and without modern foundations. 
It is said that the projected 8000 workers will travel to the site by road. 
 
JCS  “Traffic congestion is increasing and must be addressed and new developments must be well connected to towns. Elements of the existing infrastructure in the area are already at or close to capacity.” 
 
Community update August  Highways, Access & Transport (working with NCC & Highways England) - unable to provide even draft details of traffic design, flows, usage and impact on the community during the build and after completion.  
 
13th Sept liaison meeting  Craig Rawlinson offered no progress on the highways aspect. He repeated that traffic-calming measures and off-site traffic improvements could be introduced, but without any details – paying no heed to our 
concern about the volume of traffic. 
 
Consultation Process 
Poor and inadequate information was badly presented with inaccuracies and omissions. 
There were deficiencies in the consultation process and so-called “experts” at the meetings were brought in from outside the county with no knowledge of local conditions, topography or heritage. 
Important transport questions have been asked since April and are still not answered. 
Many questions were dismissed with phrases such as “it’s early days”, “this work is on-going”, “progress is continuing” and “we anticipate further information becoming available”. 
The visualisations are ridiculously misleading from selective distant viewpoints and very small scale with a gantry almost hidden behind a foreground bush!  
There is no 3-D modelling and no indication of the impact on the local residents of an area of such large buildings.   
  
Ashfield Land is not listening to local communities. 

Annex DB (Feedback number: 243 – Further comments)  

I found your first Public Exhibition earlier in the year absolutely woeful in its lack of detail, I was disappointed in its lack of detail and clarity around all the fundamental planning issues. 
 
I found that many of the so called experts were not sufficiently informed about AL’s proposals. 
 
The development very much depends on the feasibility of the rail connection and detail on this was a major omission.  Secondly the plan being distributed showed no connection onto the Northampton Road which is completely contrary to 
what was presented on the information boards.  The transport on local roads is a significant concern to all local residents. 
 
At this point none of the 20 properties that lie around the boundary were contacted, how do you think they felt seeing their homes with a very large warehouse in their back garden or even worse a very large warehouse built on top of their 
homes? 
The consultant’s answers were very mixed (I actually did the exit polls), different answers on different days, the most commonly used answer was ‘its early days’. 
 
Your Heritage lady, didn’t have a clue!  To state that such a massive development would do the area no harm is laughable.  Also one of your experts didn’t even know which canal we were on?? 
 
The Landscaping man really didn’t have a lot to work on, I think your attitude is concrete over as much as possible, more warehouse’s more money. 
 
Overall the scheme lacked imagination and showed us nothing new, no artist’s impressions, no 3d models, no landscaping, no full scale plans nothing. 
 
Around 1000 people attended the meetings, 89% were totally against this project, and of the other 11 most people were undecided.  Of the 89% against nobody could see any benefit to our community. 
 
 
Response to Visualisations. 
 
I believe that the views provided are misleading, there is no scale.  Surely a project of this size should have had computer generated graphics, an average 10 year old could have done a better job on his home computer. 
 
The fact that you have tried to hide one of the cranes behind a tree, and not even shown the others prove that you are clearly trying to mislead. 
 
The actual visualisations that you are showing on the computer are so small that it is impossible to read without the help of a magnifying glass.  What about older people that don’t have a computer? What about people that don’t have 
transport to the few places that you left plans?  If you were serious in engaging with the public these plans would have been placed in the village with another presentation. 
 
All visualisations were taken from such a long way they meant absotely nothing, I note that you didn’t take any pictures from the bottom of people’s gardens that surround this monstrosity.  
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I regularly walk my dog From Blisworth to Barn Lane, Milton Malsor, I believe that the footpath now will take me twice the distance (my dogs 10 don’t think he can walk that far anymore), looks like I might have to cross the railway twice as 
well? 
 
Also you say how the site will look in certain situation’s then I believe you show it in approx. 15 years, why do the look exactly the same??  Very odd. 
 
I always question the fact that you employ a PR Company, is it to try and put a spin on this and pull the wool over our eyes. 
 
I continually feel that you as a Company do not have the experience or know how to carry out such a large project, you owned a piece of land and you clearly are trying to take full advantage of Govt. policy.   
 
This proposal is so alien to the environment that it could never be acceptable, the land is still farmed, its home to so much wildlife, its far to close to people’s homes. There is absolutely no amount of mitigation that would ever make up for 
this devastation to our area.  

Annex DC (Feedback number: 244 – Further comments)  

I write in response to the Phase I consultations carried out earlier this year for the proposed SRFI between Milton and Blisworth.  I attended the public presentations at several venues namely Blisworth, Milton and Towcester.  My general 
observations were that the actual content of these presentations was pretty poor and the consultants present were unable to provided definitive answers to question being raised. 
 
My main concerns were that both I and the many people who attended these presentations, were presented with PEI stage 1 non-technical summary, this contained several topic heads but did not cover ‘Rail’.  I believe this was a major 
oversight and should have been one of the main topic headers, otherwise what is the purpose of a Strategic Rail Freight Interchange …. with no reference to the impacts of the Rail element.  I very much doubt that those attendees were 
even aware that a technical version of this with over 800 pages long was available, in which the Rail Element was included. 
 
During the course of the original presentations I requested via your Landscape Consultants a copy of ‘parameters plans’ to a recognised scale which also indicated existing ground levels so that some correlation could be made between 
plateau levels, building levels and the actual impact on existing levels, this detail was promised but never forthcoming.  I made several other requests for this detail via James Harrup on two occasions and most recently via Ben 
Coppithore, I have now been informed this level of detail is not available.  If I made an application or pre-application via the Local Planning Authority WITHOUT RECOGNISED SCALED PLANS OR LEVELS it would be rejected out of 
hand.  I find this incredulous that a scheme now 10 months into the pre-application period does not contain this level of detail. 
 
In the technical version of the PEI under the rail header several references are made to the progress made by Rail Central with Network Rail into the Grip Process, claiming to have progressed to Grip 2 however Network Rail have now 
confirmed that no progress whatsoever has been made into the Grip process on the current scheme, again 10 months on it is absolutely unbelievable that for a scheme predicated on Rail availability that nothing has been done, at what 
point will Rail Central actually enter into meaningful dialogue with Network Rail.  I would like to think that it would need to move to Grip Stage 5 as a minimum requirement before it was even considered for application.  I would appreciate 
your response to this. 
 
The present updated parameters plans have omitted several residential properties which are within the development area, such as Rathkilly Farm WHICH IS WITHIN METRES of the 30m high gantry cranes and all associated lighting 
noise and pollution which goes with it, and properties at Lodge Farm, Manor Farm and Flowercraft which will be obliterated by warehouses.  I am unsure if the Planning Inspectorate are aware that these properties even exist.  However it 
is a major oversight to omit these properties, even if Ashfield Land have options on these properties their existence cannot be ignored.  It may be that these residents would prefer to remain in their properties but have accepted an option 
agreement because they believe it to be their only option. 
 
On your updated Masterplan you indicate a rail maintenance depot and an express freight platform, could you please advise on what grounds these would be classified under National Policy as an SRFI, COULD THE EXPRESS RAIL 
FREIGHT PLATFORM ACCOMMODATE 775MM LONG TRAINS NPPS 4.89, and would this conflict with passenger services on the WCML, AGAIN WHAT PART OF National Policy do maintenance depots for Royal Trains fall under 
(comments made by your consultants re:- Royal Train). Please do let me know. 
 
I would also seek clarification as to whether Zone 6, rail served storage, actually applies to units 5 6 and 7, if so would you consider this accords with NPPS 4.88 which states that a ‘significant’ element of the buildings should be rail 
connected – it does not appear a significant element to me. 
 
National policy 5.166 clearly states that existing open space and land should not be developed unless the land is surplus to requirements or the loss would be replaced by the equivalent or better provision in terms of quality and quantity 
in a suitable location.  The land in question is clearly not surplus to requirements and no amount of mitigation to this present scheme would offer compliance under this Policy. 
 
I do not believe that any amount of mitigation of the proposed scheme would counter the adverse impacts it would have on the environment, the impact on the residential properties within the PDA, and would account for the loss of the 
open space the proposal would only serve to create an urban sprawl destroying the rural character of two historic villages for ever. 

Annex DD (Feedback number: 251 – Further comments)  

We write as residents of the village of Gayton, Northamptonshire, to express our concerns regarding the proposed Rail Freight Interchange between the nearby villages of Blisworth and Milton Malsor. Having read the available 
documentation on the proposals made by Rail Central, we are at a complete loss to understand why such a development is necessary in this location. Surely it makes no sense for the following reasons: 
1 The site of the proposed development lies only 18 miles to the south of Daventry International Rail Freight Terminal. The current expansion and close proximity of DIRFT will adequately meet many of the objectives presented by Rail 
Central in support of its own proposal. We understand that DIRFT is currently operating well below its capacity so where is the freight coming from to justify another rail interchange so close by?  
2 The proposed development will significantly add to HGV traffic on the already congested M1 motorway, A5, and A43 trunk roads. M1 closures, which are frequent, lead to gridlock at the A5/A43 junction in Towcester. The recent 
'improvements' to the Tove and Abthorpe roundabouts have been carried out in an attempt to alleviate existing traffic problems not to cope with more. The Northampton Road (named as emergency access in the proposals) leading to the 
proposed site is a single carriageway local access route which is hardly suitable for increased HGV use. We also read with some alarm that the A43 might be used for 'stacking' of HGVs. We can't wait to see what impact this will have on 
the 'one way traffic system' put into operation during big events at Silverstone Circuit such as the British Grand Prix.  
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3 The West Coast Main Line is one of the busiest mixed-use railways in Europe. We are not in the least surprised therefore that after 3 years of discussions with Network Rail there has been no progress regarding use of the line by Rail 
Central. Your claim that Rail Central is the only SRFI capable of accessing two separate rail lines (West Coast Main Line and Northampton Loop) is nonsense and wholly misleading. The Northampton Loop Line is exactly what it says it 
does, it simply links Northampton to the West Coast Main Line so all rail traffic will end up there anyway.  
4 The proposed development site sits mainly on prime agricultural land. We see no case for replacing this vital piece of food producing land with huge warehouses and parking for hundreds of HGVs. It would seem that Rail Central have 
given no thought at all to the flood risk in this area. There must be plenty of 'brown field' sites adjacent to rail lines all across the  country that could be better used. 
5 We are surprised by your claim that the proposed development will create 8,000 jobs. Where these people will come from is unclear. Unemployment in the local area is low, so new employees will have to travel to and from the site 
creating even more traffic and associated parking problems. 
 
It appears to us that the whole consultation process so far has been little more than a  'box ticking exercise'. Yes, lots of people have been consulted and from what we hear, most of them have indicated they are not in favour of the 
proposed development. Information has been poor and often inaccurate (the Grand Union Canal was missing in some of the early plans put out for consultation and many Public Rights of Way seem to have been overlooked). Many of the 
so called 'experts' have shown little knowledge of the area in question. The flooding expert admitted he had no knowledge of the topography and geology of the area. Also, for another expert to suggest that such a large development will 
have no impact on the local heritage and will not spoil the area seems bizarre in the least.  
We are particularly disappointed at Ashfield Land's claim that Rail Central is a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project under the Planning Act 2008. Our understanding is that this is not the case 
 
Please do not take this objection as an example of NIMBYism. If we felt the development was of strategic National importance then we would have no objection at all. But it isn't. The Ashfield Land plan appears to show no proper rail 
connectivity 
and most of the proposed warehousing seems to be served by road only. This is just what we do not need. This part of Northamptonshire already has plenty of road-served warehouse space without adding to it. 

Annex DE (Feedback number: 255 – Further comments)  

As a resident of Milton Malsor I’m writing to provide feedback on the consultation process so far on the Rail Central project.  I have so far found the consultation process to be lamentable.  So far both the presentation I attended in the 
village and the leaflets you send to my home have been to my mind are inadequate.  There are too many items that have been left undetermined by your information, and even speaking to some of your consultants at the exhibition I 
found that they were unable to provide any further information.  I’m struggling to understand why there has been the paucity of information, in documentation you have presented to local council about the SOCC 17th March 2016 you 
claim to have been working with stakeholders for a number of years on the scheme – if this is the case why so far the only information of any substance we have had is primarily driven around the modelling methodology – all very 
interesting but of little use, and as a lay person we can provide no feedback into this. 
It feels that this whole process is driven by a need to tick a box, and an arrogance that the legislation is so stacked in your favour that at best you just need to go through the motions.  I read in the S51 advice you received that the 
planning inspectorate asked you to delay the start of the process until after Christmas so all respondents got a clear 28days to respond initially – you ploughed ahead anyway, as a cynic I can only conclude that this was deliberate to try 
and stifle feedback, as you seem to be taking so long to cobble together information now I find it hard to believe that you were actually ready to start the process.  I thought the whole point of the legislation you are using to get your 
scheme off the ground was to reduce the amount of time taken for a decision to be made, however despite saying you have spent time developing the project there is little evidence that this is case, as you hadn’t even done your baseline 
modelling by the time we attend d your presentation in May.  It would seem by the errors in your initial submission in December 2015 that the boilerplate used by consultants had not properly been reviewed by your teams prior to rushing 
it through to the planning inspectorate. 
I notice you also slid out your visualisations just before the August bank holiday, again I presume to hope that it would go un-noticed – this was also a good month after your last communication where you said you might deliver some 
visualisations in August.  I note the only change to your scheme since the first outline plan was presented is you are no longer trying to develop west of the A43, the number of building and their potential size has not changed for the main 
part of the scheme – so it is unclear why you were unable to provide visualisations any earlier than you did.  I notice from the visualisations that you have been quite selective of your view points and it’s amazing how a small shrub can 
mask a massive great crane.  Also you have only done daytime visualisation, nothing showing night time and how light might affect the surrounding area.  Although how have you managed to produce the visualisations for the scheme if 
you are still modelling the effects of the scheme – do these drawing mean you have now concluded what mitigation you need to put in place, or are they best case scenario for you – in which case is it case that these may have to change 
significantly post the modelling you are doing.  
Your proposed development to my mind is incongruous in the context of the surrounding area, it will dwarf both local settlements you are proposing to build between there is no precedence of schemes of this size appearing in the middle 
of the countryside so close to such small settlements.  This scheme will effectively seal Milton Malsor off from its surroundings – if it goes ahead our village will be completely surrounded by large pieces of infrastructure and will be left 
marooned and cut off from all communities by either your scheme the M1 and A43 – all which will be significantly more busy and noise and pollutant due to the scheme that you are suggesting.  We would be unable to walk in any 
direction outside of our village without encountering an obstacle of some size, and it will degrade the amenity of our situation.  And if an emergency were to occur the large volumes of traffic were released onto the Towcester road I feel 
the sealing off effect would be intolerable for the residents of the village, and would make it dangerous for us to easily leave our village and would make it dangerous to walk and keep our children safe with the nature of traffic that would 
inevitably swap our village seeking to get to the M1/ A43/ A45 at any expense. 
This proposal is contrary to the local development plan recently adopted by the council, which has been accepted for the blend of employment and housing needs of the region, although it fits the definition of the NSIP as a potential site, 
but then so does anywhere where trunk road bisects a railway line – this does not necessarily mean that this is the correct or indeed desirable site for your plan, other than the fact for you that you happened to own some land off a trunk 
road and near a railway line when the legislation changed.  Your figures state that this will provide 8000 more jobs, however there is nothing show how many of these jobs will just be relocation of labour of other local site and how many 
are genuinely new jobs.  Equally in the area of low unemployment there is no study to show where this workforce will be drawn from the traffic effects from where workforce might reasonably expected to come from?  There seems to be 
little acknowledgement of other schemes that are already in process or could reasonably assumed to be granted permission in the modelling that you are still to do – or not as the case may be. 
Beyond the loss of amenity of the setting of the village the principle concerns I have an we have very little detail on so far are noise, light and air pollution arising from your scheme.  There has been very little information about this.  I 
spoke to your consultant re noise at the exhibition all I was told was the baseline noise levels were still being modelled, and that was only for the site.  I fail to see how you can only monitor noise on your site and nothing within the local 
communities – how will you ever prove if the scheme gets the go ahead there has been negligible effect on noise if we do not have the baseline noise measurements within the village.  The village noise levels vary dramatically depending 
upon the wind direction and there is nothing to show how noise may be carried into the village depending upon the differing directions of wind, there is nothing to show the increase in noise from the acceleration and de-acceleration of 
freight trains required to enter and leave your site or any indication of whether realistically these will be night or daytime movements based on current availability of slots on the line. 
I have seen nothing within your information about air pollution caused by the site, beyond an admission buried deep in one part of your report that a lorry park might have a detrimental effect on air pollution.  I fail to see how your proposal 
which will increase the traffic flow within the area will not have a detrimental effect on air pollution primarily due to increases of HGV movements, especially on local low air quality areas on both the M1 and Towcester itself.  I have young 
children and there are a number of studies that show that air pollution has a significant negative effect on child development and can cause longer term health issues – I’[m yet to receive any reassurance that you site will not significantly 
impact upon the local village air quality and by party to that the effects it will have upon my family.  
You have also shown nothing about the effects of light pollution within the village beyond saying things will be built to industry standards.  This proposed development will change what is currently an undeveloped site into a site that has 
significant producer of unnatural light year round.  
 It would appear that you main mitigation measure is just to erect bunds, or dig down and whack up a few trees, but we will need to wait fifteen years for the trees to grow, its unclear whether the mitigation is only complete once these 
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trees have fully grown, which would be over half of the useful economic use of your site assuming 30 year lifespan. 
  
One of our principle concerns is whether the local road infrastructure can cope with your scheme. The A43 is already busy road especially around Towcester most periods of the day, the junction onto the M40 is generally busy and poorly 
designed, and the junction for M1 is also not suitable for the volumes of traffic you propose.  The modelling shows that you only have to show mitigation suitable to stop peak hours affecting the local roads – however with the site you 
have there will be significant changes in traffic flows at all the time due to the volume of HGVs and then whenever there is shift change, and don’t feel that just looking at peak hours is sufficient for this type of scheme. These roads are 
only going to get busier with the developments occurring at Towcester, Brackley and Silverstone not to mention the increase in traffic during the building phase of HS2.  There is also no details how the scheme will cope with the regular 
closures and high traffic volumes from events held at Silverstone. 
  
I notice that initially you are looking at restricting access to the Towcester Road for emergency only. I notice that to get traffic into your scheme you are proposing dual road off the roundabout and up to the underpass and then single after 
that – if you need that sort of infrastructure for normal operation how can the Towcester road ever be sufficient to act as a secondary emergency exit, especially with the narrow streets of Blisworth with limited ability for HGVs to move, a 
large number of restrictions on height widths and weights on a number of other roads – effectively most will go out past Milton and through Hunsbury – due to the nature of the pedestrian traffic and proximity of schools etc. I fail to see 
how this can be considered suitable – there is also no definition of emergency and who can declare this and what if any recourse we have if there is a violation of this.  
  
I would seem that the HGV park is small for the scale of site and one of the main well documented issues for local communities around DIRFT has been the prevalence of vehicles parking in local communities with little recourse or action 
taken by anyone to prevent this. I drive along the A43 every morning and find that most lay-bys are already full utilised how will your scheme affect the demand on these resources and what will be done to ensure that side roads do not 
become used by drivers unable to find somewhere to rest.  
  
Now there is not going to be staff car park off the Towcester road how is the scheme going to control parking in the surrounding villages and on that road to ensure it remains clear the local villages do not get lumbered with another 
negative externality from this scheme if people decide they do not want to enter via the A43, this predominantly workers rather than HGVs, but if the villages and roads become swamped by those choosing to drive and walk the last little 
bit to site villages could become overwhelmed and it would be difficult to control.  
  
There is nothing in your proposal re crime and the effect on the community of having such a large site nearby and possible increase in crime.  There is also nothing to say how you are going to preserve the local heritage of the area and 
the impact on jamming this between two conservation areas, and the effect on these two communities.  
One of the things that is unclear is the justification for the size of the site, looking at the plans for Dirft 3 which is of a similar size the rail sidings are significantly bigger I would assume to deliver more than 4 trains on to the site that you 
are going for to get you over the definition of an SRFI.  Why does it require 6m sq ft of warehousing – especially as only a small proportion will have direct rail access – the reason seems to be is allows you to build out all your land 
holding rather than there being a national strategic need for a site of this size near so many other SRFIs.  I have seen reference that you think items may be shunted around between the local SRFIs I fail to see how this would be 
economic to move things over such short distances between sites, or something that would be required for distribution as there is no manufacturing occurring on the site it is unclear why for distribution purposes someone would chose to 
handle items so often via rail over a short s.  Also is the position of the site really of strategic significance as all you are doing is marginally reducing the number of HGVs on roads that have capacity, i.e. in the north (as you state you think 
most will be internal domestic traffic principally coming from the north as these will be the only freight routes available you have to say everything will come from the North) to concentrate them in the south – it does nothing to reduce the 
emissions and congestion in the markets it will possible serve, i.e further south.  I would think the need to rail linked distribution centres primarily are attached to large markets with congested roads, i.e. our cities – this scheme does 
nothing to alleviate traffic within our cities – it just displaces it for a marginal reduction in pollution in some areas whilst increasing the pollution over a smaller area which already suffers from some air quality issues.  It would seem that this 
going to be principally road serviced and this addition of the minimum amount of rail infrastructure is a method to get around local planning pressures and a perceived easier ride.  
I think the consultation process has been poor - the legislation you are using is firmly stacked in your favour and I think it would be polite or even ethical (think RICS and Accountancy bodies you are members of have ethical standards) 
and that you should consider those when dealing with local stakeholders and treat them with respect and dignity when trying to foist a scheme that none of you will need to bear the negative externalities of, or changes to our communities 
as you are not part of them, rather than doing the bare minimum you advisors think you might get away with – I know it adds to the cost but frankly the vast amount your need to spend on infrastructure to mitigate some of the issues your 
scheme will cause actually engaging with us meaningfully will be small change in the scheme of things.  As stated above there are so many areas where we as residents have no information on either from yourselves or local bodies we 
are struggling to comment on a scheme that to most of us presently is few drawings and some high level information provided in your literature and some modelling information. There have been errors and inconsistencies in some of your 
submissions you seem incapable of ensuring what you present is factually correct, which again makes it uncertain as to whether what we comment on is correct or not, or you are capable of actually delivering this project as specified if 
you do get through this process.  I find it appalling that such a nationally significant project can be so amateur in its output, and could even get past the first hurdle of this process.  I think there is a need to provide some good quality, 
timely, accurate information to the residents and then perhaps we could suitably feed back into the process, without that your consultation process is meaningless. 

Annex DF (Feedback number: 262 – Further comments)  

In the first instance we would point out that this proposal is of course, contrary to the West Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy adopted in December 2014. 
In relation to the attached two responses from Stop Rail Central regarding the consultation, as residents we wholeheartedly agree with and endorse the entire contents of both documents attached.  
 
In relation to the actual consultation process, we would highlight our objection to the lack of clear and accurate information within your public consultation to date, which as such, doesn’t equip any local residents to make a 100% accurate 
evaluation. The viewing points, graphics and plans do not give the reader correct information on which to base an informed decision. To have only one public display actually in Milton Malsor, considering 50% or possible more of the 
proposed development is in the boundaries of the parish, is inexcusable and insufficient. Debate has been had as to why, but the simple facts are that availability in public premises in the parish were readily available.   
 
For you to market this as a Strategic Rail Freight Terminal that is of National Importance is highly questionable. With the further development of DIRFT at Crick, increased volumes on the West Coast Mainline will only increase the 
currently levels of extreme congestion on the West Coast Mainline. This coupled with a new development and the fact that DIRFT in its current form is underutilised on its rail freight volumes should point to any planning authority that 
something within the overall plans is not working! The evidence is clear.  
 
Furthermore, to demonstrate how Rail Central are endeavouring to deliberately manipulate your marketing of the project and confuse local residents, I would draw your attention to the following as additional examples:  
 
1.       On your own website www.railcentral.com (accessed on 20/10/2016 - http://railcentral.com/the-project/what-is-an-sfri/ ) You clearly quoted the following “If you’ve bought wine from New Zealand, electronics from the Far East or 
furniture from Scandinavia then chances are it’s come by container and more than likely has passed through a SRFI.” The last part of this sentence ‘more than likely has passed through a SRFI’ is factually incorrect and a deliberate 
manipulation of the truth. UK Government statistics (https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/555338/port-freight-statistics-2015.pdf - accessed 20/10/16) clearly state Port Freight Traffic (tonnage) - 
Total tonnage levels decreased slightly by 1 per cent compared to 2014, with 496.7 million tonnes being handled by UK ports in 2015. The government’s forecast for the end of 2016 will not be dissimilar. Network Rail’s own document 
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(https://www.networkrail.co.uk/news/2016/jan/network-improvements-transforming-rail-freight/ - accessed 20/10/16) clearly states that ‘over 110 million tonnes carried last year alone.’  Neither take into consideration volume’s between 
bulk goods movements than containerised movements. 22% as a pure calculation of cargo moved by rail, as a percentage of imported tonnage, goes to prove that quoting “and more than likely has passed through a SRFI” is a simple 
fabrication of the truth. For something to be ‘more than likely’ would constitute a greater % probability of something actually happening or happened –this doesn’t even get half way!  
 
2.       Also, in a letter by Alan Digby from Ashfield Land to Freight Market Study Consultation, RUS Planner, Network Rail, Kings Place, 90 York Way, London, N1 9AG he quotes “ Given Milton Malsor’s location, we envisage a significant 
proportion of the rail traffic being domestic in nature, whether this be inbound supplies from Scotland or outbound deliveries to distribution facilities on rail-served sites in other regions.” Again to therefore be marketing on your website, 
printed material and display boards at the public meetings about the importance of the site in relation to international goods movements, is to be deliberately miss-leading members of the public in our opinion. 
 
3.       At the public display in Milton Malsor to be also told by ‘experts’ that from strategic analysis you know how much volume from the facility will go onto the rail network is simply a fallacy. This will only be from any forward predictions 
only. You have no way of knowing who the potential tenants of the warehousing will be at this stage and therefore no knowledge of their requirements for which mode of distribution in the UK. Additionally you are quoted as stating (to 
multiple witnesses) that to alleviate large volumes of traffic and noise, as part of the planning conditions they would have to operate 24hrs a day to spread the workforce across a shift system. Again considering you don’t even know what 
conditions would be applied to your development, short of a ‘crystal ball’ this is a simple lie. You also again cannot guarantee that all tenants would have operations needing to be operating 24hrs. Considering when questioned your 
colleague was a little bemused about what a 6-2, 2-10, 10-6 Continental Shift pattern was – enough said! 
 
And this is the point – the proposed development is nothing more than a speculative design and build of warehousing. What % ends up on the rail network is actually of no concern or interest to you, just the ability to build and sell/lease 
the warehousing itself. Points 1 and 2 above just highlight how the consultation process is not only inadequate before even considering a planning application, let alone being deliberately miss-leading. 
 
As such, we consider your consultation to date totally inadequate with the communities effected, especially considering the length of time you have had since having an interest in the land since 1999 and having been involved in planning 
Rail Central since 2013. The Planning Inspectorate’s website states (https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/Application-process-diagram2.png - accessed 20/10/16) at the ‘Acceptance’ phase “The 
Inspectorate, on behalf of the Secretary of State, has 28 days to decide whether the application meets the required standards to proceed to examination including whether the developer’s consultation has been adequate” For the reasons 
above and in the entire contents of the two documents attached, we believe that Ashfield Land are endeavouring to be forceful for their own gain and have not consulted adequately with the communities being affected. 
 
We feel that Ashfield Land - the developer needs to provide considerably more detailed proposals for consideration and consultation. However we do not believe this is a suitable development for the rural area, that it will devastate a rural 
community and is completely foreign to its local surroundings, let alone that the positioning of this site is not operationally viable due to its location. 

Annex DG (Feedback number: 274 – Further comments)  

I am writing to raise my concerns regarding Ashfield Land's proposals to construct a strategic rail freight interchange (SRFI) between the villages of Milton Malsor and Blisworth. 
Despite reviewing a number of documents and attending the public consultation sessions I have yet to see any convincing evidence that this proposal meets any of the Government objectives for a SRFI. 
1. Reduce Road Congestion – the proposed development will clearly increase congestion in the surrounding areas. In particular, the villages of Milton Malsor and Blisworth will be affected, but also further afield from the already 
congested M1 J15a and along the A43 past Towcester. The additional proposed c.16000 car journeys for the required workforce will add significantly to local congestion. Coupled with that the HGV traffic will inevitably use the villages as 
an alternative route, in particular when the M1 and A43 suffer any problems. The centre of Blisworth in particular struggles to cope with the current traffic levels, especially around rush hour, and regularly suffers complete gridlock when 
HGVs are attempting to negotiate the junctions of the High Street. As the parent of a child attending the local school I am all too aware of the existing traffic issues and fear that increased traffic will inevitably end up with a serious 
accident at some point. 
2. Reduce Carbon Emissions – as highlighted above the SRFI will vastly increase the road traffic and hence exhaust emissions in the area. There will also be a massive carbon footprint associated with the building phase which is then 
coupled with the eradication of around c.250 hectares of greenfield farmland. This could also set a precedent for further planning applications for supporting housing and hence facilitate urban sprawl from Northampton across the natural 
barrier of the M1 and linking up to the proposed development. 
3. Support long-term development of efficient rail freight distribution logistics – given the existing and approved SRFI sites in very close proximity to the area (DIRFT, East Midlands, St Albans etc) I cannot see how the strategic need for 
this development can be justified; indeed, I have only seen evidence to the contrary. The West Coast mainline appears to be running at or near capacity and indeed Network Rail, despite Ashfield Lands assertions, appear to confirm this. 
Given the other existing and proposed SRFIs in the area it would seem likely that there would be an over-supply of rail linked warehouses and that the development would only be used for road based logistics. In fact it seems entirely 
possible that the rail element could be quietly dropped in the future having used the “development of nationally strategic 
importance” argument to secure the necessary permissions as has happened with other similar developments. 
4. Support Growth and Create Employment – this area is lucky enough to have extremely low unemployment and therefore any additional jobs created are likely to drive up commuting and hence congestion (see 1. above). There would 
appear to be no benefit to the local communities at all. 
Since Ashfield Land own some of the land I fail to see how they can ever be objective in their arguments that this is the most suitable site for a SRFI. It would appear that this is merely an attempt to bypass the local planning departments 
and policy in the interest of developing a site that has not been identified for development in the Joint Core Strategy Local Plan. 
The information provided by Ashfield Land has been at best been insufficient and at worst inaccurate and misleading. The negative effects of this proposal on the local community cannot be overstated. I have yet to speak to or hear from 
anyone, other than Ashfield Land, who believes that this development has any positive benefits. Those whose houses may either be compulsorily purchased or, perhaps worse, those whose houses would adjoin the development should it 
go ahead are living in a nightmare state of limbo. I know of a number of people who are already (10 months in) suffering with the psychological impact of having this proposal hanging over them. The thought of having to suffer years of 
uncertainty whilst this proposal is progressed through consultation and application, followed by the potential for years of construction and ultimately a 24hr a day blight of traffic, air, noise and light pollution is unimaginable. 
Blisworth and Milton Malsor are both conservation areas, i.e. “an area of notable environmental or historical interest or importance which is protected by law against undesirable changes”. This proposal effectively completely fills the 
green space between those two conservation areas and the Grand Union Canal Conservation Area. There is no way for a development of this nature to make “a positive contribution to the character and local distinctiveness of the historic 
environment and its setting”. No amount of shielding or screening can in any way mitigate the impact of 250 hectares of warehousing and this would fundamentally change the character of the surrounding area. The thought of the total 
destruction of so much farmland, trees, hedges and abundant wildlife associated with the development is horrific. 
On a personal level, my wife and I bought our house nearly nine years ago in order to live in a beautiful rural village location to raise our family. We did all of the necessary checks to ensure that there were no major developments planned 
for the area. We lived here in happiness for eight years and then heard about this shocking proposal via word of mouth. We live on one of the junctions that will be massively affected by increased traffic levels. We regularly walk in the 
beautiful fields between the two villages with our children and we are faced with trying to explain to them why we might not be able to do this in the future, why their friends may be forced to move away and why their houses may be 
demolished. This has been a constant daily shadow on our lives over the last 10 months especially when travelling between the two villages and imagining the worst case scenario of the future should this proposal go ahead. 
In conclusion, the information provided through the consultation period has done nothing other than prove that the only rationale for this allegedly strategic rail freight interchange is that Ashfield Land own some of the land. There is no 
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strategic argument in relation to the proximity to transport networks since it is unlikely to be able to make use of the railway. The 8000 jobs will be of no benefit to the local area and will only serve to create 8000 additional commuters and 
I find it hard to understand how anyone could attempt to justify that 3-4 SRFI within the local area can make any nationally strategic sense. 

Annex DH (Feedback number: 275 – Further comments)  

When the information came through by word of mouth at Christmas 2015, I was shocked and horrified. The village life that I had chosen for myself and my young family was being threatened with air pollution, noise pollution, light pollution 
and visual pollution. In addition to that I am frightened at the prospect of the risk to life that will be caused by the inevitable increase in traffic through the village, both due to cars commuting to the warehouses, to say nothing of the HGVs 
that will see Blisworth village as a handy alternative in a so-called emergency, when the M1 or A43 are congested. 
My house overlooks one of the main junctions in the village, which enables me to see the chaos that is caused by a single lorry trying to manoeuvre its way through the village. Lorries do not fit through the village streets, and need to 
resort to driving onto pavements in order to successfully make tight corners, as well as forcing normal traffic flow to stop in its tracks in order to let them through. Placing a lorry park down the road from the village will make this situation 
an absolute nightmare. 
Having taken time to consider the proposal beyond my initial fear and anxiety, I moved onto the question of why here? Handily for the developers Ashfield Land, who have had a variety of unsuccessful plans for this land over a number of 
years, this new idea presented an opportunity to circumvent the local planning laws by making it apparently fit the criteria for a Strategic Rail Freight Interchange. 
Ashfield Land claim that the geographic location is good due to the proximity to the railway and the road network (M1 and A43). At no point have they been able to confirm that there is capacity on the West Coast Mainline for Rail Freight 
Passages, without which the whole proposal is flawed. The M1 in this area already resembles a lorry park at times, therefore it is clear that there no capacity for hundreds more lorries being concentrated onto this area of road. 
Ashfield Land use the introduction of around 8000 new jobs to the area as a positive. Had they done their homework they would know that unemployment in the area is very low and therefore this is an argument against suitability of the 
location as it will only serve to add 8000 commuter cars to the narrow village streets, past primary schools at peak times when the roads are already busy. 
2 
I realise that it is for the Government to decide whether the proposed SRFI is in actual fact strategic, however it appears that Rail Central is clutching a straws to think that this project is in any way strategically placed. DIRFT is an 
expanding SRFI about 15 miles North of the proposed site, surely its lorries are well placed to serve this section of Northamptonshire, then just slightly further North on the M1 is the agreed site near East Midlands Airport, and if that 
wasn’t enough, there is another agreed SRFI near St Albans, just a few miles further South. 
The policy in relation to Strategic Rail Freight Interchanges is completely flawed, but I appreciate that Ashfield Land are only trying to make some money out of some fairly shoddy policy decisions at National Level, therefore can’t be 
blamed for that. Surely the strategic nature of a planning proposal for an SRFI should be determined by the Government before a greedy developer takes it upon themselves to start ruining the lives of thousands of people. There is no 
way that any assessment of the suitability of the site has been objective…to the developer the site is perfect, as they own part of it, therefore on that basis it is not in their interests to find other sites that are more suitable. 
The proposal to locate the SRFI on this site is entirely financially driven as opposed to strategy driven, which is proven by Ashfield Land’s weak attempt to demonstrate its suitability throughout the consultation period. They have been 
unable to answer questions posed to them on a number of topics, however the most overwhelming omission seems to be the distinct absence of any assurance that there is even capacity on the railway line to add freight trains. In actual 
fact there appears to be compelling evidence that there is no capacity, there is no agreement in relation to freight passages and therefore the very strategic basis for the proposal is non-existent. 
Ever since this bombshell was dropped on us last Christmas, it has been hanging over our heads constantly. Not a single day goes by when I do not think about the horrific implications of this abomination; the destruction of the 
countryside life that we spent years striving to achieve, the destruction of the country paths that I love to walk along with my children, the threat to the safety of my children and their friends, to say nothing about ripping the heart and 
character out of a village which is rich in heritage and history. This proposal is already destroying lives and will continue to do so for many years to come. 
In conclusion the information provided in the consultation period has told me the following: 
· Strategically it would make more sense to locate the SRFI in a location that isn’t already served by several other SRFIs 
· Strategically it would make more sense to locate the SRFI in a location where there is a significant change of being able to acquire Rail Freight Passages to make the ‘Rail’ part of the acronym a reality 
· Environmentally it would make more sense to locate the SRFI in a location that is Brownfield land as opposed to destroying Greenfield farmland that it abundant with ancient or veteran trees and protected wildlife. 
· Economically and environmentally it would make more sense to locate the SRFI in an area of high unemployment where its 8000 jobs could be accessed by and would be welcomed by local people. 
· The only compelling argument that shines through this proposal is a financial one for Ashfield Land who have been searching for a way to make money from this land for years. 
Perhaps Ashfield Land could answer the following question honestly; 
Do you believe that the best location for a SRFI is on a Greenfield site that will obliterate two villages, ruining the lives of thousands of people, where there is no population in need of the jobs its promises, with a road network already 
stressed to the max, with no agreed rail freight passage availability? 
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